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FOREWORD

This effort, on the "Design and Development Study for Manned Space

Flight Operations Control and Support} '' is composed of eight major areas,

which are documented separately. Some of these areas of study may be

further subdivided but are reported in the same series of diréomuaiiee be-

cause of their interrelated nature. These eight report areas are des-~-

cribed briefly in the following paragraphs. This report covers progress

to date on the study area listed in Item 3 below:

1. Facility Requirements and Criteria - TR-E112
 

This report dacuments information pertaining to the overall
IMCC building configuration to house the operational and sup-
port systems necessary to the control and support of Manned
Space Flight Programs. Contained within this series of doe-
uments ‘are overall building dimensions, the allocation of space

for major systems and subsystems, and the primary and stand-
by power and air conditioning estimates for the equipment con-
sidered necessary for operations.

2. Information Flow Plan (Gemini Rendezvous Operation) - TR-E114
 

This report contains three major elements; information flow
requirements, information flow plan, and operational concepts
and procedures. These elements are analyzed both by phase
of mission and by function. Phases include checkout, count-
down, powered flight, orbital operations with emphasis on ren-
dezvous, reentry,and recovery. Major functions include flight
dynamics, spacecraft systems, life support systems, network
control, launch operations,and recovery operations. These re-
ports also discuss the manning of these functions.

 

3. IMCC Systems and Performance Requirements Specification -
TR-E120 :

The study in this area encompasses the specification of the basic
systems for Gemini (rendezvous), Apollo earth orbital and
Apollo lunar operations, and the specification of an integrated
system, the performance of which will accommodate all three
mission classes without major revision. The major IMCC
systems in this area of study include communication, compu-~

tation (interface), display/control, simulation and checkout, and

the local "remote site!’:
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4. Information. Flow Plan Development (Manned Apollo Missions)
' TR-EL21 , ara.

' This series of reports, as in item 2 above, contains information

flow requirements, information flow plan, and operational con-
cepts and procedures for manned Apollo earth orbital and lunar
missions, Information is presented both by mission phase and
by function. The functions covered in this report are essen-~
tially the same as for the E-114 series. The phases, however,
include checkout, countdown, earth orbit, translunar flight,

lunar orbit, lunar operations, transearth flight, reentry, and |
recovery, as appropriate. Manning concepts are discussed as
they relate to control and support of these operations,

5, GOSS Performance Requirements Specification - TR-E122
 

This report translates the information flow requirements into
terms of the performance required of ground equipment to
support Gemini (rendezvous) and manned Apollo missions. It
integrates these requirements so that like requirements for
different missions may be accommodated by the same classes
of equipment. Of equal importance is the difference between
mission requirements (for example, between earth orbital
and lunar missions) and the impact on support requirements.

Performance both within phases and the transition between
phases are documented,

6. IMCC Procurement Plan - TR-E125
 

This report will contain procurement information on typical
systems and subsystems which perform the functional opera-
tions within the IMCC. It will present scheduling information
on such items as require long lead times and development
effort, and transportation and installation times. Itis not

intended to be a full-blown procurement document which typi-
cally includes identification of all of the components and char-
acteristics of these, but rather will provide data which will
demonstrate the feasibility of achieving the target schedule
dates.

7, IMCC Functional Checkout Plan - TR-EF126
 

This report will contain the general plan for the initial checkout

of the IMCC systems both prior to acceptance and after instal-

lation. It will also include documentation on the scheduling of

checkouts once the facility is in operation and will include the

intended use of the simulation and checkout system to facilitate

this checkout. Personnel and equipment required specifically

for systems checkout will be identified as part of the plan.

8. IMCC Functional Maintenance Plan - TR-E127
 

This report will discuss the plan for maintenance of IMCC

operational systems. It specifically excludes facility main-

tenance, Procedures for preventive and routine maintenance

and the continuation of operations under these conditions will
a

iv
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be discussed. Considerations of minimum interference to
operations will be delineated. Information concerning logis-
tics, spare parts, personnel, maintenance equipment, etc.,
will be included. i
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- SECTION1 _
INTRODUCTION _

This report presents preliminary system and subsystem requirements

'- and specifications for the Integrated Mission Control Center (IMCC) in

_ support of the rendezvous phases of Project Gemini and Project Apollo

' Primary emphasis is given to the mission support requirements for =

Gemini with due consideration to also accommodate the future phases of

Project Apollo, within the constraints of current information,

These performance requirement specifications reflect a maximum in-

tegration of the IMCC equipment in support of both Gemini and Apollo.

The IMCC performance requirements are based upon the continuing de-

tailed studies and development for the overall mission information flow

plan, as presently reflected in WDL-TR-E114-2, Information Flow Plan

(Gemini Rendezvous Operation), dated 9 July 1962, under this contract,

The report covers the considerations relating to display console, data

processing, operational simulation and training, GOSS interface and —

communication requirements.

This: report is divided into eight sections, entitled as follows:

Section 1 | Introduction

Section 2 Overall IMCC Performance Requirements

Section 3 Communication System

Section 4 Data Processing System

Section 5. _ Display/Control System

Section 6 Simulation and Checkout System

Section 7 ' MSC "Remote Site" |

Section 8 References : ,

Section 2 summarizes the IMCC functional system requirements which

are based on the overall mission information flow plan as described in

WDL-TR-E114-2. Section 3 presents the IMCC communication system

1-1 .
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which|is required to qoeouienedale the low ‘of information within the

IMCC;: as welasthe interface withthe remote elements ft ae,

Beetle 4 covers the data oracugsing ee required to support ‘the:

functions of display, real-time computation, and input-output data

scanning and formatting requirements.

Section 5 describes the display/ control.sopehern covering requirements,

incite|and recommended configurations forener, and console dis-

plays.

Section 6 presents the requirements and concepts covering the opera-~

tional simulation and checkout system to accommodatethe mission -

requirements.

Section 7 presents the considerations involved in a ''remote site'' within

the IMCC which is recommended for primary use in simulation, train-

ing and checkout. In addition; its cae use as an operating ‘remote

site'' station is also presented.

Section 8 lists the other documents referencedin this report.

Future revisions of the report will describe the IMCC systems require--

ments in support of earth orbital and lunar Apollo missions also. The

IMCC systems to support the requirements of both Gemini rendezvous

and Apollo missions willbe integrated into one flexible group of sys-

tems capable of supporting each of these missions.

1-2
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- SECTION 2.
OVERALL IMCC PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

2.1 IMCC FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

2.1.1 General

The prime function of the IMCC is to exercise operations direction and

technical management for Manned Space Flight Programsin all aspects

of ground support from the beginning of countdown through flight opera-

_ tions to recovery. ‘Actual control of the manned spacecraft, however,

rests ultimately with the astronauts. he IMCC function includes the

direction of the Ground Operational Support System prior to and during

a flight mission or simulated mission, and, more importantly, the

fremexlasion of information, aivice, and recommendations to the astro-

nauts as to the appropriate action to be taken under a specific set of

circumstances consistent with flight plan objectives and mission rules.

The IMCCalso controls certain aspectsof the flight of unmanned vehi-

cles.

The specific functions of the IMCC which are required to effect the

necessary direction and control fall into three major categories;

a. Pre-flight operations

b. Mission operations

c. Non-mission operations.

The IMCC functions in each of these phases are discussed below and

are discussed in greater detail in reference 1,

. 2.1-1
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RM.Pre-Flight Operations vt

There are a numberofIMG functions whichmusi fake placeas part of

-pre- flight (or pre-launch):Operations, These functions relate primarily

to planning,. simulation, testing, rain checkout. These functionsinclude

‘the: following:

a, .Perform support and operations planning for missions _ .

b. Develop and perform ‘simulation and trainingexercises. ;

cc. Conduct briefings and de--briefing on all exercises .

d. Plan IMCC and remotesite checkouts’ .

e. Monitor pre-launch booster and vehicle checkout

f. Prepare flight plansand mission rules .

g. Prepare staffing plans for missions

_h. Assist and coordinate recovery planning.

: Glia
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2.1.3 Mission Operations

 

Mission operations span all phases of operation from the beginning of

countdown to post--flight debriefing.

Prior to launch, ‘iss IMCC functidns are concerned primarily with GOSS

readiness and estimated launch time. From launch to recovery, these

functions include: “{1) .direction of the GOSS network, (2) monitoring

mission status, (3) predicting contingencies and reactingto them, and,

(4) providing advice to the astronauts and some control of unmanned

spacecraft. (See Reference 1.)

Specific functions in each of these categories are listed below.

2.1.3.1 Direction of GOSS Network
 

a. Provide communication termination and switching facilities
for the GOSS network

-b. Monitor and control voice, TTY, high-speed and low-speed
data links to remote sites, the launch complex and the pri-
mary recovery control centers

“c. Monitor and control voice and data links to the spacecraft

Transmit voice and digital data to the GOSS elements and
to the spacecraft

-e. Schedule the use of GOSS stations and equipment during mis-~-

sion periods

, Schedule voice, data, and video loops during mission opera-

tions

g. Compute nominal acquisition data:for each remote station and

transmit these data to the remote stations. This information
should include time and pointing instructions for spacecraft
acquisition (on the horizon), five degree acquisition, fifteen
degree acquisition, and minimum range acquisition. The
acquisition information should also include communication
data resulting from the checkout and launch tests on both the
Gemini and Agena. Such communication data will facilitate
the establishment of ground-to-vehicle links

Zi1, 301
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‘Be i. 3.2. Monitor Mission Status
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Provide group displays showing overall mission status

-Provide detailed action displays for flight control and sup-
port personnel

Maintain status information on all recovery forces in terms
of location, assistance, and recovery periods for each

designated area

Provide mission status information to VIPs, press, and
other agencies

Monitor Gemini and Agena systems during checkout and
launch for possible hold decisions and for engineering analy-
sis. If there is a change inthe status of the propulsion or
guidance systems, for example, it may be necessary for the
IMCC to perform computations to determine the possible
effects on rendezvous and for the IMCC Flight Director to
recommend a hold decision or mission alteration to the
Operations: Director.

Compute and monitor vehicle ephemeris

Compute and monitor orbit capabilities of both vehicles

Make go, no-go decision on Gemini insertion -

Compute and monitor, in conjunction with the Launch Con-
ductor, the launch time for the Agena (assumed to be launched
second) within the launch window. These computations will

' be based on injection conditions and the resultant orbit of
Gemini and the status of both vehicles insofar as status

affects rendezvous.

Predict landing point, landing time and the associated uncer-~
tainties

Monitor all spacecraft telemetry including: (1) propulsion
status of spacecraft in terms of remaining fuel, predicted

safety factor, and expected time-to-shortage; (2) spacecraft
pneumatic, life support, navigation and guidance, attitude
control, and other electronic and mechanical control systems;

and (3) insertion conditions for Gemini and the Agena.

2.1, 3-2
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2.1.3.3 Transmission of Instructions to Crew and to Spacecraft

PHILCO

'..The final phases of rendezvous will be the sole responsibility
of the spacecraft crew. The IMCC must provide the crew with
the necessary information regarding the status and attitude of
the target vehicle, and the required maneuvers necessary to
effect docking.’ These recommendations will be based on the
orbital elements of both vehicles and the docking devices in
both vehicles. Should collision be imminent and normal dock-
ing impossible, it will be the responsibility of the IMCC to
determine the appropriate commands and time ofexecution
to the target vehicle to change its orbit to avoid collision if
this maneuver cannot be controlled from the manned space-
craft. Such determinations will be based on the orbital ele-

ments andattitude of eachvehicle, the energy status or reserve
of each vehicle, and the possibility of a second attempt to

rendezvous, should it be desired.

During the final phases of rendezvous, it may be necessary to
adjust the attitude of the target vehicle. The attitude-adjust
commands And the time of the execution will be determined
by the FDO7'tt Taydtsbe desirable to control the attitude
of the target vehicle after the two vehicles have been separated
to permit the target vehicle to re-enter in the desired manner,
The determination of attitude control commands and the time

of execution will be based on the orbital elements of both
vehicles, information on the attitude, and energy status of the
target vehicle.

-After rendezvous of the two vehicles has taken place and the
desired maneuvers have been completed, it will be necessary
to return the Gemini vehicle to the ground. This will involve
separation of the target vehicle and the Gemini vehicle. The
separation will be the sole responsibility of the crew. The FDO
will be responsible for advising the crew during these phases
of flight, and to initiate engine re-start or attitude control

cornmands, as required, for the Agena vehicle to achieve the

desired separation, if the spacecraft crew cannot perform this

function once separation has been achieved.

Recommend to the crew a duty cycle program for the spacesuit.

This program will be a schedule of utilization of the life support

systems in the spacecraft and the spacesuits. Coupled with

this schedule will be recommended gas constituent flow rates.

Recommend optimum food consumption program for the extended

missions

The maneuvering during the final descent of the Gemini vehicle

will be the sole responsibility of the vehicle crew. The IMCC

will be responsible, however, to make recommendations as to

maneuvers required during the final descent to test lifting

devices or to avoid local hazards. The recommendations may

fc 1a 5e3
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be based on information received from the Recovery Control
Center and available knowledge of the status of critical vehi-
cle systems,. the crew's control capability and the overall
mission objectives of the flight. It is recognized that com: .
munication may not always be possible during the descent,

 

2.1.3.4 Predict Contingencies and Solutions

a. Modify, add to, delete, or interpret mission rules

b. Maintain continually an abort plan which will consist of
planned retrofire times for each orbit. It will be the
responsibility of the Flight Dynamics Officer (FDO) to
evaluate the optimum time for re-entry of the Gemini
vehicle. The FDO will be responsible for recommending
both the time of application of retrothrust and the attitude
duringthe thrust application, This recommendation may
simply involve the initiation of a time sequence, In this
case, it will be the responsibility of the FDO to determine
the start time of the retrosequence and provide this to the
vehicle crew, such that the re-entry maneuver can take
place automatically or under the control of the crew in the
desixed manner, The recommendations of the FDO will be
based on the status of recovery forces, the conditions of
the Gemini vehicle and the capability of the crew to maneuver
during re-entry.

c. Analyze and evaluate spacecraft telemetry for possible trends,
hazards, or contingency situations including radiation hazards,
gas composition in the spacecraft and spacesuits, crew status
and performance for possible mission alterations,

2.1. 3-4
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2.1.4 Non-Mission Operation

2.1.4.1 Data Analysis

During non-mission operations, the IMCC will be responsible for mis-

sion preparation activities. This preparation will involve analysis of

the data from previous missions and planning of GOSS utilization for

the upcoming mission.

2.1.4.2 Mission Simulation and Checkout

| |
The IMCC must provide facilities for conducting IMCC remote site and

 

integrated simulation for training, qualification, and checkout prior to

a flight mission.

Z01.4,3 GOSS Status

During non-mission periods, the IMCC will also be responsible for

collecting and maintaining status information on all GOSS elements.

2.1.4.4 Public Information

The IMCC will disseminate data for general public information.

2.1.4.5 Maintenance

The IMCC must provide logistic support and maintenance for the IMCC

technical facilities, including the necessary aids for all maintenance

activities, such as servicing, trouble shooting, adjusting and calibrat-

ing, removing and replacing of components, and repair of faulty units.

This subject will be covered in greater detail in a subsequent report.

The maintenance concept must complement the maintainability goals

which affect design of the IMCC. Design goals for maintainability and

reliability are presently being defined, and will be includedin later

revisions of this document.

Osks Sed
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2.1.4.6 Engineering Analysis
 

Activities relating to improvement ordesign of equipment and proce-

dures involving the use of Laboratory Facilities for development and

computers for analysis are included as typical non-mission engineering

functions.

2.1.4.7 Administrative Support
 

This includes such activities as administration, security, travel, finance,

and related activities.

Z.1. 462
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2.2 IMCC OPERATIONAL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

2.244 Operational System Concepts
 

These concepts have been delineated in Section 3.1.1 of Reference 2,

However, to provide continuity for this report, they will be repeated

here.

2.2.1.1 General -

Several major operational concepts influence all aspects of the opera-

tion and are, therefore, presented at this point, These are:

a. The astronauts will be in command of spacecraft operations
to the maximum extent possible. This restricts ground con-
trol of the spacecraft to those events which exceed the capa-

' bility. of spacecraft equipment or to those periods during
which the astronauts are effectively incapacitated; This con-
cept may be modified to accommodate flight objectives and
mission rules. It will be the perogative of the astronauts prerogdies
to delegate other functions of spacecraft command as they
deem desirable.

b. The IMCC will have operational responsibility and authority
over the GOSS during all phasesof the mission from the be-
ginning of countdown through the flight mission to recovery.
The IMCC will be likewise in complete command of all ele-
ments of the GOSS participating in a simulation exercise for
Manned Space Flight Programs. It will be the perogative of
the IMCC to delegate temperary authority or standardized
control functions to subordinate organizations and outlying
stations for specific aspects of a mission. Included within
these delegated functions may be certain launch and recovery
operations, and contingency command and control procedures
to be implemented by outlying "command" stations.

L»
c. The Data Processing System will be implemented such that

most functions may be performed in part on any other com-
puter. Changes in assignment will be by executive program.
The desirability of this feature is particularly obvious in
the event of a machine failure, at which time certain critical

functions being performed by the failed machine may be |
assigned to any other machine. The maximum degradation
which can result under this condition is a reduction in either
capacity ortime, proportional to the percentage of the failed
machine. Such a philosophy also pays off in that it permits
procurement of a minimum number of computers while still’
assuringhigh availability through backup. Safety of flight
considerations necessitate hard wire switching between those
machines used for simulation and those used for the flight
mission. —

2,2-1
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d. All normal operations and as many predictable contingencies
as can reasonably and properly be handled automatically,
will be programmed for machine processing so that human
operators may utilize their time in analyzing trends in the
data. By this concept of operation, the GOSS mission con-
trollers will be provided maximum practical assistance in
predicting contingencies so that they can alert the astronauts
to an abnormal condition and recommend the proper corrective
action. In those situations where the condition had been pre-
viously analyzed and programmed into the computer, a com-
puter output would supply the alternative courses of action to
mission controllers for selection and communication to the
astronauts. On the other hand, if the condition had not been

foreseen, the mission controllers and associated support per-
sonnel would have recognized the abnormality at the earliest
possible moment and would, therefore, have had the maximum
amount of time to evaluate the situation and to make the best
recommendation as to remedial action. Under normal oper-.-
ating conditions, the mission controllers would be planning
for future phases of the mission, performing such operations
as determining which alternate mission would be appropriate
or what the most productive modification to the flight plan
would be.

e. One flight mission and one simulation or checkout mission
may be in progress simultaneously. This dictates that opera-
tional procedures and instrumentation capability must be such
that each can be performed without interference to the other.
Duplicate Mission Operations Control Rooms (MOCR) and

ssary support are planned toi len E this bility.nece y supp P nnedto: pete is capability

f. The "remote:site!’ at the MSC shall serve asa typical input
for simulation exercises, and shall serve as atest bed for

system improvement of the IMCC or spacecraft instrumenta-
tion and procedures for Manned Space Flight Programs. It
may also perform the function of an operational site to support
mission flights.

g. All aspects of the operational system shall have maximum
reliability since this is directly related to the safety of the
astronauts. By the same token, the emphasis in operational
system planning shall be on flexibility because of the variety
of planned missions and the requirement for a quick reaction
to different conditions during a mission. Therefore, redundancy
of instrumentation is acceptable, but only after exhaustive
evaluation of more ingenious, more economical approaches
have failed to provide a reasonable solution.

h. The operational system of the IMCC shall be an integrated
system, improving by evolution but not requiring a radical
change between the Gemini rendezvous phase and the Apollo
orbital phase, nor between the Apollo orbital and lunar phases,
nor between intermediate, less distinct mission phases. The
system design should be imaginative such that a minimum change
is required for those missions which will follow the Apollo
lunar flights, whatever they may be.

2.2=2
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Normal recovery shall be a land recovery in either the
United.States or Australia. The system shall, in addition
to accommodating normal recovery, effectively support
deferred emergency recoveries which may occur ata
specific time during each orbit and shall provide the where-
withal to support emergency recoveries at any time during
orbital or lunar flights. as appropriate.

2,2-3
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2.3 FUNCTIONAL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

| 2.3.1 General

Three major operational systems support flight missions:

‘a. - Communication System

b. - Data Processing System

c.. Disptay/Controt System

In addition, various support systems are required for operation of the

Integrated Mission Control Center. These are:

d. ‘Simulation and Checkout System

e. .Technical Support Facilities

Non-operational Facilities

g. Remote Site

The remote site is considered a functional part of the Integrated Mission

Control Center and if used as an operational site in addition to its basic

simulation and checkout functions, will implement direct voice com-~_

munication between the IMCC and the spacecraft, real-time up-data

transmission, and furnishing of tracking information and datato the

IMCC. Except:for the RF antennas, the "remote site" will‘auteelly be

a physical part of the Mission Operations Wing.

The non-operational tection include the office, support and laboratory

"areas required to house the Flight Operations Division charged with the

responsibility for mission planning, mission execution (including flight

control), mission evaluation, and administration and operation of the

Integrated Mission Control Center.

2.3.2 IMCC Functional Systems
 

Figure 2.3.2-1 is a simplified block diagram of the functional systems

within the Mission Operations Wing of the IMCC. All external com-

munication lines from the GOSS network enter the IMCC complex through

the Communication System, Within this system, the tracking and telem-

etry data, alphanumeric text, and teletype messages are separated and

a Be Fol
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Figure 2.3.2-1 Simplified Block Diagram of IMCC Functional Systems
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routed to their intended destinations, as indicated. During simulation

exercises, the inputs from the Simulation System simulate inputs from

the GOSS network,and follow the same distribution pattern. From the

MOCR, paths are indicated to both the Communication System and the

Display./ Control System to provide for manual instructions and data

call up from the IMCC and/or remote sites.
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SECTION 3

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The present GOSS communication network will be augmented and |

modified to accommodate the increased flow of information for the

successful completion of the Gemini/Apollo missions. Its purpose is

to maintain contact with the astronauts aboard the spacecraft, the

tracking sites, and the launch and recovery control complexes for the

interchange of intelligence, and to facilitate proper command decisions

during launch, orbit, and reentry phases of the mission. The Integrated
Mission Control Center, located at the Manned Spacecraft Center, will

have overall operational cognizance of the worldwide GOSS communi-

cation network during the Gemini/Apollo missions.

This specification presents the performance requirements for the

communication system within the IMCC to implement data flow in the

GOSS. Although this specification,when complete, is intended to

satisfy both Gemini rendezvous and Apollo requirements, the numbers

and types of circuits in this issue primarily reflect the anticipated

Gemini rendezvous mission requirements.

2 H i L Cc Oo WESTERN DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
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3.2 SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

- 3.2.1. General .

The communication requirements for manned spaceflight missions comprise

the SORMEPTLs butnot necessarily in order of ihpbtane bs

3, 2.1,1 Mission Periods

a. Provide Adena voice contact between the IMCC and the

spacecraft

b. Provide voice capability between the IMCC, all support sites
and other Government. agencies —

c. Telemeter biomedical data, environmental data, systems
performance data, etc. from the spacecraft for display at
IMCC

d, Transmit near real-time tracking data from the remotesites
- to the operational computers

e. Transmit computer-derived data from the IMCC to ground sites

£. Provide near real-time, -ground-derived digital information
to the spacecraft via remote sites

g. Transmit remote site status data for display at the IMCC

h. Inform remote sites of mission status

fe
te

° Support simulation and training

j. Transfer communication control to other agencies during
non-mission periods

k. Provide other required operational information,

3.2.1.2 Non-Mission Periods
 

a. Provide voice capability between the IMCC, ali aap sites,
and other government agencies |

b. Provide non-real time command.data from the IMCC to remote

sites

c. Provide intersite communications,

These types of information must be transmitted between the remote

ground facilities of GOSS and the Integrated Mission Control Center.

This information is to be transmitted via high speed data (1200-2400 bps),

low speed data (75-100 bps), teletype or voice circuits. The trans - .

3.221
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mission media for these circuits entering the IMCC consist of normal ~

3 ke voice lines, specially-treated 3 kc voice lines for high speed data

and normal 100 wpm bandwidth teletype circuits, These circuits, all

arranged for four wire, full duplex operation, will arrive at the IMCC

via leased commercial facilities, pass through the communication

control room which houses the local technical control facilities for

monitoring all lines, and terminate at the communication processor,

which is the heart of theIMCC communication system and the primary

control point for routing and switching of data and text messages within

the IMCC.

3, 2-2
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6 3.3 COMMUNICATION SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS

The IMCC Communication System consists of three major subsystems

which have the following functions:

PHILCO

GOSS Termination Subsystem
 

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Terminates the high speed data (HSD), low speed data
(LSD), and teletype circuits which connect the remote
elements of GOSS and other outside support agencies to
the IMCCG

Terminates the part-time video circuits between Cape

Canaveral and the IMCC

Terminates and switches the full-time and part-time,

leased voice circuits from the remote elements of GOSS,

and from other outside support agencies

Provides technical control facilities, through which all

GOSS communication circuits pass so that quality mon-

itoring of the circuits can be performed and control of
circuit routing and terminal equipments provided. Co-
ordination with the AT&T long lines test facilities can
be effected by this facility through GSFC. &dtad Soret Gtr:

Provides operational control and supervision over the

GOSS network during mission periods and coordination
with other agencies for relinquishing of this control dur-

ing non-mission periods.

Communication Processing and Pentel Subsystem
 

(1)

(2)

(3)

Provides electronic switching and control of traffic from

the GOSS network and other circuit terminations for

proper routing of alpha-numeri¢textaand.digita.1 data

messages to the IMCC and MSC destinations Seting both

mission and nonmission periods.

Provides all internal communication facilities for both

network and internal IMCC traffic, including routing and

distribution of communication flow and messages

Provides liaison between the Communication Director

and both the Network Status Monitor console and the

Technical Control Facilities.

IMCC Internal Communication Subsystem
 

(1) Provides internal communication circuits, terminal

equipments, and technical control facilities for the

operational voice intercommunication system between

the operational positions within the IMCC

3. dak..
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(2) Provides local teletype, courier and facsimile circuits and ” +)
equipment for the local delivery of the text traffic from the
GOSS communication network, via the IMCC Message Center

(3) Provides voice paging and public address facilities.

e

Figure 3,31. is a block diagram showing the overall communication

flow within the IMCC. In the following discussion of each of the sub-

systems, the Communication Processing and Control Subsystem, and

the Internal Communication Subsystem are emphasized. Within the

GOSS Termination Subsystem, the technical control, voice control

switching, and GOSS supervision facilities will be discussed in detail

in this report. However, the terminal equipments utilized on the HSD

and LSD circuits will be included as part of the GOSS Performance

Requirements Specification (WDL-TR-E122) so that the complete GOSS

circuits from terminal to terminal including data modems, and error

control techniques can be discussed in one report to provide continuity

of discussion without excessive referencing between the two documents.

3,32"
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3.3.1 GOSS Termination Subsystem
 

The GOSS Termination Subsystem comprises the terminal equipment,

control and test facilities onall high speed and low speed datacircuits,

teletype, voice and video circuits which come into the IMCC Communi- ©

cation System fromthe remote elements of the GOSS network. The

majority of these equipments are lecated in the Communication Control

Room and the Data Terminal Equipment Room.

3.3.1.1 Technical Control Facilities
 

All circuits entering or leaving the IMCC pass through the Technical

Control facilities in the Communigation Gentrol Room so that this is

appropriately the control center for the entire IMCC-GOSS communi-

cation network operation. By meang of the monitoring and test facilities

provided, the status and quality of all eirguits can be determined.

Through the use of extensive patching facilities, circuits can be rerouted

to handle all conditions of traffic loadimg, and circuit or equipment

outages.

The operational activities of Technical Control are divided into three

functions; (1) traffic routing, (2) quality monitoring, and (3) mainte~-

nance. The equipment in the Communigation Control Room should be

grouped according to function, and the groups arranged in sucha

manner as to provide the optimum in oper@tional efficiency. Figure

3,.3.1,1-1 is an artist's conception of a typieal technical control area.

The traffic patching facility, which includes the traffic patching bays

and the monitor be)etypewriter consoles, appears on the right. In the

center, occupying 4 position readily accessible to both traffic patching

operations and maintenance patching operations, is the quality monitoring

facility, On the left is situated the maintenance patching facility

including the equipment patching bay lineup to the right, the audio

patching bay lineup to the left, and the audio test bay located between

the two lineups.

The traffic patching bays include equipment by which the operator

3.3.1-1
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reroutes teletype and digital data traffic to provide on-call system

serviceto circuit users and access for high impedance monitoring on

either-send or receive teletype circuits. The electrical design of this

bay should bedirected to its primary function of providing the facilities

required by the operator for monitoring and controlling all traffic

‘between; (1) the GOSS network and the communication processor, and

(2) the communication processor and the IMCC Message Center and

other teletype terminal locations within the MSC complex. Associated

with the traffic patching facility are the monitor teletypewriter consoles.

These consoles can be provided with space for mounting up to three

sound-proof monitor teletype page printers, and equipped with shunt

monitor applique units which provide the capability for high=impedance,

bridged monitoring of an operating teletype circuit with no degradation

of the low-impedance teletypewriter loop circuit.

The quality monitoring facility consists of a quality monitor console,

This console should contain the necessary equipment to enable operators

to monitor and to perform qualitative analysis of the teletype and data

circuits prior to their entry into the communication processor.

For those channels equipped with on-line monitors, automatic and

continuous monitoring of the channel status is presented by the on-line

monitor indicators spread across the top portion of the front panel.

The operation of the console can be both simple and efficient by the use

of a punched card selection technique to call up a particular circuit for

detailed analysis. In addition, the on-line monitors which will perma--

nently monitor each line on a high impedance bridging basis, should

provide the following indications to the operator to identify faulty

circuits;

a. Visual and audible indications when the signal quality drops

below the level which has been preset on the monitor

b, Advisory information on the absence of traffic or an open-circuit

condition on the monitored circuit

c. An alarm indication when the number of hits on a line exceeds

a preset number ina given three minute period.

3.3.1-3
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Other functions and equipments at this quality monitoring console should

include:

a. Telephone and teletype order wire equipment

b. IMCC operational intercommunication keyset

Alarm indicator panel for equipments of interest to the quality
monitor operator

d. Operator's test equipments including digital distortion analyzers,
oscilloscopes, level meters, test transmitter-distributor,
random word bit generators, etc.

e. Channel status indicators

Gardmatic switch and switch circuitry designed to automatically
preset the test and monitor instruments for the selected
channel.. Card storage and facilities for making up new or
replacement cards should be provided.

The equipments included in the console permit rapid diagnosis of

channel troubles and provide the operator with ample communication

facilities to keep him informed of equipment status and maintenance

progress.

The maintenance patching facility permits the analysis of DC and audio

frequency channels for the purpose of determining which links in the

system are not operating properly. Once this determination has been

made, a link known to be in proper operating condition may be substi-

tuted:for a faulty link, thereby allowing the channel to continue to

operate with a minimum loss of time while more extensive testing and

repairs are being made on faulty equipments.

The maintenance patching facility will consist of three major componentsy

a. Audio Test Bay

The audio test bay shall provide a central location for test
instruments used to perform routine testing and evaluation of
audio frequency lines and/or intersite channels. It also
provides a means for connecting test equipment to operating
channels.

b. Audio Patching Bay

The audio patching bay provides facilities required for patching

3.3.1-4
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between audio channels and/or audio terminal equipments for
control and maintenance purposes. The bay also provides the
means for monitoring all incoming and outgoing audio channels .
and connecting audio test equipment to any audio line or channel,

c, Equipment Patching Bay
 

This bay provides the means for substituting various equipments
for the purpose of maintenance and repair.

Figure 3.3.11-2 is a functional block diagram of a typical technical

control facility which shows how it would be integrated into the IMCC/

GOSS Communication System.

3.3.1.2 Teletype

Initially, a majority of the present Mercury teletype circuits utilizing

Baudot code transmissions may be used from the remote elements of

the GOSS network during both mission and non-mission periods, In

addition, direct teletype circuits from Goddard, Cape Canaveral and

other outside support agencies will enter the IMCC Communication

System. These circuits will operate at both 60 and 100 wpm, The

100 wpm circuits will be used primarily within the continental United

States.

Eventually, the intent is to convert the GOSS network teletype circuits

to low speed data circuits during IMCC mission periods, operating over

the same teletype bandwidth channel facilities. The primary advantage

of this type of operation is the utilization of more efficient coding than

the present Baudot code, and the use of more efficient error control

techniques to insure the maximum reliability of data. This conversion

of teletype to low speed data (at 75-100 bps) will be a gradual transition

during the early Gemini rendezvous missions, Because of the flexi-

bility of the communication processor (using electronic switching and

code conversion techniques), this phase-over period will not introduce

any Significant problems or modifications within the IMCC. A more

detailed discussion of the GOSS teletype network and terminal

requirements, as well as new circuit requirements for the GOSS

5. 3. b= 5
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network will be found in the report'on GOSS Performance Requirements

Specification (WDL-TR-E122).

Additional teletype circuits from outside agencies and support areas

will include the following:

Weather network terminations, including facsimile

Military Recovery Communication network

Liaison Military and DOD circuits

p
o
o

8

Commercial Western Union teletype and Bell System TWX
circuits.

These circuits, with the exception of item d, may also come under the.

cognizance of technical control personnel before terminating in their

areas of concern.

3.3.1.3 Low Speed Data

The low speed data circuits terminating at the IMCC will be, in part,

new circuits required to meet the greater mission requirements in

addition to those circuits resulting from the transition of Baudot code

to digital coding over the present Mercury teletype bandwidth facilities.

Data bit rates will be approximately 75 to 100 bps (corresponding to

100 wpm Baudot code transmissions). Actual data rates will be deter-

mined at a later date.

These data circuits will carry both compressed raw data formatted

for use by the IMCC computation subsystems, and alphanumeric text

messages in digital format which will be code-converted and routed to

the IMCC Message Center. The Communication Processor will per-

form this function.

3.3.1.4 High Speed Data

All remote elements of the GOSS network which utilize adequate hard-

wire transmission media over the complete route to the IMCC will be

provided with facilities for high speed data transmission (at 1200/2400

bps) over nominal 3 kc voice bandwidth circuits. These circuits, many

3.3,1-7
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of which are common to more than one overseas station, may revert

during non-mission periods to shared frequency-multiplexed teletype «

carrier transmission in Baudot code. The Baudot-coded message .

formats will be compatible with the existing Western Electric Type 83B2

electro-mechanical teletype switching center at GSFC.

The serial bit stream data arriving at the IMCC will be quality moni-

tored at the Technical Control facilities and then the raw data and

alphanumeric text messages will be segregated and routed to the IMCC

Computation Subsystems and the IMCG Message Center, respectively,

by the Communication Processor.

3.3.1.5 Voice

Voice circuits to all remote sites and support functions are required.

While it is essential that certain information, such as tracking data,

command instructions, and telemetry data be sent by record messages

for subsequent processing and evaluation, voice transmission is superior

for the transmission of urgent advisory information, reports of conditions,

etc. In addition, the voice circuits permit the Flight Director at the

IMGC to have direct voice communication with the spacecraft crew.

Terminal facilities for a number of leased voice circuits will be

required at the IMCC. These voice circuits are full period leased

4-wire circuits. Approximately 10 of these lines maybe diversely

routed to the Goddard Switching, Conferencing and Monitoring

Arrangement (SCAMA)voice control facility, where patching and

conferencing of circuits from the remote elements of the GOSS network

will take place. During mission periods, the GSFC voice switching

facility will be under the direct operational control of the Communication

Director at the IMCC. During non-mission periods, this voice network

is used for non-mission support under the direction of Goddard.

Circuit assignments will vary but will be used similarly to the existing

leased voice circuits used for the Mercury Project. Additional require-~

ments will be detailed in a later revision of this report, The primary

3.3.1-8
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voice circuit which ties together all elements of the GOSS network will

have a call-up capability for a diversely routed standby route during

mission periods within the continental United States. Use of this cir-

cuit will be governed by the location of the orbiting spacecraft since

priority is assigned to the site having the spacecraft in view. All sites

may monitor all conversations, at the discretion of the Flight Director.

This arrangement will retain the circuit cut-off capabilities at GSFC

and certain remote locations (if necessary) for cutting out circuits

which become noisy due to propagation difficulties as is common on HF

radio circuits.

A voice switchboard facility will be required at the IMCC. Its functions

will consist of the following:

a. Quality monitoring of the voice circuits and subsequent
liaison with the Technical Control facilities

b. Conferencing of any combination of circuits terminating at

the IMCC

c. Programmable patching of fixed networks to integrate with
the operational intercommunication system

d. Non-mission assignment of full period lines to hot line

telephone set status at specified location

e. Provide a call-intercept position for the administrative
telephone system during mission periods (to prevent

unauthorized calls in the MOCR and other operational areas)

f. Terminate and switch additional directly-routed leased cir-
cuits from Cape Canaveral, DOD and other support areas

Coordinate with the Goddard SCAMA Voice Control Center

GQ

h, Control of voice recording on critical circuits; this position

will be manned only during mission periods.

3,3.1-9
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3.3.1.6 Video
 

It appears desirable to provide the IMCCwith the capability to visually

communicate with the Launch Complex at Cape Canaveral concerning

pre-launch and launch activities. A television transmission channel

may be leased or implemented to transmit such video information

between the Launch Complex and the IMCC where it would be entered

into the television distribution system for viewing at any television

display device. The feasibility of providing a two way full duplex video

conference circuit is under study and firm recommendations will be

made ata later date.

Within the IMCC, the common carrier will terminate this video channel

(4.0 to 6.0 Mc bandwidth) with an A2A Termination Set located in the

common carrier equipment room. This termination set is equipped

with two 75 ohm coaxial output terminations, a Program Output and

Monitor Output. The Program Output will be routeddirectly to the

closed-circuit television termination equipment which will distribute

the video information to the appropriate displays. The Monitor Output

jack will feed this same video information to monitor equipment within

the Technical Control facilities where quality monitoring of the circuit

can be performed, and proper liaison with the Telco Liaison repre-

sentative can be effected.

3.3.1-10
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3.3.2 Communication Processing and Control Subsystem
 

3.3.2.1 General

The installation of an automatic, high speed, electronic message

switching and processing center terminating the teletype and data

circuits of the GOSS communication network is proposed. This com-

munication processing and control subsystem will serve as the nerve

center for the IMCC external communication requirements.

The primary functional requirement of this facility is that of accepting

traffic from the worldwide GOSS network, either direct during IMCC

mission periods or via Goddard during non-mission periods, and sep-

arating and routing this traffic (both serial bit stream data and text

messages in Baudot or digital coding) to the appropriate destination

within the IMCC. A similar requirement exists for assembling and

routing of all outward communication from the IMCC. Therefore, a

definite requirement exists for a communication terminal switching

center at the IMCC, over and above the switching center requirements

for all NASA circuits at GSFC.

Future plans for GSFC include the implementation of an automatic,

electronic switching center replacing the present electro-mechanical

Mercury and Spacon systems. By proper engineering coordination and

the use of compatible systems, the overall communication operations

and procedures will be enhanced and interface problems minimized.

This communication system at the IMCC will be monitored and con-

trolled by a multiplexed, stored program digital computer, henceforth

referred to as the communication processor. Peripheral units can be

added to the processor depending upon the present and future require-

ments at the IMCC. Peripheral equipment for the communication

processor includes input and output line terminal and control units; a

random access storage file to extend the processor's memory for buf-

fer storage of messages; magnetic tape units to provide historical files,

Se 35 261
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traffic analysis and message accounting; a supervisory control console;

and a message intercept position for garbled messages.

3.3.2.2 Overall Criteria

The multiplexing of multiple input lines with multiple output lines is a

basic principle of switching in point-to-point communication. For the

switching function to be efficient, it must be fast enough to connect the

traffic on each incoming line to the desired outgoing line, with little or

no delay, except in the outgoing queue necessary for store and forward

operation. The burden of moving traffic is transferred to the outgoing

line. This means that the switching system must accept and unload all

traffic from all the incoming lines connecting to it. Storage of waiting

traffic is the primary problem in any switching center.

The use of computer techniques of stored program control to make

message switching and processing operations automatic;eliminates the

cross~office delay and the inflexibility and inefficiency common to the

electro-mechanical switching centers in wide use today.

In designing an electronic communication switching and processing sys~

tem, the communication problem must be approached directly. The

selection of the computer which will serve as the communication proces-

sor should be functionally directed towards the existing communication

problems and requirements. Most existing computers have limitations

in data input-output and transfer, and have an arbitrary list of instruc-~

tions emphasizing arithmetic and logic operations .... not communica~

tion functions. Conventional computers are fixed for data processing

whereas they mustbe flexible for data communications.

To design and specify an efficient communication switching center for

the IMCC, it is necessary to take a close look at the requirements and

functions which must be accommodated. These are covered in the

By 3292
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following sections and, as further traffic analysis and loading studies

for the IMCC operations are completed, will be modified and discussed

in more detail in future revisions of this document,

PHILCO

 

a. Switching Requirements

1, Number of circuits: Present planning indicates there
will be a total of approximately 40 input/output lines
from the communication processer, These lines will
consist of high speed data, low speed data and teletype
information. Actual line requirements are not firm at

this date. Therefore, it seems reasonable to recommend
thaé the initial system specified for the IMCC be designed
for a maximum of 100 lines, and equipped for a total of
50 lines, assigned as follows; 15 high speed data (HSD),
15 low speed data (LSD) and 20 teletype (TTY) lines.

The communication processor must switch rapidly enough
to accept all incoming messages, In other words, it must
be capable of handling the estimated peak traffic loading
expected on all internal IMCC and external GOSS communi-
cation lines,

The communication processor must be time shared among
all incoming and outgoing lines,

The communication processor must sample each incoming
line, determine message precedence, perform address
recognition, and provide flexible and automatic routing of
all messages within the IMCC,

The requirement for switching between external lines
(i. @», remote site-tossite communication via GOSS) will
be limited, but this capability should be provided.

Each outgoing line must be sampled to determineits
status as defined by the following states.

(a) Inoperative

(b) In use= transmitting high precedence message

(c) Im usee transmitting low precedence message

(d) Not in use,

Outgoing messages must be queued according to precedence,
and any message can be interrupted for no delay priority
traffic.

Multiple address messages, ranging from two addresses
to an all stations broadcast, can be accommodated at any

time.

Data on the HSD/LSD lines must be separated and routed

3.3.2-3
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to the computation data busses and/or the Message Center
by recognition of address 'tags' in the data stream.

10. Data and digitally coded alphanumeric text messages
must be interlaced and transmitted to common addresses

via the HSD/LSD lines.

11. Automatic speed conversion between data rates of 75 to
2400 bps must be accomplished.

12. Code conversion must be performed (i.e., digital to
Baudot and vice versa). The processor must be capable

of accepting, storing, and retransmitting messages of
dissimilar form between certain unlike terminal devices.

13, The processor must provide automatic diversion of over-
flow traffic to random access storage files, and timely
return for retransmission.

14. Automatic detection of internal errors by generation and
checking of parity must be accomplished.

b. Bookkeeping Requirements
 

To continually monitor the status of all messages handled by
the communication processor and also to monitor the status
of the processor itself, the processing portion of the switching
facility must perform the following bookkeeping functions;

1, Keep a running account of all incoming messages on each
line

2. Keep a running account of all outgoing messages on each
line

3. Correlate incoming messages with outgoing messages

4. Direct all accounting data to the proper storage areas.

The communication processor will automatically insert on
each incoming and outgoing message an identification
consisting of letters and numbers identifying the circuit and
the particular transmission. All such identifications, with
date-time entries, are logged on magnetic tape. Provision
may be made for the interrogation of this tape and for
printing out by means of a high-speed line printer. Automatic
message accounting by the processor prevents lost messages
and provides data for subsequenttraffic analysis.

c. Man-Machine Interface Problems.
 

Because the system is under the direct supervision of man, a
direct interface between man and machine is required.
Therefore, the processor must:

l. Indicate to the operating personnel the status of each
incoming and outgoing line

3.3,.2-4
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Indicate the status of all bookkeeping functions

Indicate the presence of exceptions to normal operation
(garbled headings, out of sequence messages, etc.)

Provide facilities for program maintenance and control,
fault reporting and manual override.

Storage Requirements
 

The outgoing lines accept traffic from all incoming lines.
This may cause queues to form; therefore, outgoing lines
have some storage capability. In addition, some storage is
required on the incoming lines to accomplish speed and code

conversion.

1. Incoming Line Storage
 

Speed conversion is necessary to match incoming speed
with the communication processor speed, Since the
incoming line speeds are fixed, speed conversion can be
accomplished only by an incoming line store in which the
slow input line accumulates data until enough is stored
for the communication processor to take the data at its
own rate. The amount of storage needed depends on
several factors;

(a) The sampling rate of the processor

(b) The number of lines to be sampled

(c) The speed of data transfer

(d) The method of processing the data.

Outgoing Line Storage
 

Implicit in all storage operations is message retrieval.
Basically, there are two different methods which can be
used. In one method, separate discrete storage for high
and low precedence messages is provided on each out-
going line so that the messages have access to this line
as the line becomes available. This eliminates the need
for further processing during information retrieval, and

_is the most direct and simple method of handling the
switching problem, Because a very large part of the
potential storage is in a waiting stage, rather than being
used, the storage utilization is very inefficient. Since
storage is expensive, a more efficient storage approach

is indicated.

It is possible to lessen the amount of storage required
by assigning a common storage area to all outgoing
lines. This can be done in the following manner.

(a) Each incoming message is sensed and processed.

33. 225
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(b) Once processed, the message is removed from the
incoming line to make room for subsequent messages,

(c) The message is put into common storage.

(d) The message in common store either (1) retains all
its routing information while in.'storage, or (2) is
reprocessed each time it is taken out of storage.

(e) The processor continually samples both the status of
the outgoing lines and the messages in storage
awaiting transmission. Each time a match is made
between message store and outgoing line, a message
is released for transmission.

This approach uses the storage moreefficiently and
shares it among all outgoing lines. The switching burden
is transferred to the processor which time shares all
processing and storage functions with incoming and out-
going lines. Since the processor speed is far in excess
of the combined speed of all incoming and outgoing lines,
the burden placed on it is well within its capability.

3.3.4-6
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3.3.2.3 System Functional Criteria
 

In fulfilling the above general requirements, and also the more detailed

implicit requirements, definite functional criteria must be established

and met.

a.

PHILCO

Compatibility

The Communication Processing and Control Subsystem is to
be one element in a large existing and operating worldwide
communication complex. It must, therefore, be designed to
fit the existing system rather than having the present system

conform to specifications established by it. However, design-

ing the IMCC communication center for compatibility with
the existing GOSS network should not detract from its primary
function.

Capability

The Communication Processing and Control Subsystem must
have the capacity and speed to accomplish the routing, stor-
age, and sequencing for the full complement of communica-
tion lines required. It must minimize all queues, other than
the outgoing line queues, In addition, it must perform all
the bookkeeping and other ancillary functions needed to oper-
ate an efficient, coordinated communication center.

Adaptability

Because of the dynamic nature of the communication field,
any system must be designed to adapt to future changes. If
this adaptability is not designed into the system, the system
will soon be obsolete. This is one reason that both the soft-

ware and hardware must be constructed using a building
block approach, This will allow modular expansion changes
as they are required. The processor can be adapted to
changing day to day requirements through simple program
changes.

Reliability

Two aspects of reliability must be considered, functional
reliability and component reliability:

1. Functional Reliability
 

The primary function of a switching system is to accept
all incoming messages and transfer them to the proper
outgoing lines. This must be done without losing any
messages.

3.3.2-7
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2. Component Reliability.
 

All equipment components must be designed to satisfy J
the highest standards of reliability. Furthermore,
redundant equipment for prime circuits will be necessary
to provide continuity of operation during scheduled pre-
ventive maintenance and, additionally, to forestall cata-

strophic failure.

e. Human Factors

Though the switching complex will be completely automatic,
there will be areas in which operating personnel must inter-
face with functional procedures as well as with operating
equipment. The type of interface designed will be a com-
promise between man's physical and psychological capabilities,
and the cost and complexity of procedures and equipment. The
individual must not be taxed beyond his capabilities, nor should
the equipment cost or complexity become excessive in an effort
to oversimplify tasks best performed by man.

f. Practicality

Since the system will be functioning twenty-four hours a day,
seven days a week, it must be designed using sound engineer~
ing principles for efficient operation and maintainability, and
be practical in cost.

3.3.2.4 Overall Configuration and Major Subsystem Elements
 

The Communication Processing and Control Subsystem may be defined

by detailing the interfaces or information flow between its peripheral

equipments, other system elements and operating personnel. Figure

3.3.2.4-1 is a functional block diagram of the Communication Process~

ing and Control Subsystem. It shows the various peripheral equipments

and indicates their interconnection by either unilateral or bilateral links.

Each link may consist of multiwire cabling for handling the control func-

tions to support the information flow.

The following paragraphs describe in greater detail the functions and

operations of each equipment.

a. Incoming Line Unit (ILU)
 

The primary function of the incoming line unit is the coupling
of the input data line to the communication processor. The

3.3.2-8
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various input lines operate asynchronously with respect to
the communication processor, at speeds of 75 to 2400 bps.
The input line units provide the necessary line isolation and

speed buffering.

The ILUs receive the incoming data, sample the signal elements,
and decide whether they are mark or space. Start and stop
elementsof the teletype data are stripped, and only the five
information elements are retained for storage. When a charac-
ter (or group of characters) is completed, a ready signal is
given the processor which then initiates the transfer of the
character(s) into the processor for storage.

In addition to start/stop operation, the ILU can operate with
binary stream information. It recognizes the binary stream
tag or prosign, and transfers this continuous data stream into
the processor, a specified numberof bits at a time.

Outgoing Line Unit (OLU)
 

The outgoing line unit receives data from the communication
processor output memory at processor memory speed in five-
bit characters. Each character is transmitted by the OLU at
the required line data rate, with start and stop elements added,
where required. The OLU signals the communication processor
when it is ready to receive new data.

The incoming and outgoing line units will be housed in
standard 19-inch relay racks.

Communication Processor (Dual)
 

The communication processor communicates with both the
incoming line units and the outgoing line units. One hundred
(100) of each type line unit, each capable of communicating
asynchronously with the communication processor may be
used in the system. Initially, the system will be equipped
with approximately fifty (50) of each type.

Information transfer takes place via memory stores and
communication access storage media which store the
incoming data until it is ready for processing. The information
is processed and sent to an outgoing line if one is available,
or to intermediate storage if one is not available. A com-
plete record of incoming and outgoing messages is kept.
Queueing of lines is handled so that high precedence messages
receive first consideration.

In this application where continuous service is required, high
system availability necessitates the use of dual units. The
processors will operate independently and concurrently.
Both receive common inputs from all lines and process the
message to the output register but only one processor

3.3. 2-10
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transmits to an outgoing line. Operation is transferred from
the primary to the secondary processor through the operational
console, whenever a malfunction is indicated or preventive
maintenance is scheduled. Program control assures no loss
of messages during the transfer interval.

Short TermStorage Media
 

A disc or drum storage unit, which provides fast, random
access storage for the communication processor and acts as
am extension of the processor's main memory for storage of
‘“in-transit' messages, will be provided,

Long Term Storage Media
 

Magnetic tape units are provided to maintain a complete
record of all traffic entering the system, These units permit

_ complete records te be kept in any code and format for message
accounting and traffic analysis. Tape units also provide his-
torical files. Upon receipt of an inquiry from the supervisor,
the communication processor can search the long-term file,
locate the message and process it as instructed.

Intercept Position

The intercept position or console, located in the Message
Center, corrects messages rejected by the communication
processor so that they can reenter the communication system.
When a message is sent to the intercept position, it is
specifically addressed to this position, just as is done for an
outgoing message. The message is received at the intercept
position as a page copy and also punched on a receiving
perforator. The intercept operator makes the necessary
corrections, and puts the corrected message tape on a trans -
mitting distributor which is connected back through the
communication processor by means of an incoming line unit.
The numberof intercept positions can be increased as needed.
If an intercepted message is uncorrectable, proper service
messages to the originating station can be initiated from this
position,

Communication Control Console
 

This console serves as the monitor and control center for
system operation, providing message and circuit supervision,
system control, and output printing. It consists of teletype-
writer units, display lamps for line and equipment status, and
alarms. From the console, an operator can perform the
following functions; send and receive messages, "busy out!’
non-operating stations, and initiate inquiries to the processor
or retrieve messages from file. The processor should print

3,3.2-11
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out through the console, automatically or upon demand, the
status of all stations. From this console, the communication

director effects proper coordination and liaison between the
technical control facilities for maintenance and the communi-
cation network status monitor console during mission periods,

5. 3. eZ
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3.3.3 IMCC Internal Communication Subsystem
 

Within the IMCC, internal communication will play a major role.

Efficient and reliable communication is not only directly related to

successful monitoring and completion of manned space flight missions, ©

but also to non-mission operations for normal day-to-day flow of ad-

ministrative, logistic and support communication required both within

the IMCC/MSC complex and between NASA support agencies.

The equipment associated with the IMCC Internal Communication Sub-

system is located in two major areas, the Message Center, and the

Communication Equipment Room. A detailed discussion of each system

requirement follows.

 

3,3.3.1 IMCC Message Center

The Message Center is the termination point for all text-type traffic

arriving at the IMCC from the GOSS communication network, other

direct teletype lines from support areas, and via the local teletype

circuits from subscriber terminal locations within the MSC complex.

The major flow of traffic will be betwe en the communication processor

and the Message Center. The communication processor accepts and

separates text from data on the data lines, performs digital to Baudot

code conversions, and routes all text messages to the IMCC Message

Center. These messages, in Baudot code format will terminate on the

latest model high speed teletype equipment, arranged for either full

duplex or simplex service. Overall communication system traffic

loading and information flow analysis at a later date will determine

the number of terminal teletype equipments required to assure that

message queueing is held to a minimum in the communication processor.

Ideally, high speed digital printers could be used for text traffic arriving

on the digital data communication circuits. Because these circuits may

also be used for teletype Baudot code transmissions, and because there

will always be a large number of strictly teletype circuits, it would be

uneconomical to provide both types of terminal equipments within the

3.3.3-1
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Message Center. Therefore, all traffic for the Message Center will

be transferred frorn the communication processor in Baudot code for-

mat. This will also alleviate the interface problems between the Mes-

sage Center and the internal, commercial and direct-line teletype

circuits.

Actual message transfer speeds between the communication processor

and the Message Center terminal equipments should be at 200-600 wpm

on a parellel-bit basis, wherever possible. Present teletype transmit-

distributor, tape reader and reperforator equipment can be arranged

for this speed of operation. Recent developments of line-at-a-time

teleprinters may make it feasible to transfer messages for page copy

at speeds of 200-600 wpm. This fast transfer of messages will result

in a reduction of terminal equipment requirements.

It is presently planned that all teletype pony circuits between the. IMGC and

the’ MSC complex be terminated in the Message Center. These cir-

cuits should be operated at 100 wpm speed for rapid clearance of traffic

between terminals.

Further study will be required before a final recommendation can be made

as to the advisability of providing receive-only typing reperforator tape

copy of all messages arriving at the Message Center or whether long

term record storage by means of magnetic tape units associated with

the communication processor will be sufficient.

If the magnetic tape units provided with the communication: processor

are used for long term (2-3 months) historical storage of all message

received, a minor revision to the present teletype network leader for-

matting procedures will be required. Tape copy of all messages de-

livered to the Message Center for retransmission via the individual

pony and/or direct teletype circuits will be required. Therefore, two

types of trunk circuits will be required from the communication pro-

cessor; one type would ‘terminate directly into multi-copy page printers

for local IMCC deliver, the other type would terminate page printers

and associated typing reperforators. These would provide a tape copy

3.3, 3-2
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for manual insertion in the transmitter-distributors associated with

each outgoing circuit. This system would require additional tags (or

prosigns) in the message headers so that the communicationprocessor

could distinguish between the two types of traffic for the Message

Center. The alternative to this system would be to provide tape and

page copy of all traffic received in the Message Center, with no changes

in the present formatting procedures required,

Thought was also given to allowing the communication processor to auto-

matically route messages on the various pony circuits, as well as to

the Message Center. These pony circuits would then terminate at the

line terminating units of the communication processor. However, this

would require automatic addressee recognition and routing, and a com-

plete revision of present formatting procedures, Because of operator

training problems, possible lack of individual addressee information

at the message origination terminal, and,as is often the case, week-

‘to-week changes in pony circuit requirements, this method is not

recommended.

The Message Center would also contain a number of high speed transmit-

distributor equipments for outgoing traffic, keyboard send/receive

units, and tape punches for order wire and conferencing arrangements

as well as for tape preparation of outgoing messages. Maximum use

of the Teletype Corporation's new 600 wpm tape transmitters and

punches for entry of traffic into and from the communication processor

is recommended.

The intercept position associated with the communication processor

would be located in the Message Center. This position would print out

all text traffic which is garbled, or «..mufilatedin such a way that the

communication processor does not know what to do with it except to

send it out to an intercept position for human intervention. Here, the

operator can correct obvious address or format garbles and return

the message to the communication processor for routing or originate

service messages on the mutilated. traffic.

3.3.3-3
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Automationof the Message Center teletype equipments, their Sane

‘tions, and delivery of traffic to local addressess will decrease the |

message handling time periods, reduce the physical workload and

manpower requirements. It would also consolidate equipments and

operational areas: The teletype facilities within the Message Center

should be automated consistent with the present state-of-the-art and

the IMCCtraffic requirements.

In the future, as both the operational and administrative traffic vol-

ume and circuits increase, the flexibility of the communication pro-

cessor, with proper programming, could provide completely auto-

mated local message delivery to the subscriber terminals and eliminate

a majority of the present Message Center functions. Of course, this

would also require complete revision of the existing message format

requirements.

As in any communication system, the major communication delay

timés are at the terminal locations and are a result of local message

delivery and origination procedures. Three separate and distinct

methods of internal message delivery of traffic arriving at the IMCC

Message Center are contemplated. These are as follows:

a. Subscriber Access Teletype terminals
“These would consist of local teletype pony circuits to other
buildings within the MSC complex and possibly to the Admin-
istration and Support Wing of the IMCC building. All traffic

during both non-mission and mission periods of addressees
served by these subscriber access terminals would be routed
via the pony circuits with local message courier service used
from the subscriber access terminals to the individual ad-.:_

dressees,

 

b. Message Courier
Within the IMCC Mission Operations Wing, all administrative, .
logistic, and operational messages would be delivered via
the normal inter-office mail courier service. Other methods,

such as pneumatic tube or conveyor belt delivery, are not

recommended because of facility design problems and inher-
ent operational drawbacks associated with these systems.
Message pickup windows are provided at the Message Center.

3.3, 3-4
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Facsimile

During mission periods, it is contemplated that a system
similar to the Western Union "Speed-O-Fax" service could
be used for all critical traffic to the MOCR (and to other ©
areas as may be deemed necessary), It has several advan-
tageous features over teletype pony circuits and message
courier delivery;

Advantages

Terminal receiving units are very small

2. Noiseless operation

3. .Speed of delivery essentially the same as teletype 100 wpm
operation (depends on message length)

4... Would eliminate courier foot traffic in and out of the MOCR

Several minor disadvantages should be pointed out. These
could be overcome through operational procedures and train-
ing;

Disadvantages

1. The receive units must always be equipped with new paper
upon receipt of messages

2, Long messages must be paginated since the total message
length is limited by the receiving drum circumference

ai Delivery of the message to the cognizant person within
the MOCR muststill be effected

4, Only one page copy would be available at the terminal end

Further study of these problems and requirements as well as
an investigation of present state-of-the-art "noiseless" tele-
printers must be accomplished before a final system or method
of delivery of operational mission traffic within the MOCR
can be recommended.

The implementation of the Message Center should include the following

considerations;

PHILCO

An adequate storage area should be provided, accessible from
within the Message Center for storage of teletype paper, logs,
historical tape records and other miscellaneous operating
supplies.

Limited access to the Message Center to reduce unauthorized
entrance and personnel traffic must be provided. This will be
accomplished by means of a double entry, which will also serve
as the message pickup area

3.3.3-5
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c. Adequate diffused lighting should be installed to eliminate

_objectional shadowing at all operating positions and to

eliminate glare from the operating equipments and page-

printer paper. ,

d. This room should be soundproofed as much as possible.

e. Adequate space should be provided for logging and message

servicing areas, and for partitioned office area forthe Mes-

sage Center supervisor,

f. The use of 24-hour clock and time stamps is recommended.

Automatic date-time stamping should be provided on receipt

of all messages.

The use of non-carbon reproducible paper in all teletype

page printers is also recommended. This would contribute

towards keeping a clean Message Center, and minimize the

disposal problem.

g
Q

Sd, dei Operational Voice Intercommunication Subsystem
 

Thevoice intercommunication subsystem (hereafter referred to as the

‘intercom subsystem) will be an important and sxtensive equipment com-

plex in itself. This communication network will provide point-to-point

and conference voice communication within the operational area of the

IMCC, and will be connected to outside circuits viaa standard dial

system.

The functional design of the intercom network wil: be tailored to the

organizational and operational structure of the IMCC. The IMCC, and

the MOCR, in particular,. will be the gathering point of a great amount

ef information. This would imply that, at each organizational level,

operating personnel would assemble the essential information appearing

at that level and pass it on to his immediate supervisor. Using this

reasoning, the basic intercom nets are consideres to be those that con~

nect the positions at each organizational level. An example of a chain

of such nets, based on current thinking, is shown in Figure 3.3.3. 2-1.

For instance, the Assistant Flight Dynamic Officers report to the Flight

Dynamic Officer who would integrate this information and report to the

Flight Director on a separate net. A useful feature in this system of

networks would be the ability of certain positions, such as the Flight

Director and the Flight Dynamics Officer, to use two or more

3.3. 3-6
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nets at the same time. This scheme would provide more rapid com-

munication while, at the Te making full use of the connecting

operator's special knowledge. | Each of these basic nets would be

full four-wire eleouits and would probably be the principle nets during

normal mission times.

In addition to these stratified nets, there would be more inclusive, talk-

listen loops, such as a general Flight Director net which would connect

all positions reporting to him. Also, the equipment areas are expected

to have extensive loop arrangements, both for real-time support of a

mission and for off-line maintenance. Loops connecting MOCR per-

sonnel to equipment areas would be useful during emergency situations.

The complexity of the intercom systemmeans that each network must

have its own set of operating rules, priority, ringing, etc. To insure

contact between certain positions during critical or contingent periods,’

a paging net could be provided and/or an override circuit could be in-

stalled. In the MOCR,for example, this override feature might be

limited to the Operations Director and the Flight Director.

A monitoring system will also be provided. Many of the talk-listen nets

appearing on an intercom station will also have an arrangement that will.

' allow any or all of these circuits to be monitored without causing inter-

ference. Undoubtedly, some intercom stations will be able only to mon-

- itor certain nets.

Due to the uncertainty of network assignments as currently exhibited in

the Mercury Control Center and to provide greater flexibility for future

programs, several keys from each intercom station will connect that

_ Station to a patch panel or cross-bar switch in the equipment room. This

patch panel would allow the rapid addition of new networks, or stations

to existing nets. These connections could be either standard talk-listen

- or monitor only. The use of preprogrammed patch panels or crossbar

switching would make it possible to set up a new system while the old

one was stillin use. The wired patch boards could be stored for future

use.

3.3.3-8
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A majority of the intercom stations will have a network connection to

the local telephone exchange and willbe provided with a standard tele-

phone dial. This would provide connectionto outside circuits and point-

to-point contact within the intercom system. This function would be

quite similar to that presently used in the Mercury Control Center.

As in Mercury, all remote sites would be connected to asingle loop,

All positions in the MOCRwould be able to either talk-listen, monitor

or both on the remote site network. Because of the prdximity of the

"local remote site"! there will probably be more than one loop connection

to the IMCC.

It is expected that roughly 110 intercom stations will be required for the

initial IMCC operational systems installation. This mumber may be

broken down as follows;

 

Area No. Stations

Single MOCR i

MOCR Support 23

Equipment Areas 21

Meteorological Center 3

Local Remote Site 10

Total TZ .

- Second MOCRand
Support 38 .

Total 110 ©

Past experience has indicated that key type intercom stations are very

satisfactory, Assuming that each of these stations will require approx-

imately one standard relay rack for switching, power supplies, test

panels, etc., the intra facility communication equipment’ room, as now

specified, will be sufficient for 180 to 200 individual-stations. This

estimate includes provisions for an internal technical control facility

containing test boards and patch bays, which will be used for rapid

adjustment and checkout of the intercom system and equipment. Asa

3.3.3-9
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rough estimate. of intercom station size, it is expected that the most

extensive station would have 42 individual keys or push-buttons and a

dial, while the least extensive would have about 6 and no dial.

3.3.3.3 Voice Pagingand Public Address
 

Certain intercom stations will have key access to the public address

system. The voice paging would, of necessity, be universal; however,

the public address function could be divided into several loudspeaker

areas so that any area, or combination of areas, may be serviced,

3.3.5-10
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SECTION 4

DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

4.1 SYSTEMS CONCEPTS

4.1.1 Differences from Mercury Missions

4.1.1.1 Specific Task Changes

d.

 

An:opera#ional mission and a simulated mission are to"be?

supported simultaneously. ,

Two vehicles may be involved in each of these missions.

Each mission will be more complex since there will be a

greater numberof specific parts, or phases, involved. In

addition, the decision as to which future phases to be im-

plemented will bea function of the past performance of the

mission.

Many of these new phases will involve lunar travel.(Apollo).

4.1.1.2 Differences in Resulting Systems Concepts
 

Three differences in the basic data processingfunctions and computa-

tion loads result from these new tasks.

PHILCO

a. Much more computation must be done to perform the addi-

tional tasks. The simultaneous support of the dual missions

involving two vehicles will approximately quadruple the

average computing lead during the mission. The peak load

should not increase by this amount, however, since it is im-

possible for the high computation load activities to occur

simultaneously for all four vehicles.. Much more program

and data storage will be required since the missions will ex-

tend over a much longer time interval, and more different

programs will have to be implemented.

The addition of more phases to the missions will necessitate

the generation of many new types of computer programs.

Several of these may be of greater complexity than any of

those used in Mercury. Different mathematics will certainly

be involved in some cases. Consequently, the overall pro-~-

gramming task will be much larger than for Mercury.

Since the decision to implement a future phase of any one

mission will be dependent upon the performance of that mission

4.1-1
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upuntil the dagision has to be made, a great deal of flexibility will have

to be built into the computer programming. A quick reaction, with no

significant interruption {nthe work output, must result once a phase

implementation deefeion has been made. These differences point out

the inadequacies of the pr@sent Mercury computational complex and

philosophies. Modulerity of both data processing equipments and com-

puter programs will be of prime importance in adjusting to varying

mission requirements, Program modularity will be a must in order to

get the programming task done quickly and properly. Breaking down

the overall programming into small sub-programs will allow separate

people to do separate parts of the programming task, and these people

ean be of lower caliber, since they will not necessarily have to under-

etand the overall systems problems. An executive control program

will then tie the various sub-programstogether in accordance with

mission requirements.

The concept of providing 100% backup by having separate data process-

ing facilities running the same gat of problems in real time is unfeasible

for the Gemini and Apollo programs. The amount of computation re-

quired is simply too great to allow complete duplication of the data

processing system. The concept of having only a minimal amount of

modular equipment backup, which can be assigned anywhere in the sys-~

tem as needed, will provide more effective backup at much towercost.

This is accomplished by having the equipment assigned to the simulated

mission available for secondary backup of the operational mission.

-Thus, several levels of backup are made eeverliechile rather than one level

of backup, which is the case when using 100% redundant, off-line equip-

ment. Since the backup equipment, under this modular concept, will

be only switched in as needed, it can be doing additional non-essential

off-line tasks, which is not the case when using redundant equipment.

' These tasks might include non-real time data reduction, new program

checking, and real-tirne monitoring of data and other computer status.

Any of these could be immediately terminated when the equipment is

néeded on line,without degrading any overall system performance.

4.1-2
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4.1.2 Major Functions

The primary tasks of the Data Processing System are:

a. To prepare all necessary mission status data for display to
the mission control personnel in order to assure successful

completion of the mission

b. To provide data processing assistance to IMCC mission control
personnel in predicting the future consequences of current
mission status and to facilitate the selection of the proper
actions to be taken to meet mission contingencies

c. To assist in mission housekeeping functions.

In addition to these prime tasks, the Data Processing System will be

required to:

a, Perform preliminary data reduction and formatting for post-

mission engineering analysis

b. Assist in IMCC and network checkout

c. Assist in IMCC and network simulation exercises.

These tasks will vary in detail from mission to mission, and will vary

markedly in volume and detail from phase to phase during a given

mission. Table 4.1.2-1 summarizes the majorphases to be.supported

im:the major classes of missions and denotes the increased sophistica~

tion of the more advanced missions. It also demonstrates that the

Gemini rendezvous mission.adds only a moderate number of new phases

to the Mercury phases, but that later Apollo missions introduce mark-

edly new phases. However, the phases employed in common during the

various missions become increasingly more complex during rendezvous

and lunar missions.
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PHASES

LAUNCH, POWERED FLIGHT
LOCAL EARTH ORB
EARTH ORBIT RETRO-SEQUENCE
RE-ENTRY & DESGENT
RECOVERY
ABORT

LOCAL EARTH RENDE

SEPARATION WHILE IN
POWERED TRANSITION FRO
MIDGOURSE MANEUVERS
SUPER-CIRCULAR RE
POWEREDTRANSITION FROM
LOCAL MCON CREIT
POWERED TRANSITION FROM
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4.1.3 System Design Criteria
 

a. The system must be capable of simultaneous full time opera-
tion for one operational mission and one simulated mission
during a normal state of readiness.

The data processing system supporting the operational mission
must be in satisfactory condition throughout mission status
for any given mission.

There must be minimum interference between equipments and
personnel supporting the real mission and simulated mission.

The system shall degrade proportionally in the event of equip-
ment malfunction. No larger percentage of the system capa-
bility shall be out than the percentage of the malfunctioning
equipment within the system.

Within the data processing system supporting the operational
or simulated mission, it should be feasible to reassign func-
tions and loads among the various equipments of each sub-
system to compensate for equipment malfunctions.

Participation in successively more complex missions should
require only evolutionary changes in the system rather than
major changes. Expandability is highly desirable, and should
be attainable with moderate facility or design effort. To this
extent, modularity of programming, as well as equipment, is

a functional necessity.

_ During either normal and emergency operation, the system
must perform all functions that will provide the mission con-
trollers with a clear understanding of the status of the mis-
sion, of trends, and of alternatives which they may effect.

Though extensive automation is necessary and valuable, the
mission controllers must have ultimate control of GOSS so as
to be in a position to make sound recommendations to the

astronauts.

The system, including both hardware and software, must pro-

vide flexibility of operation so as to adjust to the variations in
mission objectives and to adjust to the changes in plans and
procedures reflecting earlier experience.

4,1.3.1 Separate Equipment for Operational and Simulated Missions
 

One MOCRis required to support an operational mission (both should

have the capability), while the second is used for a checkout or simu-

lated mission. These are independent activities, and must not be

allowed to interfere with one another.

PHILCO
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The simulation system will be subject to perturbations caused by (1)

the setting up and checking out of the new data processing programs,

(2) evaluation of new operational procedures, (3) errors made by mew

operating personnel being checked out, and (4) malfunctions in the sev~

eral simulation subsystems involved. These perturbations must not be

permitted to interfere with the performance of the operational mission.

These considerations require that physically separate data processing

equipments be provided for each of the two types of missions.

 

4.1.3.2 Full Time Operation of Each Data Processing Subsystem

Electronic equipments of the types to be employed here will occasionally

fail. It is considered to be economically feasible and operationally

sensible to provide for each of the two mission activities the capability

to be effective in the face of failure of one of each of the major types of

equipment in the system (one computer, one coupler, etc.). Beyond

this level of equipment failure, additional failures should not cause

catastrophic reduction in system effectiveness. They would only par-

tially reduce the system effectiveness, not more than the proportion of

the capacity represented by the machines that havefailed.

Should the data processing equipment supporting the operational mission

degrade to a marginal operational level, the requirement for operation

of the simulation mission would be sacrificed in the interests of re-

assigning equipment to the operational mission.

Any computer or data processor ina given subsystem of the data pro-

cessing system must be able to perform the functions of any other com-

puter or data processor in that subsystem.

Nonvolatile storage must be maintained at all times in such a way that

it is quickly accessible to any alternate or backup data processing

equipment that must undertake the processing functions in case of

malfunction. This backup storage of all necessary data must be or-

ganized so that if a power line transient or processor malfunction

4.1.3-2
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oceurs, the machine that takes over the functions will be able to

automatically access all necessary status and other data that is up-to-

date aa of a specified time (for ‘exanyple, Lup >to 2 minutes prior to

the malfunction). All inputs that have occurred since this specified

time will also be available for the backup processor to operate upon,

to bring the system up to realtime. Also, all operating programsthat

existed in the malfunctioning equipment will be available in nonvolatile

storage for the backup processor,

A part of the executive control programs will perform the function of

automatically adjusting the data processing system to meet equipment

malfunctions. These programs will accomplish functions such as the

following:

a. Automatic reassignment of functions that were being performed
by the equipment that failed

b, Automatic reassignment of storage units, if necessary.

c. Updating the backupfiles

According to preplanned rules, drop certain functions or
reduce the level of performance of certain functions when
necessary to adjust to appreciably reduced equipment capacity.

4.1.3-5
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4.1.4 Functional Configuration

The variety of processing tasks to be performed by the Data Processing

System can be broken down into three functional groups. This grouping

does not imply that these separate functions should be processed neces-

sarily in physically separate equipments, although a physical arrange-

ment basedon this concept has been considered,

Some unattractive features of a configuration based upon such a physical

arrangement include:

a. Different types of computers would probably be needed for
each function to provide the most efficient System at reason-

able cost.

_b. This would complicate the assignment of any computer to the
' complete functions of another in case of equipment failure

since the capabilities of the different machines will be dis-
similar.

c. Partial takeover of functions will be complicated by the fact
that each program will have to be rewritten in the language of
each type of machine considered.

d. Programming in general will be more complicated because
more than one type of computer programming will have to be
learned.

e. Both the hardware and software interfaces between different

machines: may be more complicated.

f. Training and logistics problems will be greater than when
using machines of all one type.

g. If machines of all one type are used but are physically sep-
arated according to this grouping, the physical switchover of
these computers may be more complicated than if all of the
machines are located in one large area. This will have to be
investigated.

The detailed considerations of programming task breakdowns and equip-~

ment configurations are discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.

4.1.4.1 Input/Output Data Scanning and Formatting.
 

Extensive effort must be devoted to the automatic examination of

incoming messages from the Communication Processing and

Control Subsystem, determining the proper destination within the

4,1.4-1
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Data Processing System, determining priority, checking for format,

editing, selecting pertinent parts of the message, etc. A similar

degree of effort is applied to outgoing messages.

To respond properly to the arrival and transmittal of messages and

data, the system must be able to attend quickly to transmission

requirements. These requirements will arrive randomly in time,

occasionally peaking sharply. It will sometimes be necessary to

store waiting lines of messages (queues). These requirements are

sufficiently variable in quantity andsufficiently special in mechaniza-

tion (real time 1/0 registers, auxiliary storage for queues which

must be scanned regularly) that great attention must be paid to this

set of functions to assure that peak I/0 loads will not interfere with

other important data processing functions, and vice versa.

4.1.4,2 Real-Time Mission Data Processing
 

Many mission tasks require extensive computation andmust be per-

formed at high speeds during certain phases of the mission. These

are in the generalarea of flight trajectory and related computations.

Maintaining the status of the many variables represented in the

telemetered data is a high-volume, real-time task that also calls

for high-speed capability with appreciable computational content.

Programs devoted to the logical decisions needed to support emer-

gencies are also required to assist in mission control.

A further reason for combining these three major tasks in one group

is that they share the common requirement that, under certain con-

ditions, there will be a requirement for performing data reduction.

functions on the telemetry or tracking data before the computation or

status work begins.

4.1.4-2
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A summary of these functions is as follows:

a. Flight trajectory computations

b. Status data processing

c. Data reduction /

d. Contingency plans, logic, and actions “

e. Network exercising, testing, and checkout»

f, Diagnostic support /

g. Weather ¥ Q

h., Participate in: (1) post mission analysis and (2) simulation.

 

4.1.4.3 Display/Controi Data Processing Subsystem:

The displays provide organized summaries, lists, graphs, plots, etc.

to the mission controllers so they can maintain current knowledgeof :

the mission status. This output link to the mission controllersis highty

interrelated with input links from those same controllers to the Data

Processing System as they support the mission. The requests they

make, the demands for additional information, the decisions they make,

and the commands they issue are:all intertwined with the data displayed.

A summary ofthese functions is as follows:

Display formatting, conversion, and generation

Display ‘routing |
Display storage

Instruction processing

Interrogation

e
o

p
e

P
F

Participate in: (1) post mission analysis and (2) simulation,

4.1.4-3
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4.1.5 IMCC Basic Timing
 

The success of the many missions to be controlled by the Integrated

Mission Control Center depends upon time synchronization among stations

of the world-wide GOSS network. Within the IMCC iteelt, much of the

value of processed information is dependent upon accurate generation,

referencing, and communication of timing data. For these reasons a

basic timing system is required.

Figure 4.1.5-1 shows a block diagram of a basic timing system for the

IMCC. None of the equipment is shown duplexed, but further study may

show that duplication of some or all blocks is required to ensure adequate

reliability. There are two sources of basic timing in the system. One

source is an ultrastable oscillator which will drive the entire timing sys-

tem. In the IMCC construction time period, one megacycle crystal-

controlled oscillators having a frequency stability of better than one

part in 10? per day will be available. The second Hmeing source will

be NBS radio station WWV.-

x

In operation, the oscillator is counted down by frequency dividers into

a group of lower pulse rates as required by other IMCC equipment. One

of the important low rates produced is one pulse per second. Pulses

occurring at the 1 pps rate are sent through a delay network which delays

them a time equal to the sum of the WWVsignal transit time to Houston

plus the WWVreceiver delay.’ (This delay will be approximately Pa

milliseconds.) These delayed pulses are—on an oscilloscope

simultaneously with once per second tone bursts derived from the trans-~

mitted WWVsignal. (The WWVsignals are, of course, automatically

delayed by the transit time of the signal and by delays in the WWV

receiver.) An observer views the composite oscilloscope display and

manually adjusts the frequency divider to achieve pulse coincidence.

A second important low rate produced is sixty cycles per second.. Pulses

occurring at the 60 pps rate may be sent through a power amplifier and

converted into a 60-cycle 110 volt power source for IMCC wall clocks.

This probably will not be necessary, since most commercial power is

4,1. 5-1
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sufficiently accurate and stable for the job. An observer monitors these

clocks and manually sets them to coincide with "time of day'' announce-

ments received from WWV. A similar closed loop is shown for digital

clocks driven by other low pulse rates.

The remaining low pulse rate outputs of the frequency dividers (now

synchronized with Greenwich Mean Time as a result of comparison with

WWYV) are used.to generate time code words and special timing signals

as required by other IMCC systems. Buffering is provided to make

these words and signals compatible with the computing, telemetering,

and display subsystems. It is not yet decided whether the computers

of the IMCC will take in timing data by reading it in under program

request, by being interruptedon a regular basis by the timing system,

or by generating their own timing based on sharing timing system basic

pulse rates. A combination of the above techniques may provide the

best solution.. Since these factors, together with the choice of display

equipment and amount of telemetering equipment, cannot now be speci-

fied, the design of the timing distribution and buffering equipment must

await those specifications.

4.1.5-3
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4.2 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

4.2.1 Programming Tasks
 

' The major and secondary data processing tasks previously outlined can

be further detailed as follows in terms of the computer programs re-

quired to accomplish these tasks.

a. Simulation and Checkout Programs

 

e Data Processing Diagnostics

e Communication Diagnostics

@ Display Diagnostics

® Simulation for Communication

@ Checkout/Readiness Program

b. Mission Programs, Functional

1. Mission Direction Programs

Direction of Operations Program
 

® Operations Director

© Flight Director

e® Assistant Flight Director

Flight Dynamics Programs

@ Flight Dynamics Officer

e Assistant FDO for Titan/Gemini

e Assistant FDO for Atlas/Agena

 

Vehicle Systems Status Programs
 

Vehicle System Officer

Vehicle Systems Status Advisor: Agena

Vehicle Systems Status Advisor: Gemini

Vehicle Communicator

Flight Test Assistant

© Biomedical and Environment Monitor

GOSS Network Control Program
 

e Network Commander

PHILCO WESTERN DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
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e Remote Site Coordinator

e Operations and Procedures Officer

Recovery Forces Program
 

@ Recovery Commander

The Mission Programs outlined above comprise the following

sub-programs, which are utilized to support all the phases of

Gemini and Apollo.

2. Functional Sub -Programs
 

Powered Flight Trajectory Program

Satellite Orbit Ephemeris Program

Acquisition Program

Satellite Orbit Differential Correction Program

Re-entry and Impact Prediction Program

Mathematical Subroutines

Maneuver Computations

Vehicle Navigation Checks

Provide Data or Program for On-Board Computer

Weather Processing Program

Mission Analysis Program

Display Control Program

Display Formatting and Generation Programs

Man-Machine Communication Program

Input Data Control Program

Input Smoothing Program

Input Formatting Program

Output Data Control Program

Output Formatting Program

Report Generation Program

Data Processing Program

 

 

c. Mission Programs, Control

e Executive Programs

4.2-2
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d.

e.

e Mission Control

e Restart and Verification

Postflight Data Reduction

Network Countdown Programs

4.2-3
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4.2.2 Simulation and Checkout Programs
 

Simulation and Checkout are considered one of the major functions performed

by the IMCC. The functions of the Simulation and Checkout System are

reported in Section 6. A summary of the major programs is included

below.

4.2.2.1 Data Processor Diagnostics
 

This program serves a two-fold purpose First, it is an extensive

"readiness'' program which determines whether or not the data processor

and its associated equipment are operating at prescribed level. Second,

it isolates a malfunction if the data processing system is not operational.

The complexity of this program will be a function of the equipment used.

Generally speaking, programs of this type usually require 8, 000 to

10,000 instructions. Time to execution is less than a second for the data

processor, and will vary for other devices such as tapes, printers, card

readers, etc.

4.2.2.2 Communication Diagnostics
 

This program will serve first as a ''readiness" test of the communica-

tion network and, second, as a routine to assist in locating faults in the

system. This program must have an automatic mode of operation for

cycling through all data channels with operator intervention and a control

mode for testing only an operator-specified segment of the system. The

length and complexity of this program will depend upon the tests to be

performed and the equipment to be tested.

4.2 2.3 Display Diagnostics
 

This program will serve first as a "readiness" test of the display system

and, second, as a routine to isolate areas of malfunction. This routine will

display standard test patterns and random patterns. Operation Interven-
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tion will be required to pass on the effectiveness of the displays.

Display diagnostics will be able to test a single display, a sub-set of

the displays, or the entire set of displays. It will be primarily a test

of the hardware and not of the software programming.

4.2.2.4 Simulation for Communication
 

This set of programs will simulate the output of any device in the

communication system so that the diagnostics for this system can be

performed. In addition, these programs will be used to test other parts

of the data processing. They can be used to simulate the output of re-

mote sites when checking out the software programs. These programs

can be quite simple in scope, such as a simple table-lockup when re-

ferenced, or can be quite an elaborate program, generating varying

outputs from many sites. Considerable planning is needed here to establish

complete programming requirements.

4.2.2.5 Checkout/Readiness Program
 

The checkout/readiness program will be used to check the operation of

any component in the data processing or communication system. It is

not used to isolate trouble, but to verify satisfactory operation. This

program will be used whenever equipment is suspected of malfunction.

At this time, the program will execute a quick check,and display re-

sults. If trouble exists, the executive routine will take control.

4.2.2-2
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4.2.3 Mission Programs, Functional
 

For a real-time control system of the scope embodied in the Gemini/

Apollo missions, task of creating, checking out, and maintaining the

required computer programs is very large. It is, therefore, proposed

that the programs be divided and subdivided until the programming tasks

can be broken down into manageable units. It should be made clear

that each of these programs will have different segments which are used

during different phases of the mission, and each of these program seg-

ments may consist of a subset of program segments pertaining to differ-

ent missions (i.e., Gemini Qualification Flight, One-day Flight, Seven-

day Flight, etc.) For convenience, each of these segments may be

referred to by a symbol such as Bos, c',, At. ... defined as follows:

Letters refer to the basic program name:

A - Mission Control (Operation Directions portion)

B - Mission Control (Flight Dynamics portion)

C - Mission Control (Vehicle Systems portion)

Superscript denotes the phase of the mission:

1 - Pre-launch

2 - Launch, powered flight, insertion into orbit

3 - Local earth orbit.

Subscripts refer to a particular program within that phase:

1 - Gemini qualification flight

2 - Gemini one-day flight

3 - Gemini seven-day flight.

For example, B*, will refer to a program segmentin the flight dynamics

program for the second phase of a seven-day flight.

With programs subdivided in this manner, there will exist an array of

available program segments. From such a supply of program segments,
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the executive program will prepare a mission program tape, which will

contain all the programs necessary for the execution of that mission.

The executive program initiates the following steps:

a. Read the proposed mission plan

b. Select the programs necessary for the execution of the mission

plan

c. Prepare a written copy of the listed programs and associated

directions

d. Initiate the mission program when so directed.

An important product resulting from organization of the program seg-

ments in this manner will be that a program segment, such as D can

be written as an independent routine, which permits checkout eieont

another set being used. If desired, a set of programs B B*,, B°,. Br

Bl, which are concerned only with the functions of the flight dynamics

group, can be checked out. It may be found that these segments will

not change from phase to phase, but this is only a minor saving. More

importantly, this scheme provides for alteration of any program seg-

ment without destroying the entire program.

4.2.3.1 Mission Direction Programs wr
 e

Be
wtf Yo

my
—_ . 5 : ‘ Wer

The mission direction programs will consist of a set of 26 programs. “

The function of this set of programs is to provide the mission directors

with the means of controlling the execution of each phase of the planned

mission. Each of the programs will contain a routine for the principal

director such that he, in effect, has at his command the ability to bring

the entire data processing system into the solution of his problem. Control

is built into these programsthat prevents one director from locking out all

others in solving one problem.

These programs will vary in length depending upon the mission phase

being executed. Generally, each program will be less than 4,000 words

in length, These programs will be stored in slow speed memory such as

4, 2, 3-2
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drum, discs, or magnetic tape. The mission phase being executed will

be in high speed storage and provision must be made for a block of

4,000 cells.

The control for contingency and abort plans is contained within these

mission direction programs. In the event of trouble, this control

program will bring in the routines necessary for the particular mission

phase being executed. For example, if trouble were suspected during

the lunar trajectory mission phase, the contingency plans used would be

different than those called upon during trouble in the local earth rendeg-

Sons phase.

4.2.3.2 Functional Programs
 

The class of programs available to the mission controllers at all times

are the functional programs. These are the programs which compute

trajectory and orbit calculation, vehicle navigation checks, weather

calculations and other programs which may be required at any time dur-

ing the mission but are not associated with a specific task.

a. Powered Flight Trajectory Program. The poweredflight

trajectory is typically simulated by means of a six-degree of

freedom program which computes a position and velocity

ephemeris. This computation is based on the equations of

motion of a three degree of freedom vehicle thrusting in a
three dimensional inertial framework, taking into account

the aerodynamic and oblateness perturbative effects. The

calculation of the forces acting on the vehicle will probably

employ Cowell's and/or Encke's methods, which consists

of a direct evaluation of the above accelerations, an integra-

tion by some numerical method, and the use of the new posi-

tion and velocity data obtained from the integration to continue

the process. The program must have the capability to stage

the flight in terms of powered and coast phases, and also must

simulate andjettisoning of portions of the mass configuration.

 

A large amountof the data describing the conditions for this

computational simulation will be in the form of tables requir-

ing high speed storage allocation. Examples of such tables

include: atmospheric density, attitude control, aerodynamic

lift and drag coefficients, moments of inertia, chamber pre-

sure, and wind data. This by no means exhausts the list of
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possible entries, but serves as a guide in storage planning.

Satellite Orbit Ephemeris Program. This program computes
 

the position and velocity of an earth satellite and its orbital
lifetime, given elements of its orbit at’some epochvaluesof

theseelements in any of several forms. The formsmay be, for

7

instance, components of position and velocity, classical
elements, or a specialized set of orbit parameters designed
for a particular type of orbit. An example of the latter would
be a specialized set of orbit elements designed to circumvent
the singularities incurred in the use of classical elements
to compute the ephemeris of a near-circular orbit.

The perturbative effects of the non-spherical earth and
atmospheric drag must be incorporated in the program, keep-
ing in mind that the vehicle is operating in the transitional
drag regime. The above perturbative effects and lesser
perturbations, like those caused by the Sun, the Moon, and

radiation pressure should be included as program modules.
This would allow these effects to be included if deemed necessary,

or otherwise locked out of the computation. Lock-out of the
lesser perturbations would be expected for the normal low
altitude, short duration, manned satellite mission. The

numerical integration utilized in this program should take
advantage of the variation of parameters technique. This
approach develops the equations of motion in terms of para-
meters which remain invariant in the absence of perturbations of
the two-body motion, the dominant two-body term being suppressed.
A process of this nature is quite effective in the integration
of earth satellite orbits where the two-body approximation is
valid over a portion of the trajectory. This permits much larger
integration steps than would be allowed by the Cowell integra-
tion of the total acceleration on the vehicle. Closed-form
equations of motion could be used for near earth orbits.

Acquisition Program.
 

The purpose of the acquisition pro-
gram is to compute look-angle data for the remote tracking
sites. The process is one of interpolating into the available
satellite ephemeris for its rising time on the sensor's horizon.
This ephemeris must contain points at intervals such that any
pass over any stations would not be missed. The general steps in
this program are:

(1)

(2)

(3)

A coordinate transformation to ascertain whether a given
ephemeris point is above the horizon of the sensor

Upon establishment of the time above a station's horizon,
an interpolation in the ephemeris for the rising time re-
lative to that station

A representative of the rising time and subsequent times
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(e.g., one minute intervals) in the satellite orbit
ephemeris program to obtain position and velocity
data

(4) A coordinate transformation of the position and velocity
data to obtain the required acquisition information con-
sisting of time, slant range, and angles.

Satellite Orbit Differential Correction Program. The ele-
ments of an earth satellite orbit can be corrected by means
of accumulated observational data from remote tracking sites.
Computationally, this process is one of forming residuals
between the actual observations and the observations computed
from the current set of orbital elements, and then adjusting the
elements to best fit these residuals. Analytical cause-and-
effect linear relationships are utilized in the fitting process
since the differential characteristics of an unperturbed satel-
lite orbit are, to a first order, identical to those of the true

orbit.

 

To correct the six-orbit elements, six observational quantities
are required. In general, a larger volume of data will be
available, calling for statistical methods in the fitting pro-
cess. A least squares reduction technique is generally
employed in this type of over-determination, and is recom-
mended in this particular application.

Reentry and Impact Prediction Program. A program must be
 

available for the computation of the trajectory of a vehicle
during the reentry phase of any space mission: orbital, sub-
orbital, or super-orbital. This program assumes the
ephemeris integration when the drag perturbation accounts
for an appreciable fraction of the total vehicle acceleration
(approximately 0.1 g) and continues the computation to provide
an impact point.

A Cowell integration of the total acceleration will yéild all
of the trajectory information that is implied in the data and
in the knowledge of density, lift and drag coefficients,
structural ablations, winds and many other effects for which
only limited data is available. This process implies the storage
requirements imposed by the tabular data for the above
information.

Mathematical Subroutines. The mathematical subroutines
 

are used in flight trajectory computations. The basic library

will include trigonometric functions, arc-functions, square

root exponential, logarithmic, interpolation, matrix inversion

(n X n) integration, and various other functions.
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Maneuver Computations. Computations that develop the re-
 

lationship between the existing trajectory and the desired
new trajectory will be needed to provide the basic informa-
tion for determining the total change required, initiation
time of the maneuver, direction and period of thrust, etc.
Reentry, rendezvous and separation, major transitions

from one trajectory to another, and midcourse trajectory
alterations are some of the maneuvers that must be provided
for. This program will perform the necessary processing
for developing the maneuver computations. Some of the other
flight trajectory programs will be used as subroutines. They
will be segmented so that some parts may be used during
Gemini phases and other parts used during Apollo missions.

Vehicle Navigation Checks. The programs required here are
for backup of the on-board navigational equipment and are
similar to those described under maneuver computations in
the preceding paragraph. In the Gemini rendezvous missions,
these checks are a part of the many maneuvers that are parti-
ally controlled from the ground. The same type of programs
should be performed during the phases when complete control
is primarily in the Gemini vehicle (rendezvous proper, re-
trosequence, reentry, and descent).

 

These programs must also be consistent with the on-board
computer programsto the extent that they can accept the same
types of input data and produce equivalent outputs or control
signals. While this may be no serious restriction, it must

be kept in mind so that puzzling disagreements between ground
computer and space-borne computers do not occur in those
cases where it is considered desirable to compare the results
of the two computers before initiating a maneuver.

Provide Data or Program for On-Board Computer. Any sec-
 

tion of the program in the on-board computer that can be loaded
with on-board equipment should be stored in the IMCC data
processing system. It should be stored in a form suitable for
direct transmission to the spacecraft, which will probably
require storage in format and code different from that used
by the ground data processors. Therefore, there is probably
a need for a program for loading or transforming the program
as it is loaded into the IMCC data processors. Special attention
should be given to any restrictions imposed by the transmission
links, since any up-transmission of this type will go via
remotesites.

The possibility of storing this program at remote site data
processors so as to be available for transmission upon an
appropriate instruction from IMCC will be examined. While
this would relieve the IMCC processors of some storage and
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oO programming requirements, provision must be madefor this
capacity in the IMCC until, and if, it is decided that the
remote sites definitely should perform this function.

Data for the on-board computer may be provided in modest
amounts prior to launch. For reentry computations, data,
such as the following, will probably be loaded:

e Target latitude

Target longitude

Three precomputed functions of 25 points each (func-
tions of a quantity proportional to density altitude)

Nominal retrograde velocity

Angle of retrograde velocity

A stored function of a computed quantity

Several constants.

Programs required for these are covered in the flight tra-
jectory computations above. Moderate additional subroutines
will provide the quantities of the types listed above.

During the mission, data and commands computed on the
ground and sent to the spacecraft include such things as

Cc) orbital correction data, thrust vector orientation, velocity incre-

| ment, etc. for modifications of orbit. Also, data inputs such

| as the following may be transmitted to the spacecraft before

reentry:

Predicted tangential velocity at nominal start of guidance

Predicted flight path angle at nominal start of guidance

Predicted radial distance from earth geocenter to space-

craft at nominal start of guidance

Orbit angle from equator to retrofire point

Orbit angle from equator to start of nominal guidance

point

e@ Angular difference between X-axis and Greenwich

meridian at initiation of reentry guidance

Direction cosine constants

Sensitivity coefficient constants

Time to retrofire

Time to initiation of guidance and control to programmers.
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Weather Processing Program. A program must be provided for
 

handling the weather status information inserted into the system
so that it can be presented in proper form to the Recovery
Commander when requested by the recovery forces program,
or the direction of operations program. The weather status
filed in the data processing system includes information on
such things as winds and cover at launch area, recovery areas,

remote sites, and world-wide. Solar weather information may
be stored, suitable for flare prediction and its affects on
communication, and for high altitude air density computations.

A real-time computational task must be performed during those
parts of a mission when reentry is imminent (planned or emer-

gency). High-altitude air density estimates are needed for skip
maneuver type returns to earth and reentry from earth orbits.
This computation will assist in predicting an accurate impact
area.

Mission Analysis Program. Telemetered data transmitted to
the center will be printed, displayed, and stored. Results
of flight trajectory computations will be recorded during
the mission with appropriate trajectory elements. Commands,
data, etc., that are sent and received during the mission will
be stored. Means will be provided for searching the records and
displaying the situation at any time during the mission.

 

This is essentially a control type program which will utilize
the information retrieval programsof the data processing pro-
grams and the report generator to output results. There will
be programs to perform the standard statistical analysis re-
quired.

Display Control Program. This program will monitor the
 

displays and respond to queries made by those observing
the displays. It will perform the automatic steps that
are necessary for keeping the data displayed. It will select
the proper data channel and memorylocation. This program
is under the control of the executive program.

Display/Control Formatting and Generation. The programs
 

dealing with display/control formatting plus generation will
generally operate independently except for control functions
which will be handled by the executive program. If a request
for an existing display, or one in the files, is made by a
mission controller, the executive program recognizes this and
relays it to the display program. If the request requires a
display which necessitates extensive computation, the executive
program will first secure the necessary results of the computa-
tions and send these with the request to the display routine
for action. The functions comprising this program are described
in the following paragraph.

4.2.3-8
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Display Record Maintenance. A major part of the dis-
play data processing work will consist of maintaining
a basic record, in electronic storage, for many of the
displays inthe IMCC. The classes of information to be
displayed are identified in Section 5. In each of the basic
records in this extensive set of records, the following
is likely to be stored:

@ Anticipated variation of the variable(s) in question

throughout the mission, whenever such values

are needed for display or contingency computations.
Normally, these would be calculated prior to the
start of the mission.

@e History of variable(s) during mission

@ Current status of variable({s), with time tag to make
the currency of the data clear

© Projected values of the variable( s), based on exper-
ience during the mission to present time, if
appropriate.

Generation of Display Formats. For each of the major
kinds of display equipment driven by the data processing
equipment, there exists an appreciable quantity of work in
translating data fromthe basic record storage to the
sequence and form suitable for transfer to the displays.
This may include such tasks as:

® Developing the proper sequence of data prior to
transfer to a display device

@® Developing information to tell the display equipment
the coordinates of the symbols or lines to be displayed.
This may require transformation of coordinate systems
used in the mission proper to coordinates for the
display device itself.

@® Developing control signals required by the display
equipment (beginning of message, end, beams "on"
and "off", etc.)

@® Scaling to fit data into predetermined scales for
display

e Transformation of alphanumeric information into
standard symbols, lengths of lines, etc., for

display

@® Conversion of alphanumeric information for display,
such as binary to decimal symbols, etc.

4.2.3-9
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Section 5.2 presents a description of the kinds of data
which are to be displayed. For the purposes of deter-
mining computer program requirements for these tasks,
it is necessary to consider in greater detail the sources
of this data, the rates and formats of inputs to the display/
control computers, the extent to which this data must be

prepared for display, and the output rates and formats
for display.

‘@ Pictorial Displays . The first class of displays is
pictorial, and includes subsystem specifications,
schematic diagrams, parts lists, illustrations,
mission rules and other information which could be
displayed when required for a quick look at design,
maintenance, or operational procedure information.
Because of the extreme data storage requirements
and execution times needed for driving this type of a
display, it is recommended that the off-line data
files, as described in Section 5.4, be used as a

data source rather than the data processors.

® Dynamic Displays. The second type of display is
dynamic and consists of computer-generated displays
such as trajectory plots. It is advisable to provide
the capability of displaying several different kinds of
data and curves to each monitor console. For the
majority of the displays, background and scale infor-
mation will be supplied by the scanning of previously
drawn slides which are provided in the display scan
generators. For special cases, a computer program
may develop the scale information. An example of
the information shown on dynamic displays is
"vehicle height above the earth's surface versus
system time.' Included in this type of display
might be several numeric values; for example,
current vehicle height and system time for which
this computed height is valid. Another display
might contain impact latitude or longitude for
immediate abort versus system time and appropriate
current values.

@® Trend/graphic and Numeric Displays. Trend/graphic
and numeric displays (including time) will require pro-
grams which are similar to those for dynamic dis-
plays. It will be possible, therefore, to use common
subroutines for both these types of displays in many
instances.

 

e Event Displays. Events are normally displayed by
igniting one out of two or three lights on a console
to signify whether an event has occurred early, on
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time, or late with an associated numeric display
to specify time discrepancy. Status information
is provided similarly to indicate go, no-go, on-off
and other conditions met or not met. For these
displays, single binary bits are used to signify a
true or false condition for each possible light ona
display panel. Logic is usually provided at the
display panel to interrogate this data which ignites
a light for each corresponding binary one and exting-

uishes a light when its associated binary bit is a
zero. For purposes of computer storage and data
transfer, these bits are packed together into com-

puter words.

Display Routing. The data processing equipment
must maintain information stating which display
is to receive which information. Standard operat-
ing procedures will define this. The equipment will
assign the proper address(es) for transmission to
the proper display(s).

Display Control Program. A control program pro-
 

viding for the automatic generation of display informa-
tion will be written. This program is concerned with
the technical aspects of the display, i.e., the regenera-
tion cycle, and with reformatting of the display infor-
mation due to a change in the data. The mission
direction programs will control the responses for
creating anew display and, once the parameters for
this display have been established, control for for-
matting and generation will pass to this program.

Interrogation. The mission controllers must be pro-
vided means for interrogating any part of the ground
or spaceborne system for information or for diagnostic
purposes. Therefore, programs are provided for
this subsystem to assist in such interrogation. On
signal from the mission controllers, suitable interro-
gation commands will be automatically formulated,
addressed, and transmitted. Monitoring for the re-

turn information will be established, and the requested
information will be displayed or otherwise presented.

Man-Machine Communication Program. The mission directors
 

 

need the ability to change displays, modify existing displays,
recall old displays, extract data from files, and perform many
other similar tasks. The program must be able to respond to
all requests made by the directors. It will be segmented sucha
that as the overlays on the display console change in function, it
will modify itself to correspond to the overlay being used. This
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requires that the program interpret the code of the overtay

and assemble the program segments to respond properly to

the keys. The program will be able to accept alphanumeric

information, translate this into a command, and execute the

request.

o. Input Data Control Program. This program will recognize data

interrupts, read data into the proper memory core or onto tape

and, depending upon the message identification, route it to the

proper formatting routine. Although any necessary data queu-

ing will be accomplished by the communications processor, this’ :

program will monitor the utilization of the data processor storage

and reroute data to different storage blocks when necessary. It

will be under‘the control of the executive program.

 

p. Input Smoothing Program. This program will accept raw

telemetry data, perform decommutation, select representative

data points, and smooth the data. It will be able to supply mis-

sing points utilizing the best statistical procedures.

 

q. Input Formatting Program. This program will be required to re-

cognize several types of input formats and perform the necessary

unpacking for use by the other data processing routines. For
example, codes which may have to be generated might include
binary, binary coded decimal, and hexidecimal.

 

r. Output Data Control Program. The primary responsibility
of this program will be to route data to the proper output line
for transmission to the communications processor at the pro-
per time. Alternate lines will be provided for backup in case
of outage. This programwill be under the control of the executive

program.

 

s. Output Formatting Program. This program will convert binary
data into the proper word length for transmission to the communi-
cations processor. It will also address the messages so that

they will be routed to the proper destination. Any other coding

bits will also be added as required.

 

t. Report Generation Program. This program will be used to prepare
data in a suitable form for printing reports. At the request of a
mission director it will perform the necessary data conversion
formatting, and printing via the printer in the format requested.
To conserve space, only a selected number of formats will be

permitted.
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Data Processing Programs. The data processing programs
 

will perform the sorting, merging, information retrieving,
and data translating necessary during the mission. These
programs will be used by other routines to sort and merge
data so that the information can be usedin an efficient way.
There will also be the capability to perform file searches for
requested data. Most of the data will be stored in binary
code and there will exist the capability for converting to a
more usable format.
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4.2.4 Mission Programs, Control
 

4.2.4.1 The Executive Programs
 

a. Requirements. The executive programs will impose certain

requirements upon the programs in the data processing sys-

tem. These programs will provide the following:

1. Protection of information which is concurrently utilized

by different programs

2. Assignment flexibility in that tables and files of informa-

tion are determined at execution time

3. Segmentation and interruptability features to facilitate
control of system environment.

Each program will maintain linkage to that part of the executive program

that is required for communication. This local executive program inter-

prets commands given to it and carries out the indicated functions itself

or communicates these to the master executive program for execution.

In the latter case, the master executive program executes the request

and then alerts the local executive program.

Some information files may have many requests directed to them con-

currently. One program maybe altering data in the file while another

is reading this file. This could lead to ambiguous results. As a result,

no direct transfer of data to the files will be permitted. All loading of

new data must be coordinated through the executive program by means

of appropriate interrupts.

The loading of all program instructions and data is coordinated by the

executive program. All programs will be carried in a common data sink

(disc file, tape unit, or drum) which can be accessed only by the executive

program. Lengthy programs may be segmented, with the first segment

loaded by the executive program automatically initiating the job. Other

segments will be loaded, but initiation will be under control of the pro-

gram being executed. The length of each segment will be controlled to

prevent destruction of protected data in memory.

4.2.4-]
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The assignment of data stores such as tape units, drums, etc., will

be made by the executive program. During the course of a mission,

various components may be taken out of the system for preventive

maintenance or repairs. The executive program will monitor these

data stores and will make the necessary data reassignments for the

program.

It may be necessary to segment programs into sections called program-

ming phases. These segments may be used in many different phases of

the total mission. Some parts of a program may not be needed for a

considerable length of time. Therefore, the space needed for this seg-

ment can be better utilized by other jobs.

For integration into the system by the executive program, certain

information concerning the programs must be available to the executive

program for incorporation into internally stored tables. This informa-

tion includes program identification, information associated with the data

sink, the total extent and interruptability class of each processing phase

within the program, the program namesfor the different information

files it uses, dump parameters, and loading parameters.

The executive program must, from time to time, interrupt the execution

of a program to facilitate a higher priority job. Certain characteristics

of the programs make it impossible to interrupt them at the desired point

of interruption. Since it is desirable to have some easily interruptable

program in the execution phase whenever program pre-emption is a

possibility, the executive program must take into account the interruptability

characteristics of each program. To facilitate this aspect of the system

operation, programs shouldinitiate setting of preassigned bits ina

program-interrupt data word. An index will be as Signed each program

processing phase on the basis of the longest continuous execution interval

within the processing phase during which the "no interrupt" condition is

set. If the executive program attempts an interrupt and the program does
not respondto this alert within the maximum time interval corresponding

4.2.4-2
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to its current interuptability index, the program is destructively dumped

with no effort to preserve previous computations. If this occurs, a

restart from an earlier point will be necessary to bring the system back

to real-time processing. The programmers should be encouraged to make

a reasonable attempt to design all programsto be interrupted as often

as possible.

All provessing phases except the terminal phase are terminated by

an exit to the executive program with an indication specifying the next

processing phase to be executed. No error stops will be permitted in

any program. Indication will be given to the executive program that

an error has occurred.and appropriate action will be taken by the

executive program. The terminal processing phase exit will alert

the executive program to perform the necessary terminal tasks and to

initiate the next program.

Each programmerwill organize the working storage and instructions such

that a minimum amount of the program need be dumpedfor later restart

if conditions warrant such a restart. Periodic dumps will be taken dur-

ing the execution of all programs.

b. Functions. The executive control programs will provide the

following functions:

1. Control the execution of all programs necessary for

the successful completion of the mission

2. Collect and store the necessary data for the programs

3. Provide means for program continuation in case of

malfunction of any component in the system

4, Assist in the execution of the diagnostic and system

checkout during a mission

5. Provide means for modifying mission plan by eliminat-

ing phases or initiating abort sequences by mission con-

trol personnel.

4.2.4-3
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c. Mission Control Program. The control of all programs is OQ
 

performed by the mission control program. Its function "

is ‘to’ control all phases of the mission, provide means

for restarting in case of equipment failure and provide means

for passing control from one phase to the next. The mission

control program can be executed from any computer in the

data processing system, and portions of this program will be

in the memory of each of the computers throughout the mission.

It will make periodic dumps of memory, update files, and have the

ability to either read in the next phase in sequence or to read

in any phase on the program tape.

d. Restart and Verification Program. With a multiple computer
 

data processing system, provisions must be made for any

computer to take control of the data processing. This pro-

gram must provide the means of restarting the processing after

a machine malfunction occurs, and it must verify that all re-

sults are within bounds. This program is segmented such that Q

each computer contains a routine which is verifying the other

computers and is able to take control if necessary. It will

have the ability of bringing the standby computer into the

system to replace the failing one. This routine will also pro-

vide capability for bringing on-line the standby peripheral

equipment when needed.

4.2.4-4
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4.2.5 Postflight Data Reduction
 

4.2.5.1 Data Processing System
 

The data processing system will be concerned only with the prepara-

tion of data for reduction and analysis, and will not be concerned with

the actual reduction and analysis of the data itself. Information attained

throughout all mission phases must be identified, categorized and stored

for future use as an analytical tool and for an historical file.

As backup for the remote site data processor, provisions will be made

for performing the following operations: decommutating, recording,

scaling, conversion, limit checking, smoothing, and sampling. These

functions will be performed on both the tracking and telemetered data.

If possible, the raw data fromthe remote sites will be processed by the

"remoce site'’ processor at the IMCCbefore data is used by the data

processing system. The other input programs such as input formatting

and input smoothing may be used as subroutines for this program.

Generally the data received by IMCC will be processed by the other

input routines and this routine will be on a standby basis. A small

portion will be in high speed storage to initiate the call for this routine

when needed.

4.2.5.2 Data Reduction Computers
 

The actual data reduction and analysis will take place in the Office,

Laboratory and Support Wing of the IMCCby a set of computers not

associated with either operational or simulation missions. These

computers are not considered a part of the data processing system.

Sophisticated information retrieval techniques must be worked out to

allow the stored volume of data to be reduced. Statistical report pro-

grams covering areas not critical to mission completion, but of signi-

ficant value to mission analysis and future planning, will be written

for this set of computers.

4.2.5-1
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These computers can duplicate the remote site data processors, and

proper analysis of the results will prove invaluable in exploring appar-

ent anomalies in data as received at the IMCC during the actual mission.

Information, that is preserved in this manner, may also be used in de-

velopment of training courses. With the availability of this timed in-

formation, either the entire mission or specific phases may be regene-=

rated to supplement the extensive training exercises envisoned with

simulations.

4.2.5-2
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4.2.6 Network Countdown Programs
 

During the countdown, the multitude of planned steps and their timing

and interrelationships must be thoroughly and clearly kept before the

mission controllers. As holds occur, the definite consequences and

the probable consequences must be made evident. An interrelated set

of tasks in missions as complex as Gemini Rendezvous and succeeding

missions can be usefully represented by a network such as that employed

in PERT. The sequence of tasks is clearly stated, and the effect of

delay in one task on the timing of the other tasks throughout the net-

work can be made clear. The probable time to completion of countdown

can be computed at all times. The tasks that are "critical", i.e.,

those which influence time to completion, are identified, and the amount

of rescheduling flexibility in 'noncritical" tasks is made clear. If the

uncertainty in any task time duration can be estimated, an estimate of

the resulting uncertainty in the time of completion of countdown can be

computed.

The interrelations between the possible countdowns of two vehicles can

also be handled by this process.

The amount of time until the next significant event(s) or decision(s)

may be computed and displayed to the mission controllers at all times.

Scheduling of the various subsystems and equipments in the IMCC will

be performed. The times at whichfacilities are to be assigned to

GOSS, pected, exercised, and checked out, when they are to be fully

operational and for what time duration, would be computed and sub-

mitted to the mission controllers.

Computation of suitable launch windows would be performed, whenever

requested, based on the status of the countdown and the status of inter-

related vehicles in countdown or spaceborne status.

4.2.6-1
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4.2.7 General Concepts

4.2.7.1 Program Preparation
 

The essential elements in the generation of the data processing are

as follows:

Mission definition

Hardware systems/subsystems definition

Program systems/subsystems definition

Development of programming standards

Flow charting and timing analyses of program subsystems

Coding and translation into machine language

Generation of validity tests and checkout of validity tests
and program subsystems

Documentation of program material

Modification and integration of programs and program sub-
systems

Technical review of program systems

Real-time checkout and system integration.

Descriptions of these elements are presented in the following paragraphs:

a.

PHILCO

Mission Definition. This will include a technical description
of the vehicle flight path and the relevant mathematical and
data processing functions. The description will also include
all inputs and outputs to the Data Processing System by
mission phase, with relative priorities and tolerances. The
mission definition will also include the required reliability

for each phase.

Hardware Systems/Subsystems Definition. This will be
 

composed of a detailed description of all data processing
equipments including interface requirements, input-output
data formats and rates.

Program Systems/Sub systems Definition. This will comprise
 

a detailed description of all required programs, sub-programs,
and sub-routines, by mission phase and program development

phase. The description will include the inputs, outputs, functions,

failure indicators, and checkout provisions, and will thereby
assign responsibility to specific subprograms and define the
interprogram and hardware/program interface.

4,2.7-1]
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Development of Programming Standards. This area will
 

encompass the standardizing of the external characteristics
of the programs, the allocation of the data processing real-
time facilities among the various programs, and the definition
of the operating system for real-time and production use.

Flow Charting and Timing Analyses of Program Subsystems.
 

This operation will provide checks for correction of initial
estimates and designs. This phase also includes the specifi-
cations for all detailed coding.

Coding and Translation into Machine Language. This phase
will include the essential elements of producing the programs

and subprograms. These activities encompass the coding and
code checking of the rough draft programs for compliance to
the guiding specification, key punching, and verification in
connection with the transcription of symbolic programs and
assembly of the human oriented coding into machine oriented
programs and data media.

 

Generation of Validity Tests and Checkout of Validity Tests
and Program Subsystem. The problem of verifying correct
 

 

operation of complex data processing is recognized as a pro-
blem of the same order of magnitude as creating the opera-
tional system. This phase will involve the preparation
of data for testing the functional performance of the Data
Processing System and the correction of inadequacies due
to machine or programming problems and the preparation
of software simulation programs. These programs would be
used to incorporate the various program segments into the
system and simulate only the aspects necessary to check out
the mission.

Documentation of Program Materials. Proper and adequate
 

documentation will result in the following advantages; (1) re-
use of subroutines and common functions for future systems,
(2) dissemination of new techniques throughout the data pro-
cessing field, (3) review and analysis of original technical

decisions, and (4) revision and modification of verified programs

can be accomplished without major difficulties.

Modification and Integration of Programs and Program Sub-
systems. This will cover the effort required to redocument the
 

debugged and verified subprograms, and the solution of
problems encountered in the combination of all the operational
subprograms into the operational program complex.

Technical Review of Program Systems. This will provide for
a review of the entire program system and its ultimate per-
formance, and a review of the final balance between hardware
and software performance.

 

4.2.7-2
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k. Real-Time Checkout and System Integration. This phase
involvesan examination of pre-mission, mission, and post-
mission performance. This will include pre-mission and
real-time checkout; real-time operations; modification of the
programming complex due to equipment, personnel, or pro-
gram deficiencies; and/or modification to satisfy new and
unforeseen requirements derived from post-mission per-
formance evaluation and data reduction.

 

4.2.7.2 Computer Program Testing
 

As indicated in subsections 4.2.7.1 eandg, above, the flow chart

and timing analyses of program subsystems will provide checks for cor- |

rection of initial estimates.

4.2.7.3 Computer System Testing
 

A starting point for computer system testing will include such items

as (1) mission definition, (2) hardware systems/subsystemsdefinition,

and (3) program systems/subsystemsdefinition.

Data processing diagnostic programs, for example, will serve a two-

fold purpose. On the one hand, they serve as extensive "readiness"

programs which determine whether or not the data processor and its

associated equipment are operating at prescribed levels. On the other

hand, malfunctions will be isolated if the data processing system is not

operational. Communication diagnostic programs will serve first as a

"readiness" test of the communication network and, secondly, as a

routine to assist in locating the faults in the system. Such programs

must have an automatic mode of operation for cycling through all data

channels with operator intervention and a control mode for testing only

an operator-specified segment of the system. Display diagnostic pro-

grams will also serve as ''readiness" tests of the display system and

as routines to isolate the area of malfunctions. Such routines will

display standard test patterns and random patterns. Operation inter-

vention will be required to pass on the effectiveness of the displays.

Simulation programs for communication will simulate the output of any

device in the communication system. These programs can be used to

4.2.7-3
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test other parts of the data processing system. They can be used,

for example, to simulate the output of remote sites when checking

out the software programs.

Suitable documentation will result in the following advantages:

1. Re-use of subroutines and common functions for future systems,

2. Dissemination of new techniques throughout the data processing

field,

3. Review and analysis of original technical discussions, and

4. Revision and modification of verified programs can be

accomplished without major difficulties.

4.2.7.4 Contingency Plans, Logic, and Actions
 

In the planning for contingencies, the failure of any substantial part

of any subsystem must be considered, and the variation of any status

more than a specified amount from bogey or plan must be considered.

The consequences of each such failure or excessive variation must be

established. If interrelations exist in determining the consequences,

these interrelations must be thoroughly examined. These plans must

be performed for each phase of a mission.

Not only must each status be tested for conformance to a specified range

of values but additional anticipation should be provided to detect possible

future deviations beyond acceptable tolerances by each status. This can

be accomplished by mathematically varying the parameters affecting

a particular status by some specified amount, either one at a time or

together and then checking the condition of this status. These automatically

generated, marginal tests will provide conditional trend information which

may be used by the mission controllers to initiate the necessary corrective

action to avoid a potential problem before its imminence would become

known by observing ordinary trend charts.

4.2. 7-4
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4.2.7.5 Systems and Standards
 

A data processing programming system of this magnitude must, of

necessity, adhere to stringent rules and procedures. The executive

routine will have in its system standardized subroutines, calling

sequences, error returns, indicator settings, recovery techniques

and interface controls. It will also embellish the idea of data bank

philosophy to apply commonly used items to symbolically identifiable

cells. These standards will avoid multi-program inconsistencies, reduce

storage allocation, and aid in the checkout of these programs.

Documentation standards will be set to insure that all programs use

common formats in write-ups, similar testing techniques where

applicable, common symbology for flow charting, and a common

language to present a consistent, concise and explanatory document

for future reference. Symbolic listings with adequate and meaningful

comments must also be considered as a major contribution to any

well-documented and standardized system.

4.2.7-5
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4.2.8 Program Storage

Tables 4. 2. 8-1 and 4. 2. 8-2 show partial storage requirements for

the programs listed. These programs are stored in a high speed

memory according to the function they perform. For example,

all the flight trajectory programs would be in one block. This group

would require 19, 200 cells with an additional 200 cells for temporary

storage. The display programs require 12, 500 cells for program andl, 600

cells for temporary storage.

Retaining functional programs in their respective groups and including the

control programs for the phase prevents overloading of computers. Dur-

ing the rendezvous mission phase, the greatest number of programs are

in high speed storage. This requires 54,000 cells of high speed memory

including program storage and temporary storage space.

Further additions to these tables will be made in future revisions to

the report.

It can be said at this time that the program storage requirement does

not play a significant part in selecting the optimum data processor for

the IMCC. The determining factor is the time loading of the machines.

4.2.8-1
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Table 4. 2. 8-1

MISSION CONTROL PROGRAMS

Mission Control

Testing and Checkout Phase Control
Pre-Launch Phase Control

Launch Phase Control

Local Earth Orbit Phase Control

Reentry and Descent Phase Control
Recovery Phase Control
Local Earth Rendezvous Phase Control
Separation While in Local Earth Orbit Phase Control
Powered Transition to Cislunar or Circumlunar Orbit Phase Control

Cislunar or Circumlunar Orbit Phase Control
Midcourse Maneuver Phase Control
Powered Transition to Local Earth Orbit Phase Control
Skip Maneuver to Local Earth Orbit Phase Control
Powered Transition from Local Earth Orbit to Earth-to-Moon

Trajectory Phase Control

Earth-to-Moon Trajectory Phase Control
Powered Transition from Earth-to-Moon Trajectory to Local Moon

Orbit Phase Control @®
Local Moon Orbit Phase Control
Powered Transition from Local Moon Orbit to Moon-to-Earth

Trajectory Phase Control
Moon-to-Earth Trajectory Phase Control

Local Moon Rendezvous Phase Control
Separation While in Local Moon Orbit Phase Control
Moon Retro-Sequence Phase Control
Moon Descent and Landing Phase Control
Launch from Moon Phase Control
Powered Flight Trajectory Phase Control

Storage Required for Above (A further breakdown is not available at
this time).

PROGRAM TEMPORARY

4,000 500

For each phase listed above, only one program at

a

timeis in high

speed storage. The others are stored on either drum, disc, or tape.

4.2. 8-2 @
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Table 4. 2. 8-2

FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMS STORAGE

Storage Required

Program “Stovege®

Simulation and Checkout Programs

Data Processor Diagnostics 8,000 1,000

Communication Diagnostics 7,000 1,000

Display Diagnostics 5,000 1,000

Simulation for Communication 10,000 2,000

Check out/Readiness Program 1,000 ---

Mission Programs, Functional
(Functional Sub-Programs)

Powered Flight Trajectory 10,000 200

Satellite Orbit Ephemeris 3,000

Acquisition 200 -~--

Satellite Orbit Differential Correction 1,000 ---

Re-entry and Impact Prediction 2,000 ---

Mathematical Subroutines , 3,000 ---

Maneuver Computations 1,000 ~--

Vehicle Navagation Checks 1,000 ---

Provide Data or Program for On-Board

Computer 500 “--

Weather Processing 500 ---

Mission Analysis 500 500

Display Control 4,000 500

Display Formatting and Generation 7,000 1,000

Man-Machine Communication 1,500 100

Input Data Control 2,000 2,000

Input Smoothing 2,000 1,000

Input Formatting 1,000 500

Output Data Control 1,000 100

* Temporary storage can be shared with other programs.

4.2.8-3
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Table 4. 2. 8-2 (Contd.)

Storage Required

Program oer

Output Formatting 1,000 100

Report Generation 5,000 500

Data Processing 3,000 1,000

Mission Programs, Control

Mission Control 1,000 ---

Restart and Verification 250 per ---
computer

Postflight Data Reduction 2,500 500

Network Countdown Programs

Without PERT Program 3,000 ---

With PERT Program 11,000 3,000

* Temporary storage can be shared with other programs.
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APPENDIX 4A

PARAMETRIC STUDY OF COMPUTER RELIABILITY

4A.1 Discussion

Given m computers, the number of computers, n, down for repairs changes

only by repair of a computer or failure of another. If at time t, n computers

are down for repairs, then the probability that during the interval (t, t + h)

a transition to n + 1 computers down svcurs is bre + 6 (h), that a transi-

tion to n - 1 computers down occurs is hp. + @(h), and that any other change

occurs in 0(h) for. h small.

The times to failure and times to repair of a single computer are assumed to
‘ a ae : -1 - :have exponential distributions with means and wp respectively. The

probability Pit + h) that n computers are down at time t + h is then given

by

P(t th) = (L-Ah-poh)Pot) +APL pf) thy FPL, |

However,

LL = (m - n)i

and

Substituting these quantities, subtracting P(t) from Plt + h), dividing by h,

and letting h approach zero, we find

4. A, 1-1
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P(t) = -mh P(t) + wP, (t)

P(t) = {ts - n)d+ ets +(m-n+1)4P__ 1{¢) + bP 2 1 (t)s

l<n=<=m-1

pli) = - a PA) +P coe

There is a limiting probability distribution as t approaches infinity,

lim P(t) = Pp.»

t ~ oo

independent of the initial conditions, satisfying the equations ”

0 = mh p, + BP)

0 = {i= -n) xn + hn +(m-nt 1)dp, 4+ HP 4]

u = Pay TMP = ©

These equations lead to the relationship

1 k
Pm-k 7k! GQ Pm

where '

=] 1 . ] m
Pia = 1+ + z (F) + ot

4, A.1-2 | WY
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© Let i denote the probability of n or lesscomputers down out of m, and let

e = Pm-k Lo qyk Ld (MIE)"
ko Pin kr ON kT \MTR
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mC. has been computed for

E = 25, 50, 100, 200

m = 4, 6, 8, 10

r = 0, @oe 9 m

For each value of p/, the quantity "Cc. was plotted as a continuous function

of r for fixed values of m. From these plots, values of m and r corresponding

to fixed values of "SC. using r as abscissa and m as ordinate in Figures 4A. 1-1

through 4A.1-4. Curves of

4.A.1-4 O
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m . ‘constant a were also cross plotted with r as abscissa and m/r as

ordinate.in Figures 4. A.1-5 thru 4. A.1-8.

Before drawing conclusions from these curves, let us first indicate

the limitations of the analysis that we have employed. These are:

1. No allowance has been made for computers down for routine

maintenance. This can be taken care of by altering the value

of m. Further, the question of whether routine maintenance

should be performed on computer main frames during a mission

is debatable.

2. Machines are assumed to be serviced sequentially when more

than one is down. If more service crews are available, the

balance will be tipped more in favor of having a large number

of small machines.

3. The reliability of inter-computer communication equipment

and the difficulty of employing it have not been considered here.

The effect of this factor is strongly dependent on the design

of the particular system.

4. The probability distributions derived here are the limiting

distributions for large times and are independentoftheinitial

conditions. In the actual system, the initial conditions are

controllable, i.e., no launch takes place unless a certain frac-

tion of the computers are operating - and the mission times

may not be great enough for the effects of the initial conditions

to die out.

4.A.2 Conclusions

The conclusions to be drawn from this analysis, subject to the forego-

ing limitations, are the following:

1. As is obvious, increasing the ratio MTF/MIR means that fewer

computers are needed to achieve a particular probability that

at least a fixed number of computers are operating.

4,-A,2-1
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2. For a fixed MTF/MTR and required number of computers Q

operating, the probability of having the required number of

computers operating increases rapidly as the numberof

computers supplied increases.

3. For a fixed computing capability - using a small numberof large

computers, or a larger number of small computers - and a fixed

probability of sustaining the computing load, the ratio of the

number of computers that must be supplied to the number of

computers necessary to sustain the computing load, m/r, is

strongly dependent on the size of computer employed only for

MTF/MTR small and requisite probability high.

"4,A,2-2
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Figure 4. A.1-5
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Figure 4. A. 1-7
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4.A.3 Examples

The only computer reliability figures available to us at the present

time are those given in "A Third Survey of Domestic Electronic Digital

Computing Systems'' published by the U. S. Department of Commerce,

Office of Technical Services, in March 196l.

In the referenced document,user experience with a number of commerci-

ally available computers are given in terms of ''Good Time" and ''Attempted

to Run Time'' per week. We determine the ratio of mean timeto failure

to mean time to repair from this according to:

MTF Up Time

MTR Down Time

Good Time
Attempted to Run Time - Good Time
 

The available data on several machines is as follows:

 
 

Good Attempted to MTF
Machine User Time Run Time MTR

CDC 1604 Not Available

IBM 704 NASA 176. 3 180.5 A2.

USA WSMR 68.5 70. 22.

Co.

USA WSMR 52.11 52. 63 100.

USN David 114. 120. 19.

Taylor

USNOL White 54. 58. 13.5

Oak

USAF Eglin 132.7 168. 38.

AFB

IBM 709 USBMA Red- 113.1 116.6 32.

stone

USN PMR Pt. 55.6 60.4 11.6

Mugu

4,A.3-1
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Machine

IBM 709

IBM 7090

Philco

2000

PHILCO

User

USN PMR Pt.
Mugu

USN OTS

China Lake

NAFE FAA

etc.

GE

UCLRL

WEC Bettis AP

Lab

WDL-TR-EI120-1

 

  

Good Attempted to MTF
Time Run Time MTR

39.2 37.1 18.5

100. 105. 20.

40. 41. 40.

110. 120. ll.

110. 150. 2.7

70. 80. 7.0

4,..A. 3-2
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4.3 IMPLEMENTATION

4.3.1 Basic Approach

The objective of this Section is to specify the type and number of com-

puters required in the computer complex to satisfy computing capacity

and redundancy requirements. It is possible to approach this task in

the classic manner by estimating the memory capacity and operations

required per unit time for each of the program elements described

previously adding and averaging them (with appropriate attention to

peak loads) to determine the total computing load, and then selecting

one or more computers with enough capacity to handle the task in real

time.

For the Gemini/Apollo Data Processing System, however, this approach

should not be used since the function to be performed — the support of

manned space flight programs — does not follow the pattern of operational

characteristics of scientific computation, business data processing,

or on-line process control. It more nearly approximates, but even

goes beyond, the real-time control functions of air defense network con-

trol and unmanned satellite tracking and control systems. To properly

examine the data processing equipment needed for such a system, it

is necessary to focus attention on the interrelations and possible con-

flicts that exist among a variety of tasks being carried out simultaneously

and asynchronously.

Into the computer complex, a variety of information will flow: tracking

data, vehicle telemetry, and status reports on the ground system and

recovery forces. Out of the computer complex must go a variety of

information, such as recommendations to the spacecraft crew, schedules

of activities for ground network elements, acquisition data for tracking

stations, and a capability to provide information to the spacecraft.

Within the computer complex, the incoming data must be appropriately

manipulated or transformed to produce the required output information.

The key element in this transformation process is the men who have the

responsibility for direct actions which control the support function.

Therefore, the complement of data processing equipment cannot be

4,.3-1..
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specified without first analyzing the functions of the mission controllers

and ground monitoring personnel for whom the computer complex is

designed as a support tool.

A typical listing of the manpower needed to conduct a Gemini or Apollo

mission shows approximately fifteen men involved directly in the opera-

tion seated at display / control. consoles in the MOCR. These can be

functionally grouped as follows (for Gemini):

a. Overall Operations Control
 

1. Operations Director

2. Flight Director

3. Assistant Flight Director

b. Flight Dynamics

1, Flight Dynamics Officer

2. Assistant FDO for Titan/Gemini

3. Assistant FDO for Atlas/Agena

c. Vehicle Systems Status
 

Vehicle Systems Officer

Vehicle Systems Status Advisor: Agena

Vehicie Systems Status Advisor: Gemini

Vehicle Communicator

Flight Test Assistant

O
n

O
m

D
B

Ww
W

N
M

E
E

Biomedical and Environment Monitor

d. GOSS Network Control
 

1. Network Commander

2. Remote Site Coordinator

3. Operations and Procedures Officer

e. Recovery Forces Program
 

1. Recovery Commander (not in MOCR).,

Since the function of the Data Processing System is to provide the

automatic data processing capability, the above men ‘must perform

their specified functions and not concern themselves with data

processing. Information flow study has been carried out to determine

what incoming information is needed by each of the five functional

Ai3-2.
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groupings of personnel, what computer program elements are used by

each of these groups, what outputs are produced as a result of

operations upon the incoming data and decisions made and actions taken

by the control personnel. For example, the GOSS network control

group directly utilizes ground systems status information. which comes

in over the ground communication channels for countdown monitoring

and action, for monitoring of the ground network during the mission,

and for scheduling tracking station activities and communication channel

usage. The GOSS network control group also needs tracking data for

the generation of acquisition angles but this tracking data comes to

them after it has already been operated upon by a program performing

orbit calculations for the flight dynamics group. As can be seen in

this brief example, consideration has been given to the various uses to

which input data is put, the means by which it is manipulated, presented,

and acted upon, the various types of output data, and the internal inter-

change of data that takes place. A listing of these mission control

functions is as follows:

a. Operations control

b. Flight dynamics

GOSS network controlG
Pe Vehicle systems

e. Recovery forces

In addition to these programs, which are directly identifiable with

mission control functions, there are the simulation programs, the

control programs, and post-flight data reduction. In this considera-

tion of computer equipment configuration, it has been found to be logi-

cal to include the network countdown program as an integral part of

the GOSS network control function. Of course, it will operate during a

distinct time phase of the mission and, therefore, will be clearly

separable from the remainder of the GOSS network control programs.

It has also been logical to place the program segments concerned with

control of remote site operations and antenna pointing information with

the network control programs.

P H l L C O WESTERN DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
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In addition to the computer programs which directly and individually

support the mission controller groups within the Mission Control Center, QO

certain general purpose program elements are required, such as dis-

play formatting, report generation, the handling of all of the functions

associated with external communication lines, and an overall executive

control program. Asa result of approaching the design of the Data

Processing System from the definition of the support functions to be

performed, the following grouping emerges:

a. Operations Control

1. Summary status reports

2. Status of test objectives

3. Emergency plan requests

4. Special status report requests

5. Contingency extrapolations.

b. Flight Dynamics

1. Monitor current vehicle position and velocity

2. Abort plan

3. Reentry maneuver OQ

4. Rendezvous (including Agena control)

5. Orbit determination (including ephemieris)

6. Contingency extrapolations.

c. Vehicle System

1, Mission monitoring (telemetry)

2. File and sort

3. Vehicle computer backup

4. Contingency extrapolations.

d. GOSS Network Control
 

1, Mission monitoring

Network countdown

Routine diagnostics

Acquisition (antenna pointing) :-information

o
a
®

Ww
W
N

Contingency extrapolations. ~

©Aes

PHILCO
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e. Recovery Control

1. Recovery force status

2. Weather monitoring

3. Contingency extrapolations.

f. Display

1. Display format and refresh

2. Special display generation

3. Contingency extrapolations.

g. Input/Output

1, Intercomputer

2. Contingency extrapolations.

It should be noted in the above tabulation of computer functions that, in

each case, provision has been made for programs and computing capac-

ity to hand_e contingency extrapolations. This has been done to ensure

that the initial computer complex equipment will have adequate capacity

to contain >rograms for real-time logic and computation to assist in

selection of alternative mission plans and to predict future positions and

velocity of the spacecraft for a range of possible conditions around the

presently-known velocity factor.

All of the major computational blocks, given above, have been estimated

in detail with the objective of first determining the largest single block

of integral computing capacity needed for each function. With this base

point established, consideration has been given to the grouping of other

computaticnal blocks whose operating characteristics are such that they

could be programmed and run within a single computing element with-

out conflict. Asa result, it has been found that the largest block of com-

putation is that required to support the flight dynamics group. From

this base point, three other logical groupings of computational tasks have

been determined as shown below. These were arranged to provide ap-

proximately equal-sized loads. The four basic modular computational

elements selected are given below:

P H | L C O WESTERN DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES



Flight dynamics

Network control
Vehicle systems

c. Display
Operations direction
Recovery control

d. (MIDAS:ensoperrgt

WDL-TR-E120

With this functional grouping established for the computational task to

be accomplished, consideration can now be given to the data processing

equipment required to accomplish this task. Two basic approaches to

equipment design have been considered. The first consists of selecting
' four identical computers of a size sufficient to do the largest single

computational task, flight dynamics. The second approach consists

of the selection of a single machinelarge enough to do the entire

computing task. A complete description of the computer loading figures

used in this selection process and of the various advantages and dis-

advantages inherent in the two approaches is given in the paragraphs

which follow.

PHILCO
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4.3.2 Peripheral Equipment Considerations
 

4.3.2.1 Communication System interface
 

lt is necessary for the IMCC Data Processing System to be able to com-

municate with the external world. This external world consists ofa

number of high-speed data lines and low-speed data lines to remote sites

and to Goddard Space Flight Center, displays in the Mission Operation

Control Rooms and support areas, and control originating in the MOCR

or support areas. [n addition, it is possible that the Data Processing

System may be called upon to process text messages between persons

in the IMCC and other locations.

It is possible to combine the functions of communication data processing

and routing in the same Data Processing System that performsall the

operational computations for the GOSS network. On the other hand, it °*

is not necessary to so combine functions, and it maynot be desirable to

de so. For this reason, several possible configurations of the Communi-

cation and Data Processing System have been considered. The block

diagram for such a configuration is shown in Figure 4.3.2. 1-1.

Lines from the remote sites and GSFC enter the IMCC through modems,

and may be switched either directly to a message center or to a buffer

and thence to a communication computer. The communication computer,

in turn, may be connected either to the message center or to the opera-

tional computers, or both. The operational computers drive the displays

in the IMCC and accept control messages.

Another possibility that must be considered is that of separating the com-

munication computer from the remaining computers in the Data Process-

ing System. The computer-loading studies have indicated that this may

be done efficiently without requiring an increase in the overall data proc-

essing system. The advantage of divorcing the communication computer

from the remainder of the Data Processing System is that, in both the

mission and non-mission modes, one computer may be used effectively

to control operation of lines to the external world and to route messages

to various places within the IMCC.

4,.3.2-1
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4.3.2.2 Display Selection and Driving
 

This section discusses the considerations that will determine the structure

of the subsystem between the display/control data processors and the

display equipment proper.

a. Types and Numbers of Displays. Major determinants of the
characteristics of the selection and driving equipments are
the quantity and types of displays. Table 4.3.2.2-1 presents
basic display types, display media and presentation techniques.
The three basic types of presentation technique may be dis-
played on electronic or electric devices, or on hard copy. The
latter takes three forms as indicated in Table 4.3.2.2-1.
Table 4.3.2.2-2 indicates the media in which the three types of
presentation will probably be displayed.

 

b. Major Output Channels. These considerations suggest an
initial identification of a suitable set of output channels from
the data processors toward the displays, described in
Table 4.3.2.2-3. Each of these types of terminal display
equipment calls for different types of data format, signal
characteristics, and driving power. It appears reasonable
to consider a channel designed for each.

 

1. For Channels i and 2, preliminary estimates suggest that
the updating traffic is so low that it will be feasible to serve
the large number of terminal devices through an electronic
selection matrix that can serve only one indicator at a time.
Traffic studies will be conducted to test this concept,
possibly leading to a requirement for additional servicing
channels.

 

2. For Channel 3, the present concept for display of dynamic
information is a closed-circuit TV system. An estimated
47 TV monitors are served by 28 scan-converter units for
coupling to the data processor outputs and 10 miscellaneous
video inputs. A scan converter is capable of storing an
image for a period of 1—5 minutes before it must be re-
generated (or replaced).

A relatively straightforward method of coupling froma
data processor to the 28 scan converter units would be to
provide a multiplexer whose pole is connected to the data
processor output channel and which steps regularly through
28 output lines connected to the scan converters.

Each scan converter would be designed to signal whenit
needs a regeneration, or else the regeneration can be
made to proceed on a regular cyclic basis. When new

‘information arrives in the data processor, (1) it can write
the new information on the scan converter without waiting
for a regeneration cycle (this assumes no erasing of old

P H 4 L Cc O WESTERN DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
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Table 4.3.2.2-1

TYPES OF DISPLAYS

 

 

Type Basic Presentation. Types ofDisplay Media

Events Three Level Electronic and Electronic

Time Eight Digits (max.} Hard Copy

Dynamic Graphic-Curves — Plotboards

| Numeric Three to Eight Digits Strip. Plotters

Trend Graphic-Curves Alphanumeric Printers

Status Three Level   
Quantities of Displays (Preliminary Estimate)
 

     

Regrouping by Type of Basic Presentation] Approximate Quantity of Type

Three Level 400

Eight Digit 50

Graphic-Curves 100

4 3 ?.
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RELATIONS BETWEEN TYPE OF PRESENTATION AND MEDIUM
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Hard Copy

Electric 4 ;
‘ Strip Alphanumeric

Electronic Plotboards Plotters Printers

Three Level xX xX

Eight Digits (max.) x Xx

Graphic-Curves xX xX xX    
Table 4.3.2.2-3

MAJOR OUTPUT CHANNELS

 

 

  

Channel Purpose

Drive Three-Level Indicators

2 Drive up to Eight-Digit Numeric a
Indicators

3 Drive Electronic Dynamic Graph,
Curve, etc. Displays

Plotboards

Strip Plotters

Alphanumeric Printers   
information is required), (2) it can hold the new data points
until the next regenerationcycle, or (3) if the priority of
the new data calls for immediate up-dating, the pertinent
scan converter can be erased and a new plot made.

The time required to paint out a display on the input to the
scan converter depends on (1) the numberof inches of line
or the numberof line-segments required to paint out the
display, (2) the beam writing speed suitable for the particu-
lar scan converter, (3) the yoke settling time, (4) the

PHILCO WESTERN DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
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characteristics of the driving amplifiers, etc. Prelimi-
nary estimates range from 0.1 sec to 1 sec average for
painting out one display. Using the simple multiplexer,
the performance results are summarized in Table 4.3.2.2-4.
Note that if the average painting time is as low as 0:1 second,
then the updating rate and the time for response to a com-
puter display request may be acceptable. Updating would
be occurring each 2.8 seconds on the average, where
appropriate to keep up with fast moving situations. Note
also that even if the average painting time is as high as
1 second, the stepping multiplexer can make the rounds to
28 scan converters well within the shortest regeneration
time (1 minute).

Table 4.3. 2.2-4

PERFORMANCE OF SIMPLE MULTIPLEXER

 

 

  

Time to Paint Display Updating Frequency Computer Display
on Input to Scan for Each Scan Request Response

Converter Converter Time
(Average) (Average) (Average)/ (Max. )

0.1 sec 21.4 per min 1.9 sec/2.8 sec

0.5 sec 4.3 per min 7 sec/14 sec

1.0 sec 2.1 per min 14 sec/28 sec    
If further study proves the 0.1-second average to be
optimistically short,
response time -s

may be incorporated in

or if the updating frequency or

‘the amplifier, A. Pegister
would be provided that can be set by the data processor
for transmitting high-priority information to an appropriate
display in minimum time. A counter would be provided to
conduct a stepping operation when a computer display
request occurs, requiring that the multiplexer seek an
unused scan converter. The addressing register may also
prove useful in responding to regeneration signals from
the various scan converters, if these regeneration signals
are handled as interrupts at the data processor.

3. Channel 4 may requre a numberof nearly full-time on-line
channels, but the rate at which points must be fed to these
plotboards may make it feasible to time share them through
a single output channel from the data processor.

PHILCO WESTERN DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
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4. Channel 5 may require more than one on-line continuous
channel. Again, the possibility of supplying data to the ©
several strip plotters via a multiplexer or high-speed
selection system to cause them to share a common output
channel from the data processor must be examined. Also,
where appropriate, certain strip plotters may be driven
from information patched directly to the plotter rather
than transmitting it via the data processors.

5. Channel 6 will probably require a numberof full-time
standard output channels for supplying data to on-line
printers.

c. Symbol Generation. In Channels 2, 3 and 6, where alpha-
betic, numeric and other symbols are included in the presenta-
tion, equipment must be provided to transform the electrical
codes used by the data processor into the corresponding sym-
bols that are meaningful to humans.

 

1. In Channel 2, the form of signal required to set the digital
or alphabetic indicators will usually be different than the
code used by the data processor. If possible, the con-
version equipment to produce the necessary indicator
signals should be placed in the vicinity of the data proces-
sor and ahead of the selection matrix. Solid-state latches
are recommended at the indicators, both for reliability
and to reduce the noise level in the vicinity of the viewers.

2. In Channel 3, extensive manipulation is required to generate @)
and position the symbols. Two major alternatives are open
at the outset:

(a) Generate within the data processing machine the digital
information suitable for painting and transmitting each
symbol (number, letter, or other symbol)

(b) Provide on-line symbol generation equipment that can
accept the data processor code for a given symbol and
generate the information required to paint out the
implied symbol.

The second alternative, on-line symbol generation, will be
considered initially since only a few generators are re-
quired and it is believed that the equipment costs will be
less than the creation and maintenance of the computer pro-
gram routines required for computer-generated symbols.

4.3. 2-6
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If a few symbols,which cannot be readily generated by the
digital-to-analog equipment, are required, computer sub-
routines can be written for these special symbols. This
capability makes it possible to change symbol structure
if changing missions so require.

It is recommended that the symbol-painting information be
transmitted to the display digital-to-TV conversion devices
in digital form, for digital-to-analog conversion there. ©
This is suggested to avoid electronic noise problems on
the transmission lines and grounding problems and since
it is more convenient to confine the dc-coupled circuits
(necessary in the amplification of the analog deflection
Signals) to the vicinity of the scan conversion tubes.

3. In Channel 6 the conversion system is built into the output
channel and the printer.

Driving Other Terminal Devices. For Channel 1, to the three-
level indicators, digital or pulse transmission is envisioned at
present, with solid-state latches or switches at the indicators
(unless such storage, switches, or equivalent are integral
parts of the indicators). Conversion from data processor code
to signal required by the indicators would best be performed
ahead of the selection matrix, perhaps by the data processor
program.

For Channels 4 and 5, plotters driven by the digital data proces-
sors, digital transmission to D/A converters at the terminal
device itself is proposed at present.

Backup Equipment. Scanners, stepping switches, and multi-
plexers will be fitted with surplus channels and means for
assigning a given transmission channel to one of the extras
if some part of one channel malfunctions.

For each selection matrix, scanner, stepping switch, or
multiplexer, a full duplicate will be provided.

Figure 4,3.2.2-1 represents a preliminary functional block
diagram of the display selection and driving equipment.

4.3. 2-7.
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4.3.3 System Censiderations

4,3.3,1 Computer Inter+-Communication Speeds
 

_ Computer systems can be described as either off-line, on-line, or

real-time systems, with respect to the timeliness of data input and

output requirements.

In off-line data processing applications, the basic input and output

operations will change depending upon the job to be done. For example,

business data processing is characterized by a relatively large input-

output requirement relative to the transform function, while scientific

data processing is generally characterized by relatively complex trans-

form functions and relatively small input-output functions. In these

off-line systems, the data output is essentially the final step of the

processing and is printed or stored on magnetic tape. In some cases,

however, the results of the computer operations, (its output)is the input

for a second computer.

In these cases, the computer communication to the additional computer

és via. core, drum or magnetic+tape memory. The computer com-

municates with other computers by transforming this data to a form

acceptable to the second computer. Figure 4.3.3.1+1 indicates three

general techniques for transferring data automatically or semiauto-

matically from one computer to another, for off-line systems.

Figure 4.3.3, 1+la indicates the transfer method via a drum unit con-

taining essentially dual-drum control (read-write) units which allow

computer A to write on the drum and computer B to read off the same

drum, asynchronously; i.e., computer B can obtain the information

that computer A puts on the drum whenever computer B desires it.

Note that in this system, there is no indication to computer B that any

data has been put on the drum by computer A. Figure 4.3.3.1-1b

indicates a tape-to-tape transfer which is similar to the drum transfer

technique. Figure 4.3.3.1-lc indicates a semi-automatic method in

which data is stored on one magnetic tape and hand carried to another

magnetic tape, each magnetic tape being associated with a different

4.3.3-1
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computer. In this case, the operator, who hand carries the data tape,

can alert the second computer that the data is available for processing.

When system requirements dictate the application of more than one

digital computer to handle an on-line, real-time, or near real-time

data processing load, high-speed, automatic, bi-directional inter-

communication between digital computers is generally a necessity.

The methods shown in Figure 4.3.3.1-] are not satisfactory. Most

large-scale computers presently available can perform this function,

although each does so by different techniques which generally require

additional equipment. The method best suited to a particular system

application must be determined from the data processing requirements

and specifically from the processing load and the computer system

organizational requirements.

Successful inter-communication between computers in a real-time mode

requires that sufficient communication channel capacity and speed, as

well as appropriate control signals, be available to both computers.

The former requirement comes from the data processing requirements

and the computing system organization. The latter requirement comes

from the internal design of the computers. Inactual practice, as will

be shown, the latter requirement is generally the more difficult to

successfully implement. ,

4.3.3.2 Computer inter- Communication Methods
 

The nature of the Apollo-Gemini data processing requirements and of

the IMCC, are such that the data processing tasks can be divided among

several computer systems, if desired. The requirements for dividing

these tasks stems from two basic factors, growth and reliability. The

desire to allow for growth of the system necessitates the modular ap-~-

proach to the data processing problem so that incremental increases in

the processing requirements can be met by corresponding incremental

increases in computing capability. An on-line system, such as proposed

for the IMCC, also requires the full application of spare computer

capabilities to provide the reliability required.

4,3,3-3
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Given the nature of the problem and a requirement for modular computer

subsystems, flexible computer intercommunication capabilities are re-

quired to ensure cooperative operation of the data processing complex.

Specifically, each computer system must have the capability to com-

municate with each other computer system to allow the flexibility of

growth, reliability and efficient operation,

a. Central Exchange. The most flexible and the mostcostly inter-
communication subsystem is a central exchange system. The
central exchange is a high speed intercommunication switching
unit similar to a telephone switching exchange. The exchange
performs the important function of switching different com-
puters to other computers at rapid rates, allowing a flexible
intercommunication pattern to be dictated by the requirements
of the individual computers and the processing system. There
is no time sharing requirement in this system, and each com-
puter may access any other device if that device is not busy.
The exchange offers a completely isolated system in the sense
that each computer is isolated from all other computers and
not able to directly affect the operation of those other com-
puters unless desired by both computers. The basic disad-
vantage of the central exchange is its high cost to perform the
flexible switching, Figure 4.3.3. 2-1 indicates the functional
application of an exchange, in which any computer maytalk
with any other computer.

 

There is the capability for the central exchange type communi-
cation system to grow beyond the planned capability of one ex-
change. In this case, an additional exchange can be connected
to the initial exchange via one or more trunk lines, such as the
telephone system does, The additional modular exchanges need
not be as the original exchange and can be planned for that size
which is consistent with the problem requirement.

b. Data Bus. A somewhat less flexible intercommunication sys-
tem which retains the capability of intercommunication of all
devices but gives up the complete freedom of intercommunica-
tion by time-sharing the communication paths, is a data bus.
The data bus is a straightforward system in which all computers
share a common communication path with all other computers.
One proposed type of data bus, as shown in Figure 4. 3. 3. 2-2,
allows all computers to continuously listen on the bus, but only
to talk on the bus at the discretion of a control unit within the
bus, which commutates or selects among the different input

devices ina time-sharing manner. The bus system has the
Speen basis advantage of being at the same time relatively flexible

and moderately priced.

4,3.3-4
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That is, any number of computers could be tied on the line as

long as the time-sharing requirement was not a restriction.
The queuing problem must be investigated to determine whether
one bus line, two bus lines, or more are necessary in any pro-
posed configuration.

c. Direct Connection. The third type of intercommunication
system is a direct wire-to-wire communication system in
which all computers are directly tied to all other computers
as shown in Figure 4.3.3.2-3. The advantage of such a direct
wire system is the reduction in the extra equipment required,
no time-sharing requirement, and a complete isolation of in-
tercommunication paths between devices. The system, how~
ever, has the two disadvantages of requiring many input~-
output lines from each computer and relatively non-versatile
system in the sense that when a larger number of computers
are required to intercommunicate, the number of lines and
I/0 connections required at each computer is increased pro-
portionally; (N-1) lines are required from each of the N com-
puters required to intercommunicate. However, the direct
system in large-scale computers has an advantage of being
readily implemented via existing hardware techniques.

d. Summary. In summary, then, the exchange offers a rela-
tively high-speed, high-cost, highly-versatile intercommuni -
cation system. The bus system offers a high-speed, mod-~
erate-cost, time-shared, intercommunication capability.

The direct connection offers a high-speed, moderate~cost,
rather cumbersome intercommunication capability. The re~-
quired amount of intercommunication and the transfer rate
necessary in the processing system will dictate the optimum
method. If, as is expected, there is no requirement for an

ultra-high~speed switching and data transfer rate, such as
one computer talking directly with another computerat the
rate of a couple of hundred thousand words-per-minute, then
a direct tie system or a bus system will be most useful, de-
pending upon the number of computers required. If a small
number of computers are envisioned for:exanrplé, three or feur,

a direct-tie system is probably the most economical. Ifa
larger number of computers, such as five to ten, are required,
then a bus system should be investigated. A larger number of
computers than this, or higher speed requirements than those
stipulated, might necessitate a high-speed data exchange sys-~

tem.

In addition to the three generic systems discussed herein, any com-~

bination of these systems could be utilized in a ''mixed'' operational

data dntercommunication system. The use of a mixed system can make

sense wherein the system requirements do not justify a central exchange

and yet indicate that a single data bus may be insufficient. In sucha
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case, for example, two or more data busses could be utilized with an

exchange type switching among them. Another example is a direct

connection system, in which, due to the nature of the problem, it is

recognized that one computer will never want to talk to two other com-

puters at the same time, anda bus could be arranged between those

two computers such that one computer could have the capability to talk

to either one but not both.

4.3.3.3 Computer Connections Using Data Busses
 

In this Section, brief descriptions are given of the means for organ-

izing intercommunication. among a large number of computers using

data busses.

The system organization using busses for communication among the

computers. is detailed in Figure 4.3.3.3-l. In this figure,there are

four busses for the transmission of data. The four busses are used to

connect: (1) the computers to the external communication. system;

(2) the computers to the displays; (3) the computers with commonstor-

age; and (4) computers directly with other computers.

The computers are not permanently attached to the busses. In fact,

the computers are attached to particular busses by means of a manually-

operated plug board. In normal operations, the plug=board connections

are not altered during a mission. Even when a computer fails, itis

not necessary to employ the plug board to bring a new computer into

use. The plug-board connections have to be altered only when it is

desired to disconnect a computer or to attach a new spare computerto

one of the data processing systems. The detailed requirements.

for each are shown in Figure 4. 3.3.32.

In using data busses for communication with external devices, itis

assumed that each control unit is equipped to recognize its own address

when it appears on the data bus, and is ready to accept any. data

transmitted to it. The computer transmitting on this bus will not wait

for an acknowledge signal from the external device. As a consequence,

4.3.3-9G
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there is no queueing problem associated with this bus, since each

computer's transmission access to a bus is under commutator control.

There is. a comparatively large numberof different devices used for

communication. with the external world. One method to implement

the. required communication. is to employ a data bus for communi-«

cating with all of these external devices, and endow each external de~

vice withthe capability to recognize when it is being addressed by a

computer. In order to read out toa communication device from the

computer, the data is placed on the communication data bus along with

the address of the external device, which then accepts the data.

In order to accept data from an external communication device, the

computer is interrupted through an interrogationselection device,

marked Sp: on each line. These interrupt signals from the external

devices, stating that they have data to be read into the computer, allow

anasynchronous mode of communication.

The intercomputer communication busses are shared by all computers

attached to the bus. Each computer transmitting data should first

transmit the address of the computer that is to accept the data.

For the amounts of data to be transmitted, queuéing does not appear to

be a problem.

a. Advantages. The advantages of using common data busses
are the following:

1. The number of computers in the system can easily be
increased or decreased without having to add or delete
a significant amount of communications equipment, and
without complicating the communication relationships
among the various devices in the system.

2. Any of the computers may be associated with either MOCR,
any computers may be associated with either set of dis-
plays, and any computers may communicate with the ex-
ternal world.

3. Except for communication with the external communica-
tion. system, the data processing equipment associated
with each MOCR can be physically and electrically separate
from the equipment associated with the other MOCR.

4.3.3-12
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4. By simple changes in plug board connections, any computer
can take on any function in either MOCR. This leads to
better system reliability.

5. The concepts of communication among parts of the Data
Processing System are simple to understand.

b. Disadvantages. Some of the disadvantages of the use of data
busses are the following:

1. There may possibly be a queueing problem. This is not
believed to be the case because of the comparatively small
amount of data to be transmitted, because there is no re=
quirement for high.speed transfer of data and becauseit
appears that it is possible to program around the queueing

problem.

2. It may be suggested that the data bus can hang up, pre-
venting any communication at all between computers if one
computer fails and does not send an acknowledge signal in
response to data transmitted to it. It is possible to get
around this problem both by the use of suitable hardware
and by computer programming.

3. Since any computer can have any function in this Data
Processing System, it is necessary for each computer to

have the same auxiliary equipment available to it asis
available to any other computer. This equipment might
include tape units, flexowriters, drums, etc. With the

computer systems of some manufacturers, such separate
auxiliary equipment would have to be provided for each
computer. It would seem, although it has not been inves=
tigated thoroughly, that the amount of such auxiliary equip-
ment that would normally have to be associated with each
computer, even without this system constraint, would be

not’very different in cost. Another possibility, if this is
not so, is that it may be possible also to switch these

auxiliary equipments from one computer to another. This
requires further investigation.

4. All data is sent via one path. There are no alternate paths
provided between the same units.

5. If the data bus itself fails, which is not too probable be=
cause of its simplicity, all intercommunication. between
certain units will cease.

4.3.3.4 Computer Connections using Direct Connection
 

The second data processing system organization assumes a limited

number of direct computer-to-computer communication channels via

a plug board, and a limited number of computer-to-input/output buffer

connections via the same plug board. Two input-output buffers are

4.34313
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associated with each display system, and two input-output buffers are

used between the computers of each MOCR and the external communi-

cation system. In the event of failure of any device, computer or input-

output buffer, alternate communication paths exist, and still further

alternates can be established by plug board operations, See Figure

4.3.3.4-1 for a typical system with its interconnections.

a. Advantages. The advantages of this system are:

1, It provides direct communication between devices without
the use of busses and their attendant disadvantages.

2. The number of computers in the system can be increased
or decreased without great expense or complication in
communication..

3. The equipment associated with the two MOCR's can be
electrically separate.

It uses only a small numberof input-output buffers.

5. By changing connections, any computer can perform any
function in the system.

b, Disadvantages. The disadvantages of this arrangement are:

1, Hardware must be provided for each intercomputer com-
munication path, although not much more than for the data
bus,

2. In case of a computer failure, it may be necessary to route
data to display devices or the external communication
equipment by a round-about path until new plug board con-~
nections are established.

3. The plug board status is not immediately apparent at any
instant.

4, It is not known whetherit is possible to switch input-
output buffers among computers through a plug board in
the fashion described, or-whether this ‘would re- -
quire a small amount of engineering or a large amount of
engineering.

4.3.3.5 Multi-Computer System Organizations

a. Problem, This section looks at the problem of organization
and inter-communication of multiple computer systems to
solve real-time data processing problems. The section’
describes a method of looking at computers and communica-
tion problems, a method of looking at organizational problems,
and details the possible system configurations utilizing these
methods.

4,3.3-14
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A computer system can look like a black box. See Figure
4.3.3.5=l, in which the function of the Computer System is to
accept an input, process or transform that input, and produce
some output. [t is assumed in this discussion that the box
labeled ''computer'' contains not only the main frame computer,
but all important auxiliary equipment associated with the com-
puter; for example, magnetic tapes, drum storage, peripheral,
or other units. The time required from accepting the input to
producing the output is called the "throughput" time. Ina
real-time system, this throughput time is a critical parameter,
An additional critical parameter in a real-time computersys-
tem application is the input and output capacity and speed.
These quantities are measured in terms of channel capacity
and response time. In designing a real-time, multi-computer
system, these parameters are of prime importance.

Computer intercommunication is concerned with the speed and
amount of data capable of being transferred from one computer
to another. All computers require a special input-output buffer
control unit to control the transfer of information from the com-
puter to somewhere else. In normal computer operations, this
input-output unit controls the transfer or reception of informa-
tion from magnetic tapes, paper tapes, punched cards, and
other devices. When the transfer rate approaches the computer
rate, a special input-output buffer generally called a Data Trans-
fer Control Unit (DTCU) is required. in high-speed, inter-
computer communication,. one such control unit is required
for each input-output channel to be utilized in the computer: In
the slower speed devices, one DTCU can be used to operate many
devices simultaneously. The basic information transferred in
any computer-~originated transfer are control signals and data.
The control signals must precede the data to be transferred.
Before the transfer can occur, the user of the data must indicate

it is ready and capable of receiving the data. When these signals
have been communicated, the data flow begins. All data trans-

fers of high or low speed occur in roughly the same fashion.

b. System Organizations. The IMCC data processing functions can
be handled by a computer system organization of from four to
ten computers interconnected by data busses, direct wires, or

a central exchange. The organization of an IMCCutilizing any
one of these large scale computers will be detailed herein.

 

An on-line computer system accepts input data from the ex-
ternal world via the communication. unit. The information is
accepted through an input-output buffer (IOB). into the com-
puter complex. The data is processed, and those outputs to
be used for display purposes are transferred to the input-
output buffer, which coordinates and drives a display buffer
and the displays. A computer complex refers to more than
just a computer. Included in the complex will prabably be at
least one additional input-output buffer, several magnetic tape

4.3.3-16
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units, a drum unit, and. other peripheral equipment necessary
to operate each computer complex. Figure 4.3.3,5-2 indicates
the general composition of a computer system in block diagram
form. The auxiliary equipment associated with each of the
complexes is not shown in other figures.

In the normal operational mode, the simulation computer can
also obtain some information from the external stations via
the communication. unit. In addition, the Simulation System
has its own set of display units. These display units are
direetly under the control of the simulation computer and are
physically and electronically separate from the real-time
displays.

The spare computer plays a very important role in the IMCC
system, [In fact, the word “spare''is perhaps a misnomer,
for the 'spare'' computer is not at alla spare. The ''spare"
computer is charged with the responsibility of taking over the
function of either the real-time system or the Simulation Sys-
tem upon any failure, In order to carry out this function, the
"spare'' computer will continuously monitor and check the
operations of the real-time and simulation systems.
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4.3.4 Equipment Considerations
 

4.3.4.1 Available Large-Scale Computing Systems

This section details the general organization of several large-scale

computer systems which have been considered for implementation of

the IMCC data processing tasks. The diagrams show the input-output

intercommunication capabilities of the various systems.

a.

PHILCO

CDC1604A:

Figure 4.3.4. 1-1 illustrates the CDC 1604A computer. The

1604A computer has a direct channel connection to an addi-

tional 1604A from the central processing unit. This channel

and its appropriate control lines facilitate data transfer

directly at the rate of eight megabits-per-second or approxi-~-

mately 200,000 words~per-second. Only one of these chan-

nels are available on each 1604A computer. However, alter-

nate communication can be set up at lower transfer rates us-

ing it to connect to a CDC1604A satellite computer.

CDC3600

Figure 4.3.4.1~2 indicates the general organization of the

CDC3600 digital computer. This computer can communicate

with other computer modules either directly or through a buss

or exchange via Model 3605 data channels. These data chan~

nels serve the dual purpose of alerting the computer so that

information is available to be transferred, and of coordinating

the actual data transfer. Once control signals are intercom-~

municated and accepted, data may be transferred from one

computer module to the other at the integral speed of the

computer modules (namely, 48 megabits-per-second). Data

could also be transferred to a second computer via the memory

and communication modules at a slower rate.

IBM-7090 and 7094

Figure 4.3.4. 1-3 indicates the general organization of the

IBM 7090 and the IBM 7094. This computer system has the

capability of communicating directly with another computer

via the IBM 7607 data channel and the direct data connection

unit. The direct data connection unit permits high-speed

data transmission between computer units at the rate of

150, 000 words-per-second. Data coordination and control

is via one or more of the ten input and ten output sense lines

that are under direct program control in each computer. So

that transfer of data between computers may occur, one chan~

nel must be connected to the direct data connection unit. All

control signals will be controlled through the 7607, even

4,3.4-1
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(1) Addition time 0.254s (without access)
(2) Each computer module may also have  

  private storage modules.
 

Figure 4.3.4.1-2 General Description ofCDC: 3600
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Processing

Unit

 

| 8 Channels

  
Printer 1BM-7607

Card Reader Data
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10 TM’s

Figure 4.

   
  

   

 

  Multiplexer
(8 1/0 channels, 36 bits) Core Storage

(32K, 4msec)   

(rate: 0. 375)

  
Printer

 

  
  

IBM-7606 § |
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Channel Card Punch

| 10345-P
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though the data will be directly transmitted through the direct

data connection unit. The 7607 utilized for this function does
not require that additional units be connected, but is handi-

capped in that the card reader station allocated on each 7607
is utilized for the direct data communication unit control

signals. In addition, a special core memoryfile of 98, 000
words can also be connected to the direct data channel of

either computer and accessed as an auxiliary memory.

A slower automatic communication technique would be via
the 1301 disk file, which allows a transfer rate on the order

90, 000 words-per~second. This unit connects to one of the

eight direct multiplex channels and is available to both com-

puters. However, control signals are not transmitted, and

the second computer must search continuously for the data.

Philco 211 and 212
Figure 4,3.4.1-4 is a general description of the Philco 211

and 212 computers. These computers feature asynchronous

central computing functions and overlapping memory units.

Computer communication with external units is controlled by

the input-output buffer (IOB). The 211 system IOB has three

channels, one of which accepts multiplexed data from eight

remote units. The multiplexer is a standard Philco real-

time control unit. The 212 system IOB has eight high-speed

channels.

Rem Rand 1107

Figure 4.3.4. 1-5 indicates the general organization of the

Univac 1107. This computer features computer-to-computer

tie through an auxiliary inter-computer control unit. The

direct data transfer is similar to the IBM direct data chan~

nel unit. The inter-computer control unit indicates via in-

terrupt lines, to either or both computers, that data trans-~-

fer is desired. Once the appropriate control signals are

jnitiated, the data transfer rate is at a speed of 200, 000

words-per~second.

4.3.4.2 Computer Loading

The basic data for the initiation of the computer loading estimates con~

tained within this report are derived from manufacturers’ published in-

formaticn, which has been carefully checked for consistency among

manufacturers. One of the major problemsin utilizing manufacturers’

data comes from their estimates of the average computing speed of

their mechines. It is important to note that the average arithmetic

speeds utilized herein reflect the average time to perform the listed

PHILCO

4,3,4-5
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Figure 4. 3.4.1-4 General Description of Philco 211 and 212
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functions and do not réflect.the ‘capability of a completely overlapped

memory or diny sophisticated "look-ahead" features. Table 4.3.4. 2-1

indicates the average arithmetic speed of the seven computers com-

pared in this report. The average load factor, that is, the mix of

fixed point and floating point operations, has been assumed to be 50%

of each. This is an arbitrary breakdown, but appears to be a conserva-

tive estimate. Therefore, the manufacturers! average data for fixed

point and floating point addition and multiplication are averaged to pro-~

vide the effective arithmetic operation speed.

From the determination of the computing arithmetic operations re«

quired and the load requirements, the number of computers required

to satisfy the program requirements can be calculated. The loading

estimates for each task are measured in terms of the number of com-

putations required per second of real time to respond to the system re-~-

quirements.

The second step in the calculation of computing loads is to multiply the

number of operations per second required for each function by the

corresponding computation time. For example, Table 4.3.4, 2-1 indi-

cates that the Philco 21] has an average add time of 7.0. fisec and an

average multiply time of 51.5 usec. The time required by the 4li to

perform the 8490 addition-type instructions associated with the flight

dynamics program is 0.0588 seconds (=8400 x 7.0 x 107°), and the

time to perform the corresponding 7170 multiplications is 0.370 sec-

onds (=7170 x 51,.5x 107°), The computing times determined in this

fashion for the computers of Table 4.3.4. 2-1] are given in Table 4. 3.4.2-2,

"Interim Calculations .,."

The numbers in Table 4,3.4.2-2 are only interim results since they

do not reflect the additional instructions required to actually implement

the computations. For instance, to perform an addition in a computer,

several instructions may be required: one to obtain the addend, oneto

obtain the augend and perform the addition, and one to store the result.

The computing times indicated in Table 4.3.4, 2-2 must be burdened

to account for these overhead operations.

423. 4-8
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Assume: 50% of Operations Fixed Point

50% of Operations Floating Point

 MULTIPLY (ps)
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
  
 

ADD (ps)

Rem-Rand Fix 6.0 14.0

,

|

2407 Flo 16.0 14.7
j

;

Avg. | 11.0 14.0

CDC Fix | ‘7,2 43.6
1604A Flo 18.8 36.0

Avg. 13.0 40.0

ChE Fix 1.5 5.4
3600 Flo 3.4 5.4

Avg. 2.5 5.4

IBM Fix 11.0 25.2
7090 Flo 14, 0 24.0

Avg. 12.0 25.0

IBM Fix | 4.0 12.0
7094 Flo | 6.0 10. 0

Avg. 5.0 11.0

Philco Fix 2.1 43.0 :
211 Flo 11.9 59.9 |

Avg. 7.0 51.5 |

Philco Fix | i, 2 4.8
212 Flo | 1. 5.1

Avg. | 1. 5.0

4.3.4-9
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The burdened times required to perform instructions are as indicated

below. To perform a complete addition, the instructions needed are:

Obtain addend

 

Ta

Obtain augend and add Ta

Store result TA

Total 3 Ty

in which TA is the time required for an add instruction. In like

manner, the time required for a complete multiplication may be deter-

mined as follows:

 

Obtain multiplicand | T,

Obtain multiplier and multiply Tu

Store result Ta

Total Ty, (b+ 2T, / TyA)

in which Te is the time to perform a multiply instruction.

Now,it is not always necessary to perform these complete sequences

of instructions to carry out an add or multiply. On the other hand,

there are often additional bookkeeping or administrative calculations

that must be performed and which do not appear directly in a list of

computations; these might include, for instance, address modifications

or tallies. For this reason, the burden factors used here for addition

and multiplication are 3 and (1+ 2 T,/T respectively. The quan-)M
tity (1+ 2 T,/Ty,) is given in Table 4. 3.4. 2-3 for the computers con-

sidered.

Using Tables 4.3.4. 2-2 and 4, 3.4. 2-3, the fraction of a second re-

quired each second to compute flight dynamics, using a Philco 21],

for example, is 0. 63 (=0.0592== x 3.00 + 0.371 52£ x 1.27). The
sec sec
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Table 4.3.4. 2-2

INTERIM CALCULATIONS

 

 

   

 

 
 

  
 
 

Number of |CDC 1604 CDC 3600 | IBM 7090 IBM 7094 Philco 211 | Philco 212) Univac 1107
| Add Mult|Add Mult} Add Mult; Add Mult| Add Mult Add Mult | Add ult’ Ad Ault

Function | pet\ fper\. sed Sec sec sec sec sec sec
‘see] {sec | se sec i sec sec ~ “\sgec}- sec sec

Network | ' ,

ee | 6700 3000|0.087 0.120] 0.016 0.016, 0.080 0.075 0.034 0.033, 0.046 0.155! 0.010 0.015 0.074. 0.042
: i : | i ,

Systems |

Flight : 8400 7170/0.112 9.288] 0.021 0.039, 0.103 0.180 0.043 0.079] 0.059 0.3710.013 0.036 0.094 0.101 :
Dynamics | . . 4 .

ee | 9600 2400/0.125 0.096] 0.024 0.013: 0.115 0.060 0.048 0.026. 0.067 0.1240.014 0.012 0.106 0.034
t l

Display,
Operations,
Direction, 6500 6000;0.085 0.240] 0.016 0.032; 0.078 0.150 0.033 0.066 0.046 0.310 0.010 0.030 0.072 0.084 |
‘Recovery :

i

‘Control
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burdened computing loads for each of the computers are given in

Table 4.3. 4. 2-4.

In this section, the computing load has been divided into four parts in

such a manner as to minimize the necessary communication and pro-

gram synchronization among computers.

In estimating the computing load; it is stipulated that no computer can

be loaded more than 2/3 and be considered adequate to handle the tasks.

Inaccuracies in estimates, and sllewanees for future growth make 2/3

a realistic cut-off point. Four CDC 1604s thus willnot satisfy this

criterion.

_ The IMCC data processing system can be implemented for each mission,

without spares, using from one to four computers. A single CDC 3600

or Philco 212 can perform the entire data processing for one mission.

Two IBM 7094s can do the same job. Four IBM 7090s, Philco 2lls, or

Univac 1107s can also be used for the entire data processing for one

mission.

Table 4. 3.4, 2~5 indicates that the most critical loading occurs in the

Flight Dynamics programs. These estimates are subject to question

since the criterion utilized to estimate this load was the most uncertain

of the entire loading estimates. It is possible to adjust these loading

estimates by reviewing the accuracy desired in the analysis of the

Flight Dynamics or by a more precise analysis and definition of the

Flight Dynamics requirements.

Furthermore, it is possible that more sophisticated computational

techniques now being developed on a research level could be instituted.

It is also possible to split the Flight Dynamics loading by putting a part

of the load in another computer. However, such action will increase

the programming complexity. It is, therefore, felt that at this time

these estimates are reasonably justified.

4.3.4-12
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Table 4. 3. 4, 2-3

MULTIPLICATION BURDEN FACTOR

 

COMPUTER l+2T,/T,

CDC 1604 1. 65

CDC 3600 1.93

IBM 7090 1.96

IBM 7094 1.91

Philco 211 1. 27

Philco 212 1. 60

—Univac 1107 2.57
 

| Table 4.3.4. 2-4
SUMMARY BURDENED COMPUTING LOADS

(per mission support)

 

Function CDC CDC IBM IBM } Philco Philco Univac
1604 3600 | 7090) 7094 211 212 1107
 

INetwork :

Control “9 46 0.08 0.39] 0.17; 0.34 0.05 0.33
Vehicle

Systems —

Flight | |
Dyna- (0.81 0.14 0.66; 0.28 , 0.63 0.10 0.54
mics

1/0& ‘9 53 0.10 | 0.46 0.19 | 0. 06
Comm

i

0.41  
Display —
Operatns .
Direction! 0. 65 O.11 ; 0.53; 0.22: 0.53 0.08 0. 43
Recovery| pe
Control |  

ic1
0
s
R
m
t
e

K
e
e
r
e
n
t
So

rt
e

 TOTAL [2.45 0.43 | 2.04
i

0.86 1.85 0. 29 1.71  
  *

}-
—~
a
e
n
s

an
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COMPUTER LOADING ESTIMATES
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Adds Mult Basic
Max

per/sec} per/sec Cycle Remarks
: Run

Time

Network Control

a) Mission Monitoring 500 500 1 sec lsec |
b) Count down No need to time |>1 day Days
c) Routine Diagnostics 1,000 | 500 l.sec </sec
d) GOSS scheduling (incl comm sched) 6 | == 5 min ;</sec |
e) Acquisition Info 200 |} 30 5 min 3sec |
f) Contingency extrapolations 1,000 ;, 500 1 sec :</sec |

2, 100 “I, 530 :

Vehicle System

a) Mission Monitoring (Telemetry) Z000 | smconm [sec { </sec ‘Can be broken up but
b) File sort & calc 500 : 500 unknown sec or |difficult to do so.

erratic _ minutes.
c) Vehicle Computer Backup 500 500 sec | </sec }
d) Contingency extrapolation 1, 000 500 sec . </sec

4,000 1, 500 :

Flight Dynamics

a) Monitor Vehicle Position 200 50 sec | 0. sec i
b) Abort Plan 570 270 90 min} 235 sec!
c) Reentry Maneuver or Rendezvous 1 : :

(incl. Agena. Control) 6,000 |6, 000 sec . 0. 5 sec; Continuous during reentry
d) Orbit determination (incl. ephem- i :

eris) : 600 300 45 min: 260 sec | Continuous during reentry
e) Contingency extrapolation 1,000 500 i

8,370 |7, 120 |
;
; j  
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Adds Mult Basic |

per/sec|per/sec| Cycle | Max Remarks

Time Run

Operations Direction |

a) Summary Status Reports neg oe Variable: </sec

b) Status of test objectives neg wee Variable: </sec

c) Emergency Plan Requests 500 500 erratic sec/min

d) Special Status Report Requests neg ome Variable. </sec

e) Contingency extrapolations 1, 000 500

(1,500 1,000 ;

Display :

Display Format & Refresh 2,000 2,000 0.1 sec </sec
” to 3 min .

Special Display Generation 2,000 2,000 ‘Variable </sec :

4,000 4,000 |

1/0 & Communications

a) External comm. lines 9,600 2,400 | msec 0.2 sec

b) Intercomputer neg neg msec neg | i

Recovery Control
|

a) Recovery Force Status 500 500 1 sec </sec

-b) Contingency Plans 500 500 + Variable ‘

I

none.

~1,000-
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4.3.5 Recommended Computer Complex Equipment
 

4,3.5.1 Recommendations

The computers suitable for the IMCC ground data processing task divide

nicely into three classes according to the fractional loading of the com-

puter, The first class includes the Univac 1107, the Philco 211 and the

IBM 7090. The second class consists of the IBM 7094 alone. The third

class comprises the Philco 212 and the CDC 3600. The computer com-=

plement required for each class is shown in Table 4.3.5. 1-1.

Table 4.3.5. 1-1

COMPUTER COMPLEMENT

 

  

 

 

 

Operational Mission Operational Mission Operational Mission

Support Support Support

4 - UNIVAC 1107s, 2- IBM 7094s. l = Phileo 212 or

Philco 2lls, CDC 3600

IBM 7090s

Backup Backup Backup

1 - UNIVAC 1107, 1 - IBM 7094 1 = Philco 212 or

Philco 211, (contains rollback data) CDC 3600

IBM 7090 (contains rollback

(contains roll- , data plus parts of

back data) essential program)

Simulated Mission Simulated Mission Simulated Mission

Support Support Support

4 - UNIVAC 1107s, 2 - IBM 7094s 1 = Philco 212 or

Philco 21ls, CDC 3600

IBM 7090s
1

No simulation backup No simulation backup | Backup

computer recommend-~ computer recommend- 1 = Philco 212 or

ee ee CDC 3600
(contains rollback
data plus part of

| essential program)   
 

The relative advantages and disadvantages of the extreme approaches are

given below in Table 4.3.5.1-2. The IBM 7094 is not discussed in the

table, as its features lie between the two extremes.

4.3.5-1
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
OF TWO COMPUTER APPROACHES

 

Computers Per Mi ssion Control Center
 

 

 

4—1107 . 1—Philco 212
‘Factors _ (or Equivalent) (or Equivalent)

! Plus 1 Spare Plus 1 Spare

. Growth | Smaller quantum Additional equipment
,; when adding requirement remote
1 equipment

Flexibility | Equally flexible

Communication
External Equivalent
Inter~Computer Better, less inter-~

Programming
Initial Checkout Better, can be done

more easily in sec-
tions in parallel on

Revisions and

Maintenance

several machines

.Better, can be done

more.easily in sec-

tions in parallel on
several machines

Executive Program’ Roughly f

computer communi-
cation required

equivalent
 

Costs

Basic Computer
Interconnecting
hardware  

Greater cost

Greater Cost   
PHILCO

4,3,.5-2
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The advantages and disadvantages of the two formulations of a computer

complex configuration for the IMCC are summarized in Table 4.3.5. 1-2.

Each configuration has features which would recommend it as a choice

for this particular application. Other factors which must be sonsidewed,

however, before a final choice of a computer system configuration can

be made are system reliability, delivery dates, and relative cost, for

example.

The successful IMCC computer contractor should use the preliminary

evaluation in this report as a starting point in the selection of the ap-

propriate computer complex configuration. Further discussion follows.

4.3.5-3
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4. 355, 2 Computer Configuration Criteria
 

a. Itis possible to perform the data processing task of the IMCC
with almost any size computer (see Table 4. 3,4. 2-4), At
one extreme, the entire IMCC data processing task can be
performed by a single currently available computer. At the
other extreme, the computers to be used can be smaller and.
smaller until, in the limit, one reaches machinesall of whose
capability is taken up with the necessary communication among
computers, leaving no computing capability.

In determining the optimum size computer for the IMCC
Data Processing System, many aspects of data processing
system design must be considered, The most important of
these aspects, not necessarily in order of importance, are;
Growth capability, flexibility, communication, programming,
proportional degradation, and cost. Each of these aspects
is considered indetail below;

b. Growth, The present requirements on the IMCC are thatit
shall be able to handle Apollo and Gemini missions, and that
one operational mission and one simulated mission shall
be handled simultaneously. The Data Processing System that
has been proposed to perform this task utilizes a particular
Display Systemdesigned to result in a minimum load on the
computers,

In the future, the data processing load will change, It cer-
tainly will change as new types of missions are added. Years
from now, for example, the IMCC probably will be called upon
to operate in support of a manned flight to Venus or Mars.
Even without looking so far into the future, one can predict
that the IMCC will probably be required to support manned
earth satellites employed for scientific purposes.

The IMCC Data Processing System must also have the capability
to cope with changing data processing loads that may result
from unforeseen circumstances, For example, if the use of
a storage tube TV display system should prove unacceptable
or encounter technical difficulties, it should be possible to
expand the IMCC data processing capabilities to drive a Dis-
play System that might require an order of magnitude greater
number of outputs from the computers for displays.

It would be foolish to provide at this time adequate data pro-
cessing capability for all space systems that the IMCC may
be called on to support ten years from now, or for all addition-
al IMCC data processing loads that may possibly result from
changes in direction of the space effort, or from unforeseeable
scientific or equipment requirements that may be placed upon
the IMCC. On the other hand, it is extremely important that
growth capability be included in the IMCC data processing
System design so that should any. of these eventualities occur,
it will be possible to cope with them in a reasonable manner

4,3, 5-4
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by the addition of a reasonable amount of equipment. It is

possible to add additional computers, memory stores, controls,
displays and communication paths to any of the data proces-
sing systems utilizing computers that have been discussed.

The important question is whether it is better to start with
one large computer performing the data processing task or
whether it is better to start with a number of smaller com-
puters. So far as growth capability is concerned, the smaller
computers have an advantage in that the "quantum jump"
required for an increase in capability is smaller; thatis, if
ten computers of a particular size are required to perform
the current IMCC functions - then, if the data processing
load is increased by 10%, it is only necessary to increase

the data processing capability by a like amount. On the other
hand, if one large computer is fully occupied with the current
IMCC data processing job, then an increase of 10% in the data
processing requirements might necessitate the addition of
another large computer (assuming that only one size computer
is €mployed) thereby doubling the amount of data processing
system that must be supplied.

If this argument is used in support of the data processing
complex consisting of a number of smaller computers, then
this argument must be pursued to its logical conclusion. Let
us say that still another 10% in computing capability must now
be added to the data processing center. In the multiple com-
puter system, another one or two machines must be added.
In the data processing system that, at this time, employs
two machines, it is not necessary to add any additional equip-
ment.

So far as this aspect of growth capability is considered, the
important point is that both systems consisting of large ma-
chines and systems consisting of a greater number of smaller
machines can be increased in capability through the addition
of further machines, but that the ''quantum jump" for the
large machines is greater and is required less often. Systems
utilizing either large or small machines are capable of growth
as the system requirements increase. The cost of growth
and the ease of growth are considered separately in succeeding
sections.

Flexibility. The IMCC will be called upon to support a variety
of missions. At the present time, the planned missions are
Apollo and Gemini. It is likely that one month the IMCC may
be supporting a Gemini mission, a month later be supporting
another Gemini mission with different objectives, or be
supporting an Apollo mission. In the future, the variety of
missions to be supported may be greater and the changeover
time between missions less. Furthermore, in an emergency
resulting from the failure of equipment in the GOSS or in the
spacecraft, it may be necessary to rapidly alter the functions
of the ground data processing system. Within the past few years,
computer system design has included a growing capability for
this kind of system flexibility.

4.3,5-5,
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_ Data processing systems introduced within the last few years — Q
the Univac 1107, CDC 1604, CDC 3600, IBM 7090-7094, RW
400, B5000 and Philco 2000 — have all included flexibility of
machine interconnection and operation as part of their designs.
The most flexible of these systems are the B5000 and RW 400,
both of which utilize central exchanges for rapid changes in
configuration of computers, memories, and input-output de-
vices for adaptation to the solution of problems of different
sizes.

All of thesystems that have been considered for the IMCC
Data Processing System can provide the necessary flexibility
to adapt to varying mission requirements. —

d. Communication. In the design of the IMCC Data Processing
System, three kinds of communication must be considered.
These are; communication with the external world in the form
of remote sites or GSFC, communication with displays and
controls in the IMCC, and communication among data process-
ing equipments within the Data Processing System.

The problems of communication with the external world,
whether remote sites or within the IMCC, are much the same

whether a single large computer or many smaller computers
are employed. The problems of inter-computer communica-
tion, however, are far less severe — in fact, almost non-
existent when the single large computer is used. This is an Q
argument in favor of the use of a single large computer.

All of the computers, that have been considered for use in the

IMCC, have included adequate provisions for communication
with other devices. The adequacy of these provisions and the
amount of extra equipment that must be provided for such com-
munication varies from machine to machine.

There are two intercomputer communication problemsthat
result from the utilization of a larger number of small ma-
chines. These are (1) that more machine-to-machine com-

munication is necessary and (2) that more communication

paths must be provided. If there are N computers and each
of these must be able to talk directly to any of the others, then
N(N - 1)/2 communication links must be provided. For five

computers, for example, ten links would have to be provided.
' Alternatively, if a single multiple link were to be shared by a
number of computers, the computers would have to take turns

using this link and there would be problems of data capacity
of the link and priority, to be considered. These points are
discussed at length in another section.

e. Programming. A single large machine or several smaller
machines each have some programming advantages in the
IMCC Data Processing System.

4,3.5-6
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If a number of smaller machines are employed, the executive
routine must coordinate the operations of all these machines.
On the other hand, if a single large machine is used, the

executive routine must schedule the operations of that ma-
chine in such a manner that all functions are performed as
often as necessary; this can require sophisticated programming.

Both large and small computers have disadvantages that a
medium size computer does not. A large computer (3600) |
is only used efficiently if considerably extra effort is applied

during programming. A small computer (160A) does not
lend itself to a problem-oriented compiler, may have a limited
word size (bits/word), and in general, is harder to program.

This difficulty does not occur in routine operations, for sched-
uling of computer functions can be worked out beforehand.
The difficulty arises when an operator request for a long
running-time programis made. Now,it becomes necessary
to provide for interrupting this program at frequent intervals
to keep up with routine operations.

Using a number of small machines, it is possible that one

program or routine may be too large for one of these machines,

and may require transfer of a large amount of data between

two machines, necessitating the employment of a higher speed

or higher capacity data transfer device than would ordinarily

be needed, or may require the close intertwining of instructions

and control signals among two or more machines. Although
this is true in general, in the specific match of computers and
computational tasks chosen for this computer complex, this

problem has been avoided. Ifa single large machine is em-

ployed, problemsof dividing the computing load in a con-

venient fashion do not occur.

So far as ease of program check-out is concerned, the single

large machine and the plurality of small machines are about

the same, so long as no programis so large that it must be

shared by two or more machines. For individual programs

that are not too large for a single machine, checkout is

more efficient on a smaller machine since less equipmentis

tied up in checking this program. Ifa single program/is

too large to fit on one of the smaller machines, check-out

is simpler ona larger machine. In checking a complete

set of programs, there is no clear cut advantage to one

system or the other.

In so far as actual programming is concerned, use of either

big or small machines introduces about the same amount of

difficulty. If a large machine is used, some additional

bookkeeping is required to avoid double occupancy of memory

cells. If multiple machines are used, this problem becomes

less critical but still exists if more than one program is in

that smaller machine at any time. Given adequate memory

capacity and this, at present, appears’ to be the situation,

the bookkeeping problem in memory space assignment during

programming can be solved in the large machine by block

assignment of memory to particular programs.

4.3,5-7
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- As new missions are added or as mission objectives are
modified, it will be necessary to change parts of the overall
data processing program. Where several small machines
are used, it may be possible to accomplish this by changing |
only the program in one of the small machines, Ifa single:
large machine is employed, change of part of the program
may cause a greater perturbation in the already existing
program. This unfavorable situation, however, can be
avoided by block assignment of memory spaces to particular
programs so that the apparent disadvantageof the large
machine in this aspect is not necessarily important.

Proportional Degradation. One important designfeature -
of the IMCC Data Processing System is that, in case of

equipment failures, the system should not suffer degrada-
tion in excess of the proportion of the equipment that has
failed. We may talk about proportional degradation at this
time in general terms, but to get a quantitative or even
‘qualitative solution to the problem of evaluating the relative
merits of large and small computers in the data processing
system, itis necessary to perform a probability analysis
of the stochastic waiting line problem in which the parameters
are the number of machines in the system, the mean-time-to-
failure, the number of maintenance crews, andthe effect
on system operation of failure of different numbers of these
machines.

One. general conclusion can be drawn, however, It is that
no matter how many digital computers are employed in the
IMCC Data Processing System, overall system reliability
can be increased if any machine may be substituted for any
other. As an example, consider the case wherefour mae..

chines are required to perform the functions corresponding
to a single mission. One of the requirements is that the
IMCC Data Processing System shall be capable of simul-
taneously supporting an operational mission and a simulated
mission. For this purpose, a total of eight computers has
been specified, in one case. Ifaninth computer is em-

ployed as a spare, it may be used either with the operational
mission or with the simulated mission. In the event of one
computer failure, the spare computer is used to replace that
computer. If a second computer now fails, it is possible
that the operational missioncannot be supported at full ef
fectiveness. If the first computer to fail was in the oper-
ational system the spare has already become part of the
operational system, If a second computer in the operational
system now fails, no computer is available to be substituted

for it so the operational mission must continue with only
three of the four required computers.

4,3,.5+8
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If the organization ofthe nine computers is mechanized
in a different fashion, so that any of the nine computers
may be used either with the operational mission or the
simulated mission, failure of as many as five computers
is possible without any degradation of the data processing
for the operational mission. In this situation, after two
computers have failed, it may be necessary to rob the
simulated mission of computers to keep the operational
mission functioning at peak effectiveness. This seems to .
be a very worthwhile plan.

There may well be a requirement to keep the Data Processing
Systems for the operational mission and for the simulated
mission electrically separate to obviate any possibility of
an error in programming the simulated mission data pro-
cessing from disturbing processing of the operational
mission. This can be achieved at low cost while retaining
the capability of using any computer with either mission by
having a manually controlled plug board switching center
or equivalent device, which is used only when switching a
computer from the operational system to the simulation
system, or vice versa. Then, a failure in the operational
system can be picked up immediately by the spare computer
without any manual or human intervention and, following
this, an operator can manually bring in another computer
to substitute for the one that has failed.

To discuss proportional degradation,meaningfully, it is
necessary to consider particular numbers of computers,
how these computers are used, the failure statistics of

these machines, the interconnections of these machines,

and the division. of loads among them. In this section,
only a few qualitative observations can be made. To do this,
let us consider two situations which are typical of the
Gemini and Apollo missions.

If the Philco 212 or CDC 3600 system is employed, the
entire data processing task of the operational mission can
be handled by a single computer operating at about 40 per-
cent capacity. However, if only one computeris used,
difficult scheduling problems occur when some non-routine
programs, such as an operator request, are called for.
This programming difficulty can be avoided by processing
these special requests in a second computer. This second
computer also acts as the ''spare'' to pick up the normal
program if the main computer should fail. With this
arrangement, one of the two computers associated with the
operational mission is about 30% loaded, and the other

about 10% loaded in normal operation. The simulated mis-
sion data processing center is similarly equipped. Thus,
a total of four Philco 212's or CDC 3600's are used.

4.3.5-9
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Ef‘one Philco 212 has failed or is dows for preventive main-
tenance, the operational mission is always equipped with
twa computers and the simulated missien with one. This
means that, when a special operator request must be
processed in the simulated mission, it may be qeewesary
to operate in non-real time.

retwo of the four computers’are down becamse ofmainten-
anceor failure, the simulated mission goe@ off the aif. -
although, by more sophi’sticated programmiag, and if one
werewilling to combine the operational and simulated

mission processing, it would be possible to maintain both
missions.

If three of the four computers are down, the operational
mission continues with one computer 40% loaded. Im this
circumstance, response to operator requests for special
programs may be delayed slightly. In this circumstance,
also, itis possible, withdifficulty, to perform both missions
in one computer.

On the other hand, if the IMCC Data Processing System con-
sists of nine Univac 1107 computers an equivalents, four

‘normally. associated with each mission, and one spare,
then no degradation at all occurs when one of the nine
computers has failed, but simulated mission data pro=

cessing degrades when a secondcomputer fails, Ig this
system, if one is willing to accépt greater degradation in
the simulated mission, one cancontinue the operational
mission without any degradation whatsoever until six of
the nine computers have failed... Of course, if one does

this, the simulated mission is entirely off the air by the
time three computers have failed.

Irrespective of the total number of computers employed,
it is necessary to have some duplication of data storage so
that, in the event of failure of any one machine, another

machine may have access to the stored data to pick up
the computing load. I

Note on Cost. Calculations of the direct costiof using two
larger machines per missionare less than the direct cost |
of using four smaller machines per mission, These direct
costs include only the hardware necessary for each machine.
The additional costs of interconnecting machines are not
included. The additional costs of.interconnecting machines
are greater for the smaller machines because of the larger
mumber of interconnections that must be provided.

The reason that the direct costs for the larger machines
are smaller is principally that these machines represent
a later eraof computér design, using faster circuitry and
more sophisticated system design. The larger machines °.
thus are able to perform a larger number of operations per
dollar of machine operating cost.

4,3, 5-10
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SECTION 5

DISPLAY /CONTROL SYSTEM

5.1 OBJECTIVES AND TECHNIQUES

5.1.1 General

The Display/Control System provides the interface between mission con-

trol personnel and the systems which handle the flow of information be-

tween the IMCC, the GOSS elements, and the spacecraft.

The display portion of the system includes all equipment and facilities

necessary for selection and presentation of information, The control

portion of the system provides the means by which the IMCC initiates

actions or responses.

Information display required for mission control personnel in the Mis-

sion Operations Control Room (MOCR) may be divided intotwo categories:

(1) the information they must individually have to perform their assigned

monitoring and decision functions, and (2) the information they collective-

ly need to observe the effects of their action on the entire system or mis-

sion. The former type of information will generally be presented to the

personnel at their consoles or operating positions; the latter type will be

presented on large group displays.

Information display to the MOCR support staffs will generally be of a

more detailed nature and will consist of historical data, reference data,

real-time or near real-time telemetry and spacecraft position informa-

tion.

The control portion of the system will include all devices which facilitate

initiation of system control and corrective actions by MOCR personnel.

These may be formatted by the Data Processing System or performed

by personnel and are then transmitted via the GOSS Communication

System for use or relay by the GOSS remote sites or elements.

5. 1-1
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The primary objective of the Display [Gontwol System is to maximize

the decision-making and resultant corrective control capabilities of the.

mission control personnel. This requires that information be presented *

to the appropriate personnel in a manner such that little or no interpre-

tation is required so that most of their time is expended in evaluation

and decision-making. Other design objectives of the Display/Control

System are enumerated as follows:

a. Presentation of Information. The required information, as
determined by information flow, must be analyzed.to (1) sim-
plify the presentation of information through processing so
that needless tasks need not be performed (e.g., conversion
of data or mathematical calculations), and (2) arrive at dis-
play characteristics which not only do not require interpreta~
tion but indicate or cue the next set of copexa é

 

 

b. Flexibility. The Display/Control System must fae5 eomalble of
accommodating mission or vehicle modifications which affect
the information to be presented, methods of presentation or
display characteristics, and numberof personnel positions.
The implementation of such changes should require little time
and cost.

c. Standardization and Modular Design. Both standardization of

consoles and modular design of console elements are related

to the design objective of flexibility. Console structures should

be standardized as much as possible, Pray ; dieseahaeaeoy

does not interfere with function. Asa goal, not more than two

types of consolesshould exist.

d, Expandability. Modular design in itself allows expansion of

the console.Sufficient space should be provided on the mod-

ules themselves and on the consoles for incorporation of ad-

ditional functions.
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5.1.2 Display/Control Techniques
 

5.1.2.1 Display Techniques
 

This section describes display techniques which will be applicable to

the Integrated Mission Control Center, All techniques which meetthe

following criteria are included:

a. Compatible with automatic data processing and data entry

b, Adaptable to changing mission goals

Satisfy human factors requirements

Bs Can be instrumented using display hardware which will be
available during the IMCC implementation time period (1963).

The discussionof techniques in this sectionis onthe system design level.

An extensive discussion, listing of parameters, and identification by

manufacturer of available display hardware is contained in Appendix 5A.

Aspects of the IMCC displays, subject to change as mission control

personnel and mission goals change, are:

a. Data formats

b. Data content

c. Symbology and coding

d. Display control and utilization

e. Distribution of personnel

f. Distribution of displays.

Aspects of the IMCC displays which are not likely to change are:

Human factorsP
o Physical laws

Physical size of IMCC building, once constructed

Physical size of major display components, once installed

e. Overall display objectives, as previously described.

Therefore, the techniques to be described are those which hold some

promise of meeting objectives and fixed display aspects, yet provide

5.1. 2-1
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the flexibility necessary to allow easy and inexpensive adaptation to

requirements generated by evolution of the changeable display aspects.

To clarify the evaluation of the various display techniques, a discussion

of some of the variable display aspects is given for two-dimensional

displays. The topicof three-dimensional displays is covered separately.

a, Data Formats, Display formats must be chosen to reduce
operator reaction time in understanding displayed data. One
of man's greatest advantages over machines is his ability to
correlate and clarify data which interrelate in a manner too
complex or obscure for machine interpretation. The display
system will be used to compare different activities, coordi-
nate different functions, and display conflicts. The informa-
tion must be made available in formats which most clearly —
show these interactions, relationships, and conflicts.

Figure 5.1.2. 1-1 shows some of the wide variety of formats
used in dispkaying information.

Many kinds of information can bé presented effectively in
alphanumeric text form. The capability of using sucha
format is a basic requirement in the IMCC, However, cer-

tain types of data cannot be presented effectively in alpha-
numeric form. Examples are: flight paths, maps, meteor-
ological patterns, areas of coverage, and trend indications
as shown by graphs. These are best represented by line
drawings. Actual pictures of devices, situations, or people
make effective displays which cannot be well presented with
either line drawings or alphanumerics. Line drawings and
actual pictureswill also be valuable at the IMCC. Some data,
such as the current valueof a quantity being measured (time,
fuel remaining, temperature, etc.) often have a display
format dictated by the availability of inexpensive display
hardware in common use (clock, meter, gauge, etc.). Other

data having only two values (on or off, completed or not com-
pleted, correct or incorrect) can be displayed using even
simpler devices such as lights or electro-mechanical flags.
The design goal for the IMCC will be to provide as much
format flexibility as is consistent with reasonable cost and
equipment complexity.

b. Data Content. The amount of data simultaneously on display

at the IMCC will be large, but all the data in the system can-
not be displayed at one time. Factors which prevent simul-
taneous display of all data are human factors such as visual
acuity and physical considerations such as display resolution,

registration, and brightness. Since all information cannot

be simultaneously displayed, provision must be made for
easy accessing of "out-of-sight'"' data to bring it into view.

5.1. 2-2
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The limitation on display data content imposed by human

factors has resultedin a set of criteria for typical viewers:

The human eye, in normal light, can discriminate lines that

are about 1.5 minutes of arc apart, using parallel black lines
separated by intervals equal to the line width. This gives a
resolving power of 2300 line pairs per radian. The solid
angle about an individual and the résolution of the eye limit
the amount of information that can be displayed simultaneously
to that person. Of course, the complete solid angle around a
person cannot be used for displays. Aircraft cockpits repre-~
sent an example of the use of a large solid angle for displays
and controls, but even there much of the angle is lost to the
seat and other area behind the pilot.

Since the amount of information to be displayed depends pri-
marily on the solid angle subtended and the resolution of the
eye, the distance of the display from the user is not signifi-
cant ag long as the ratio of display size to viewing distance
does not change. A quantitative description of the maximum
amount for alphanumeric data which can be read from a dis-
play is given by the curve of Figure 5.1,2.1-2. The figure
shows the number of simultaneously displayed characters
which are readable at various viewing-distance-to-total-
display-size ratios. If a square display is assumed, the dis-
play size variable ''S'' may be considered to be the height of
the display. The height of each character on the display ''H"'
is such that the character subtends 10 minutes of arc at view-
ing distance ''D'"' (H=0,003D),. It is also assumed that the ver~
tical distance between rows of characters in 0.5H, horizontal

spacing between characters is 0.1H, and character width is
0.65H. The curve applies for conditions of adequate bright-
ness and contrast and a viewing distance greater than 13
inches. No provision is allowed for margins at the edge of
ee display. The values from the curve or formula of Figure
5.1.2.1-2 demand a viewer with at least 20/30 vision and may
be can both for individual displays and group displays.

Another limitation on the amount of information displayed is:
the response time required and the rate at which information
can be assimilated by the viewer. [If a person must respond
to certain information very rapidly, he does not have time to
comprehend a great amount of detail. Thus, a small amount
of highly summarized information should be presented when
rapid decisions are necessary. With enough time, very com-
plex and detailed displays can be studied and understood. The
choice of amount of data displayed must be consistent with the
IMCC mission.

c. Symbology and Coding. Although written language is now one
of man's most indispensable tools of communication, it is not

necessarily the simplest or most efficient means of represent-
ing thoughts. [t is a compromise which limits the numberof
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pigune 5.1.2. 1- 2 Number of Characters That May Be Displayed vs.
Ratio of Viewing Distance to Display Size
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symbols required. It is still necessary to supplement the
alphanumeric:and punctuation symbols of our language with
special symbology to facilitate visual communication with
displays. It is more effective and requires less space to
represent a physical object such as an aircraft by its ‘pic-

torial outline thanthe combination of letters "aircraft", The
meaning of such pictorial symbols is easily learned and re~
remembered. Use of special symbols, to: represent non-
physical abstract quantities such as "validity" is possible,
but the number of such aewhich can be learned and
reliably remenzberedis limited.

Other means of coding information in visual form are listed
in Table 5.1.2.1+l1. The approximate maximum numberof
permissable coding levels for independent recognition is also
estimated, *® This number will vary with the specific situation
and with the number of combinations of coding modes in
simultaneous use. ©

Table 5.1.2.1-1: Coding Data for Display

 

Method of Goding Coding Levels (Maximum)

Color . 10

Size be]

Shape
Alphanumeric and punctuation 50
Abstract 16
Pictorial or suggestive oe 1000
Position
In one dimension vertical or horizontal: 5; depth: 3.

In two dimensions 9
In three dimensions 12
Orientation 8
Line width (boldness) 3
Number of items (quantity) 7
Flicker or blink rate 4
Intensity (brightness or gray scale) 4
Line length 5
Line type (dotted, dashed, etc.) 4
Distortion (focus, shape, etc.) 2
Motion 10

 

*Estimates are a consolidation of opinions by Dr. S. Smith of MITRE
and by specialists in the contractor's organization.
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It is known that NASAis attempting to standardize the shapes
of several often=-used symbols. The displays chosen for the
IMCC should be capable of presenting data using the recom-
mended symbols, At'the IMCC, a combination of the best of
the listed coding methods will be selected for use with the
formats best suited to the mission. Again, the display hard-
ware must possess inherent adaptability to newcoding: tech-

niques.

Group Displays vs. Console Displays. Inthe IMCC, displays
can be classified as one of two.types: physically large dis-
plays intended for simultaneous viewing by a group or physi-
cally small displays mounted on consoles for viewing by one
or two people. The selection and use of each type will be
based on the following advantages of each:

1. Advantages of Group Displays.

(a) Where information requirements of a numberof people
are similar or identical, a group display can reduce
the total amount of equipment. .

(b) A working group can coordinate efforts and communi-
cate more effectively since it is assured that each is
‘seeing exactly the same display.

(c) The group display provides a feeling of continued
participation for temporarily idle console operators,
avoiding a feeling of isolation.

(d) Certain users are better able to transfer and apply
experience gained using group displays.

(e) Support personnel and non-participating observers
can anticipate the concerns and requirements of per-

sonnel responsible for decisions.

(f) Briefings and group instruction are more effective
using group displays.

(g) Redundancy contributed by many people viewing the

same display provides operational reliability.

2. Advantages of ConsoleDisplays.

(a) Information may be displayed which exactly fits the

task requirements of the console operator rather than

a composite display not optimized for everyone.

(b) Displayscan be changed at will to gain access to differ-
ent information without interrupting others.

(c) The man-machine link is more effective when entering

data, pointing, annotating, or individually planning.

(d) More diverse equipment is available to mechanize

physically small displays.

5.1. 227
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(e) Resendamey of displays of critical functions provides
greater reliability.

(f) The deployment of personnel and equipment Hamore
flexibility than for group displays.

(g) Displaying identical data simultaneously onall ‘console

displays approaches the capability of group eaaye

for coordination:

e, Display ‘Genlement andl Its Effect on Computer Programming.

K'comprehensive survey of equiprnent which gives promise of.

being available during the construction of the IMCC (1963) is

detailed in Appendix 5A. If the display techniques and equip-

ment described in Section 5.3 as. recommended for the IMCG-

are adopted, they will be of two types:

Le Dynamic situation displays capable of showing line draw-

ings and randomly positioned symbols

ie Selectable fixed displays.

Most of the display data processing will be concerned with

driving equipmentof the first type which may be a mix of:

1. Digital to television converters driving console and large-

screen television displays

2. Servo-controlled scribing mechanisms

3, Servo=controlled individual symbol projectors or pointers

4, X-Y¥Y plotters.

An important consideration is that all these diverse devices

can be driven by a computer using a single data format. The

computer sends out a succession of two-dimensional coordi-

nates. Along with each coordinate is a descriptor character.

If symbol generation is done in the computer, the descriptor

will control whether or not’a line is made ‘visible while the

line is traced to the next coordinate. According to the mech-

anism chosen, this can blank a cathode-ray:beam, lift a

scribing mechanism, close a shutter, etc. The only real

difference will be in the operating speed of the driven device.

Since it seems most practical to transfer data out of the

computer asynchronously, speed considerations will not ef-

fect the format of data stored in the computer. Using a

single format allows any display to be sent to any device

without format conversion. For example, a computer~-gen-

erated display primarily intended for the digital-to-TV con-

version system could be put on a Kollsman scribing projec-

tor with no additional data processing.

If symbol generation is done outside the computer by separ-

ate small symbol generators, the descriptor character
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accompanying each coordinate-pair would also be used to
identify the symbol to be produced. Again, the actual
mechanization of the symbol generation (electronic, mech-+

anical mask positioning, etc.) need not affect the format.
The only effect is a change in response time.

To minimize the amount of display data processing and
storage, the single format approach for all dynamic situa-
tion displays is recommended, To allow a quantitative
evaluation of the amount of processing, to allow the capa-
bility of driving any recommended dynamie display, and to
allow gimple incorporation of similar devices which may
become available in the future, the following standard data
word format might be used:

1. Coordinate portion: 11] bits X and 11 bits Y
2, Descriptor portion: 6 bits (ane out of 64 symbol

types)
3, Control portion: 2 bits (four types of word

possible)

This gives a 30-bit word format, compatible with many
computers suitable for the display data processing task.

The selection of fixed displays by the computer will be a
smaller part of the display data processing load. These
selections include turning on lights or alarms, selecting a
film slide, setting a meter or digital readout, etc. Since
these devices each have unique requirements, it will be
impractical to think of displaying a. given type of data ona
choice of different equipment types. Thus, for these latter
displays, the single format described for dynamic displays
is not applicable,

Control Tachniques. Displays and controls will be provided
 

at the [MCC with one major objective in mind: to improve
the decision-making by those responsible for the success of
the mission. This will be accomplished in three ways.
First, the required information flow must be analyzed and
mechanized so as to simplify operations and eliminate
neediess tasks. Second, the displays must improve the

availability of data necessary to make rapid, accurate de-
cisions. Third, when the data has been made available, it

must be presented in a form which aids understanding by
the decision-makers. Thus, there are two categories of

control: selection of what is displayed and control of the
mission based upon decisions made by viewing the displays.

Display Selection and Utilization. When the information
required by an individual to perform his functions exceeds
the capacity of his displays, means must be provided to
change the information displayed. Display access time is
an important characteristic of display systems. This is
defined as the time lapse between a user's request for new
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information and the display of that information. The access
timeis a function of both human factors and the physical :
equipment. ‘Human factors can be the largest contributor to
long display access times if the amount of out-of=view data
is large. In. sucha case, the data is stored away according
to coded addresses which cannot all be remembered by the

-user. Thus, an intermediate step is required in which the

PHILCO

user consults an index or an information service function to
learn the required code. Once the descriptors for the desired
data are known, varying degrees of automation can be pro-
vided to speed the changing of the displays, Examples of ways
to gain access to new displays are:

1. Searching.-~ The display may be sequentially changed to
present portions of the stored data to the viewer. The
user allows changes to continue until the desired informa-
tion comes into.view, at which time the operator stops the
the sequenceof changes. This is quick and simple to’
mechanize if the total number of possible changes is small.

A variation of this which can be even faster is to provide
several displays of which only one or two can be compre-
hended simultaneously. by the user. To gain access to
more information, the user merely shifts his head and

eyes from one display to the other. This is the most
rapid and convenient method where fast access is required.
The technique is less convenient but still valuable if the
user must physically move over to another display. Ac-
cess by shifting the head and eyes from one display to
another will be one of the most used methods of accessing
new information on group displays.

2..9eparate Button for Each Category Keyboard. Depressing
the proper button calls for the proper display. A varia-
tion of this approach, which gives added flexibility, is to
provide blank buttons which are identified by changeable
descriptor sets. When descriptor set is in place, each
button has a fixed meaning represented by its own code
plus the descriptor set code. Changing the descriptor set
and code gives a new set of meanings to all the buttons.
Descriptor sets may be implemented as roll charts, pro-
jected film frames, or physically changeable plastic or
metal overlays having slots through which the buttons pro-
trude.

3. NumericEncoding. Where the numberof categories is
large, setting up a code number on multiple buttons
greatly reduces the number of buttons required. For ex-
ample, when decimal numbers are used to indicate dis-

play categories, one out of 1000 displays can be selected
by three activations of a decimal keyboard. A different
mechanization of the same accessing method is the tele-
phone dial.
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Language. Displays can be requested by using an alpha-
numeric keyboard to enter a limited syntax language or
logical statements which can be machine interpreted, If
the display is to be changed manually, verbal instructions
represent the same accessing method.

Pointing. Where datais already on display, butthe viewer
wishesto change the level of detail to some other prede-
termined level, the data to be affected can be designated
by pointing to it. To specify manual changes, pointing
with the finger or a rod is adequate. To point out such
changes to a machine, several ingeneous devices have
been built including:

(a) Light Pencil or Light Gun. A photosensitive detector
which picks up the flash of data being regenerated on
a cathode ray tube. The timing of the pulse from the
light pencil is correlated with the timing of refreshing
the data to identify the data selected.

 

(b) Conducting Stylus. The display is coated with a trans-
parent electrical conductor across which a two-
dimensional voltage gradient is established. Touch-
ing the display with a conducting stylus changes po-
tentials to indicate position coordinates of the displayed
data.

(c) Pointer Mechanically Linked to Position Encoder. A
stylus whose position is measured by a mechanical
linkage to two shaft encoders can be placed directly
over the desired data or a small "joy stick, '' "track
ball, '' or other two-dimensional positioning device may
drive both a position encoder and a displayed pointing
mark for remotely selecting data.

 

(d) Television Visual Amplification. The picture is de-
termined by where the camera is pointed and by choice
of optical magnification.

 

A recommendation for a Display/Control System utilizing a
flexible combination of some of these techniques is described

in Section 5, 3.

5.1.2.2 Control Techniques
 

The equipment available to implement the control objectives require-

ments described in Section 5. 1. 1 will be a combination of the following

techniques:

PHILCO
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a. Separate Button, Switch or Valve for each Decision. Manually
actuating the properbutton or handle initiates the correspond~
ing control function. Where the number of categories is small,
this is the simplest control technique. Adaptability to new
system requirements requires two changeable properties: the
labels en the devices (usually buttons in an electronic system)
and the control function performed by each. These two must
change together. Examples of degree of flexibility include:

 

1. Adaptability Only by Reworking or Rebuilding, If adapt-
ability is not planned; labels will be firmly fixed (en-
graved, painted, etc.) and control functions will be firm-
ly attached (hard wiring, fixed linkages, etc.). Changes
in meaning and function require much time and rework. |

In the IMCC, this technique should be reserved for a

minimum numberof relatively permanent functions such
as control of primary power, room lights, and selection
among a few large pieces of equipment.

2. Planned Manual Adaptability. If the buttons are labeled
_ with adaptability in mind (holders for changeable captions,

roll charts, etc.) and meanings are adaptable (plugboards,
coded in conjunction with separate code source, etc. )
changes can be made between missions neatly and easily.
Such approaches will be stressed in the IMCC design.

 

3. Planned Automated Adaptability, If the meaning of a button
is specified by a flexible computer-driven display (cathode-
ray tube, printer, etc.) and if the button merely signals a
computer to start a control sequence which is a function of
a changeable program, adaptation may be highly auto-
mated. Often the higher cost of automated adaptability
requires that manual adaptability be chosen.

b. Numeric EncBOLE Wherethe number of control functions is
large, settingin a sequenceor parallel grouping of code num-
bers greatly reduces the number of buttons or switches re-
quired. As inthe previous example, numeric encoders can
be planned for no adaptability, manual adaptability or auto-
mated adaptability.

c. Language. Control can be exercised using an alpha-numeric
keyboardto enter a limited syntax language statement for
machine interpretation. The keyboard may be attached toa
tape punch, a card punch, or any other computer input device,
Special message/composing machinery which contains inter-
nally stored format aids, selective error correction, and
display on a cathode-ray tube is now available. Such devices
will be used infrequently at the IMCC becauseof their high
cost.

Ordinary language will be the primary tool used when men
rather than machines are being controlled. Direct or
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telephoned verbal instructions and teletyped or otherwise.
digitized commands will be very much a part of the IMCC
system.

Pointing. Any of the pointing techniques described under
“Display Selection and Utilization" may.be applied to mission
control. In addition, any of the other display control tech-
niques may be used to change the display for a viewer and so
direct his efforts. oo

Because of the multitude of available buttons, knobs, levers,
switches and other simple devices available to implement
controls and because of the obvious application of familiar
communication: devices for control, a detailed listing is not
apart of this report. Appendix 5A does include a large
number of display devices which may form parts of the IMCC
control system, ,
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5.2 SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

 

5.2.1, Display Requirements

5.2.1.1 Introduction

Analyses of MOCR manning concepts and display information require- .

‘ments were presented in WDL Technical Reports E114 and E114-2.

Action displays were defined as the working tools for displaying infor-

mation. Examplesare displays of the status of vehicle systems, astro-

nauts' condition, powe red flight andorbital parameters, trajectories

and other information deemed essential to the decisions and actions -

required of mission controllers, In contrast to summary information

on mission progress, action information requires more detailed con-

siderations of mission functional requirements and their consequent

actions and decisions and are allocated to individual r-ia@ten. conteol

lers according to an apprepriate division and assignmentof re sponsi-

bility. Summary informatkon on mission progress is presénted on

large displaysfor use by all personnel in the MOCR.

5.2.1.2 Areas of Responsibility in the MOCR

The functional areas of responsibility, identified in earlier reports,

were;

a. Flight dynamics monitoring

b. Spacecraft systems monitoring

c. Life support systems and biomedical monitoring

Voice communication;.

In addition to this, there are two other kinds of information which need

‘cages but may be included

 

not be allocated to inmivwiciual <osssion wae

in a large wall-map type of display. These are:

a. GOSS remote site and communication network status

b. Summary information on overall mission progress.
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While this list may not encompass all activitiesin the MOCR, it is gut

ficiently complate to include and illustrate the tasks required of mission

_ Cantrolera: and to identifythe information they need to pe rform the se

tasks. It should be emphasized, however, that thése areas are by no

means mutually exclusive; they may overlap; and their information re-

quirements almost certainlywill, since identical information will be

used for different but interacting areas of responsibility.

Inthe reports mentioned above, these separate areas of responsibility
were considered in some detail to identify mission Controller tasks and

detailed operations, and to relate these to information requirements. .

In the present diacussion,this analysis will be extended to include con-

sideration of possible display devices, using Flight Dynamics monitoring

as an illustrative example. The use of Flight Dynamics as an example

ia particularly appropriate for two reasons, (]) Flight Dynamics moni-

toring appears to be one of the most critical functional operations re-

quired in the MOCR and (2) Flight Dynamics monitoring requiressuch

a wide variety of displays that most important display types for the .

other areas are included.

 

5.2.1.3 Flight Dynamics Display Information

In the reports previously mentioned, information requirements for

Flight Dynamics were identified for all phases of a Gemini Rendezvous

Mission. It was envisioned that the information could be displayed using

four basic display types:

a. Event indicators for displaying the occurrence of normal or
emergency events during the mission (ordinarily in some
sequence)

b. Time indicators for showing times remaining and actual or
estimated times of event occurrence

c. Dynamic situation displays for displaying spacecraft coordinates
and derived quantities such as velocitie s, accelerations and
attitude. (This category may encompass devices ranging from
computer hard copy and numerical indicators to coordinate plots.)

d. Group displays to provide an overview of mission status and
cues as to future events and upcoming action/decision
responsibilities.

5.2.1- (e
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FLIGHT DYNAMICS DISPLAY INFORMATION

 

Information Items

For Display
Information

Sources

Information

Utility
Remarks and Possible

Display Devices
 

 

I. Event Indicators

As

ls

Titan/Gemini

First Stage Firing

. Lift-off (LO)

. First Stage Engine
Cut-off (FSECO)

 

- Second Stage Engine
Cut-off (SSECO)

/ Same 

Telemetry (TM) from
Launch Complex via
land line or microwave

TM from Launch Com-.-

plex  
TM from booster via

Cape Canaveral

' Same (if included in TM)

; Same

Indicates Launch Com-

plex has initiated
Gemini launch

Booster off the pad and

clamps released: start
of direct IMCC mission

control

Poweredflight progress;
FSECO time compared
with pre-planned nomi- —
nal limits (probably by
computer)

Indicates powered flight
progress; preceding re-
marks apply

Poweredflight progress;
Titan staging complete;
preceding remarks apply

Same  

Mission Phase: Launch,

Powered Flight and Orbit
Insertion.

Coded indicator light
located to show place in
the sequence of pre-
launch and launch events

Coded indicator light ar-
ranged in sequence; this
event coincides with start
of Gemini Elapsed Time
(GET)

Sequentially located coded!
indicator light; if FSECO
occurs too:soon or too

late or fails to occur,
abort may be necessary

Coded indicator light

showing correct sequence;,
preceding remarks apply

Coded indicator light
sequentially arranged;

_ preceding remarks apply

Sequentially arranged
coded indicator light;
preceding remarks apply

'
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Iwermosion,Items ~

For Display
 

Tes

 
Gemini Separationa

|

|

Guidance Status;

Go or No-Go

Orbit; Booster Go or,

No-Go

Orbit Capability

pesumtremenstaenormemtanal: wermemeeeeeeeet

Table 5,2. 1.3-1

Sources

Information |

|

T™and/or voice from
Gemini

GE/Burroughs computa- |
tion and guidance com- |
plex, based on booster
TM andinitial tracking

Computer recommenda-
tion based on insertion
parameters

Computer estimate of
number of orbits pos-
sible, derived from

insertion parameters

i|

diereentertenCotas oom So pesesende secs

(Contd)

Information

Utility

Indicates separation
achieved; events 3—8 are
timed and compared with
pre-planned nominal
limits. Together with
other TM on booster per-
formance and initial
tracking, they are eval-

uated by computer to
give go or no-go indica-
tion for orbital insertion

Go: Titan responding
correctly to guidance
commands. No-Go; Not
responding correctly to
guidance commands

Go: Insertion param-
eters acceptable.
No-Go: Insertion param-
eters unacceptable

Information: If orbit
capability is less than
planned, rendezvous
attempt may not be

feasible

ure to achieve orbit. In

either case, abort may

' separated from them

 

Teeem8 SIRSRONTROEPteAEmem em

Remarks and Possible.
_DisplayDevices

Coded indicator light
arranged in sequence;
Items 3—8 are time
critical; failure to occur’ |

or incorrect timing may ~
result in extreme inser-

tion parameters or fail-

be necessary or rendez-
vous attempt may not be
feasible.

Coded indicator lights;
Go, Green; No-Go, Red.

Not a sequential event
and should be spatially

for emphasis

Coded indicator lights
separated from sequen-
tial event indicators:
Go, green; No-Go, red

Numerical Indicator
Light: Items 9—-ll are ret
lated and should be located
together, but separated

from sequential event
indicators for emphasis
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intormation items

For Display

- Information

Sources

information

_ Utility
Remarks and Possible

Display Devices
 

 

B. Atlas/Agena

1. FiringSignal

2. Lift-off

 
3. Booster Engine Cut-..

off (BECO)  
4. Sustainer Engine

Cut-off (SECO)

5. Agena Separatien

-6. Agena Engine Start

TM from LaunchCom-

plex via landeeeor
microwave

Same |
a

‘TM frem booster via

Cape

Same

TM from Agena via
Cape or down-range
sites

Same

 

- plex has initiated Agena

over to direct IMCC con-

‘Agena Elapsed Time.

(AET)

aboveremarks apply

remarks apply —

Indicates Launch Com-

launch

Booster off the pad and ©
clamps released; switch-

trol of.mission; start of

Atlas staging complete;
BECO time is compared
witix acceptable..limits
known“prior ctoc dauncle
{probably.by comptter

. arranged incorrect
event sequence; this

 
Powered Flight Progress:

i

Indicates Agena separa-
tion achieved; preceding

Indicates that Agena
main engine has started; .

| Agena shouldseparate |
from booster; above re

marks apply

: Same: (Firings of
| explosive bolts.may be
, indicated in sequence) | ‘

4,Same type of indicator;

Coded indicator light
arranged to show .

sequence

Coded indicator light

event also marks start |

of MET, if Agena“ ”

launched first

Coded indicator light
arranged in sequence

Same  
5

. Items3—7 are critical; |
failure to occur or. in-

i.correct timing may-re- |
' sult in extreme insertion.

| parameters orfailureto.
‘ achieve orbit. Abort may’
: be necessaryor rendez- :
| vous attempt not feasible —
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 Information Items

For Display
Information

Sources
Information

Utility
Remarks and Possible

Display Devices
 

 

a.

Ls

- Guidance Status;

Go or No-Go

- Orbit; Go or

No-Go

Orbit Capability

Emergency Events

Abort Request; Gemini

 
Booster-and Agena TM
and initial tracking

. Computer recommenda -
‘ tion based on insertion
: parameters which are
. derived from booster

'and Agena performance
; ITM and initial tracking

' Computer estimate of
the number of orbits

possible, derived from
. Insertion parameters

i

'Go: Atlas and/or Agena
_ (after separation) re-

; plan. No-Go:
: or Agena not responding

/ correctly to guidance
' commandsorflight
: plans

- Go: Insertion param-
‘eters acceptable.
: No-Go: Insertion par-

-. ameters not acceptable
‘Abort may be required |

. ficient, rendezvous
_attempt may not be
' feasible

Abort request signal gen-
erated by Range Safety,
mission controllers in
IMCC, by Gemini crew,
by Launch Complex per-

. sonnel or by computer

“event will be displayed

sponding to guidance
commandsorflight

Atlas and/

Information: If orbit
capability is insuf-  
Indicates that abort is

believed necessary. This:

at most mission Con-
trollers' positions, at
Launch Complex, inthe {|
spacecraft and at Range |
Safety Office

Coded indicator. lights:
Go, green; No-Go, red.

Not a sequential event

Coded indicator lights.
Go, green; No-Go, red

Digital read-out.

Items 8~10 arerelated
and should be grouped
together, but separated
from sequential event
indicators for emphasis

Large coded red indica-

tor light located for
emphasis.
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Information Items

For Display
Information

Sources
~~ Information

Utility

Remarks and Possible

Display Devices
  

 
2. Abort Command;

Gemini

Ejection Initiate (Sep-
arate indicators for

each seat)

 

TM from the spacecraft;
initiation of abort
sequence

TM from the spacecraft ;

s
m
d
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a
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e
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Abort initiated

Indicates that the ejec-
tion mechanisms have

fired  

Large coded amber
indicator light

One coded indicator
light for each astro-
naut. These three emer-
gency events (1—3) are
related, and their indi-

cators should be grouped,
but separated from other
indicators for emphasis
 

; Discussion: It is assumed that sequencing, timing and

‘

Event Time Indicators

initiation of launch and powered flight events
such as ignition and cut-off of stages (see items A3—A8 and B3—B7, above), are automated,
and that time indicators for these events are neither necessary nor desirable. Failure to
occur or incorrect timing and sequencing will automatically activate an associated red
warning light/switch for any event provided with a manual back-up initiation mode. If
manual initiation does not subsequently occur within established time limits or there is no
provision for manual back-up, the Abort Recommend and Orbit No-Goindicator lampswill
be activated immediately after positive verification of a malfunction.
 

A. Launch, Powered Flight
and Insertion Event Times

Times below not specif-
ically related to this
phase are listed here be-
cause the timing starts
prior to or at launch.
 

i
a
a
a
l
p
a
e

Universal System Established time

Time, probably GMT! standards

 

A universal time to

which all mission events

are referred; displayed
at IMCC, all remote

sites and in Gemini  

Digital read-outs hours,
minutes and seconds.

Standard 24-hour clocks

may be usable for some
purposes.
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Information Items

For Display
Information

Sources
Information |
Utility

Remarks and Possible

Display Devices
 

 
2. LaunchCountdown;

First Vehicle

3. Launch Time Limits;

Second Vehicle

4. Launch Countdown;

Second Vehicle

5. Mission Elapsed
Time (MET)

6. Gemini Elapsed
Time

7. Agena Elapsed
Time

LCC launch countdown

for first vehicle launch

 
| Tentatively established
| by pre-mission planning,
up-dated after first
vehicle launch

LCC launch countdown

for second vehicle

launch

Same

Same 
‘Accurate time sources |

 
Second vehicle launch

‘

 

Hours, minutes and

seconds remaining to
first vehicle launch ' in hours,

Digital read-out showing
time remaining directly

minutes and
seconds. Desirable to
provide labeled "Hold

- Count" lamp, in addition
' to stopping counter when
/ the count is interrupted.
, Estimatedduration of ©
» hold may be displayed,.
| also, if available.

time limits acceptable :
for achieving rendezvous:

See item:2

Digital read- out showing
' the upper and lower time
limits within which
second vehicle launch

must occur.

' See item 2, including ,
remarks; may use same

indicator if countdowns

, not concurrent,

Hours, minutes and
seconds elapsed since i
first vehicle liftoff |

t

Same, substituting
"since Gemini LO"

Same, substituting
since Agena LO!

Digital read-out showing
hours, minutes and

seconds directly

Same

Same
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Information Items

For Display

Information

Sources

Information | Remarks and Possible
Utility ! Display Devices
 

 
8. Retrofire Times-

a. Estimated Retro-

fire Time

b. “Rime Remaining
(countdown)

 
iE stimated prior to .
jlaunch, updated as
required

 
‘Pre-launch estimate ; Digital read-outs started
‘of retrofire time, up- ‘+ at launch and updated
‘dated as data become

available and also dis-  iplayed as time
‘remaining
 

located in the flight dynamics area.
: Discussion: As long as they are readable, the time indicators above (except for 8a and 8b) need not be

They may be included with the large group displays.
 

9. Impact Time

 

‘Computer and/or manual
‘estimates of impact
‘time, based on retrofire

parameters and expected
‘reentry and glide path
length

- Ifl Graphic Relation Displays
(Spacecraft Location Displays)

A. Launch, Powered
Flight and Insertion |

|

i
{Inform appropriate Specific display may
irecovery forces not be required, com-
i puter hard copy print out. |

' Digital read-out for count-:
i ' down to impact may be
[ applicable

These display orbital par-:
ameters, location coordi- |
nates and related quanti- |
ties, such as velocity,

acceleration and range
rate for the Gemini and
the Agena 

ii 5

1. Gamma: the angle be- Computed value based on |Compare with known : Computer-driven digital

tween booster velocity; vehicle sensors and TM, [acceptable limits (com-: readout in degrees and
vectorand local ipossibly early tracking ‘puter and/or manual | tenths or degrees and
horizontal ‘by GE/Burroughs complex comparison) ' minutes

: : j : i
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Information Items

For Display
Information

Sources
Information

Utility
Remarks and Possible
Display Devices
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2. Velocity vs. Altitude

3. Altitude vs. Range

4, Velocity Ratio

5. Gamma vs. Velocity
Ratio  

Computed values using
TM from vehicle sen-

sors and radar data

Same

Computed value indi-
cating the ratio between
present and desired
velocity; approaches
value 1.0 at insertion

Computed values (see
items 1 and 4)  

Same

Same

Same; see item 5  
The most critical infor-
mation for orbital inser- |
tion, If either gamma or |
velocity vatio are outside:
cert@in dimite at inser- |
tion {and they are inter-
dependent), the orbit
may not be acceptable
for achieving rendezvous |
or for crew safety, or
both .

Computer generated plot—
may be direct-view plot
board or projection. Also
may utilize TV display and
call-up on demand. May be
part of group display dur-
ing launch

Same

Computer-driven digital
readouts see item 5

A plot (computer-driven
TV or projection) showing
gamma as a function of
velocity ratio. When V
reaches a critical value
(say 0.90), both scales
should expand to show

. detail, and acceptable
limits should be clearly

' marked on the expanded
surface. Numerical

, values of gamma and Vp

|
i
;

| should be included is
display
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Information Items Information Information | Remarks and Possible
For Display Source Utility Display Biewwes

6. Longitudinal Aecelera-|Telemetered indication of | Indicative of beoster per- | Digital readout and plot
tion -;acceleration along the ‘formance and powered ivs time remaining to

powered ihight path ' flight progress ,9ICO (Agena) and as
‘function of time remain-~
-ing to SSECO (Gemini).
‘See item7i

 
W. tnertial Velocity ‘Computer estimate based ‘Same Same; inertial velocity |

‘upon TM from booster : ‘and longitudinal accel-
{integral of item 6) eration may be displayed

‘as separate curves on
‘the same surface if i
desired, since they are

both shown ag a function
of SECO for the Agena
‘and SSECO for Gemini
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8. Predicted Insertien GE/Burroughs guidance Indicative of guidance Computer-driven dig-
Altitude computer using TM from system performance and ital readout and plot

booster and tracking data acceptability ef present (computer-driven TV
: trajectory to satisfy alti- or projection)

-tude eviterion: Both
Gemini and Agena

(P
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9. Perpendicular Same—(Velocity com- Same+Extreme deviation Same: Items 8 and 9 may
Velocity component ponent to left or right may require abort or can- be displayed together as :

ef desired flight plane) cellation of rendezvous a function of elapsed
attempt. Both Gemini and time; possibly needed
Agena) only on demand

10. Yaw Deviation Computed deviation to Same | Computer-driven TV or

left or right of desired projection plet of right-
flight plane, based on lef deviationvs. down-

information in item 9 fange distance. This and
' and early radar tracking item 3 may be displayed |

together
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Information Items

For Display
Information

Source
Information

Utility
Remarks and Possible

Display Devices
 

ll. Predicted Impact and
Recovery Locations

  

Poweredflight trajectory
and abort mode employed
(seat ejection or para-
glider landing); computer
estimate may not be
accurate  

Impact and Recovery

point estimates fur on ihe
pad and powered flight
aborts

 
; may be less accurate than
/ down range sadar tracking
' or visual sightings net yet
. available te cemputer

Chart or plot of estimated
impact points super -
imposed on map covering
possible landing ageas;
may be supplemented by
numerical indicators for
latitude and longitude.
Initial computer estimate

 

Discussion and Recommendations:
 

screens.

When two variables are to be displayed as a function of the same third
parameter (e.g., Elapsed Time), present both on the same display. _
Provide display request buttons for variables not needed continueusly
during powered flight and insertion, so that information may be pre-
sented as needed on computer-driven TV displays and projection

Since many of the parameters above need be displayed only
during powered flight and insertion, these displays can be used to
present other information during later phases of the mission   
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Table 5.2.1.3-1 represents a translation of these information require-
@ . ments into possible display devices for the launch and poweredflight

phase of a Gemini Rendezvous Mission. Column 1 contains information

for event indicators, event time indicators, and graphic relation dis-

plays; column 2 indicates information sources; column 3.illustrates

how the information is used; and column 4 contains amplifying remarks

and mentions possible display devices. Under each of the three dis-

‘play categories, the information requirements follow an assumed mission

_ chronology.

5.2, 1-13
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5.2.2 Command and Control Requirements
 

5.2.2.1 Introduction

In Gemini and Apollo missions, the spacecraft is relatively autonomous

compared to Mercury, for at times ground-basedinformation is not sufs .

ficient for controlling the spacecraft. (During the terminal phases of

Gemini rendezvous, for example.) Nevertheless, the IMCC retains

overall responsibility for mission control and for coordinating the oper-=

ations of all system eléments. This responsibility includes selection

Poy rrnkof mission objectives and mission rules, and the perogative of changing (alroo

themif conditions warrant, as well as actual command of the Agena

vehicle during most phases of Gemini rendezvous missions. In effect,

then, the GOSS remote sites, the Gemini spacecraft, and the Agena

vehicle are the agents by which the IMCC conducts operations to fulfill

certain objectives; namely, the rendezvous in orbit of a manned space-

ceaftiand'dnzinmanned target vehicle. *

The Gemini crew is given authority to initiateGemini and Agena actions

only insofar as these are consistent with objectives and rules established

prior to launch and updated by the IMCC as the mission progresses. The

IMCC will determine what maneuvers and other actions are necessary

to achieve rendezvous, and relay these to the Gemini crew via the ap+

propriate GOSS commandsites.

In addition, the IMCC will control the Agena directly, except in the

terminal phases of rendezvous, sien control of the Agena will be dele-

gated to the crew.

*The choice of a Gemini rendezvous mission for illustrating control
conceptshas no particular import, but is based primarily on the
following considerations: (1) more information is available for Gemini
than for Apollo operations and (2) overall mission control concepts for
Apollo should not be drastically different than for Gemini, at least as
far as the IMCC is concerned,

5.2. 26]
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To achieve aitectics mission control, the following kinds of activities

will be requir ed:

2 He Centrol of data SOUFBC@ nasi relay points,(the GOSS remote
sites). This aspect of control ifsmostly arrangedin advance,
in terms of the data available from the various sites and
their functions in the network, In addition, there, will be real~

time commands (RTC's} issued during the missionto request
additional data and changes in format— to designate which
sites are to serve as relay points for transmitting commands

. to the Gemini and the Agenae These remote sites are the
information sources (radar) and relay points for spacecraft
data {telemetry and voice) that the IMCC utilizes in controlling
the mission. ;

Control of the mission, by commands to Agena and Gemini,
“In essence;the mission is preeplanned, but nominal times
. for initiating maneuvers and performing other actionsare
updated as the missionprogresses, utilizing tracking data
from the remote sites,and telemetry and voice reports
relayed from the vehicles by the remote sites. The IMCC
will determine what actions are necessary, when they should
occur, and by whomthey shall be initiated. This will include
the following aspects: :

1. Selection of appropriate maneuvers in terms of velocity
increments, thrust parameters, etc., for both vehicles

2. Selection of appropriate remote sites for relaying com~
mands and information to Gemini and Agena

3. Selection of appropriate commands, including RTC's
and stored program commands ({SPC's) for both vehicles:
these commands will activate thrusters in the Agena,
but will be used primarily for updating on-board data
for Gemini; Gemini thrust parameters may be also

entered by ground command, but it is assumedthat the
crewwill initiate them

4, Selection of voice-transmittedinformationfor Gemini;
the IMCC will determine whether maneuver parameters
and other data shall be entered into on-board programmera

‘ by direct ground command or by the crew, andinsure
that the information is transmitted and verified accord~
ingly; The voice link is expected to be the normal com-
mand mode for Gemini.

5.2.2.2 Control Concept

PHILCO

a, Information Flow and Mission Control, To achieve mission
 

control, the IMCC must accept information from many sources,
evaluate this information, make decisions and transmit data
back to appropriate system elements. IMCC outputs will

8,2, 2=2
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include commands and recommendations as well asintegrated
data not otherwise available at the remote sites or in the
spacecraft. This concept is briefly illustrated in Figure
5.2.2.2-1, for the rendezvous mission.¥

Control Requirements. These may be ‘summarized by ‘the.)
 

following items:

des Evaluating input information, including:

(a) Radar data

(b) Telemetry from Gemini and Agena

(c) Voice from Gemini |

(d) Remote site status information

(e) Weather data

(f) Recovery force status .

Selecting commands, including;

(a) Real-time commands to remote sites to:

(1) Request——

(2) Select sites for relay to spacecraft

(3) Request changes in data format, etc.

(b) Real-time and stored-program comimands for Agena
and Gemini to: ,

(1) Store data in on-board programmers

(2) Initiate actions (primarily Agena)

(c) Voice commands to Gemini, including,

(1) Information for crew entry into on-board pro-

grammers

(2) Action initiation requests

(3) Requests for data

Transmitting and verifying commands

(a) From IMCC to remotesites

(b) From remote sites to Agenaand Gemini

Monitoring results of commands. When series or se-
quence of maneuvers or other operations are employed,
it is desirable for the IMCC to evaluate actually attained
results before subsequent events. are initiated. This may
not always be possible (for example, during the terminal
phases of rendezvous, assumed to be under direct crew
control), in which case, IMCC personnel must rely on

computer predictions generated by extrapolating from
past data and the maneuver parameters employed, In

5.2, 23
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any event, the IMCC must monitor and evaluate results
of maneuvers, whether these are actually attained values
based on new tracking data and telemetry, or computer
predictions. This process of continuous monitoring and
evaluation will enable the IMCC to anticipate future re-
quirements and potentially dangerous situations, to
prepare new commandsor to intervene if necessary.

Figure 5.2.2.2-1 and the four items above are a bare outline of a

control concept which will be expanded, revised and detailed in later

analyses.

5.2. 245
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5,3 DISPLAY/CONTROL SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS

5.3.1 General

It is the purpose of this section to describe a Display/Control System —

configuration which appears at this time to est\satisfythe Integrated

Mission Control Center (i{MCC)during Gemini and Apollo missions.

Some ofthe objectives and requirements considered in making the

following recommendations have been discussed in paragraphs 5,1 and

5.2 Investigations of various detailed display methods shall continue,

The choice of displays is based upon implementing system information

flow using display techniques which are currently available or in an ade

vanced state of development, The recommended display devices meet

the described requirements (provide flexibility for easy change of data

format, data content, symbology and coding, and display utilization),

5.3.2 System Concept

The recommended system makes data available to IMCC decisions

makers in a form which allows clear understanding so that rapid, core

rect evaluations can be made. The choice of terminal equipment con*

forms to human factors requirements, laws of physics, and reliability

requirements. It will fit into the proposed IMCC building. Briefly, this

display concept is based upon television monitors, large screen projec

tion television, dynamic large screen projection displays (such as

Kollsman or National Cash Register), servo-controlled light spot pro»

jectors, status lights, digital readouts, clocks, meters, plotboards,

strip chart recorders and alphanumeric printers. Since the amount of

data in the IMCC system is so large, it cannot all be comprehended or

even displayed simultaneously. Thus, it is important to provide mech=

anisms foreasily changing the content of the displays so that data cur=

rently necessary to make rapid, accurate decisions is always available

to mission control personnel. Flexibility in the recommended display

concept is achieved by: (1) the use of data processing equipment to

provide system programmability, and (2) the use of high precision

5 30]
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television techniques a@ the primary display medium. The utilization

of programmable display driving equipment and non-fixed format dis-

play devices will permit the system to adjust to changing mission re-

quirements with a minimum of disruptions. It will further result ina

standardized and straight-forward design of display positions.

An extensive closed circuit television system is recommended as the

primary IMCC display medium, Such a system provides a common .

display device capable of:

a. Being driven from a number of sources with different output
characteristics.

b. Presenting displays in varied formats, i.e., alphanumeric,
graphical and pictorial.

c. Functioning as a group display device (projection TV) as well
as an individual console display.

d. Providing a convenient, uncomplicated and inexpensive meth-
od of information distribution to widely separated end points.

This last feature (d) permits the system to act both as a display med-

ium as well as a communication medium for the transmission of pic-

torial information.

Major components of this recommended IMCC display system which is

based on high precision television techniques are shown in Figure |

5..3.2-1 and include:

a. Computer output to television converters

b. Pictorial video generators

Off-line data filesa

Video distribution facilities

e. Television display devices

_ Components (a), (b), and (c) represent display system inputs. While

television techniques are generally fawndMeeae ameans of converting

a pictorial scene to an electrical signal which can be transmitted over

distances and reconstituted as a pictorial display of the original scene,

any device which can generate a synthetic video signal can serve as a

5. 3-2
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system input. Computer output to television converters are typical of

this type of device. They will accept any computer output which must

be converted to graphical or alphanumeric presentations and from this

input generate such a synthetic television signal suitable for distribution

and display. Components (b) and (e) provide conventional television in-

puts, i,e., they are used to convert reference information from off-line

files or pictorial data which are manuaily generated in the support areas

to television signals. Included in this category are inputs which may be

received from other GOSS elements, such as launch pictures from the

launch control center, or spacecraft-originated video signals relayed

via a remote site.

Component (d) includes all facilities which are necessary to select, dis-

tribute and transmit video signals generated by components (a), (b) and

(c) to the various display devices. Component (e) provides the actual

display transducers. It should be emphasized that one of the major ad-

vatages of the recommended system lies in the availability of display

transducers which can work with a wide variety of input sources (digital

computers, slides, documents, etc.). These display transducers will

consist of high precision television monitors for direct-view applications

and television projection devices for group display.

5.3.2.1 Computer Output to TV Converters
 

Computer generated displays are entered -into the system via computer

output to TV converter channels. Appendix 5B provides an operational

description of the recording storage tube on which the device is based.

Digital information derived from the data processing system may con-

tain line information, alphanumeric/symbol information or combina-

tions of both. Such information is conventionally displayed by means of

X-Y plotters or CRT displays, where digital information is converted to

X-Y position of a plotting actuator (i.e., stylus, pen, or electron beam).

In conventional CRT devices, it is required to regenerate the informa-

tion at a high rate (30 to 60 times per second) to overcomedisplay flicker.

In order to present static reference information such as coordinate

5.3-3
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backgrounds in conjunction with the dynamic information, it is necessary

to store this infomation. in digital form or to use a combination of CRT

display with optical projection. Both these features are wasteful of data

processing storage and limit the flexibility of the display, sinceit is

necessary to tailor the display transducer to the information content.

In the recommended system, dynamic information represented by digi~

tal data processing outputs is also converted to X-Y positions of an

electron beam, This electron beam, however, does not generate the

visual display. Instead it is used to deposit charge patterns on a die~

lectric material, These charge patterns are readby a second electron

beam which is deflected in the television raster standard and scans the

dielectric material. The presence or absence of chargepatterns causes

this beam to be modulated. This modulation then forms the signal out+

put of the device. The presence, absence or degree of modulation as a

function of time within the television raster process results in a stand-

ard television signal suitable for distribution to any television display

device. The dielectric material which contains the computer generated

information has storage capability which will reduce the need for infor-

mation regeneration from 40 to 60 per second to rates which are between

one per 2 minutes to one per 10 minutes, resulting ina substantial re~

duction of computer output requirements. The high repetition rate of

the television raster process,in addition to Fine interlace,results in a

flicker-free display even under high display brightness conditions, The

television raster process provides accurateposition synchronization of

the electron beams for all devices which are part of such a system,

i.e. the instantaneous position of the electron beam in any display gen~

cerator corresponds point-to-pointto the positionof the electron beam

in all other display generators and all display reproducers, This per-

mits the generation of a separate video signal for reference information

fromtwo-dimensional storage such as photographic slides and the elec

tronic addition of such a reference signal to the dynamic computer-

originated information. The use of appropriate access devices for

this reference information permits storage of this static information

outside the data processing equipment without sacrificing the advantages

5. 3+5
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of all electronic information distribution and display. Since both

computer generated dynamic information and the associated reference

information are contained in a composite video signal, such information

may be distributed to any display device, regardless of location or

assignment, by means of standard television switchings and trans-

mission techniques.

‘Associated with and part of each converter channel will be a reference

generator. The reference generator is a random access aperture card

file combined with a high resolution vidicon camera to view the slides

contained on each card. Each reference generator shall have a com-

plete repertoire of reference slides so that the computeris free to

select any converter for any display during operations, At the time of

selection, the computer will generate an address word for access of

the proper slide. The reference generator provides background infor-

mation for computer generated display data and may only be addressed

by the computer. The slides may contain coordinate information, maps,

and other background material. The output of a vidicon camera which

views the slide will be directed to a video montage amplifier. The

video outputs of the scan converter tube and of the reference generator

will be combined in this video montage amplifier. Basically the device

acts as a fast switch, keying out the reference signal whenever there is

coincidence with the signal generated by the converter, The signal out-

put of the montage amplifier is a composite of the two signals and may

be distributed in the normal fashion.

It is recommended that there be a converter channel assigned to each

console located in the Mission Operation Control Rooms and three con-

verter channels to each of the main support areas. As presently en-

visioned, the converter channels would be allocated as follows:

a. MOCR Consoles 15

b. Flight Dynamics Support Area =

c. Spacecraft Systems Support Area 3

Life Support and Biomedical Support Area 3

5, 3+6
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e. Assigned to Group Displays

f. Assigned to Simulation Center 2
—_—_—— \

g. Total each MOCR 28

The provision of a converter channel for each console position assures

the availability of a channel for each user during periods of maximum

activity.

5.3.2.2 Off-Line Data Files 

It is recommended that off-line reference data files be maintained for

the purpose of storing mission rules, engineering drawings of vehicle

systems, contingency action procedures and recommendations and any

other miscellaneous data that might be required for ready access.

This file will consist of a random access aperture card file,optically

coupled to a high resolution vidicon camera, The files shall have a

nominal capacity of 5000 cards each and a reasonably fast access time -

not to exceed 5 seconds. Four such data files shall be used to support

personnel in each MOCRas follows:

a, The Operations and Procedures Officer, for the storage of
rules and procedural options
 

b. The Flight Dynamics Support Group, for the storage of ref-
erence material pertaining to maneuver planning, etc
 

c. The Spacecraft Communicator, for the storage of mission
schedules, test objectives, and predetermined alternate

objectives.

 

d. Spacecraft Systems Support Group, for the storage of engin-
eering drawings of vehicle systems, system specifications,
and “trouble shooting" guides pertaining to both vehicles.

 

The files would be assigned only to the indicated functional groups and

would be accessed directly by these groups.. A selection mechanism,

such as a pushbutton panel may be used to generate coded request words

that direct the file to an information category and then to category sub=

divisions. The vidicon camera output will be fed to a fixed video dis-

tribution channel known to the users.

5.37
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5.3.2.3 Miscellaneous Camera Sources

Support areas associated with the MOCR console positions will be

equipped with high resolution cameras. These caimeras will be used to

transmit any manually generated charts, plots or analytical data to

opetating positions in the MOCR. Six camera chains are presently

assumed, two in each support area. Outputs of these cameras-will be

fed to fixed videodistribution channels known to the MOCR operators.

Additional cameras will be provided to view the main group display

presentations in the MOCR. The outputs of these cameras will be

available on distribution channels which are accessible to the support

areas and to other peripheral operations which require overview of the

mission status. These will typically include the recovery control area,

the mission briefing and observation area and perhaps certain areas

in the office, laboratory and support wing:.

3.92.4 Video Disteibetion Pactliies
 

To obtain the utmost advantage from programmable display generators

and the general display concept, a distribution facility will be required.

The function of this facility is twofold:

a. .Distribution of operational display information to the
mission operations and support positions and tke group
display subsystem

b. Distribution of selected displays for non-operational
purposes to observers within and outside the IMCC,

The overall distribution system for television display information

otiginated by the sources described under 5.3.2.1, 5,3, 2.2 and

5.3.2.3 will utilize standard, established techniques for high quality

television facilities. It will be based on crossbar switching miatrices.

(Duplicate facilities will be required for the two MOCR's). Each in-
forimation source which has a television-type, output signals, li.e.,

computer output to TV converter channels, cameras and remote in-

puts) will be connected to an input buss on the matrix. Bach informa-

tion recipient; i.e, console displays, group displays, special monitorés

5. 3-8
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and outgoing lines) will be fed from an output buss of the matrix. Any

input may be connected to any output by closing an appropriate switch -

(relay or solid state device) at the point where the selected input buss

crosses the output buss of the display device on which the information

is to be presented. Special interlocks are provided to prevent the

switchings of more than one input to any output. The video distribution

matrix may be located at any desired location remote from the selection

position, Actuation of the switching facilities is provided by control

circuits. Once chosen, an output will remain connected to the given

output buss until a new selection is made at which timeit will auto -

matically drop out.

In addition to the switching facilities the video distribution facilities

will include a numberof additional terminal equipment components

such as video distribution amplifiers, video patching facilities and

quality control monitoring equipment. These components will be

located in a television contrel araa, .

5.3.2.5 Video Display Selection and Control
 

It is necessary to integrate the display selection and distribution concepts

to describe the operation of the video display system which is shown

in Figure 5.3.2-1. Three distinct request and selection actions are

envisioned at this time. These are: (1) video display selection,

(2) computer request, and (3) off-line file data request.

Video display selection enables each user to request and receive any

television display available to the distribution matrix. The user can-

not, however, cause the generation of a new display by means of this

selection process.

A console-originated control signal will actuate the connection of any

of the input busses on the distribution matrix to the output buss for the

monitor on which the display is desired. Each console in the MOCR

and each operating position or console in the support areas will be

5. 3-9
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equipped with a control mechanism to select any video input for display

on its monitors. This capability is recommended to provide full flexi-

bility for ‘display access,,regardless of functional responsibility of

. individual, operating positions and to accommodate any changes in dis-

play requirements. It will further permit any operating position to |

observe the displays which are activeon any otheroperating position.

If necessary; access to information can be restricted by appropriate

procedure or by disconnecting the control ‘circuits to matrix inputs

which are to be denied.

Computer ‘request, as distinct from video selection, causes a particular

display to be generated by the data processing system and written on

a converter channel. . As with video selection, it implies. a console

generated code,. but. requires that this code be recognized and responded

to by the computer. The code must identify the information requestor

as well as the information desired. Identification of the request orig-

inator is needed if coriverter channels are not fixed assigned to given

dieplay monitors. At present there are two methods under considera-

tion.

Method (1) would provide a system where converter channels are not

fixed assigned to display positions. In this system converter channels

will be assigned by the computer to any requesting display on an avail-

ability basis. The provision of converter channels on a one-per-re=

questor basis will ensure that a channel is available at any time. Loss

of a channel would not require substitution of a spare during the mis-

sion but would only increase access time for the users. This method

would be in keeping with the concept of proportional system degradation

in case of equipment failure which is followed in the data processing

system concept. [It does however require a more complex method of

computer display request actuation, since the computer will have to

select an available converter and also ensure that the video output of

that converter is routed to the requestor's display. A typical computer

request cycle in method(1) would proceed as follows: the requestor

would set up a request code (using pushbutton, telephone dial, simple

5. 3-10
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punch card reader or other digital selector device) on a small module

at his operating position. This request is transmitted to the computer

whenhe depresses a display release button associated with the video

select controls and will clear the display monitor on which he desires

the information to appear of any previously active display. The com-

puter will note the request, access the material requested and search

for a free converter channel. While routing the digital information to

the selected free converter, the computer will also actuate an additional

control which causes the switching of the converter channel to the re-

questing display automatically. Figure 5.3.2,5<1 represents a flow

diagram of the request actions. This autoroatt< actieu.may be

manually backed up by providing a return code which identifies the

selected converter to the requestor. The operator then actuates the

indicated channel on his video selection control and receives the dis-

play. It is recommended that capability to request information will be

assigned to each operating position so that only those displays per-

taining to the function of that operating position may be requested. It

may be desirable to program this limitation in the display/control

data processor, or this could be accomplished by appropriate patch

connections prior to the mission that would allow only certain codes to

be transmitted by a given console.

The computer request and video display request capabilities, when

combined, add great flexibility to the system. Channel failures during

long missions, even if several failures occur simultaneously, are not

catastrophic since a user may repeat his request and receive it on

another channel. If the reduced number of channels causes all channels

to be in use, he would have the option of pre-empting one of the less

important display channels by procedural priority.

Method (2) which is also under consideration at this time would result

in some simplification of the display request procedure. In this system

each display format required by a given control position would be

written on a separate converter channel and constantly up-dated by the

5.311
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computer in accordance with the regeneration cycle. A number of dis-

play channels would be available at each operating position and selection

would be made simply by actuation of the video selection controls. Such

a systemwould result in a much simplified selection process. It would.

be feasible only if the numberof fixed display formats required does

not exceed the number of converter channels which can be provided

without making the system overly complex and expensive. In addition

to the fixed assigned display channels a number of request channels as

provided in method (1) could be provided to obtain display formats not

normally assigned. The selection of such displays and associated com-

puter request action could be delegated to personnel in the support areas.

If.'aznon-standard display format is required by a console position in the

MOCR ‘the operator could request that such information be accessed

and transferred to his display via voice intercommunication with his

support area. While method (2) appears attractive and more straight-

forward from a display selection and control point of view it cannot be

recommended at this time. A decision on whether method (2) is pre=

ferrable will require a complete analysis of the number and format of

displays which are required during Gemini and Apollo missions. Since

the difference between the two approaches is primarily one of display

control programming and does not involve fundamental differences in

display system configuration, this decision will be deferred until a

complete analysis of the MOCR.and support area display requirements

and display formats is completed.

Off line data requests pertain to only four operating positions as des

scribed under Section 5.3.2.2. Again a selection device such as a

pushbutton panel may be used to generate a code signal. In this case,

however, the code word would be routed directly to an address regis=

ter located in the random access aperture card equipment. A file

system associated with a functional position in the MOCR will contain

reference material that is pertinent to that position. It is estimated

that no single file would contain more than 1000 cards and that an

average number might be 250 cards. (Equipment with 5000 card capa-

city is, however, available.) To facilitate access, these will be

5. 3-13
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divided into category groups, each group consisting of a nominal 10 to

100 cards. The code will first identify a group and then a card in the

group. Provision will be made to allow the user complete random access

to any card or to address the lead card in any group and then, by de-

pressing a button at intervals, to step through all the cards in the group

in sequence. Cards are viewed via television display.. A camere."reads'"

the card and outputs a video signal on a known channel assigned to that

display.

5.3.2.6 Television System Characteristics
 

The television system’which has been recommendedas the primary

means of computer eutput display as well as multipurpose general dis-

play will have special characteristics which are different from normal

broadcast or industrial systems. Poor display quality and stability

which are sometimes inherent in industrial systems cannot be tolerated.

The recommended system will have precision circuits and will probably

operate at. higher line rates than either industrialor broadcast tystems..5.

The operating standards will be dependent on the density and format of

the information displayed. Precision television system components are

available to make up the majority of the display, distribution and signal

origination facilities. which are required. System performance specifi-

cations which will ensure that the system will meet requirements are

contained in Appendix 5C. System requirements and design details will

be further developed in future issues-of this report.

5.3.2.7 Data Processors

For purposes of continuity in describing the Display and Control System,

some of the major functionsof the display data processors (in the Display

and Control Data ProcessingSubsystem) which were discussed in Sec-

tion 4. are presentéd below.”.

The data processor will accept inputs from two sources: (1) raw data

extracted from the real time data stream by the input/output data

processor and (2) processed data from the real-time data processors.

5, 3-14
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Functionally, the display/control data processors shall perform, but |

not be limited to, the following tasks:

a.

b.

Recognize data by category and sort, process, store,
format, and distribute the data to its display end points

Perform an analysis of some of the more significant para-
meters (such as testing a temperature data sample to
determine whether it has exceeded some predetermined
limits) and automatically alert the appropriate display end
point

Select certain parameters for special treatment such as
trend analysis or tabular displays or combinations of these

The processors will keep a historical file in auxiliary
memory of all parameters and must be capable of gener-
ating a composite display of the total or partial history
of any parameter selected by request.

The data processors shall be capable of recognizing re-
quests generated by console operators. The computer
will recognize the source of the request as well as the
material requested. The computer will then select a
converter to output its data and cause the converter to
be connected to the monitor of the requestor. The com-
puter shall also be required to update or rewrite all
displays so generated on a periodic schedule.

The data processors shall provide command processing
(or shall provide address words to the real time data pro-
cessors). If the need for previews of the consequences of
a command or series of commands is established, then
the display processors shall access the necessary inputs
from the real time data processors and generate the dis-

play.

In the performance‘of the above tasks the data processors will generate

displays on a request basis, assigning displays to channels on an avail-

ability basis and regenerate the displays at intervals to be determined

by information rates and the storage capabilities of the converter channels.

The data processors shall be required to provide sufficient flexibility

to meet the expanding requirements of mission evolution through program-

ming technique rather than equipment replacement.

PHILCO
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5.3.3 Console Display/Control Instrumentation
 

5.3.3.1 General

The previous section described the conversion of digital information to

display signals, containing dynamic graphical and alphanumeric infor-

mation, the generation of other pictorial information and the distribu-

tion of such multi-format display data by means of closed circuit

television techniques. The primary display end points will be located

at the various control, monitoring and operating positions in the

Mission Operation Control Rooms. While it is considered that television

display devices will satisfy a large portion of the dynamic display

requirements, a number of other control and indicating devices will be

necessary to complete the instrumentation of MOCR consoles.

In order to preserve flexibility and expandability with changing mission

requirements,an attempt should be made to standardize display/control

devices on the various consoles as much as possible by providing modules

which only differ in the number of devices installed but not in basic

appearance, wiring or function. The following basic modules have

evolved as a result of initial analysis:

CRT=TV Display Module (TVDM)

b. CRT-TV Display Select Module (TVSM)

Co EephaerRequest. Moduheaiiigihie):qqguere

d. Event Sequence Indicator Module (ESIM)

é. Event Time Indicator Module (E TIM)

f. Communication Module (CM)

g. Command Initiation Module (CIM)

h. Status Monitoring Module (SMM)

5.3.3.2 CRT-TV Display Module (TVDM)
 

The TVDM is the central console display device. It is essentially a

precision, high-resolution television monitor. Certain consoles will

be equipped with more than one TVDM to permit side-by~side presen-~

tation of two parameters or simultaneous presentation of different types

of information. The TVDM will be capable of presenting pictorial,

5.3.3-1
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dynamic live, as well as alphanumeric or tabulator, displays. ‘Dynamic

live and alphanumeric or syiaol information may be intermixed in -

accordance with the display format requirements. Since the TVDM is

a general-purpose display television monitor, its design and internal

circuitry is totally independent from the display format. Its informa-

tion or signal input will consist of a single coaxial cable. It follows

that all TVDMs:: may be exactly alike, and anyunit may be replaced

with a single type of maintenance spare. The TVDM will employ a

17-inch diagonal diameter cathode “ray tube for direct viewing. Operating

controls will be limited to display brightness and contrast adjustments.

In order to convey an impression of the type of display which may be

presented via the TVDM, a simulated display format has been prepared.

This format may be considered as typical for the biomedical and environ-

ment monitoring console, saad is shown in Figure 5.3,3.2-1. (Real

display formats will require considerable analysis; the format shown

does not imply a recommendation). The example was prepared graphically.

The resulting drawing was then placed in front of a high-resolution camera

channel, and the resulting display was photographed from the face of the

cathode ray tube. . | |

The display provides a combination of alphanumeric data and graphical

trend chart, and would (in the real system) have been generated on re-

quest by one of the computer output to TV converters which have been

discussed in Section 5.3.2.1. The actual numeric measurements and

the trend-line constitute dynamic information as generated by the com-

puter, written by the "write'’ beamand read-out by the "read" electron

beam in the converter tube.

The display also contains reference information such as the descriptions

. of biomedical and suit environment captions,and the coordinate grid

and labels on the graph. This information would be contained on slide

in the reference generator which is part of the converter channel. The

two resulting signals would then be combined by the video montage

amplifier and the resulting composite signal would be transmitted to

the biomedical and environment monitoring console where it would

5.3. 3+2
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_ appear on.the TVDM as shown in the figure, It should be noted that the

| dynamic information content of the display such as the trend-line, the

trend-line tine marker s and the numerical measurements would be

updated by thecomputer at rates which. are determined by the receipt

and processing of —, information and by the display re-generation cycle

which will occur between two and five times per minute,

The general display format discussedabove is equally applicable to

numerical display of the status of vehicle systems function and the

graphical presentation of system performance trends, It may similarly be >

used for display of spacecraft location or graphical relation plots and

numerical read-outs at the flight dynamics positions.

The generation and display of diverse formats can be extremely flexible

and will be limited not by the display systembut by the numberof dis-

play subroutines which are available in the display/control data processing

subsystem.

5.3.3.3 CRT-TV Display Select Module (TVSM)
 

A Display Select Module (TVSM) willbe required for each TVDM. This

is a simple device consisting of a row of push buttons which control the

manual selection of displays for the TVDM. The TVSM remotely con-

trols the selection of any input buss on the distribution matrix for con-

nection to the output buss to which the associated TVDM is connected.

If "n'' display sources are available, the TVSMsgz:: will contain a row of .

'n + 1" momentary contact pushbuttons., The selection control is equipped

with interlocks which automatically drop-out the last display and sub-

stitute the new display when a selection is made, The last button clears

the display by removing all inputs. The pushbuttons will be lighted

to indicate the source of the current display selection and will be equipped

with easily changeablelabels to indicate the information available. These

labels are normally prepared during the pre-mission set~up of the

MOCR. The TVSM in combination with the distribution matrix.will permit-

aconsole operatorto connect his TVDM in parallel with any other TVDM.

This,the Flight Director will be capable of observing the display which

‘is active at any other console via his TVDM.

5.3.-4
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All TVSMS5 will be identical. If desired, access to certain inputs may

be denied by removal of the connection between the TVSM and the

appropriate control input at the:distributionmatrix...

5.3.3.4 Display Request Module (DRM)
 

The Display Request Module provides the means by which a console »

operator obtains a specific display format for presentation on his TVDM.

Each request action will cause the display-control data,processor to

access a specific display subroutine and to select a converter channel

for generation of the displaywhich is then forwarded to the requestor's

TVDM.-

The number of subroutines for display data. and number of resulting pre-

sentation formats which will be required is not fully determined at this

time. The DRM permits access to the display/control data processor.

It will only be installed at those consoles which have a need for such

access, These will typically include the flight dynamics positions, the

spacecraft systems monitoring positions, and the biomedical and environ-

ment monitoring position. A detailed definition of the DRM mechanism

will require more detailed system design information, particularly in

regard to number of display formats and programming techniques for

the display control data processing subsystem. A typical and available

device for use as a Data Request Module uses a 5-by-6 array of 30

pushbuttons. Each pushbutton is identified by a caption which des-

cribes the action which results when the button is depressed. The 30

captions which are simultaneously in view constitute one set of des-~

criptors. Captions are changed by changing the entire set simultaneously.

Sixty-four sub-sets are provided. The mechanism is arranged to per-

mit rapid change of descriptor sets. Such a change automatically causes

the identity of the in-view descriptor set to become part of the code gen-~

erated by pushing one of the buttons. Various techniques available for

the rapid change of descriptor sets include slotted plastic overlays, rear

projection of film strip frames and roll charts. Itis reasonable to

assume that access to computer-generated displays will be assigned by

console function. Thus flight dynamics would not normally be able to

5.3.35
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request display formats pértaining to vehicle systems monitoring res-

ponsibilities. Restricted access will be accomplished by computer pro-

gramming rather than by providing insufficient hardware for full control.

As a matterofpre-‘mission set-up; it will be possible to change DRM

and display/control dataprogramming.

An tevektigation to determine the number and the complexity of display

formats which must be accessed by MOCR personnelhas been initiated.

-. This will include some consideration of whatsrquantities could be

combined into a simple format,

Two basic questions which affect the complexity of the display request

instrumentation must be answered:

a. Will some of the data be presented in formats which will
remain unchanged for a major phase of a single mission?

b, Will it be possible to control and monitor a major mission
phase using a relatively small number of formats (such
as 20 to 30 formats), or will the number required exceed
the number of converter channels which can reasonably be
provided?

If the answer to both these questions is "yes", the display mechanism

can be much simplified by fixed assignment of display formats to con-

verter channels. Basic. formats would remain fixed during a major

phase of a mission, and the display/control data processor would con-

tinuously update these displays without an external request. While

such a system appears wasteful since converter channels are constantly

in use and updated even though they do not always provide display outputs,

its utilization would simplify the display operation by eliminating the

Display Request Modules on the MOCRConsoles. Since all display

outputs wouldbe constantly available at the distribution matrix, they

could be accessed by means of the TV Display Select Module alone.

Special display formats could still be available to the MOCR consoles

by previding a means of accessing special request channels from the

support areas. Such request would be made by means of the inter-

communication system from the MOGRpersonnel to the support personnel

‘who would control generation of special displays which could then be

“switched to the MOCR. |
, 5, 3. 3-6
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5.3.3.5 Event Sequence Indicator Module (ESIM)
 

Early, on-time, or late occurrence of various mission events will be dis-
played by event indicators. Flight dynamics and vehicle system monitor-

ing positions will require the majority of such displays. Certain events

will be of sufficient importance to be also indicated on other consoles

and be repeated at the group displays. The number of event indicators

will vary between operating positions. A preliminary sample listing of

event indicators for the flight dynamics console has been given in Sec-

tion 5.2.1, Table 5.2.1-1, for the launch and poweredflight phases of

a Gemini rendezvous mission.

Sequence Indicator Modules will vary in size and complexity with console

function. A modular arrangement of two and three level indicator lights

should be provided in the form of "lift-out!' panels. Either split indi-.

taters with appropriate changeable captions for two and three levels or

clusters of two and three lights may be employed. Data for control of

the indicators will be carried in the display/control data processor.

During the mission, the group of computer words containing light control

bits willbe read out of the data processor periodically or as special events

take place. Equipment to set the indicator lights and to hold the setting

until the next computer cycle may be installed external to the consoles

or may be a part of the module itself.

Alarge amount of the input information to the event indicator data pro-

cessing and display program will originate with spacecraft telemetry.

In a number of cases, the information that an event has taken place is

not only needed for mission monitoring, but mustalso be used to initiate

data processing routines and other automatic responses. Certain events

may be confirmed by voice communication from the spacecraft crew.

Thus certain console positions may be equipped with a "Telemetry Event

Override" capability built into their Event Sequence Indicator Modules.

Applicable indicators will be combined with pushbuttons. This will per-

mit the console operator to override the telemetry and indicator data |

processing by changing the event status if it should lag behind definite

confirmation of event occurrence from sources other than telemetry..

5.3.3-7
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a 5.3.3.6 ‘Event Time Indicator Module (ETIM) oe

Correct initiation of IMCG responses, enilt as commands and recom-

mendation to the GOSS and the spacecraft, depend upon accurate display

of event times to operators. This function will be instrumented via | "

“an Event Time Indicator Module (ETIM) at each. console. Each ETIM .

will consist of a panel containing selected groups ofdigital readouts

- arranged to show hours, minutes, and seconds. Capability will be

‘provided for the computer to set each group. Somegroups also have . _

the ability to count up or count down in real time. For. each of those,

the computer will also havethe ability te etart it ‘counting time, and to

stop it. '"Patch'' connection, made during IMCC check-out and prepara- |

Hon, will determine whether a given timer oan oP or counts down,

An woniapraies of the use of an ETIM is—upon the display require-

ments for the flight dynamics problemas discussed in Section 5. 2.1..

During a Gemini rendezvous mission, the persennel responsible for

flight dynamics would require ETIM's on their consoles showing the

following time display groups which count up:

a. Universal system time, (probably Greenwich Mean Time)

b. Mission elapsed time

a Gemini elapsed time

d. Agena elapsed time

Also required are the following time display groups which count down:

a. Launch countdown, Titan/Gemini

b. Launch Countdown, Atlas/Agena

c. Time remaining in launch window

Time untikl-rétrofire for mission termination

e. Time until impact

The groups will be provided with identifying labels which can conven-

iently be changed, Thé setting, stopping, or starting of each group will

be controlled by computer subroutines which can be prepared during ©

IMCCtheck-out and peeparation.
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"Non-counting" time display groups will also be set under computer

control. After setting, the devices must hold the indication until

again set by the computer. Provision must be made to allow change

of identifying captions on the non-counting time displays to allow for

mission changes and evolution. The following example of the use

of non-counting time display groups is also based upon the display

requirements for the flight dynamics problem as detailed in Section

5.2.1 (Gemini rendezvous mission):

a. Next maneuverinitiation time - Titan/Gemini

b. Next maneuver initiation time ~- Atlas/Agena

c. Estimated retrofire time for mission termination (becomes
actual retrofire time)

Certain ETIM displays contain basic information of general interest

to all MOCR personnel, Examples are universal system time, launch

countdown for both vehicles, mission elapsed time, and time~-until-

impact, These quantities will be duplicated on a large-size ETIM,

which is part of the group display instrumentation described in

Section 5.3.5.

5,3.3-9
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5.3.3.7 Communication Module (CM) -

Although the voice intercommunicationfacilities located at the various

MOCRand support area console positions are not discussed in this sec-

tion, (Refer to Section 3.3.5.2) it should be pointed out that they can

be considered as a functional part of display/control instrumentation.

A large portion of the information on spacecraft and crew status and

performance will be. received via the space-ground voice links; cor-

respondingly, a large amount of the IMCC actions and responses which

are transmitted to the spacecraft will be transferred via the ground-

. Space voice links. Ina similar manner, the voice communication

system will receive information from and transmit commandsto the

remote elements of the GOSS.

The communication module will consist of a panel which containsthe ‘type

112-key subsets which are the terminal equipment for the IMCC inter-

communication system. All modales will be identical, but module

capability will be tailored to the requirements of the console in which

it is installed. As an example, capability to transmit over the ground-

space link may-be restricted or may require special clearance at certain

consoles.

5.3.3-10
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5.3.3.8 CommandInitiation Module (CIM)
 

The commandinitiation module (CIM) provides the means by which

a console operator directly initiates commands implemented by the

computer. Actuation of the CIM causes the computer to access a

specific command subroutine which controls the formatting, checking,

and transmission of the command. The hardware implementation of the

CIM may be similar to that recommended for the display request module

(DRM) described in:Section.4. 3.4.3, since the function to be performed

(Communication with the computer) is similar and the recommended

DRM instrumentation is very flexible and easy to operate.

Recommendations or commands which are implemented by the astron-

auts will be initiated by voice using the communication module (CM)

described in Section 5, 3.4.%. The CM will also be usedto initiate -

the release of complex commands containing numerical parameters.

Such parameters will be selected as a result of oral discussion between

the FDO and his support personnel using their CM's. Actual entry of

parameters into the computer will be performed by support area per-

sonnel using sophisticated on-line data entry devices such as message

composers. Such devices can display formats,and allow editing and

verifying command messages before entering them into the computer.

5.3.3.9 Status Monitoring Module (SMM)
 

The status monitoring module (SMM)is a panel containing computer-

actuated status lights and digital readouts. The captions must be

changeable to allow changes in mission goals. The operation of the

lights and readouts is determined by the computer subroutine which

controls them.

An example of the use of the SMM displays provided for flight dynamics

personnel is based upon the requirements detailed in Section 5.2.1.

Groups of digital readouts displaying status information could show:

a. Orbit capability - Titan/Gemini

b. Orbit capability - Atlas/Agena

5, 3, Sad]
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Rendezvous approach - distance between vehicleswc.

‘ds Rendezvousapproach - rate of approach

“le, ". Gamma (angle betweenmissile velocity vector and local
horizontal)

,£. Velocity ratio

‘g.. Predicted insertion altitude - Titan/Gemini (hecome cur-
, rent altitude Gemini after insertion)

h. Predicted insertion altitude - Atlas/Agena (becomes current
‘Agena altitude after insertion)

aie Gemini apogee

j.. Geminiperigee

k,:' Agena apogee

Ll. “Agena perigee

m. : Gemini orbit inclination angle

n.. Agena orbit inclination angle

Oo. Predictedimpact point - latitude

‘p. Predicted impact point - longitude

' Other status indication not part of the Event Sequence lhdicator.Modulée

(ESIM) consists of computer-controlled status lights. For flight dy-

namics personnel, status light groups maybe:

a. Hold countdown - Titan/Gemini launch

b. .-Hold countdown - Atlas/Agena launch

Cc. Titan guidance; go or no-go

d. Gemini orbit; go or no-go

'e, Atlas guidance; go or no-go

f, Agena orbit;.go or no-go

g. Gemini abort request

h. Astronaut ejected; No. 1

Astronaut ejected; No. 2

p
n
?

'j.  Agena/abort request

Certain status information will be of general interest to all MOCR

personnel. These quantities may be duplicated on a large-size status

monitoring module which is part of the group display instrumentation,

5. 3. S=12
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Numeric values which are required infrequently will be computer gener-

ated upon request and displayed usiig the television display modules

(TVDM's) described in Section 5. 3.4.1.

5.3.3-13
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5.3.4 The Support Area Display Subsystem
 

This section discusses the support areas which are associated with each

MOCR. These major support areas are designated as: (1) flight dynamics,

data monitoring and analysis, (2) spacecraft systems data raonitorihg ,

and analysis, and (3) biomedical and environment data monitoring and: |

analysis.

In general,these support areas will have the following responsibilities:

a. To respond to requests for special information made by
MOCR personnel; this information may be supplied wholly
from within the support area or with aid from devices outside
the area, such as data processors

b. To monitor such input data to the IMCC as is deemed necessary
and alert the MOCR personnel whenever potentially hazardous

or hazardous conditions are detected

c. To provide detailed analysis of problem situations at the
request of MOCR personnel

d. To supply detailed information on spacecraft systems and

trajectories, as the case may be, during contingency situa>

tions; an example might be the tracing of the source or

implication of a malfunction by means of'schematic diagrams.

Analysis presently in progress will detail the responsibilities

of each support area. For the purposes of this document, the

foregoing assumptions furnish the basis for the support area

equipment descriptions which follow.

5.3.4.1 Flight Dynamics Support Area
 

The primary function of this group will be to support the Flight Dynamics

Officer and his assistants. Information pertaining to abort plans, optimum

orbital trajectories and trajectory maneuvers, alternate or emergency

commands and predictive data, will be supplied by this support group.

Display equipments in the flight dynamics support area shall include

but not be limited to the following:

a. Television Display Modules, TVDMS&: willi permit the viewing

of displays generated by the computer. Five TVDMsare

postulated at present. Associated with the television dis-

plays will be digital to TV converters (three) and display

request modules such as those provided in the MOCRconsoles.
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These monitors may be arranged in consoles as in the
MOCR, rack mounted, or ceiling suspended; —

b. Plotters. Plotters will be required to provide hard copy
{and working copy) print-outs of problem solutions. These
plotting surfaces will also be driven by computer output
through D/A conversion.’ Examples of the type of plot
are trajectory prediction plots and plots of alternate
transfer maneuvers during rendezvous. Plotting surfaces
may be upright (vertical) or horizontal.

c. Digital Readouts. Readouts varying from three to eight digits
willbe required to display numerical quantities such as -
apogee, perigee; eccentricity; times (GMT, GET, next
maneuver, etc.); coordinates x, y, and z, both predicted

and actual; latitude; longitude; etc. These displays will be
driven by the computer and by the timing system,and will
be located strategically to afford maximum viewing.

d. Event and Status. Indicators will be required to inform the
support personnel of certain event and status information.
These lights will be paralleled with corresponding lights
in the MOCR and are required to inform support personnel
of mission progress.

e. Television High-Resolution Cameras. TV high-resolution
cameras will be used for communication with the MOCR
personnel. Two such cameras will be located in the Flight
Dyn%mics support area, arragge@ in.such a way.that werkma-
tepimitoelate and charts).may be wiesapdieby the camera under

proper lighting conditions. The outputs of these cameras
will be available to the MOCR distribution matrix and will
be readily accessible.

 

   

f. Alpha-Numeric Printers. Alpha-~numeric printers will be
required as an output device directly associated with the
computing facility. It is envisioned that some problems
that might occur will require computer solution.

 

g. Data Entry. Since itis likely that not all contingencies can
be planned for, a means of computer entry and exit will be
provided. An electronic typewriter, tape punch, or soph-
isticated message composerto facilitate machine entry might
be used. Such devices would be used by: support personnel
to solve the problem while the MOCR personnel remain~
free to monitor developments.

5,3. 452 Spacecraft Systems Support Area.
 

The function of the support group is to aid the Spacecraft Systems Officer

and his assistants in their decision-making processes. Information

pertaining to the operational systems of both the Atlas/Agena and the

Titan/Gemini shall be provided to the SSO by this group.

5.3.4-2
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The display equipments that are envisioned for this area are:

PHILCO

a. Television Display Modules. TVDMs5.; will provide for the

viewing of computer~-generated trend information and telemetry

summary displays. Associated with five TVDMss will be three
digital-to-TV converters and a Display Request Module (DRM).
An example of a display that might be viewed would be a pre-
dictive trend of oxygen expenditure, -fuel’ expenditure, or

other expendables. Computer-aided calculations would deter-

mine a rate of expenditure from telemetered data and apply
this rate in constructing a display to show future expenditure

against time. Television monitors may be console~mounted,

rack mounted, or ceiling suspended units.

 

Plotters. Plotters will be required to provide hard copy of

plots and trends. Previous remarks madein the Flight

Dynamics Section concerning plotters apply. The type of

plot would be similar to that presented by the TVDMs,, but

in hard copy form. Such hard copies provide working

material which may be interpreted for the Spacecraft Systems

Status Monitor by support personnel.

Chart Recorders. Chart recorders will be used to provide

historical records and hard copy of telemetered parameters.

Certain parameters will be monitored and interpreted con-

tinuously,and chart recorders are a convenient and inexpensive

method of providing hard copy records. The recorders may

be arranged in rack mounts with multiple channels displaying

several parameters simultaneously.

Meters. Meter panels will be required to allow monitoring of

telemetered data in near realtime. In the main, the metered

parameters will be the same as those recorded on strip charts.

The displaying of these quantities on meters, with simultaneous. ~

recording, permits rapid interpretation of the telemetered data

from familiar meter displays.

Event and Status. Indicator lights will be required to inform

the support personnel of certain event and status information.

These lights will be paralleled with corresponding lights in the

MOCRand are required to inform support personnel of mission

progress.

High-Resolution Cameras. High-resolution cameras will be
 

required for communication with the MOCR personnel. Two

such cameras will be located in the spacecraft systems. quayeew-
port area, arrariged. such that work matésia}{plots and charts)

may be viewed by the camera under proper lighting conditions.

The outputs of these cameras will be available to the MOCR

distribution matrix and will be readily accessible.

Alpha-Numeric Printers. Alpha-numeric printers will be

required as an output device directly associated with the

computing facility. It is envisioned that some problemsthat

occur will require computer solution.
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h. Data Entry. Since it is possible that not all contingencies can
be planned for, a means of computer entry and exit will be-
provided, An electronic typewriter, tape punch, or sophis-
ticated message composer to facilitate machine entry might
be used. Such devices would be used by support personnel
to solve the problem while the mission controllers remain
free to monitor developments.

5.3.4.3 Biomedical and Environmental Data Monitoring and Analysis
Support Area.
 

This support group is responsible for aiding the Biomedical and Environ-

ment Monitor in his decision processes. Information pertaining to the

well-being of the crew (medical parameters) and crew environment:

(capsule systems) shall be furnished by this group.

The display equipments required in this support area are:

a. Television Display Modules. TVDMS&. will permit viewing
of medical and system trend displays,.as required. Associated
with the five monitors will be three digital to TV converters
and a Display Request Module (DRM). It is envisioned that
this capability will be used to predict future performance
based on present and historical data. The TVDMs; may be
arranged in consoles, rack mounted, or as ceiling sus-

pended units.

 

b. Plotters. Plotters may be required for producing hard copy
of computer-generated predictive displays. Plotting surfaces
may be upright or horizontal. Associated with the plotters
will be digital to analog conversion equipment.

c. Strip Chart Recorders. Strip-chart recorders will be required
to provide hard copy of the telemetered biomedical and environ-
mental parameters. It is expected that these shall be used as
interpretive copy in the event of contingencies. These record-
ers may be arranged in rack mounts with multiple channels
displaying several parameters simultaneously.

 

d. Meters. Meter panels will be required to allow monitoring in
near real time of telemetered data. In general, metered
parameters will be the same as those recorded on strip
charts. The displaying of these quantities on meters, with
simultaneous recording, permits rapid interpretation of the
telemetered data from familiar meter displays.

e. Event.and Status. Indicator lights will be required to inform
the support personnel of certain event and status information.
These lights will be paralleled with corresponding lights
in the MOCR and are required to inform support personnel
of mission progress.

5.3.44
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f. High-Resolution Cameras. High-resolution cameras will be

used for communication with the MOCR personnel. Two such

cameras will be located in the Biomedical area, arranged in

such a way that work material (plots and charts) may be

viewed by the cameraunder proper lighting conditions. The

outputs of these cameras will be available to the MOCRdis-=

tribution matrix and will be readily accessible.
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5.3.5 Group Display Subsystem
 

5.3.5.1 General

Five large scale display surfaces'are proposed for each MOCR. These

group displays are recommended for the presentation of information on

mission status and system status in real, near real, and future time.

Four of the displays will be implemented by using projection techniques.

One display, GOSS status, seems to lend itself more readily to a fixed,

non-projection technique. By using projection devicesfor the majority

of the group displays, it will be possible to maintain the required

flexibility. In addition to flexibility,. programmability is most easily

realized with projection devices. A survey of available group display

- equipment for projection techniques is provided in Appendix 5A. Place-

ment and configuration of the display surfaces is discussed in Sec-...

. tion 5, 3. 6.

 

5.3.5.2 Summary Mission Status Display

Generation of a meaningful summary display for rendezvous and lunar

missions presents a formidable problem. Ideally, a space-coordinate

display should be provided. Any display of space coordinates implies

a third dimension. None of the available techniques for presenting

simultaneous X, y, and z coordinate information on a two-dimensional

display surface appears satisfactory for use in the MOCR summary

mission status display.

The proposed solution would consist of a precision, two-dimensional,

compoSite display which can be programmedto provide either a single

two-dimensional display utilizing the full 2 to 1 aspect ratio of the

center screen or two separate two-dimensional displays side-by-side

having 1 to 1 aspect ratios. One application of the 2 to 1 aspect ratio

full screen display would be presentation of a map reference projection

of the earth with the sub-satellite track of both spacecraft in real time.

This display would be similar in appearance to the central mechanical

display in the Mercury Control Center. At the option of flight control

5.3.5-1
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personnel, predicted impact points for any given-timeof retrofire could

be displayed. The ability to switch the display into two 1 to 1 aspect

ratio displays would be used to show spacecraft positions in other co-

ordinate systems. Any two-dimensional combination of coordinates could

be utilized on one display while a second set of coordinates would be

presented on the adjacent display. Synchronized event markers would

appear on both displays. Interpolation between the dual two-dimension-

al presentations will allow observers to extract three-dimensional data

in real time based upon computer outputs.

For the Gemini missions, it is visualized that overall mission progress

and status would be presented in a two-to-one aspect ratio. This display

would typically show, as background, a world map in full color. Super-

imposed on the map would be the current tracks or paths of both the

Gemini and Agena vehicles. Shown on each track, probably at the ex-

treme left, would be a vehicle identifier and orbit number. The track

would proceed across the screen in as near real time as is possible,

that is, the leading edge of the track would represent present position

as closely as can be depicted within a nominal deviation. Ahead of the

track,a light spot will indicate impact point if an abort occurred at that

particular instant. Events such as impulse applied, rendezvous com-

plete, disconnect, reentry initiated, etc., can be marked with unique

symbols either on the tracks or adjacent to them. These marks shall

remain on the display for the duration of that track. (An event symbol

legend shall appear on the world map projection.)

The devices necessary to accomplish the above would typically be (1)

a background projector to project the world map color slide, (2) two

Kollsman Instrument Corporation projector systems to draw the vehicle

tracks and (3) a number of servo~-driven light spot projectors with sym-

bol masks. (The inherent flexibility of this combination of computer-

driven display equipment will make it easily adaptable to Apollo dis-

play formats. For Apollo missions, the reference slide projector

would present full color outline or earth maps in different scales,

earth-to-moon reference backgrounds or lunar maps.) The computer-

driven, servo-~controlled light spot projectors would show dynamic

5.3.5-2
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non-permanent data such as current spacecraft position and predicted

landing area.if the mission were aborted. The light spot from each

projector is shaped by a slide to represent the subject. The computer-

driven Kollsman displays would be used for dynamic permanent data

such as trajectories and tracks, event notations, and mission history.

These devices consist of servo-controlled scribers which scratch clear

lines on opaque slides while the slides are being projected. An eight-

position, remotely-controllable color wheel in the light beam of each

projector allows choice of color for the resultant bright-line displays.

The slides are scribed on portions of a glass disc which may be rotated

to display a new subject. The glass disc in each panfection has the capa-

bility of holding 20 different subjects (20 disc positions). Manual changing

of discs is used when more subjects are required. Thus, the summary

Mission Status Display will be a dynamic, full-color display adaptable

for both Gemini and Apollo formats.

5.3.5.3 GOSS Status Display
 

This is a fixed non-projection display based on a technique used for the

Defense Communication Control Center. The display will show all re-

mote sites, launch and recovery control centers, and the interconnect-

ing communication channels on a world map. Light piping and light

matrix techniques can best be employed to show the status and readiness

of the various facilities. The display could be actuated manually, or

driven directly from site status reports received via the Communication

System.

The display is made up of several simple devices. The display area is

a lagge translucent panel upon which an outline map of the world appears.

Behind the panel at each GOSS network station, a group of computer-

controlled colored lamps or small projection digital readout can be

mounted. Operation of these lights and readouts will be visible through

the translucent screen to show the current status of each station.

Plastic light pipes, easily bent to required shapes will also be mounted

behind the panel to indicate status of the communication links between

stations. Color coding willindicate the degree ofavailability of each link.
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This implementation allows neat, inexpensive changes as GOSS network

stations or communication” facilities evolve. Information:conveyed will

be:

a. Communication Routing: The communication routes will be

depicted with indications as to type (hi-speed, lo-speed,
TTY, Radio, etc.) and the status line shown.

b, Station Status: An indication of the station status (standby,
operative or non-operative) shall be given.

 

c. Vehicle Contact: An indication shall be given for each
station to show whenthat station is in contact with the

vehicle. This indication will distinguish between contacts
with Gemini or Agena.

d. Station Equipment Status: An indication shall be given of
the status of major equipments of each station.
 

5.3.5.4 Television Projection Displays
 

The display system concept described in Section 5.3.2 uses ultra-

stable, high resolution television to distribute much of the data in

the IMCC, Computer-generated graphs, tables, and text; support area

generated drawings, slides, and scenes; and actual pictures of the

launch area and,in later missions, spacecraft television will be avail-

able via the television distribution system.

Data of general interest, such as vehicle launches, scenes, and

telemetry tabulations will be shown on a 3 to 4 aspect ratio screen

using television projection. For operational use during a mission,

any video information available in the MOCR may be presented on the

large screen. Thus, in addition to providing displays of general

interest, projection television will be valuable in supplementing con-

sole displays of interest to a particular group such as biomedical and

environmental, vehicle systems, or flight dynamics. The wide variety

and amount of use intended for projection television will be enhanced

by provision of two separate large screen TV displays.

| Currently available hardware includes the General Electric "Light Valve"

and the Theater Network Television 'Eidophor". The Eidophor is

superior in image quality control and light output. In either version,

a vacuum pump exhausts a chamber containing an electron gun and an
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oil-covered surface. The device is operated like a cathode-ray tube

with the electron beam deflected and intensity controlled in the normal

television manner. Theelectrons strike the oil film, charging it.

Electrostatic attraction deforms the oil.film, proportionally. The oil

film is in the projection light path. If no deformations exist in the oil

film, a grid of slits and barsprevents light from reaching the display

screen. Where deformations of the oil film exist, the oil refracts the

light past the pattern of bars into the slits where it can reach the screen.

The oil film deformations quickly disappear so that the next frame may

be generated at standard television frame rates to prevent flicker.

5.3.5.5 Optical Plotting Projection Display
 

The fifth display surface, provided in the Mission Operations Control

Rooms will be served by an optical plotting projector system identical

to that described for the central summary Mission Status Display in

Section 5.3.5.2. It may be utilized as a launch display. It may also

perform functions similar to those provided by the plotting boards in

the Mercury Control Center. During the mission, it can be employed

to display trends by showing a variety of function plots and to back up

the Summary Mission Status Display.

5.3.5.6 Heormmendatdes to Limit Types of == Display Projection
Equipment
 

For ease of maintenance and flexibility of use, it is recommendedthat

the numberof different types of MOCR projectiondisplay equipment

be limited, The Summary Mission Status Display, Optical Plotting

Projection Display, and Television Projection Displays described in

the preceding paragraphs, represent two different requirements and

will be implemented by two types of equipment. This also provides

redundancy for reliability, since each display provides backup for the

other set of identical instruments, and inputs can easily be switched

between them.
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5.3.5.7 Time and Status Group Displays
 

In Section 5.3.4, a detailed discussion of Event Sequence Indicator

Modules, and Status Monitoring Modules for consolesis given. Many

of the sequence light, elapsed time, times-to-go, and status light dis-

plays representing overall mission will be of sufficient general interest

to merit their duplication in large form as group displays.

The devices used for group display will actually be physically larger

versions of the digital readouts and lights used on the display consoles.

These devices,together with appropriate identifying signs,will be located

above the MOCRprojection display screens.

5.3.5-6
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5.3.6. Mission Operations Control Room ~. Design Considerations

5.3.6.1 General Design Objectives
 

The Mission Operations Control Room (MOCR) will house the moni-

toring and Control personnel and the equipment necessary to establish

a working man-machine relationship. Specification of personnel

responsibilities in the MOCR, specification of the interface equipment,

and specification of room configuration and facilities must be care-

fully done to ensure meeting mission control requirements.

a.

PHILCO

MOCR Manning. The determination of the identity and

number of personnel in the MOCR during a mission is based

upon consideration of the operations to be performed. A

specific manning concept for both Gemini and Apollo mis sions

is described in WDL Report TR114-2 and reiterated in

Section 5.3.6.2. —

MOCR Man-Machine Interface Equipment. It is the objec- |
 

tive of the MOCR design to specify equipment which makes *

the desired data reliably and rapidly available ina form

which aids understanding by monitoring and control per-

sonnel. Sections 5.1, 5.2, and earlier portions of this

section describe visual display equipment which satisfies

these objectives, is compatible with data entry and data

processing techniques, and is flexible enough to accommodate

changes in MOCR manning and mission goals. In the MOCR

these visual displays are of two types: physically large

displays intended for simultaneous viewing by a group, or

physically small displays mounted on consoles for viewing

by one or two people. The objective is to specify an equip-

ment mix which makes best use of the following advan-

tages of each type:

1. Group display properties advantageous in the MOCR:

(a) Where information requirements ofa number of

viewers are similar or identical, a group display

can reduce the total amount of equipment in the

system compared to providing multiple individual

displays.

(b) A working group can coordinate efforts and com-~-

municate more effectively since it is assured that

each is seeing exactly the same display.

(c) The group display provides a feeling of continued

participation for temporarily idle console opera=~

tors and visitors, avoiding a feeling of isolation.
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2. Console display properties advantageous in the MOCR:

(a) Information may be displayed which exactly fits
the task requirements of the console operator
rather than a composite display-not optimized for
everyone.

(b) Displays can be changed at will to gain access to
different information without interrupting others.

(c) The deployment of personnel and equipment has
more flexibility than for group displays.

Section 3 describes the aural communication equipment
which utilizes communication modules (CM's) based on
1li2-key subsets, This is not consistent with the present
state-of-the-art which:makes it necessary to convert
computer-generated data to visual outputs only.

Inputs from man to machine are still limited to physical
movements of analog position devices and digital keys or
switches. Section 5.2.2 details some of these control
techniques. Presently, no requirement for ''group con-
trols'' is foreseen. This means that all controls will be
on consoles and will be operated by individuals working
independently.

From this brief summary of the man-machine interface
equipment, it can be seen that the choice of equipment
mix has the following effects upon MOCR design:

1. The designer has latitude in placing equipment not
connected with group displays. The objective will
be to place as much equipment as possible outside the
MOCR. The arrangement of the console-mounted
equipment inside the MOCRis limited only by human
engineering considerations.

2. The group display equipment choice limits the place-
ment of men and their consoles, no matter which

type of equipment is chosen. This is the result of
the two-dimensional nature of these displays.

3. Equipment which seriously deteriorates man's working
environment by the generation of excessive noise,
fumes, heat, etc. must not be placed inside the MOCR.

MOCR Room Configuration and Facilities. In addition to: —.
merely providing space for personnel and equipment, the
room must fulfill other important requirements:

 

1. It must provide a comfortable working environmentfor
the monitoring and control personnel. This includes
temperature and humidity control, proper lighting,
easy access to an operator by his support personnel
without interfering with other operators, easy access
by operators to service areas such as washrooms and
drinking fountains, and an esthetically-pleasing room
appearance.

5.3. 6-2
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2. It must provide a similarly comfortable environment
for observers and visitors. For this reason, atten-
tion directed toward providing a pleasing appearance
is considered necessary.

Specific room configuration and facility designs are discussed
in Section 5.3.6.3.

5.3.6.2 MOCR Organization Structure
 

The manning concept for the MOCR has been developed from a considera~

tion of the functions to be performed during the various phases of

Gemini and Apollo missions. The concept is based upon the detailed

flow of information required during these phases and on design consid-

erations for processing such information. Recommendedcriteria for

deciding operating assignments inside the MOCRare:

a. All activities for the various phases of a mission which re-
quire direction of final decisions should be directed by a
person located in the MOCR. Thus, the Flight Director
and all personnel reporting directly to him will be located
in the MOCR. This will also insure that, during an oper-
ation, the Flight Director does not normally. have to deal
with individuals in remote areas, but can directly query per-
sonnel in the MOCR. Staff area activities or functions
which directly support personnel in the MOCRare to be
located in ''support areas" in close proximity to, but out-
side of, the MOCR.

b. Activities which require knowledge of the entire mission or
the current status of the mission to interpret information
concerning spacecraft location, spacecraft systems, and

mission events will be directed by an individual in the MOCR.
For example, the individual who normally has a responsi-
bility to talk to the astronauts must be located in the MOCR.

c. Activities which require closely-interrelated action by
more than one individual for control of major events will

make it desirable to locate these personnel together in the

MOCR. Theresultant direct communication allows opera-~

tors performing functions which require the close attention

of many to make quicker and more accurate interpretations

of the situation than would be possible if communication

was more difficult.

Support areas outside the MOCR will be connected> to> each other’.2”

and to the MOCRby voice and video links to maintain the close communi-~

cation required between these areas.

5.3. 6-3
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Based upon evaluation of the missions to be performed, a tentative -

staffing of the MOCR has been developed.

mission, the:personnel at console positions in the MOCR, will be:

ao
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na
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e

o
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xp.

Operations Director

Network Commander

Recovery Commander (located adjacent to MOCR)

Flight Director

Assistant Flight Director

Operations and Procedures Officer

Network Status Monitor

Spacecraft Systems Officer

Spacecraft Systems Status Advisor: Agena

Spacecraft Systems Status Advisor: Gemini

Spacecraft Communicator

Flight Test Assistant

Biomedical and Environment Monitor (Flight Surgeon)

Flight Dynamics Officer

Assistant Flight Dynamics Officer for Titan/Gemini

Assistant Flight Dynamics Officer for Atlas/Agena

A discussion of the functions and organizational responsibilities of

these men is given in the "Gemini Rendezvous Information Flow Plan, "

WDL-TR-E114-2, 9 July 1962. Suggested assignments to specific

consoles are shown in Section 5. 3. 6. 3.

Based upon a separate evaluation of the missions to be performed, a

tentative staffing of the MOCR has also been developed for Apollo

earth and lunar missions.

ing those missions, will be:

PHILCO

~
?

rh
0

&
A

Operations Director

Network Commander

Recovery Commander (located adjacent to MOCR)

Flight Director |

Assistant Flight Director

Operations and Procedures Officer

5.3. 6-4
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Network Status Monitor

Spacecraft Systems Officer

Spacecraft Systems Status Advisor: Command and Service
Modules

Spacecraft Systems Status Advisor: Lunar Excursion Module

Spacecraft Communicator

Flight Test Assistant

Biomedical and Environment Monitor (Flight Surgeon)

Flight Dynamics Officer

Assistant Flight Dynamics Officer for Command and Service
Modules .

Assistant Flight Dynamics Officer for Lunar Excursion
Module

A discussion of the functions and organizational responsibilities of

these individuals will be given in the ''Apollo Information Flow Plan, "

WDL TR-Ela2i.

From the standpoint of the MOCR room designer, these personnel

assignments are identical since they each have the same numberof

console operators using the same consoles and group displays. (The

display system: has the capability to adapt easily to the changes in

mission.)

PHILCO
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5.3.6.3 MOCR Arrangement
 

Section 5.3.6.1, on general design objectives, lists several factors

which influence MOCR physical configuration. The effects of these

factors upon room arrangment are interrelated, and in many cases

requirements conflict. Thus, the final arrangement must be a com-

promise. Many arrangements have been suggested and evaluated.

Only the three, which appear to adequately satisfy requirements, are

shown and described in this section.

PHILCO

Similarities in Recommended Room Arrangements. Al-
 

though recommended room arrangements differ in several
respects, they have very much in common:

L. Air Conditioning, Heating, and Ventilation. Air con-
ditioning, heating, and ventilating will provide an
environment continuously suited to human comfort.
Adequate air conditioning must also be provided for
electronic equipment.

Lighting. One of the conflicts is that operators must
have enough light to work at their consoles and move
around, yet they must clearly see their displays. It

is not considered desirable to have a darkened MOCR
with individual illumination for each console. Itis
recommended that sufficient lights be provided to
establish a general illumination level of 25 foot-candles
measured 30 inches above the floor in console areas,
Partially directional fixture arrangements, dark floor
covering, and dark backs on consoles may be desirable
to reduce room ambient light falling on the large screen
displays to 5 foot-candles or less. The recommended
large screen display equipment will produce very good
contrast under these conditions.

Access and Foot Traffic, Support and service areas
are located immediately adjacent to the MOCR. Con-
soles are arranged so that a minimum of 4! ~ 6" is
provided for an operator's chair and walking space
behind each console. The arrangements are such that
it is not necessary to walk behind more than one operator
to gain access to any console position.

Cable Ducts and Conducts. Cables and interconnections
between equipments will be run under raised modular
floors.

Observers and Visitors. Comfortable seating with an
adequate view of large displays and console operators
is provided at the rear of the MOCR in a glassed-in room.

5.3. 6-6
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Separate rooms are provided at the rear for observers
controlling simulation exercises and the distribution
of mission information to the public. In the illustra-
tions’ that: follow, the location of the simulation control
area differs from that in TR-E112-2 and is shown
here as an alternate, improved location.

6. Several Floor Levels. To prevent any obstruction of an
operator's view of the large screen displays, the floor
levels are designed so that consoles at the front of the
viewing area are lower than those at the rear. This
technique is extended into the observer and visitor areas.

7. Total Physical Space. The total floor area and ceiling
height devoted to display equipment space, projection
Space, support area space, main MOCR operating
area, visitor space, and observer Space is the same
for all arrangements and is adequate for expansion.

b. Differences in Recommended Room Arrangements. The
different arrangements are the result of consideration of
the following two questions relating to the large screen
displays:

 

1. Is it necessary that every operator in the MOCR,
every observer, and every visitor have a good viewing
position for all group displays?

2. Will the saving in group display projection space per-
mitted by front projection justify the reduction in dis-
play contrast compared to rear projection?

Figure 5, 2) 6.3“1 shows a room arrangement with each consoleTabeled

to show which7sits at that console during a Gemini mission.

The large screen techniques utilize rear projection for four of the

screens. (The fifth large screenis nota projection display.) A care-

ful analysis of viewing angles, light output from projectors, bend

angles, and available screen materials has led to console positioning

which allows every console operator, observer, and visitor a clear

view of all screens without a "hot spot'' on some screens and does not

require a viewer to turn his body to see the displays. Space is pro-

vided for the addition of moreconsoles if future needs dictate. The

entire free span area in the room is utilized for display with a com-

bined display screen width of 60 feet. A large visitor area (seating

for 75 plus additional space) is provided. The visitor area is arranged

so that each visitor has a clear view of MOCR operations, yet the

visitors are physically separated from operating personnel by a glass

5.3.6-7
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partition. Halls oneach side-allow direct access to operating positions.
Straight line console layouts allow use of common cable troughs below
the raised floor to ease cable servicing and installation.

Figure 5, 3.6.32 shows another rear projection arrangement. It illus-
trates that if some of the large screen displays are outside the scope of
interest of some operators, they may be behind or beyond the best
viewing angles for those special consoles. Thus, most of the vacant
space of Figure 5. 3.6.3-1 is usable if the mission grows to require

consoles of this type, or if it becomes desirable to bring additional
support area personnel into the MOCR.

Figure 5.3.6.3-3 shows a front projection layout. Instead ofsharing

the space forthe projector light beams with the projection equipment,

the space for the light beams is shared by the MOCR main operations

room, This increases available floor space somewhat since the pro-

jection rooms can be smaller and it allows WIOED of the area immediately

adjacent to the MOCRto house support functions, It also introduces

problems. The higher reflectivity of front projection screens will

reduce display contrast by at least a factor of four to one compared to

rear projection, A minor problém is that cigarette smokewill become

visible in the projector.beams.

From an esthetic point'ef view, it ig considered desirable to eliminate

any effect which would draw the attention of the observer to mechanisms

involved in group display generation. Thus, the appearance of a display

''wall'' showing a group of images is desirable. It is further desirable

that a display surface present a neutral dark appearance when not in use.

These considerations, in addition to technical reasons, have led to the

recommendation of rear-screen projection techniques.

There are many possible variations of MOCR arrangement. Facility

design criteria have provided adequate space for most reasonable de-

Signs. In addition to the arrangements selected for inclusion in this

report, others will no doubt evolve as analysis progresses. The decision

as to which will be recommended prior to the final report will be a

difficult one, since in many cases, there will not be an identifable-

5.3.6-11
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"wrong" or "right" solution in an engineering sense. Instead, the

solution of the preblem will lie in the proper weighting of the relative

advantage and disadvantage of the largest number of reasonable

approaches. An analytical method which has been initiated to compare

the various facets of each system to arrive at a proper solution is

described below:

a. List all parameters which affect the selection of the proper
system. Examples of such parameters in our particular
problem are: image quality, proximity of support areas,
relative cost esthetic appearance, and others.

b. Weigh or grade the parameters according to their relative
importance in achieving the best solution. Thus in these
cases, the image quality might be twice as important as
the proximity of the support areas.

c. Rank the competitive systems in each category, giving
the best systems the greater number of points.

Thus, in the case of image quality where rear projection
is probably better (for a given set of conditions), rear
projection would score 2 and front projection.]. Where
systems are equal, score each 1-1/2.

d. Multiply the rankings by the weighting factor in each category.

e. Total the products obtained in step d for each system, The
system with the greater total is considered the better one.

There are two problemsin applying the above method to achieve a pro-

per solution. These are:

a. ‘The exclusion of parameters which affect the problem sol-
ution or the inclusion of parameters which do not.

b. The possibility of bias appearing on the selection of pro-

per weighting factors.

“The first problem will be circumvented by having several experts

independently draw up parameter lists and then, as a group, decide

upon the final list to be used. This method will ensure that the majority

of parameters is included, and group discussion of individual lists

would eliminate extraneous items. The second problem is more dif+

ficult to solve than the first; however, here again the use of several

independently developed lists and weighting factors would serve:as a

guide to relative importance, and group discussion by experts should

5.3, 6+17
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generate a realistic set of weighting factors. Another way of solving

the problem would be to perform many iterations, ©2ch using a dif-

ferent set of reasonable weighting factors since it might turn out that

no matter how the parameters are stacked (again, within reason), one

design will be superior.

5.3. 6-18
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| APPENDIX 5A
CONSIDERATIONS OF AVAILABLE DISPLAY HARDWARE

- This appendix contains a detailed listing of the characteristics of

display hardware which will be available during the IMCC construction

period (1963) and which may be driven by a digital computer. For con-

venience of application, the equipment is first broken into two general

types: console display equipment and large group display equipment.

Although these two categories are sufficient to describe IMCC display

hardware, a third category has been set up for ''three-dimensional!"'

displays to allow a more concise discussion of the unique problems of

such displays. Each of the three classes of display hardware is dis-

cussed as follows:

5A.1 CONSOLE DISPLAY EQUIPMENT

The devices available to display data on consoles are of seven types

(arranged in order of increasing complexity):

a. Lights and lighted signs

b. Meters and clocks

c. Individual character displays

d. Plotters, pointers, and chart recorders

Printers and typewriters

f. Cathode ray tubes

g. Complete display image=projection systems.

5A.1.1 Lights and Lighted Signs
 

Because of the simplicity of this type of device, hundreds of varieties

exist. It is beyond the scope of this documentto list all manufacturers

and types. For the IMCC console displays, displays of this type will

be used. Selection will be made on the basis of reliability, maintain-

. ability, appearance, and cost.

' 5A.1-1
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5A.1.2 Meters andClocks

These devices are also very simple to manufacture with hundredsof

models available. Again, a detailed listing of all types will not be made.

Considerations for selecting a meter include:

Mechanical accuracy of reading

Visual accuracy of reading (mirrored scale prevents parallax)

Flexibility (ease of changing scale markings)

p
e

P
P

Provisions to remember and display maximum and minimum
readings

e. Panel space required.

 

5A.1.3 Individual Character Displays

The increasing need for accurate display of digital data has led to the

development of dozens of devices generally classed as single character

"digital readouts.'' These may be used alone or in arrays to show num-

bers and alphanumeric text. The basic design is a box which takes

digital electrical signals in one face to control the generation of a

single symbol or character on the opposite face. To judge such devices,

they may be compared with the following description of an "ideal" digi-

tal readout:

a. Decoding. The signal levels on 'n'" binary input lines should
_control the selection of one out of 2" possible symbolsfor -
display.

b. Storage. After the input signals have been applied, it should
be possible to remove them without destroying the display of
the selected character.

c. Display. The displayed character should be shaped for easy
recognition from any viewing angle under any ambient light
condition:. ranging from bright sunlight to total darkness.

d. Response Time. The time to change to the display of a
different symbol after the input is applied should be compar-
able to the time required by the system to change the input.

e. Module Size. The module box should have a height only
slightly higher than the displayed character height, a width
only slightly greater than the displayed character width,
and have almost no depth.

f. Power. The readout should consume a minimum of power
while the displayed character is being changed and consume
no power while merely storing and displaying.

5A.1-2
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Of course, the modules should be inexpensive. None of the modules

existing today have all the features at the same time. Many devices

disregard the basic functions of decoding and storage to allow an apparent

low module price. However, when the necessary external decoding and

storage is provided, the actual cost per module is usually several times

the apparent cost. Thus, regardless of the widely varying module prices

quoted, the complete hardware cost of a single-~character digital readout

having decoding and storage is close to $100;-regardiess’ oftirmplementa-

tion gr manufacturer.

A representative cross~section of available digital readouts has been

classified according to display techniques:

a. Ambient Light Devices. Such devices use reflected room
ambient light to display the character. Such devices best
satisfy applications requiring easy readability over a wide
range of lighting conditions. Table 5A.1.3-1 compares these
units.

 

b. Projection Devices. The end of these units contains a small
rear-projection screen upon which a single character (or
word) is projected. Some position movable stencils between
the screen and the lamp, while others contain a set of fixed
stencils or slides,each with its own lamp. Table 5A.1.3-2
compares these units.

c. Edge-Lighted Devices. This mechanization uses a stack of
transparent plates, each of which can be individually edge
lighted. Each plate has its character engraved or etched to
throw light forward when the associated edge light is on.
Table 5A.1.3-3 compares these units.

 

d. Lighted Segment Devices. These devices contain a fixed
array of lightable segments which may be turned on in various
combinations to form approximations to various characters.
Table 5A.1.3-4 compares these units.

 

e. Glow-Tube Devices. This category includes a variety of
miscellaneous glow-tube techniques including selectable
character~-shaped filaments in a glow tube, stroboscopically=
illuminated moving character drums or belts, and neons
directly viewed through stencil cut-outs. Table 5A.1.3-5
compares these units.

5A.1-3
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. Maximum
Manufacturer's Character Module Size Input Power Change Number of

Manufacturer Designation Principle of Operation Height W H L Required Required Cycle Time Characters Life Remarks

7 electromagnetically
Allard Instrument] type 201, 202 |driven segments can each 1-1/2" 1-7/16 1-15/16} 1-3/4 7 lines 10 coer

Corporat ion change from black to white (one per segment)}- 0.4 watts

14 electromagnet ically aal Ok sees
Type 203, 204 |driven segments can each git 2-11/16]3-9/16 }2-13/32 14 lines 64

change from black to white (one per segment)

Litton Systems, Deci-Line Motor-driven tape advances 1/4" 3 5/8 8 4 lines
Inc to show character (5 Characters) (coded) cece 0.33 sec. 10 coer

Patwin Character Drum Rotated by 5/8" 23/32 2-1/2 2-1/2 10 lines 107
(Magnaline) Model 36A10 electromagnets, held by (one per character) 1 watt 0.55 sec. 10 operations Gan. be: sean. in

permanent magnet almost any

Presin Co. ° EZ 10/0 Character Drum Rotated by 1/5” 2/5 1-1/2 3-4/5 pulse 2av d.c. 0.6 sec. 10 were Te
(Elmeg Daca) electromagnet s - indoors),

Character Drum Rotated by 4 lines 7 ie
Sigma 9 DEOL Cyclonome motor zt 1-7/8 1-5/8 5-3/8 (coded) 4 watts 0.5 sec 10 2x 10 changing :

plus pulse plus blank joperations

Type K 15/16" {1-4/9 1-8/10| 4-1/2: pulses otscee 0.8 sec
Teleregister haracter Drum Rotated b: 10 wate

are escapement ? 4 lines SOV at plus blank
Type 68 1/2" 1-1/16 1-1/16] 5-3/16 (coded) 0.4 amp 0.4 sec.

plus pulse

4 lines 10°
18 ° -

Union Switch o-- Motor-driven tape advances 3/8' 11/16 {1-5/8 5-1/8 (coded) 3 watts 3.0 sec. 10 operat ions

& Signal to show character 6 lines 10¢

see 9/32" 5/8 }1-3/4 11-1/4 (coded) 7 watts 4.0 sec. 64 operations
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PROJECTION DIGITAL READOUTS

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

3 Module Size Maximum
Manufacturer's Character - Input Power Change Number of

Manufacturer Designation Principle of Operation Height W H L Required Required |Cycle Time Characters Life Remarks

Short messages
Burroughs 10 bulbs each with a small can be substi-

Corporation LD - 11 lens to project a single 3/4" 1 1-3/8 3 10 lines 0.8 watts| instant 10 lamp tuted for indi-
character "slide" (one per bulb (20 in life vidual charac-

. other model) ters

Data Scope Light shines through 4 lines signal:

Corporation SRD - IL movable slotted plates 1-4/9" 1 3-1/8 2-1/2 (coded) 2.1 watts j0,033 sec. 10 o--- short depth
+ 2 bulbs

Light shines through 4
Genesys movable perforated plates 150 Ma, aq Compact direct

Corporation CPR - 16 positioned by 4 electro- 1-1/5" 1-1/2 2-1/2 2-4/5 4 lines 12V. + 0.1 sec. 16 lamp binary to
magnet s (coded) 6 W. bulb life decimal

Series 120000 12 bulbs each with a small 5/8" --- o-- mein Short messages

a lens to project a single 12 lines can be substi-
Series 10000 character "slide" ae 9/16 2-5/8 |5-11/16] (one per bulb) 1.8 watts} instant 12 lamp tuted for indt-

Industrial life vidual charac-

Electronics Series 80000 3-3/8" 3-3/10 5-3/10]5-11/16 ters

Engineers
Light shines through 4 signal: 16 -Power varies

Bina-View movable perforated plates 1-3/8" 1-4/5 3-1/4 6-3/4 4 line-pairs 0.16 wattqd 0.05 sec. |(40 or 64 ---- with choice of
positioned by 4 electro- (coded) pulse; in other coils and lamps,
magnets + pulse 2 watts + models has memory ©

bulb :

Light shines through elec- : 4 lines signal: 4 solenoids

Potter Instrument -- tromechanically positioned -1/2" 1 3-1/2 9 (coded) 2 watts +} 0.05 sec. 10 -o-- select proper

stencil vane bulb vane

Light shines through ‘

Servomechanisms, movable perforated plates 1/2" 1 1-3/16 4-1/2 6 lines pulses: 0.05 sec 64 woee Has memory

Incorporated TL - 2000 positioned by electro- : (coded) 2 watts +
magnets bulb

12 bulbs each with a small Short messages

Tasker Quik -C lens to project a single 5/8" 3/4 1-1/8 3-3/4 12 lines 1.8 watts] instant 12 lamp can be substi-

Instrument s Model 12-R character "slide" (one per bulb) life tuted for indi-            vidual charac-
ters  
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EDGE-LIGHTED DIGITAL READOUTS

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

   

~ Maximum
Manufacturer's Character Module ‘Size Input Power Change Number of

Manufacturer Designation Principle of Operation Height Ww H L Required Required Cycle Time} Characters Life Remarks

Cubic Corporation| o-- Edge-lighted -- --- --- oo- 10 lines 1.2 watts| 0.033 sec. 10 lamp
etched plastic plates (one per bulb) life

Miniature 1/2" 2 1-3/4 1-3/8 10° lines
Electro- Edge-lighted
Instrument s engraved Lucite plates (one: per, bulb) 1.2) watts! doscane. 10 re

Regular a" 2 2-7/8 1-3/8

Kin-Tel --- Edge-lighted -- --- --- --- 10 lines 1.2 watts} instant 10 lamp
etched plastic plates (one per bulb) life

Polaroid

Milman Edge-lighted ay 12 lines 1.2 watts| instant 12 ‘lamp ker=et
: e " £2 ao.Engineering Co. Model R-700 engraved Lucite plates 1 1 2 32 (one per bulb) life of Lactdaae

light

1" --- --- 1-1/2
Non-Linear Edge-lighted 12 lines 1.2 watts] instant 12 lamp
Systems --- engraved Lucite plates (one per bulb) life

2" --- --- 1-1/2             
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LIGHTED SEGMENT:DIGITAL READOUTS

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

                   

Maxinum
: ds

Manufacturer's Character Module. Size Input Power Change Number of

Manufacturer Designation Principle of Operation Height W H L Required Required Cycle Time} Characters Life Remarks

4 lines signal:

Beckman/Berkeley --- 7 lightable segments form 1-1/4" --- o> --- (4-2-2-1 code) - 20V 0.077 sec. 10 bulb Bright red

character + pulse pulse: life numerals

23V

Computer
signal:

Measurement s Model 160 A 5 x 8 matrix of neon bulbs 2-1/4"

|

2-1/16

|

2-11/16] 3-3/4 4 lines - 25V 0.1 sec. 10 neon Memory feature

Corporation
(coded) + 190V ac bulb available

Jat 20 Ma. life

scs - 101

|

7,Lishtable segments form

|

ysjy6"

|

1-1/8 [2-1/8

|

3-3/8 -a 10 neon
I. D. E. A.

e instant bulb Either neon or
or tungsten bulbs

ses - 401

|

16 Lightable segments for

|

y_3/qn

|

1-1/2 3 10 To) Lines 1.2 watts 36+

|

tungsten
character (one per bulb) :

bulb Life

Navigation . 4 lines J neon Counting option

Computer 1120 Series 5 x 7 matrix of neon bulbs 4" 3-3/4 5 3-1/2 (coded) 2.5 watts 10 sec 10 bulb available

Corporat ion or pulses life

- w - -

EL

=

300 7 lightable electro- A 1-1/8

|

1-5/8 3/4 7 lines 270V a.c. nearly 3000 Blue, green,

R, C, A. ELST luminescent ts 1-1/2 1-1/2 2 1 one per. segment) |at 0.5 Ma.}| instant 10 hours ellow, ory

ELST an 3 4 3/4 white

7 lightable segments form 30V at 150
Model 1401 1 1-7/16

|

2-1/8

|

4-1/4 pulse 0.005 sec. 10 . Neon

oeee ciarecees Maz ¢ lamp bulb Either neon or

16 lightable segments form 2 He 7 i . 16 lines ¢ “or tungsten bulbs

Model 2001 chavacter 2-3/16' 3-1/2 2-1/2 3-1/4 (one per segment) lamps instant 364+ tungsten ;

+ pulse bulb life

Nu - 150 9 lightable electro- 9 lines

Sylvania luminescent segments various sizes (one per segment) At nearly 10 3000

t
‘

(Panelescent) sian 4380 14 lightable electro- (no stock items) 14 Lines instant -~" hours

luminescent segments (one per segment)

— 1/2" 2 1-1/16 42 lines

secsitnite 14 lightable electro- ee (one per segment)
emtsacle luminescent ts per
(Rayescent) oo Thao e 9/40"

|

1-1/8 {1-1/2
RA 1-3/3"

|

1-1/2

1

2-1/8 14 lines

RA_2750 2-3/4"

|

2-3/8

|

3-7/16 a4 (one per segment) 260 A.C.

|

nearly aot ee

RA 4000 Zit 3-1/4 14-3/4 instant ours
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Table 5A. 1. 3-5

MISCELLANEOUS GLOW-TUBE DIGITAL READOUTS

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

  

Maximum
Manufacturer's Character Module Size Input Power Change Number of

Manufacturer Designation Principle of Operation Height Ww -H L Required Required Cycle Time Characters Life Remarks

10 vertically aligned neon 6 counts pulse,

Beckman/Berkeley --- bulbs each behind a stencil 1/4" 1-3/8 5-1/2 5-1/2 pulse -- 0.8 x 10 10 -- preset counting

of a different number sec. available

Baird Atomic GR 10G 10 shaped filaments in cold 10 lines 220V d.c. nearly variations

(Digitron) cathode glow tube 1-3/16"  |1-3/16 [3-1/2 1-3/16| (one per filament) at 9 Ma. instant ue ~ available

iniature (7009) ereeecsil 3/10 2/3" round i
Standard (6044A)}10 = filaments in cold [~3751 ui 1-3/8 10 lines 170V d.c. nearly Yo 5000 KE

Burroughs Corp. {Super (7153 cathode glow tube 4/5" 1-1/4" round 1-5/8 (one per filament) 0.4 watts} instant .

(Nixie) Jumbo (B 7011) 2-1/4" 13" round 3-3/4

Computer 10 vertically aligned neon -6 counts pulse,

Measurement s 100A, 110A bulbs each behind a stencil 1/4" 1-3/8 5-1/2 5-1/2 pulse 100V peak 0.8 x 10 10 -- preset counting
of a different number sec available

10 neon bulbs stroboscopi- combined data

Hazeltine Randid cally illuminate moving 1/4" 7-1/2 3-1/2 3-1/2 6 lines -- nearly 64 ae storage and

belt (10 simultaneous (coded) instant readout

characters)

Pulse neon stroboscopically

Kearfott illuminates drum revolving 4 lines

(Digistrobe) STO-170-B inside contrarotating 1/4" 1-5/8 7/8 8-1/4 (coded) 20 Ww 0.056 sec. 10 2000 hr. |6 digit model

slotted cylinder (5 simul- per character available
taneous characters)

National Union NUP 102 10 shaped filaments in cold 10 lines 150V dc. nearly
Electric cathode glow tube ‘ 1/2" 1-1/4" round 1-3/4 (one per filament) at 2 Ma. instant 10

Navigation 1123-26, Neon gas tube counting . ‘
Computer Corp. 1121-22 indicator 4-1/2" 3-3/4 5 -- pulse 2.5 W instant 10 counts             
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5A.1.4 Plotters, Pointers, and-Chart Recorders

Although chart recorders are usually classed as instruments rather

than displays, they can be excellent displays for showing a history of

analog or rapidly-sampled digital data as a function of time. If time

is not one of the variables, or if alphanumeric annotation is desired,

their usefulness is limited. Digital X-Y plotters are often used if time

is not one 6f the two variables, since the head can be moved in any

direction. Many such plotters also provide a print head containing a

limited selection of symbol shapes. The symbol may be changed under

digital control between marking points. This allows. time~shared plot-

ting of more than one variable or a quantized representation of a third

dimension for a single plot. Servo-controlled pointers in conjunction

with other displays are very useful in pointing out data remotely. A

variation of this by Telautograph and others uses “ pen which is slaved

to a remote source of data. As the pen at the remote source is used

to write, the writing is duplicated by the slave pens.

For the IMCC missions, such devices have adequate resolution and

response time to form usable displays. Because of the acoustical noise

level or, equipment size problems associated with such electromechanical

devices, their use will probably be confined to support area personnel.

The silent, electronic, multi-purpose displays envisioned for the Mission

Operations Control Room will perform the same functions (plotting) and

can be time shared for other types of format (test, pictorial, etc. ).

5A.1.5 Printers and Typewriters
 

Since the alphanumeric text format is so valuable for displays, over

one hundred devices have been made which mechanically print characters

chosen from a stored type font. As opposed to a digital plotter which

allows random positioning of a relatively few symbol types, printers and

typewriters have a larger selection of character types but usually are

restricted to a sequential advance in character positioning. For this

discussion, a device which prints one character at a time ina line is

a typewriter while a device which prints a line at a time is a printer.

5A.1-9
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With the exception of a Motorola unit which prints electrically on sensi-

tized paper and equipment using electrostatic printing from cathode-

ray tubes (described later), most printare andiypewriters produéé.- >

too much acoustical noise and require too much space for use in the

Mission Operations Control Room. They will find applications in the

support areas. With moderate difficulty,a printer or typewriter can

be programmed to arrange symbols to generate rough approximations

to pictures, graphs, and line drawings. This feature will not be used

at the IMCC_ since superior devices will be provided for producing such

formats.

5A.1.6 Cathode Ray Tubes

The extremely rapid response time and versatility of cathode~ray tubes

haveresulted’inwide use of these devices for displays. The discussion

of this important topic will be in three parts:

a. Characteristics of available cathode-ray tubes

b. Characteristics of available image generators for cathode-ray
tubes

c. Characteristics of available television systems.

Twenty-six different special cathode-ray tubes are compared by

Table 5A.1.6-1%. Since that table was prepared,other special tubes

have appeared. One type uses an array or matrix of fine wires pro-

truding through the glass face of the CRT. Wire spacings as close as

500 per inch can be obtained. Such tubes are used to conduct a charge

pattern to paper for high-speed, noiseless printing. The images are

developed by the electrostatic attraction of a colored toner to the paper.

The toner can be stabilized by heat or other means. Specific brand

names of such tubes are Printapix, Videograph, and Raytheon CK 1366-9.

 

*Table 5A.1.6-1is reproduced from an article by R. A, Barker, 'Tech-
niques of Dynamic Display, Part I: Cathode Ray Tubes, '' Control
Engineering, Vol. 7, No. 2, pp. 100-105, February 1960.
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TYPE OF DISPLAY

CHARACTER
GENERATION TUBES

Charactron

Compositron

a

Indicoder

BYelelecela)

DIRECT VIEW
STORAGE TUBES

RCA 6866

latron

Tonotron

Memotron

Dumont K1878

 

KEY FEATURES APPLICATIONS ADVANTAGES LIMITATIONS

Identification as well as display of information by this cathode ray tube which can present one or more numeric, alphabetic,
or alphanumeric characters at the same time. Generation can be by raster scan, Lissajous, or the shaped beam.

SUPPLIER

 

The tube has a 19-in. diagram screen and is used
for visual displays. The heart of the tube is the
beam-forming matrix; there are 64 characters ar-
ranged in an 8 by 8 format. Tube with 17-in. dia-
meter usable face costs about $1,600. (See
Figure A)

Can display alphanumeric symbols and analog data
concurrently. In most applications a display rate
of approximately 10,000 characters per sec is
used. Depend upon the system parameters, a
rate up to 20,000 characters per sec is attain-
able.

The choice of characters is essen-
tially unlimited. Only one character
is generated at a time. Hence, any
character may be positioned at any
point on the screen.

At speeds higher than 20,000
characters per sec component
limitations destroy the display
usefulness.

Stromberg-Carlson
Div. General Dynamics
(Similar tube made by
Machlett Laberatories).

 

Can display several thousand letters per sec. Characters are displayed In luminous form for
photographing. Output device in data processing
system.

Radio Corp. of America

 

Can present 12 characters (numerals zero through
nine, plus signal and minus sign). Displays are 1
in. high, discernable at a distance of 20ft.

Displays a limited number of characters, one
character at a time. Converts binary-coded digital
words directly into a visual numerical display.

Small size, rectangular face; can be
stacked in any desired pattern. Sev-
eral hundred tubes can be operated
In parallel by a common set of high
voltage power supplies. No Inter-
mediate amplifiers required.

Can present only 12 characters. Stromberg-Carlson
Div. General Dynamics

 

Combines shaped beam technique of charactron
tube and storage technique of Memotron (see
below). Character height Is Ye in. Writing speeds
are as ah as 25,000 characters per sec. Resolu-
tion Is 200 to 240 lines. (See Figure B)

Can display alphanumeric information at any loca-
tion on the tube face, retain it indefinitely and
erase it at command.

Hughes Aircraft Co.
(Similar tube made by
Machlett Laboratories).

 

Developed to circumvent the unsatisfactory brightness characteristics of long persistence phosphors.Intelligence is deposited
on a storage meshbya ‘‘write gun’’ at relatively slow rates; a ‘‘flood gun” provides a continuous stream of low velocity elec-
trons which excite the phosphor stream in the pattern of the charges deposited on the storage mesh.
 

Available with seiective erasure. Three to four
halftones can be reproduced; resolution is 400
lInes at center. (See FigureC )

Developed as a bright Indicator for alrborne
search tadar applications. No deterioration In
brightness for a period of 10 sec, and a satls-
factory display can be maintained for 60 sec
after writing has ceased.

Radio Corp. of America

 

Available in two all-magnetic forms, and_in an all-
electrostatic direct view tube. Electrostatic fo-
cusing reduces resolution by 25 percent.

Writing speed between 10,000 and 100,000 cen-
timeters per sec.

Offers controllable persistence (from
1 millisec to several minutes) and at
least four discernable levels of
brightness for halftones.

Farnsworth Div., IT&T

 

Available in 3-in. and 5-in.; 10- and 20-in. tubes
under development.

Writing speed is 300,000 in. per sec (large sizes
are 150,000 and 25,000 in. per sec).

Hughes Aircraft Co.

 

Available in 5-in. tube. Writing speed is 200,000 in. per sec. Writing
speed of 1,000,000 in. per sec possible with
special circuitry.

Persistence may last for days. Cannot display halftones. image
presented must be Intentlonall
erased. Erasure time Is from 5
to 200 millisec.

Hughes Aircraft Co.

 

Available in 10-in. tube. Halftones can be repro-
duced with six levels of output brightness. Reso-
lution is 50 lines per in. minimum.

Writing speed is a minimum of 20,000 in. per sec
at maximum beam current.

Minimum storage of 3 min; erase time
is 200 to 500 millisec.

Dumont Laboratories
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SCAN
CONVERSION TUBES

aay eeCO kD 4

Graphechon

Radechon

Day Tube

Recording storage tube

COLOR TUBES

Chromatron

Shadow mask tube

Color Storage Tube

Prismachrome

(Gear Tube)

iaTal cela) 

 

KEY FEATURES APPLICATIONS ADVANTAGES LIMITATIONS

Nonviewing CRT into which video information can be stored at one rate and by one scanning method and from which the

stored video can be extracted at a different rate and by a different scanning method. Raw radardata, for example, can bein-
serted, stored, and extracted for display on a standard CRTat rates that circumvent the undesirable brightness and persis-
tence characteristics of long persistence phosphors. The resulting display can beflicker-free, bright, and viewed under higher
light levels than a standard radar display.

SUPPLIER

 

Double ended tube with magnetic deflection and
electrostatic focusing on the write gun and elec-
trostatic focusing and deflection on the read gun.
Costs about $2,600. (See Figure D)

The definition of 1,000 TV lines is derived. Stor-
age is adjustable from 0.1 sec to 20 min plus.
It is possible to read the output signal on the
order of 150 to 20,000 scans before erasure of
inewriten Information. The signal-to-noise ratio
is 0

Does not require RF modulation to
sort the write and read signal. The
tube is capable of halftone rendition.
The tube shows 8 to 10 steps of gray
in written information.

Intercontinental
Electronics Corp.

 

Double ended, nonviewing, electrostatic charge
Storage tube. Costs about $1,100.

Used with scan conversion equipment, writing and
reading can be conducted at the same time,

Can supply as many as 6,000 copies
of stored information with a signal-
to-noise ratio of 10 to 1.

Can produceonly crude halftones.
Requires some method of sepa-
tating reading and writing sig-
rals. usually rf modulation or
time-sharing.

Radio Corp. of America

 

Single ended, nonviewing barrier-grid charges
storage tube. (See Figure E )

Can store Information received In analog or dig-
ital form.

Storage time is controllable from
microsec to minutes. Information can
be read out a number of times.

Must be time-shared for reading
and writing.

Radio Corp. of America
(Similar tube made by
Farnsworth Div., 1T&1).
 

Double ended storage tube. Uses three guns,
electrostatic write and erase guns, and a mag-
netic read gun.

Storage time is several minutes. Is still developmental. General Electric Co.

 

Nonviewing device. For scan conversion, Indefinite image storage,
slowed down video. Resolution is about 400 lines
at 50 percent modulation level.

Signal can be stored for hours. Single
image can be read out 20,000 to
30,000 times.

Time must be shared among four
modes.

Raytheon

 

Can be programmedto display different variations at the same time. Major. differences between tubes
meansof obtaining color: stimulating different colors with separate guns or masking the phosphors.

below stem from their

 

Two- and three-color tubes available. Phosphors
are laid down in thin parallel strips of alternat-
ing colors. Two sets of grids direct electrons to
the proper color, (See Figure F )

Brighter and more efficient than sha-
dow mask color tube (below). No
convergence or misregistration prob-
lems. Not affected by the earth's
magnetic field. Uses essentially same
deflection voltages as standard CRT's.

Requires elaborate power supply. Litton Industries

 

Uses three guns spaced 120 deg apart and view
plate on which are deposited three phosphor dots
of different colors (red, green, and blue) in a tri-
angle. Shadow masks are placed between gun and
dots so that each gun can hit only one color dot.

Sensitive to slight variations in
the earth’s magnetic field. Pro-
tection must be provided against
X-radiation. Brightnessis limited.
Color purity is hard to obtain.

Radio Corp. of America

 

Combines features of Tonotron with shadow mask Can write at speeds up to 300,000 In. per sec. Capable of halftone presentation.
Resolution is 30 to 35 Ilnes per in.

Display area limited (doubtful if
20-in. tube can be built). Still in
development stage.

Hughes Aircraft Co.

 

Three colored phosphors are geometrically ori-
ented so that each gun illuminates only the
desired phosphor.

Extremely rugged, cannot lose its
registration alignment due to shock
or vibration. High level of brightness
is obtainable.

Tube is bulky for its screen size.
Delivery time could be as long as
24 months.

Hoffman
Electronics Corp.

 

Color CRT with thin color phosphors deposited in
layers on the tube face. The tube has one elec-
tron gun; color selection is achieved by varying
the accelerating potentials. Difference for suc-
cessive layers is on the crder of 3 to 4 kv.

May be able to pass from one primary color
through all the intermediate hues to the next
primary color by appropriately adjusting the ac-
celerating voltage.

Simpler and more rugged than sha-
dow mask tube or Chromatron.

Only two color tubes have been
built. Still in development stage.

General Electric Co.
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Apple Tube

SPECIAL TUBES

A)Ehecela)

. Aiken Tube

ayia eh BAT a

Large Cathode ce Tube
Sia

Madereld

INTEC FCM-154 

 

Color TV system using 2 beam indexing tube.
Three primary color phosphors are deposited In
narrow vertical strips on the tube face with an
additional strip used for locating the writing
beam. An electron gun generates two beams, one
for writing and one for developing an indexing
signal. As the two beams scan horizontally, the
Indexing beam generates a signal which syn-
chronizes the Intensification of the writing beam
with the dot-sequential type of color signals

Compatible color TV system. Said to be more efficient than sha-
dow tube and has no convergence
problem because it does not use
masks or grids. :

Requires many circuit adjust-
ments.

Philco Corp.

 

Radically different developments using cathode ray tube techniques that do notfit into any of the above groups. Advantages

include brighter, sharper focusing in smaller space; high resolution; sharp display.

 

A dark trace tube; therefore coating absorbs
light when bombarded with electrons.

Available with a refractive optical projection sys-
tem that can throw a 10-ft diameter picture.
Writing speed Is sufficlent for producing raw
(oer Gata. Resolution of projected display Is

; ines, :

Projected displays are clear and sharp.
Although ambient lighting can dete-
riorate projected display, local illu-
mination for reading and writing will
not affect the display if rays are
prevented from striking the screen.

Requires time to bulld up to full
contrast and time to decay after
excitation is removed. Tube may
be erased In 2 sec, but an addi-
tional 5 sec must elapse before
rewriting can take place. To date
limited to black trace on a
bright background.

Skiatron Electronics
and Television Corp.

 

Flat cathode ray tube. (See Figure G) Linearity accuracy is 5 percent.
Resolution is as high as 400 lines.
Modifications under development:

a) Two-color Aiken tube — glass plate with
different colored phosphors is inserted between
face plate and back plate of a standard Alken
tube. Uses a separate electron gun for each color.

b) Three dimensional Aiken tube, Cube-shaped
tube contains horizontal glass layers, each coated
with a transparent phosphor. Each layer has an
electronic gun. No goggles or viewing equipment
tequired but third dimension presentation Is dis-
crete rather than continuous.

c) Flat polar-coordinate CRT.
__ d) Charactron flat tube — normal electron gun
is replaced by Charactron components.

Three times the brightness of a con-
ventional CRT, and 20 times the fo-
cusing power. 21-in. tube requires on-
ly 20 percent of power needed by
conventional CRT. Potentially can be
bullt In large sizes, up to 5 by 5 ft.

Delivery of 20-In. tube Is 6
months. Large tubes have not
actually been built.

Kaiser Aircraft and
Electronics Corp.

 

Scanning electron beam deposits charges on a
special semiconductor screen which changes from
opaque to transparent in accordance with pattern
of stored charges. A lamp behind the screen
shines through the pattern projecting it like the
light of a slide, (See Figure H)

Bright display because of separation
of projection liga source and pat-
tern generating functlons.

Requires an additional year of
development work for production.

Resdel Engineering Corp

 

Will operate with 30,000 volts accelerating volt-
age, magnetic deflection.

Tube has a curved face but is equipped with a
plotting overlay to reduce parallax. Being built as
a plan position Indicator display.

Large display tube. Potentlally high
resolution, up to 1,000 lines.

High cost: $30,000. wh voltage
is hazard for operator. Brightness
cannot compare to optical projec-
tion systems.

Polarad Electronics

 

Barrier-grid storage tube. A high definition triode
gun with simultaneous read and write. Electro-
static focus and deflection; 15 shades of gray.
Resolution of 400 TY lines is derived as measured
by erthogonal write and read technique and with
a 50 percent output signal modulation.

In moving target indicator techniques the tube
provides an elimination ratio of 20.

Speed velocity of 0.6 mm per micro-
secs,signels can be added and Integ-
rated.

Intercontinental
Electronics Corp

 

Barrier-grid storage tube. A high definition triode
gun with electrostatic focus and deflection and
astigmatism correction lens. Definition: at 50
percent modulated output signal, the tube has
about 700 TV fines.

Originally developed for electron switching in
telephone circuits.

Table 54.

Erasure with television or similar-
type raster; signals are stored and
then read at a later time.

* | (Contd)

Intercontinental
Electronics Corp.
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A storage tube now under development by the Hughes Aircraft Co. allows

selective erasure of the stored image or simultaneous display of stored

and non-stored images by control of accelerating potentials.

Several new tubes are under development(Litton, others) which com-

bine a bright phosphor high in ultraviolet output with a fiber optic face-

plate to conduct the bright image to the face of the tube. The object is

to contact print on Kalvar film to get slides for projection. Such tubes

are still developmental. The main problem is that the high beam energies.

required break the vacuum seal of the fiber optic bundle causing destruc-

tive leaks. Kalvar is discussed under projection displays.

Many extra-bright cathode ray tubes are becoming available which per-

mit direct projection of the CRT image onto a larger screen at adequate

brightness levels. This is discussed under projection displays.

The desirability of superimposing dynamic cathode ray tube displays

on projected=background reference slides has prompted the limited use

of optical ports in CRT's. An optical-quality flat window in the rear of

the tube envelope allows images from film slides to be rear-projected

using the CRT phosphor as a screen. A 17'' DuMont tube is so used in

a Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge console. Smaller tubes are also avail-

able with one or two optical ports.

5A.1.6.1 Image Generation for Cathode Ray Tubes

The method of generating images on a cathode-ray tube is governed by

many factors. Some of the most important considerations are:

a. Whether the image source is pictorial (actual scenes, slides,
movies, etc.) or whether it is computer-generated digital
data

b. The format if the display has a non-~-pictorial source:
1. Alphanumeric characters and symbols
2. Line drawings
3. A combination of line drawings and symbols.

¢. The rate atwhich the display must be driven

The amount of data displayed

e. The characteristics of the driving system (computer, tape,
scanner, etc.).

5A.1-14
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In general, pictorial-source displays are put on cathode ray tubes

using television techniques, These are discussed later.

Line Drawings: A computer driving a cathode -ray tube in a line drawing

mode uses one of two basic approaches.

Ao Continuous Line. The computer sends out successive digital
coordinates representing points on the line to be drawn.
These digital coordinates are changed to beam deflection
signals by digital-to-analog converters. As the beam moves
from coordinate to coordinate, special hardware is provided
to make the movement linear. Gaps in the line are provided
by blanking the beam during a movement.

Vectoring. If continuousdine drawing capability is not pro-
vided, a display system which generates discrete symbols
only can array symbols in an approximation of a continuous
line.

Symbols; A computer driving a cathode ray tube in a symbol drawing

mode uses one of two basic approaches.

PHILCO

a. Continuous Line. If the display driving system can generate
line drawings as described above, symbol shapes can be pro-
grammed into the computer. The successive coordinates
from the computer steer the cathode ray tube beam to draw
out symbols much as a person would draw them with a pencil.

Special Symbol Generation Equipment. As described in other
 

portions of this discussion, an electron beam may be directed
against a phosphor for direct viewing, scan conversion for
television or photography, xerography, or projection. The
beam may be directed against a schlieren or a thermoplastic
medium, or the beam may be directed against an array of
fine wires passing through the tube face for electrostatic
printing. Since so many applications exist, and since speed
of beam-deflection requirements exceed that possible using
the ''continuous line'' mode described above, a wide variety
of symbol generators for deflecting electron beams has been
developed. As shown in Table 5A.1.6:1-1, there are four
basic methods of forming symbols. Each is summarized
briefly below:

1. Dot Pattern. Symbol generators of this type provide a
coordinate for each dot position of each character. Because
of the large amount of storage required, this is expensive
if the storage is digital. Often the positioning of dots is
limited toa 5x 7 fixed matrix for each character. If
storage is analog, the coordinates are not limited toa
fixed array and fewer dots are required for the same

5A.1-15
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Table 5A. 1.6,1~-1

SYMBOL GENERATOR TECHNIQUES

 

Method Of
Forming Symbol

Method Of Storing
Symbol Data

Resulting Signals Method of

Changing Symbols

 

Dot Pattern Logic Circuits Pulses On Wires Replace Circuits
 

Drum, Cores, Or

Computer Memory

Digital Dot

Coordinates

Rewrite Digital Memory

 

Resistor Net

Plus Logic

Analog Dot Replace Resistor Cards

 

Scanning Specially Wired
Core Planes

Binary Raster Replace Core Planes

 

Drum Plus Logic Binary Raster Rewrite Digital Memory
 

Image Mask Binary Raster Replace Mask
 

Wave Forms

or Strokes

Sinusoidal Genera-

tors Plus Logic

Video x,y,z Replace Circuits

 

Linear Generators

Plus Logic

Video x,y,z Replace Circuits

 

Resistors, Transformers Analog End Point

Coordinates

Replace Circuits

 

Drum Or Cores Digital End Point Rewrite Digital Memory

 

  Coordinates

Image Mask Video x,y,z Replace Mask

Beam Shaping Image Mask Shaped Beam Replace Tube    
 »
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Symbol quality. Figure 5A.1.6.1-1A shows a typical
implementation of this type with the analog coordinates
stored as resistor values. Logical switching selects
the set of resistors representing the chosen character
and scans it sequentially to obtain a sequence of X and
Y analog deflection signals for the cathode~ray tube.
The best available equipment of this general type is the
one manufactured by Transdata of El Cajon, California.
It produces 64 symbol types at 100,000 symbols per
second for approximately $6000, Figure 54.1.6.1-1B
shows a digital storage of dot blanking information with a
core for matrix beam position.

Scanning. Symbol generators of this type develop a full
or partial raster for the electron beam and form the
character by intensity modulation of the beam in a manner
similar to television. Figure 5A.1.6.1-1C shows the
formation of a raster scan character with the beam
blanking information again stored digitally in cores. In
this case, the cores are preset by the character selection
winding and are scanned in synchronism with the CRT
raster. The first core having an output unblanks the
scanning beam. The beam remains on until another core
has an output. Thus, the end-points of a series of hori-
zontal lines are specified by the way the cores are laced.
The best equipment of this type (C. B.S. Vidiac) is twice
as expensive as those using analog-symbol shape storage
and is no better or faster. Figure 5A.1.6.1-1D shows
analog storage of symbol shape. The scan generator
simultaneously generates synchronized rasters on the
"flying spot scanner" tube and the output tube. The sym-
bol identification input positions the raster on the scanner
tube behind a mask cut out to form the desired character
shape. The symbol position input positions the raster on
the output tube to the place the output symbol is to appear.
As the beam sweeps across the scanner tube, the light
output of that tube is monitored by a photomultiplier which
blanks the raster on the output tube whenever the scanning
spot is behind the mask. A similar technique known as
"monoscope'" places the mask inside the scanning CRT |
and generates unblanking signals by detecting secondary
emission when the electron beam hits the mask and
detecting lack of secondary emission when the beam goes
through an aperture in the mask. Still another similar
technique uses a separate small scanner tube for each
symbol type. The best equipment of this type is currently
manufactured by A. B. Dick Co. or the Electrada Corp.
and costs about $6000 for 64 symbol types.

Strokes. If the dot pattern generators are of the type that
sequence through the dots in a manner similar to the "line
drawing"' mode of symbol generation, the beam can be left

5A.1-17
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unblanked between dots to form a series of strokes. This
allows better looking characters or fewer coordinates
(dots) to be stored. A good unit of this type now available
is made by Strand Engineering Co. of Ann Arbor, Michigan.
It produces 64 different 20-stroke symbols at 140,000 sym-
bols per second for approximately $6000. For slow, in-
expensive applications where fewer, poorly formed charac-
ters are accepted,a selection of a combination of a few
fixed strokes out of a set of 8 or 16 is used. Skiatron and
R. M.S. Associates produce equipment of this type for
about $3000, not including decoding. Figure 5A.1.6.1-1E
shows the expensive extreme}; very well shaped characters
formed as lissajous patterns driven by harmonic generators.
A technique to simplify coordinate storage is illustrated
by Figure 5A.1.6.1-1F. As the storage elements are scanned,
registers holding X and Y coordinates are pulsed to
count up, pulsed to count down, or left unchanged. In the
Figure 5A.1.6.1-1F which shows an Indian (Tata Institute,
Bombay) mechanization, the pulses are stored as trans-
former secondary windings. In American versions, cores
or diodes are used. One American version is made by
Marquardt of Pomona, California. Figure 5A.1.6.1-1G
represents digital storage of complete coordinates. The
symbol identification input causes a "table look-up" in the
digital symbol coordinate set storage library and causes
the set of beam deflection coordinates to be read out.
This technique is going out of use.

4. Shaped Beam. Figure 5A.1.6.1-1H and Table 5A.1.6.1-1
describe examples of a "shaped beam!"tube such as the
Stromberg-Carlson Charactron. A mask built into the
tube itself contains apertures shaped like symbols. While
this approach appears very simple, drawbacks are so
severe that most newer systems use conventional CRTs »
together with one of the previously-mentioned symbol
generators. Drawbacks of the Charactron and Hughes
Typotron include high cost of the tube, complex external
control circuits, near impossibility of changing symbol
shapes, and extreme physical length of the tube relative
to screen size.

5A.1.6.2 Television

If the original image source to be displayed is pictorial, it is most

economic to distribute and display such images by means of television.

A very large amount of work has produced low-cost, high-resolution

TV cameras for televising actual scenes and flying spot scanners for

televising slides. If all images must be formed from computer-generated

data, the choice betweena directly generatedanda television display is

more difficult.

5A.1-19
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Any of the CRT image generation techniques described above can be

used to drive one of the scan conversion tubes of Table 5A.1.6.1-1.

The outputof the scan conversion tube can be a high resolution (over

900 line) television signal. In this way, useof television adds extra

equipment. Benefits which accrue from using television are that,for

large numbers of consoles, inexpensive TV monitors of high quality

can be obtained... This saving can be significant compared with non-

television CRT consoles. A typical non-TV CRT console (CRT with

symbol generator’ refreshed from magnetic drum) costs approximately

$50,000 while a high quality TV monitor canbe obtained for approxi-

mately $250. Reasonably inexpensive switching and mixing equipment

permits using the sameTV monitor to view combinations of computer

generated outputs from scan conversion tubes and pictorial data from

TV cameras and scanners.

In the case of consoles,. the use of projection CRT&5 provides:

a. An inexpensive way to obtain color-codéd displays

b. A flat viewing surface which may also be a work surface

Q Increased contrast through directional screens

Optical mixing with projected film images.

To get color, a separate projection tube is required for each color

channel. Each projection TV tube produces a white on black image.

The color is provided by a color filter in each optical path. Thus,

images can be shared between black and white and color displays, and

colors can be changed by changing filters. If three channels are used

toYimagesdisplays of three primary colors on the same console rear

projection screen, careful registration and programming of the data can

produce 7 distinct usable colors by optical mixing on the screen. This

latter technique seems too complex for the IMCC, but the use of three

colors provided by three small CRT&Srear-projected ona console

screen may be required by the more complex IMCC consoles. On con-

soles containing only one color per screen, the reduced cost of direct

view TV monitor may override the flat screen and better contrast pro-

vided by projection TV.

5A.1-20
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Optical mixing with projected film background or reference images on

the console screen implies film equipment at each console. This is

justified only if full color or high resolution film displays are required.

If the TV system has enough resolution to carry the reference informa-

tion, film equipment can be centralized. In the latter case, a flying

spot scanner would convert the film image to television and electronic

video mixing would produce the composite display. The reference back-

ground resolution requirements and the anticipated very large number

of reference slides indicate that a central slide storage is the best

solution for the IMCC.

Compatibility between console displays and large group displays isa

big advantage. Projection of CRT data on large screens has extremely.

low brightness unless the scanning properties of television are used.

Large screen projection TV is discussed later.

5A.1.7 Projection Displays for Consoles 

Non-television projection displays are used where the simpler techniques

previously described provide inadequate color or resolution. The pri-

mary application in consoles is the display of one of a fixed set of

background, index, or reference slides. Non-television dynamic pro-

jection displays have widest application as large-screen group displays.

Thus, they are described under that topic, although most group projec-

tion techniques can be scaled down to console size with proper optical

redesign.

5A.2 THREE-DIMENSIONAL DISPLAYS

A special class of displays which must be discussed separately from

the two-dimensional console and group displays is the three-dimensional

class. Implementations of such displays are of two types: virtual and

real,

5A.2.1 Virtual 3-D Displays
 

These displays depend upon presenting two slightly different two-dimensional

displays. Various techniques are used to make sure that each of the viewer's

5A.2-1
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eyes gets a different image. The viewer's brainis relied upon to corre-

late the different images into a single three-dimensional image. The

ability to perform the correlation and the utility of the resulting image

varies greatly depending on the user. Popular methods of providing

- separate two-dimensional images for each eye include:

. a. Complementary Colors: The two images, one ina color
complementary to the other (such as one red image and one
green image) are projected as a composite on the same screen.
‘The observer wears glasses having one lens one of the colors
and the other lens the other color. Rear or front projection
is possible, but colored displays are impossible.

 

b, Polarized Light. The two images each projected with polarized
light have their planes of polarization at right angles. The
composite picture on the screen is discriminated by having the
observer wear polarizing glasses having one lens polarizing
in the plane of one image and the other lens polarizing in the
90-degree plane. Since the screen must maintain polarization,
rear projection is impossible. Colored displays are possible.

c. Raster Screen. The two images can be sliced into vertical .
strips and projected as alternating bands of image. A grid of
rods in front of the screen, prisms in front of the screen, or

_ directional slat screens, direct~ all the slices of one image to

one eye while blocking the view of those slices for the other eye.
In a similar manner, the second eye gets only slices of its
image. The observer needs no special glasses but is tied to
a laterally fixed viewing position. Screen resolution is reduced.
Colored displays are possible.

d. Mirrors. Two physically separate, slightly different images,
produced by any of the display techniques described in this |

_ report are positioned so that one eye sees one image ina
mirror and the other eye sees the other image directly or in
a second mirror. Color or any other display technique may
be used, but the observer's position is fixed. A prism or lens
may be used to perform the same function as the mirror.

e. Partition. Two physically separate slightly different images
are positioned side by side. A partition from the boundary
between the two images to the observer's nose permits each
eye to see only one picture. This is practical only if the
images are physically small (slides, small pictures, one-~ or
two-inch cathode ray tubes, etc.). Color is possible and the
observer may move his viewer with him if it is small enough.

5A.2-2
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5A.2.2 Real 3-D Displays

These displays are physically three-dimensional. Dynamic real dis-

plays are not well developed. What is available can be classified into

two types.

a. Mechanical Three-Dimensional Plotters. These devices use
servo-mechanism to position an indicator according to scales
on three axes. The problem is in recording the history of
successive positioning movements. One implementation by
Chrysler has an indicator which is a source of ink. The ink
source is moved three-dimensionally through a block of trans-
parent gelatin. The mechanical linkages of the ink source to
the positioning mechanism cut the gelatin but the cut "heals'!
after the linkage moves on, leaving only the three-dimensional
ink trace visible in the gelatin block. This device is slow,
bulky, heavy, and allows display of a single track only.

 

b. Layered Two-Dimensional Displays. A layered stack of
transparent two-dimensional displays is operated so that each
layer shows the function of two dependent variables for a fixed
value of the independent third variable. One version is the
proposed use of a stack of Aiken flat cathode-ray tubes which
are transparent front and rear except where the beam strikes
the normally transparent phosphor. Another version by ITT
achieves a layered effect by using a single screen. The screen
plane is rapidly moved. At each of a programmed set of
screen positions, a projection cathode-ray tube is used to form
the image for that layer. By repeating the sequence more
rapidly than the eye can follow, the effect of a solid display
is possible. Another similar implementation would place the
moving screen inside the CRT.

 

The three-dimensional displays which give promise of being available

during the IMCC construction time period do not appear valuable in

aiding decision-making by. IMCC personnel.

5A.3 GROUP DISPLAYS

The problem of scaling-up the size of dynamic console displays to the

size required for simultaneous viewing by large groups has kept the

number of dynamic large-screen displays relatively low. Physical

scaling-up often leads to intolerable bulk, weight, and power consump-

tion. Optical scaling-up proportionally reduces image brightness.

5A.3-1
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‘Since giant magnification lenses would be too expensive, optical scaling-

up is done’ by projection onto a large screen. Thus, in this report,

group displays are classified either as preyaeioe displays or as physi-

- cally large displays.

 

5A.3. 1. ProjectionDisplays

Cathode Ray Tubes: The ease of rapidly deflecting and modulating a

- cathode. ray tube beam by a computer or by television techniques (both .

‘previously described) has rade the cathode ray tube a favorite for

| console displays. Several approaches to projection group displays have

been based on attempts to retain those advantages by using a cathode.

ray tube to form a small image which is eventually transferred toa

large screen. Improving this image transfer is one of the most actively

pursued goals of the display equipment industry. Ways of transferring

include: | |

a. Directly projecting the cathode.-ray tube image from the |
phosphor onto the large screen

b, Photographing the cathode ray tube image from the phosphor, —
processing the film, and projecting the film image

c. Projecting the cathode-ray tube image from the phosphor
onto a precharged photoconductor to form an electrostatic
image, developing a real image, and projecting it

d. Using a ''scotophor" instead of a phosphor on the cathode: ray
tube and using opaque projection techniques to place the image
on the screen

é. Using a thin semiconductorinstead of a phosphor to make a.
'  '"slide'! out of the front of the tube for projection using a

separate light source Catering the rear of the cathode- ray
tube

f. Using a matrix of fine wiresto conduct the electron beam
energy through the faceplate to produce an electrostatic image
outside the tube, developing a real image, and projecting it

g- Using the electron beam energy to deform a medium inside
the tube which can be projected using schlieren optics and a
separate light source entering-the rear of the cathode-~ray
tube.

5A.3-2 -
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5A.3.1.1 Direct Cathode--Ray Tube Projection
 

The use of special tube configurations, high acceleration voltages, and

forced-air faceplate cooling allows generation of CRT images which are

many times brighter than those normally seen. The number of lumens

toward the screen is not much more than 300. Thus, direct projection

is limited in use to small screens or to large screens in dark rooms

such as occasional closed-circuit television projections in movie theaters.

5A.3.1.2 Photography of the Phosphor Image
 

To increase image brightness, the CRT phosphor is often photographed

to make a slide for projection using a high-intensity light source. Con-

ventional silver halide film is very sensitive to phosphor-emitted light

and can be exposed ina fraction of a second. Rapid film processing

techniques require about five seconds to develop the film. A process

developed by Aeronutronic,which develops in a small "capillary chamber",

has no fumes and uses avery small amount of chemicals. Since the

CRT image is a bright-line image, the silver-halide image is dark-line

after initial development. This is undesirable, since most implementa-

tions use the black and white film slides with colored light beams to

produce a composite multi-colored display on the screen. Work has

been done to chemically reverse the image on the silver halide film.

This has been successfully demonstrated in the laboratory, but the

processing time takes an additional five seconds.

To obtain the desired positive image slide, another step is usually taken.

Since the image is on film instead of a CRT, a Kalvar film is used to

speed up the second step. Kalvar uses a dry diazo emulsion on a trans-

parent film base. Exposure toa very intense ultraviolet light creates

a latent image of pressure centers in the emulsion. When heated above

212°F, the emulsion softens and the pres sure centers expand into small

gas pockets of several micron diameter. These small bubbles cause

refraction and scattering of light in the exposed areas. The projector

must use a lens system which intercepts very little of the scattered light.

By proper design, contrast of 200 to one can be obtained and. formation
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of additional gas bubbles while the film is in the projector can be elimi-

nated. The big advantage of Kalvar film is that, if a high-intensity

ultraviolet source is available, exposure can be accomplished in 1/2 second.

The first operational version of the CRT —to silver halide — to Kalvar

technique is made by Aeronutronic Division, Ford Motor Company.

Others are being developed by ITT Federal and Kelvin-Hughes.

The rapid heat development feature has led to much effort in trying to

expose Kalvar directly from CRT phosphor. Current areas of experi-

mentation use ultraviolet-rich P16 phosphor on a CRT having a fiber

optic faceplate to direct more energy to the film. Results appear dis-

couraging because Kalvar is so insensitive, the high beam energies

break the vacuum seal of the fiber optic bundle (destroying the tube),

and a less desirable dark line image would result on the Kalvar if the

other problems could be solved.

5A.3.1.3 Photoconductor Methods
 

When the CRT image is focused on a precharged photoconducting surface,

the charges in the exposed area are conducted away, leaving a static

charge only in the exposed areas, The two most advanced versions of

this technique are as follows:

The Haloid-Xerox process uses vitreous selenium as the photoconductor.

Vitreous selenium has one large problem:it suffers irreversible damage

when subjected to temperatures greater than 125°F. If heat can be con-

trolled, it has advantages over other photoconductors. It is more sensi-

tive to light and it is a shiny metal. When the image is developed by

cascading charged dark powder on the selenium, the shiny image is

used as a reflector in the projection system called Proxi. This tech-

nique was chosen to implement the Air Force 465L system, but was

abandoned in favor of a CRT —to silver halide —to Kalvar approach.

The RCA Electrofax process uses zinc oxide as the photoconductor.

Zinc oxide, while less sensitive and non-reflecting, is stable and can

be applied to a film base. Both techniques have a good resolution and
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contrast with developing in 1/2 second to 2 seconds. Developing is

described in slightly more detail under ''Wire Matrix-Faceplate" below.

5A.3.1.4 Scotophors

A group of chemicals called scotophors are available. Unlike phosphors

which emit light when ‘excited by an electron beam, scotophors become

light-absorbing. The result is a dark trace ona light-colored CRT

faceplate. This image may be projected by reflecting light off the tube

face. Changing images is accomplished by heating the image for several

seconds. This erasure problem limits the use of such an approach.

Skiatron is the source of most dark trace tube effort.

5A.3.1.5 Semiconductor Cathode-Ray Tube Faceplate

Experimental work in several laboratories is directed toward coating

a thin film of semiconductor material in place of cathode-.ray tube phosphor.

Where charged by the electron beam, the semiconductor becomes trans-

parent. It may then be used as a bright-line slide for light projected

through a window in the tube. This technique is not far enough along

for IMCC use.

 

5A.3.1.6 Wire Matrix Faceplate

The Printipix, Sympix Videograph, and Raytheon CK1366-9 allow the

charge pattern. produced by an electron beam to be conducted through

the glass faceplate and applied directly to a non-conducting medium

touching the ends of the wire matrix. The latent charge pattern may

be transferred to another medium or developed directly by bringing

a charged powder into contact with the charge pattern. The powder

adheres to oppositely charged areas forming a visual image. The powder

may be brought into contact with the charged surface by means of a brush,

powder cloud, cascade, or liquid suspension. The powder may be trans-

ferred to another medium, erased off to permit medium re-use, or

permanently fixed by heat, pressure, or an adhesive. For projection

displays, the wire matrices provide resolution inferior to other techniques.

5A.3-5
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5SA.3.1.7 Schlieren Deformation by the Cathode-Ray Tube Beam

If the faceplate phosphor is replaced by oil ora thermoplastic, the

charge pattern formed is a latent image of the beam's path. Electro-

static attraction will deform the oil immediately and together with

subsequent heating will deform the thermoplastic according to the charge

pattern. In the case of the oil, the viscosity of the oil film provides

storage similar to that of long persistence CRT phosphors. The decay

of the deformation requires that the image be continuously regenerated

by the electron beam. It also allows the display of rapidly changing

information using television techniques. The thermoplastic material,

if cooled while the deformation exists, retains the image until the

plastic is reheated.

The image is not easily projected. A Schlieren projection system is

used which starts with a high-intensity light source outside the cathode.

ray tube. The light beam is converted to a cross-section of alternating

dark and light bands before entering the tube by being reflected off a

slotted mirror. If no deformationof the oil exists, the bright bands
pass through the tube and fall against a complementary slotted mask

which prevents all light from reaching the screen. Light passing

through deformations in the oil are deflected to pass between the bars
of the slotted mask where they are collected by a lens system and focused

on the screen. Since the oil is inside the tube, attempts to increase

light output by getting larger deformations can cause oil to reach. the

cathode, ruining it. These systems have changeable electron guns.

The best available now are the G, E, "Light Valve" and the Swiss "Eidophor'!

(available in U.S, A. also from Hazeltine or General Precision). The

Eidophor is the superior mechanism and has a light output of 3100 lumens
compared to 1400 for the G. E, device. Resolution is about 900 line S,

and price is about $50,000 per unit. It seems highly likely that large-

screen television will be provided in the IMCC using an Eidophor ora

Light Valve. on
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Scribed Plates: These display systems utilize another method of recording
images for projection. Electrical signals (representing successive posi-

tions along lines used to draw the image) simultaneously operate X and
Y coordinate servomechanisms. These mechanisms drive a stylus which

scribes a clear line on an opaque glass slide. The stylus is moved by

a transparent linkage and is operated while the slide is being shown with
an otherwise conventional projector. Ina typical implementation,several
such projectors are imaged on the same screen, each having a different

colored filter in the light path. The colored bright lines are superimposed
on the screen along with background data from a film projector. In this
configuration, it competes directly and produces displays similar to those

produced by the CTR — silver halide — to Kalvar processes. The basic

difference is in Sacolllinenttinm, The film systems can produce an entire

screen full of detailed line and alphanumeric data in ten seconds. Cor-

responding data on a plate scriber would take five minutes. The slowness

of the scribers is compensated by the ability to watch the slides being

drawn and the ability to add to slides at a later time without making a
new slide as in the case of later reports on an aircraft or satellite track,

The first such equipment was the Fenske, Fedrick, and Miller Iconorama.

A later version by Kollsman Instrument is of much higher quality. It

provides twenty automatically changeable slides, automatic projector=

bulb changing and automatic selection of one out of eight color filters.

Brightness is not exceptional with 1000 lumens available toward the

screen. It is probable that a set of such projectors will be required

at the IMCC.

Photochromic: A group of photochromic dyes have been developed by

the National Cash Register Company. Normally transparent, these

dyes become temporarily opaque when exposed to an intense ultraviolet

light. After a few minutes exposure to white projection light, they return

to the clear state and may be re-used. Control of the writing is similar

to that for scribed plates except that the servomechanisms move mirrors

instead of scribers. The mirrors are used to deflect a pencil beam of

intense ultraviolet light for writing on a sheet of film containing photochromic
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material. The sheet is used as a slide in an otherwise conventional

projector and may be drawn on while the slide is in view. To speed

the drawing of symbols, a second light beam is extruded through a

symbol mask by another set of controlled mirrors, Disadvantages include

the fact that a large-scale version has not been built, the traces fade

quickly in the projector, and the images are dark line. This latter draw-

back makes color coding of traces on different slides almost impossible

and requires that all superimposed slides including the reference back-

ground be shown by the same projector. For the IMCC, the photochromic

approach does not appear nearly so promising as the bright line scriber

or film approaches.

Mechanical Scan Television: Another type of display system under

study uses a rotating mirror to convert a bright pencil beam of light

into a television raster. To get a television picture, the light beam

must be modulated by the electronic television video signal. This is

very difficult since the beam modulator must change from opaque to

clear at multimegacycle rates. Two approaches appear promising:

_A device known as the Kerr Cell contains an electrolytic medium which

can rotate the plane of polarization of light passing through the cell

according to an external voltage applied to the cell. Light froma high~

intensity source is polarized before being sent into the Kerr Cell. If

the Kerr cell does not rotate the plane of polarization, the light is

stopped after leaving the cell by a polarizing filter at right angles to

the plane of the beam. Applying voltage to the Kerr cell rotates the

plane of polarization so that light gets through the final filter. As soon

as problemsof cell life and high voltage are controlled, Kerr cells may

be expected to operate in 0.01 microsecond and provide the basis fora

very bright large-screen television projector.

Another device being developed as a light mini is the piezoelectric

crystal. Fairchild is actively developing this technique. Ifa voltage is

applied to a piezoelectric crystal, the crystal changes shape. This

change in shape permits construction of a shutter with only one solid part,

although Fairchild has experimented with using the piezoelectric to drive
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a column of fluid which is used as a light modulator. A new product

announcement from one of these areas could cause such a unit to

appear in the IMCC instead of an Eidophor or Light Valve.

Light Spot Pointer: DuMont has developed a display system for the

Signal Corps using individual projectors for each symbol. Each pro-

jector contains a light source and a metal symbol disc containing

200 symbols (or more). Each disc is servo positioned to select the

symbol. The position of the symbol ‘on the screen is controlled by

translating the projector lens with an X-Y servo. This positioning .

can be done in a dynamic manner, and each symbol can be controlled

independently. Color is provided by inserting a filter in the light beam.

Naval Electronics Laboratory has a display system using 17 such pro-

jectors (without the automatic symbol changing feature). The simpler

projectors cost $1,200 while the complex models cost $3000. Similar

devices are also under development by Kollsman Instrument. Such

projectors would be ideal in the IMCC to display changing situations

and relationships such as predicted impact points, vehicle locations, etc.

with tracks, reference backgrounds, and other data superimposed on

the same screen from scribers or background projectors.

5A.3.2 Non-Projection Devices
 

Large non-projection displays are of two types} cathode ‘ray tube and

matrix.

5A.3.2.1 Cathode Ray Tube.

The fast response, ease of driving, and high brightness characteristics

of cathode-ray tubes haveledto development of a wide variety of small

tubes. Production of a truly large cathode ray tube has been held up

by the problem of large envelope size, high costs, and high vacuum con-

siderations. Recent development of giant transmitting tubes such as

klystrons several feet high has changed the problem. Ovens:and other

equipment for fabricating giant tubes is becoming available, and interest

in large-diameter cathode ray tubes is reappearing. Litton Industries
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has suggested that a ten-foot diameter CRT would cost $50,000 per unit

in small quantities and less in.moderate quantities. The steel cone

would be 1/4 inch thick, the faceplate 4 inches thick, and the tube

length would be close to ten feet. It gives promise of outstanding

brightness and contrast, but is still in the early planning stage.

5A.3.2.2 Matrix Panels

Dynamic, automatically driven large displays can be obtained by forming

a matrix of simple display devices such as lights or individual charac-

ter digital readouts.

Philco has constructed a light bulb array having over 1000 bulbs in

each row and over 1000 rows. There are three serious problems

with such a display. Data storage must be provided for each element

in the matrix. In the Pnilco board, reed relays are used. Since over

one million elements exist, over one million relays are required.

Another problem is heat dissipation. Each lamp takes nearly a watt

of electricity. If a majority of the one million bulbs were on simul-

taneously, the heat and power situation would be intolerable. A final

problem is the difficulty in driving the display with a computer. Unlike

most of the other displays, each resolvable point must be individually

controlled.

Some of the heat problems have been overcome by using light piping

to separate the bulbs or using electroluminescent light sources in the

matrix. The latter technique is being pursued by Sylvania, Raytheon

and others.

If the number of elements in the matrix is small or if relatively few

lights represent the dynamic data on a large,otherwise static display,

the matrix technique can be very inexpensive. Such an approach would

be the best for showing the status of the GOSS network to IMCC

personnel.
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5A.4 CONCLUSIONS

This appendix has described existing computer-driven display hardware

available in the 1962—1963 time period. Display objectives, require-

ments, and system design techniques together with recommendations

for a specific IMCC hardware configuration may be found in Sub-.

section 5/882nmin report.

5A.4-1
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APPENDIX 5B

RECORDING STORAGE TUBE DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

5B.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The computer output to TV converter channels described in Section 5.3.2

are based on arecording'storagetubewhich contains two independent elec-

tron guns operating on a common image storage element. A writing

electron beam is generated by one gun and deposits display information

as electrical charges on the storage element. This beam writes the infor-

mation in accordance with analog deflection and blanking signals which

are derived from the digital control and processing equipment. The

storage element retains the electrical charges and is scanned by a reading

electron beam, which is generated by the second electron gun in the

storage tube envelope. This beam is deflected in accordance with the

scanning standards of the high resolution television system and becomes

modulated by the charge patterns deposited on the storage element by

the "write" electron beam. The modulated ''read'' beam passes on toa

collector element in the tube at which it appears as a video output signal.

5B.2 PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The proposed display generator discussion is based on the CK7702

recording storage tube manufactured by Raytheon Company. Several

other similar types are available. The CK7702 provides high resolution

and has a relatively high signal output capability. Originally developed

for such applications as Radar PPI to television display conversion, it

lends itself well to the proposed application.

As shown schematically in Figure 5B. 2-1 this tube contains two electron

guns on opposite ends, one for writing on the storage element and one for

reading the stored information. Each electron beam may be independently

deflected according to its own requirements. Both gun assemblies are

pentode structures, consisting of a cathode, (K), an control grid (G-1),

a second grid (G-2) which serves as the second accelerating anode, an

anode (A) and a focus electrode (FE).

5B-1
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The write and read sections of the tube further contain collimating elec-~

tron lens systems, each containing lens number one (L-1), lens number

two (L-2) and a decelerator electrode. These lens systems ensure

perpendicular incidence of both "write" and "read" electron'’beams

with the storage screen over the entire storage screen area. The

storage element is composed of the storage screen proper and the

collector element. The storage screen is coated on one side with a thin

layer of dielectric material which is capable of retaining an impressed

charge without leakage for many hours. The electron gun which faces

the dielectric is used for writing and the electron gun on the opposite

side performs the reading operation. The collector electrode collects

the read beam electrons after their passage through the storage screen

where modulation takes place. The collector is the signal electrode of «..

the tube and delivers the video output signal to the preamplifier.

When an electron beam strikes any material, secondary electrons are

emitted. The quantity of secondary electrons is dependent on the veloc-

ity contained in the primary electrons of the beam. The secondary

electron emitting surface of the recording storage tube is a dielectric

material that has been deposited on a metal wire mesh or screen. This

screen consists of more than 2000 cross wires per diameter. The

secondary to primary emission ratio for the dielectric .material used

is shown in Figure 5B.2-2. Along the horizontal axis is plotted the

velocity of electrons striking the dielectric surface, or by simple con-

version, the voltage potential of that surface. In the vertical axis the

secondary emission ratio (p. or the ratio of the number of electrons

which are emitted from the dielectric surface to the number of elec-

trons which strike it) is plotted. Below a certain potential, called the

"critical potential, '' each electron striking the dielectric surface drives

off, on the average, less than one secondary electron; therefore the

dielectric surface would be charged negatively. On the other hand,

if the dielectric surface is above the critical potential, each electron

striking the storage screen will cause the release of more than one

secondary electron. The surface will, therefore, charge in a positive

direction as long as the voltage field directly before that surface is

5B=3
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sufficiently positive to draw off the secondary electrons which are

emitted. The capability of retaining either positive or negative charges,

depending upon the dc voltage potential of the storage surface,is utilized

in cycling the tube through its various operating modes.

The operating cycle of the tube consists of the erase, prime, write and

read modes. The principle of operation may be described as follows:

a.

PHILCO

Erasure. Erasing is accomplished by setting the storage
screen voltage well above the critical potential with respect

to the read electron gun cathode and scanning the storage
screen with the unmodulated read beam. (It should be men-
tioned that either read or write electron beam may be
employed in erasure. In the proposed application,it will
be advantageous to employ the read beam for this function
since it constantly covers the storage screen in a raster scan.)
This charges the dielectric towards the potential of the storage
screen, or "paints it white.'' The dielectric must now be
primed before write information can be stored onit.

Priming. To prime the storage screen, the potential of the
screen is set below the critical potential with respect to the
read gun cathode and it is again scanned with the read electron
beam. The dielectric is now charged negatively toward the
potential on the storage screen and the screen is ready for

write and read operation.

Writing. In the write mode, the potential of the storage screen
must be well above the critical potential with respect to the
write gun cathode. The write beam is index deflected as
controlled by the outputs of the digital to analog converters in
the digital control and processing equipmentto the start
position where a display is to be written and the beam is
turned on by the unblank command signal. It then "prints"
successively all the information for the display, interrupted
and turned off by blanking commands whenever a crossover
or retrace is required. In this "printing" operation, the
beam deflection follows precisely the pattern which is set

up by the digital control and processing equipment. The area

where the write beam has passed over the storage screen is

now charged positively and the information is stored.

Reading. The stored information may be read at the same

time as new information is being written. The collector elec-

trode is positive with respect to the storage screen and the

read cathode,.and will attract the electrons in the read beam.

The read electron beam is deflected to scan over the entire

storage screen in accordance with line and frame synchronizing

signals of the high resolution television system. The charge

pattern deposited on the storage screen dielectric now modulates

this read beam on its way to the collector electrode. Where

5B-5
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the storage screen is more positive than the read gun
cathode, the beam will pass through the holes in the storage
screen mesh and arrive at the collector signal electrode.
Where the storage screen is more negative, the effective
hole size in the storage screen mesh will become smaller
and will decrease the amount of read beam current arriving
at the collector. By selecting the proper storage screen
voltage, the most negative areas of the dielectric (established
in the prime mode) can be made to cut off the read beam from
the collector entirely and thus "black level'! is established.
Various gray shades will be generated where the dielectric
is less negative. It should be noted that the amount of sec-
ondary electrons emitted as a function of the "write" beam
action is dependent on the write beam current. Therefore,
modulation intensity of characters and symbols in the video
output can be varied by adjusting the write beam current.
In the proposed application, it is envisioned that all display
information will normally be of a single amplitude, which
will result in a complete cut-off of the read beam and after
signal amplification and inversion, produce peak white video
signal components. Provisions, however, may be made
for a distinct series of three brightness steps which are
generated by programming the write beam current from a
2-bit code associated with the digital display word. If
desired, this feature may be used to code elements of display
as to time of last up-date according to three levels of bright-
ness in the final display.

5B-6
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APPENDIX 5C

PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS FOR
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION DISPLAY SUBSYSTEM

5C.1 SCOPE

This specification defines the performance requirements for the television

display subsystem including its component signal generation equipment,

all technical and distribution equipment and all display devices when con-

nected as a complete system. Equipment specifications for the system,

while not within the scope of this document, have been included for the

display devices which represent the outputs of this subsystem.

5C.2 GENERAL

The complete subsystem shall provide a capability to generate, distrib-

ute and display high resolution, monochrome information with pictorial,

graphical and alpha-numeric content. Signal generation devices shall

include cameras (or other signal transducers) which generate electrical

signals from both 3-dimensional scenes and/or 2-dimensional graphic:

materials via suitable optics and light sensitive transducers which are

operated in a television-type raster scan. (In addition,computer display

to television conversion equipment will be provided to form compatible

system inputs. These devices will be covered by their: own specifications).

Suitable switching, distribution, pulse generation and auxilliary terminal

equipment and display devices which accept an electrical input and

generate a visual display for both console and group viewing shall be

provided.

5C.3 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

5C.3.1 Operating Standards
 

The television subsystem shall be designed to operate on the following

standards:

5C=l]
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a. Field Rate: 60 cps

Frame Rate: 30 cps (interlaced 2:1)

Line Rate: 30, 870 cps

Lines per frame: 1029

or

b. Field Rate: 60 cps

Frame Rate: 30 cps (interlaced 2:1)

Line Rate: 26, 250 cps

Lines per frame 875

or

a Field Rate: 60 cps

Frame Rate: 30 cps (interlaced 2:1)

Line Rate: 15,750 cps

Lines per frame: 525

The exact choice of scanning standard will be made after a thorough analy-

sis of display content in terms of horizontal and vertical resolution require-

ments, display density influencing character size for alpha-numeric data

display and special characteristics of certain dynamic plots. (Itis

stipulated at this time that clear, unequivocal resolution of an alpha-

numeric character display in a practical television-type raster requires

incidence of ten active scanning lines. The number of rows of alpha-

numeri¢.ccharacters which: must be simultaneouslycpres ented’ will-infhuence

character size and thereby vertical resolution and line number require-

ments.) For the purpose of this system performance specification,the

operating standard described under (b) has been tentatively chosen.

5C.3.2 System Resolution

System resolution is as follows:

a. Horizontal: Better than 850 lines at the center and

700 lines at the corners, Detail response at 800 lines
shall be at least 30%.

b. Vertical: Better than 600 lines.

5C=2
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The above performance shall be measurable at any CRT display monitor

in the system from any pick-up device in the system when televising a

1956 RTMAresolution chart. Vertical resolution as specified ds only

applicable to the operating standard described under 3.1.b.

5C.3.3 Geometric Distortion
 

No picture element shall be displaced from it true position by more than

2% of the display height.

5C.3.4 Sweep Linearity

Horizontal and vertical within + 1% (EIA Method).

5C.3.5 Synchronization

(Applicable to operating standard described under 5C. 3.1.b)

Synchronization shall be accomplished by means of negative horizontal

and vertical drive pulses of three to five volt amplitude. No composite

sync signal shall be provided within the closed circuit portion of the

system.

The horizontal drive pulse width shall be 4 microseconds + 10%. Its

leading edge shall be coincident with the leading edge of blanking.

Horizontal blanking shall be of 6 microsecond minimum duration.

The vertical drive pulse shall be of 15 + 1 line duration. Its leading

edge shall be delayed 2 lines from the leading edge of vertical blanking.

Vertical blanking shall be of 21 lines minimum duration. (Operating

standard according to 5C. 3.1.b)

5C.3.6 Interlace Accuracy

Consider A, B, and C to be three adjacent scanning lines; then the

value of space A-B/space B-C shall fall between the limits of 0.9 tol.1.

5G-3
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5C.3.7 Power Source

All equipments provided shall meet specifications when connected to

a source of 60 cps + 5% single phase current at 115 volts, + 10%.

5C.3.8 Electrical Channel Characteristics
 

5C.3,.8.1 Frequency Response
 

Frequency response of all system electrical channels including all

video processing, distribution, switching and cable facilities shall

be flat within + 1 db to 17 Mcs and less than 3 db down at 20 Mcs.

(Operating standard described under 5Gy3,.4.bonly).

5C.3.8.2 Delay Characteristics
 

Group delay shall be within - 0.03 microseconds from 15 kc to 17 Mc

relative to the low frequency delay.

5C, 3.8.3 Low-Frequency Response
 

Tilt and bow (low-frequency cut-off) shall be less than 3% ona 60 cps,

50% amplitude square wave.

5C. 3.8.4 Differential Gain

The differential gain or amplitude linearity as measured between the

largest and smallest step gain shall be less than 10% of the amplitude

of the larger gain for all video duty cycles between 10% and 90%. The

differential gain between any two steps shall be less than the quantity:

10% x difference in step number
5
 

When a linear waveform at 10 steps is used as a test signal.

5C.3.8.5 Hum Level

The additive hum due to the fundamental and all harmonics of the power

line frequency shall not exceed a peak-to-peak value of 1/50 of the

nominal peak to peak video signal. The hum modulation of the video

5C-4
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signal due to the fundamental and all harmonics of the power line

frequency shall not exceed a péak-to-peak value of 1/100 of the peak-

to-peak video signal.

5C. 3.8.6 Signal-To-Noise Ratio
 

With any channel input terminated in its nominal impedance, the output

noise power over the band from 1000 cps to 17 Mc mustbe at least

40 db down relative to the nominal video output level.

5C. 3.8.7 Transients

No periodic transient disturbance, occuring during the picture interval,

which is internally generated by the equipment or its power supplies,

such as cross-talk, intermodulation, etc. shall exceed a peak-to-peak

value of 1/2000 of the nominal peak-to-peak video level. Measurement

is to be made at the system outputs. Transient disturbances occurring

during the blanking interval shall not exceed 1/20 ofthe nominal peak-

to-peak video level.

5C. 3.8.8 Gain Stability

The system gain must be constant within 0.5 db for line voltage changes

overthe range from 105 to 130 volts (about a nominal line voltage

of 117 volts).

5C. 3.8.9 Interference

The equipment shall be so designed and all distribution and transmission

facilities so constructed that the output level due to conducted and

radiated interference is at least 46 db down relative to the nominal

system output level.

5C.3.8.10 Reflections

The reflections produced in response to a 1-microsecond-wide test

pulse should be at least 46 db below the level of the test pulse in the

systemoutput.
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5C. 3.8.11 Channel Cross Talk

Cross talk between individual channels of the over-all system shall

be at a minimum of 35 db down at 17 Mcs and decreasing with fre-

quency at a rate of 6 db per octave to a minimum of 60 db downat fre-

quencies below one Mc...

5C.4 DISPLAY DEVICE SPECIFICATIONS

5C.4.1 General

Detail characteristics of individual CRT displays are not determined

at this time. In general, they will be console mounted for observation

by a single observer.

Group display devices for the television subsystem will rear project

images (nominally 7'5'' x 10' 00" in size) on transmission type screens,

Light output requirements for large screen television display in this

application require the use of light modulation techniques.

5C.4.2 Individual CRT Displays 

5C.4.2.1 General

Individual CRT displays will be direct-view, high quality television

monitors, employing cathode ray tubes with a diagonal dimension of

17 and 21 or 24 inches. The smaller devices will generally be installed

in operating consoles for single observer use. The larger units may be

employed at miscellaneous display positions for group viewing by more

then a single observer or where the position of the observer is not fixed

in respect to the monitor.

Console mounted monitors may be replaced by small projection CRTs:

and suitable optics with a glass screen forming the viewing surface.

The utilization of such a system will be dependent on viewing conditions,

console packaging design and technical consideration, For purpose of

this specification, direct-view CRT monitors are considered. All

applicable specifications for resolution, brightness and contrast would

have to be met by the CRT projection devices also.

5C=6
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5C.4.2.2 Contrast Ratio

The large area contrast shall be at least 30!1.

5C. 4.2.3 Resolution

Limiting resolution in the horizontal direction shall be at least 850

lines in the center and no less than 600 lines in the corners of the

display. Vertical resolution shall be no less then 630 lines per display

height. Operating standard in accordance with paragraph 5C. 3.1.6).

5C.4.2.4 Brightness

Highlight brightness,: under full “contrast:iand specified: resolutions

and using a polarized glass faceplate for the CRT,,shall be no less then

75 feet lamberts.

5C.4.2.5 Geometric Distortion
 

Geometric distortion resulting from non-linearity in the deflection circuit

shall be less than 2% as measured by the EIA method.

5C.4.2.6 Aspect Ratio

Aspect ratio shall be variable between limits of 1:1 and 3:4 (height

' to width).

5C.4.2:7 Bandwidth

The video amplifier bandwidth shall be flat within +1 db to 17 Mc and less

than 3db down at 20 Mcs. (Operating standards according to paragraph

5G. 3.1. 6).

5C.4.2.8 Gain
 

The video amplifier shall have a minimum gain of 200.

50-7
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5C.4.2.9 DC Restoration

The video amplifier shall incorporate circuits to provide 100% dc res-

toration.

5C.4.3 Group Display Projection System
 

5C.4,.3.1 Operating Standards
 

The projection system.shall operate in the scanning standards described

in paragraph 5C.3.1 of this specification. The choice of one of the

given standards will be made at a later time and on the basis of additional

requirements analysis. For purpose of this specification,the standard

as described in 3.1.6 is assumed.

5C.4.3.2 Light Output

~

The projection system shall provide a minimum light output of 1400 lunfens.

Intensity at any point within the image area shall be no less than 75%

of the maximum intensity of illumination.

5C.4.3.3 Projection Optics

The focal length of the projection lens will be determined at a later

time.

5C.4,.3.4 Contrast Ratio

The large area contrast ratio shall be at least 20:1.

5C.4.3.5 ‘Resolution

Limiting resolution in the horizontal direction shall be 850 lines. The

contrast ratio at the limiting resolution shall be at least 30% of the

large area contrast ratio. Corner resolution shall be at least 75% of

that at the center.

5C-8
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5C. 4.3, 6 Geometric Distortion
 

Geometric distortion resulting from non-linearity in the basic deflection

process shall not be greater than 1% as measured by the EIA method.

Additional distortions due to keystone modulation and optical field

curvature shall be minimized with suitable correction devices. The

total distortion due to the combination of all effects, electronic and

optical shall not exceed 2%.

5C.4.3.7 Interlace Accuracy

Interlace accuracy shall be in conformance with paragraph 3.6 of this

specification.

5C.4.3.8 Video Amplifier

The video amplifier bandwidth shall be 17 Mcs + 1.5 db (operating

standard according to paragraph 3.1.6). The amplifier shall have

sufficient gain to provide full modulation from an input video signal

with 25% of the nominal input signal amplitude. The amplifier shall

be capable of providing at least 50% more output signal than that

required for full modulation with no more than 15% differential gain.

Differential gain at a level corresponding to full modulation shall be

no more than 10%. (See paragraph 5C. 3.7.4 of this specification which

also applies).

5C.4.3.9 Transfer Characteristic
 

The overall transfer characteristic of the projection display from video

input to light output shall correspond to a gammaof 2 + 10%. Gamma

correction circuits shall be so arranged that they may be disconnected

by switch if desired.

5C.5 RELIABILITY

The system shall be designed for the maximum practically obtainable

reliability. Particular attention should be paid to component operating

temperatures. Design should be sufficiently conservative to allow

5C-9
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continuous, reliable operational at ambient temperature as high as

120°F. To the maximum extent. possible, modular construction shall

be employed, allowing quick interchange of system components on the

chassis level.

5C-10
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SECTION 6

SIMULATION, CHECKOUT AND TRAINING SYSTEM

6.1 GENERAL

This section describes the requirements of the simulation, checkout

and training system (SCATS). These requirements reflect an advance-

ment in the definition of the concepts previously reported in WDL-TR-E120.

The requirements for IMCC simulation, training and checkout and the

control of the GOSS checkout are described. The requirements for re-

mote site operator training are also included here since this training

should be accomplished within the IMCC.

6.2 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The simulation, checkout and training system will be an integral part

of the IMCC. It is required to provide the following capabilities:

a. Indoctrination and classroom training for IMCC and remote

site flight control personnel.

b. Operational training of these personnel by simulation of mis-

sion events.

c. Checkout of IMCC equipment, subsystems and systems using

simulated operational inputs.

d, Operational readiness testing of personnel and equipment per~

formance in an operational environment.

e. Evaluation of personnel operational procedures, and equip-

ment performance within the operational environment.

6. 2-1
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6.2.1 Training Requirements
 

The following exercise modes are required to provide operational

training capability:

a. IMCC Exercise - Open loop for limited training of IMCC
flight control personnel.

b. IMCC Exercise - Open loop for IMCC flight control team
training and for limited equipment checkout.

c. IMCC Exercise - Closed loop for IMCCflight control team
training with participation of astronauts in the flight crew
trainer.

d. Remote Site Exercise - Open loop for training remote site
flight control personnel using simulation consoles at the IMCC

e. Remote Site Exercise - Closed loop, using simulation consoles
at the IMCC with participation of astronauts in the flight
crew trainer.

f. Integrated Exercise - Open loop, using the MOCR and the
remote site simulation consoles at the IMCC.

Integrated Exercise - Closed loop, using the MOCR and the
remote site simulation consoles at the IMCC with participation
of astronauts in the flight crew trainer.

%

These modes vary the extent to which the operational environment is

simulated to test the ability of operators and equipment to respond

appropriately to contingencies and deviations from the nominal mission.

IMCC operational systems and SCATSutilization in the above exercise

modes are shown in Figure 6.2-1. The different modes should provide

gradual improvement in operator proficiency and equipment performance

leading to final demonstration of system readiness.

6.2.1.1 IMCC Staff Training
 

Initial IMCC staff training is required to provide classroom instruction

on mission philosophy, vehicle systems and IMCC systems. Early

phases of training in which Flight Controllers learn how the IMCC

operates within the overall mission and practice console operations,

would include three modes of systems exercise::.

a. Limited Open Loop Training of IMCC Flight Control Personnel
 

This mode is required to orient personnel to their operating

6.2.1-1
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positions, to their display formats and to general console
and equipment operating procedures. Operations should
include change of displayed data and requesting new displays
for a limited numberof display formats, and initiating
commands, using the operational equipment in the MOCR
and SSR's. This mode would be entirely controlled by
GSSC and RTCC programs and would require no equipment
peculiar to SCATS (Figure 6. 2-1A).

Open Loop Exercise of IMCC Flight Control Personnel. This
mode is required to develop team operations between the MOCR
and SSR personnel. Such exercises need not be oriented to
specific missions but should include typical situations for
practicing information exchanges and interaction between the
MOCRand the SSR's. Operating positions in the MOCR and
SSR's should be fully staffed. This mode would be activated
via the GSSC, using magnetic tapes to simulate remote site
data inputs to the IMCC and would provide limited fault
insertion, controlled from the status control console.

 

GSSC routines would permit more alternative actions than
would be provided by taped inputs alone. For example, the
Spacecraft Systems Officer could request telemetry data
from the remote site. The GSSC, acting as the remote site,

would search its tape and produce the required information.
The response time would be that of the real mission. Sub-
routines would permit insertion of 'unplanned" events, and the
exercise would proceed realistically. The open loop simu-
lation (Figure 6. 2-1B) would use the IMCC display system
for one MOCR and its support staff rooms, the RTCC and the
communication system. In addition, the following SCATS
equipment is required; the simulation control and voice
consoles to simulate voice communication from remote sites
and the spacecraft, and the SPAFto distribute data.

Closed Loop Exercise of IMCC Flight Control Personnel. This
mode is required to exercise team operations between IMCC
flight control personnel and the astronauts, and to provide
practice for specific missions. The exercise should be
mission oriented and compatible with the integrated closed
loop exercise described in section 6.2.1.3. In this mode,
all personnel must be at their assigned operating positions
and able to respond to contingencies introduced via the GSSC.
Telemetry and trajectory data would originate at the flight
crew trainer and flow via the SPAF into the GSSC for proces-
sing, (e.g. conversion of trajectory data to radar tracking

coordinates). Command data would be generated at the MOCR,

processed by the RTCC in the same manner as during an actual

mission, and then forwarded via SPAF to the GSSC and the

flight crew trainer. This mode (see Figure 6. 2-1C) would

use MOCR and SSR equipments, and the RTCC in the same

manner as during actual mission operations.

 

6,2.1-3
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6.2.1.2 Training of the Remote Site Flight Controllers. Initial training
 

of remote site controllers should consist of classroom training in mission

philosophy, vehicle systems and remote site systems and operations.

Early familiarization with operating positions and with remote site

operations include two modes of simulation:

a. Open Loop Remote Site Exercise. This mode is required to
provide initial procedural training for remote site controllers
and to develop team operations within the remote site. These
two objectives can be met concurrently by exercises involving
all remote site console positions. Exercises need not be
oriented to specific missions but should be typical. The
training monitor should initiate exercises by requesting the
GSSC to read telemetry data from a magnetic tape and generate
displays for the first simulated remote site. The training
monitors must supply the spacecraft voice and IMCC voice
links from a prepared script. The GSSC should control the
exercise so that, when the first station loses contact with the
simulated spacecraft, the second station receives data appro-
priate to its location. While the second station is receiving
data, the first station should be readied to act as the third
station in the network. Dummy (passive) remote site consoles
should provide voice monitoring for personnel between turns
on active consoles.

 

For initial training on specific console positions, different
tapes should be used to stress, for example, systems monitoring.

_ This mode (Figure 6.2-1D) would utilize the following SCATS
unique equipment; dummy consoles, two sets of consoles
identical to those at remote sites*, SPAF, and simulation
consoles. This mode would also use the GSSC which, with SPAF,
permits operation concurrently with an open loop IMCC exercise
or a limited open loop IMCC exercise, to compress training
schedules.

b. Closed Loop Exercise. This mode is required to exercise team
operations between the remote site and astronauts, and to provide
practice for specific missions compatible with the integrated
closed loop exercise (para. 6.2.1.3). In this mode, all remote
site personnel would work together at consoles identical to those
they would man during an actual operation. Telemetry and
trajectory data would originate at the flight crew trainers,
flow via SPAF into the GSSC for processing, and then back

a through SPAF for demultiplexing into appropriate simulated
< remote site consoles. Commands would originate at these

 

ale*The NSIF remote site consoles are assumedto be identical for Gemini
and Apollo. DSIF remote site consoles are not defined at this time
but it is assumed they will be similar to the NSIF consoles.

6.2.1-4
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consoles, flow through SPAF to the GSSC for assembly and
formatting, and then back through SPAFtothe flight crew
trainers. The GSSC must control the exercise so that data
flow for handover from site to site can be realistically
simulated.

This mode (Figure 6.2-l1E) requires the same SCATS
equipmert as for the open loop. In addition, the flight crew
trainer(s) are required.

Integrated Training of IMCC Staff and Remote Site Flight
 

Controllers.

Integrated training for all flight control personnel should begin after the

teams demonstrate sufficient proficiency in their assignments and are

indoctrinated in overall mission operations. This would be the final

phase of training; the exercises must simulate the next scheduled mission

as closely as possible. Two modes of simulation must be provided:

a.

PHILCO

Integrated Open Loop Exercises. This mode is required to
provide integrated training for all flight control personnel
(IMCC and remote site teams) with the astronauts. The
exercises should be oriented to the next scheduled mission
and are conducted in the event the flight crew trainers are
not available for an integrated closed loop exercise.

 

This mode (Figure 6. 2-1F) would utilize the operational
equipments for the MOCR and support staff areas, the RTC
and the GSSC.

These exercises would not use the flight crew trainer but must
depend on GSSC which generates telemetry and tracking data
in actual remote site output format. These date would be
transmitted to the communication network and processed by
the real time computer to drive displays in the MOCR and
provide trajectory information for the simulated spacecraft.

Commands based upon MOCR displays must be generated and
transmitted to either the remote site Flight Controllers or to
the simulated spacecraft. Commands plus acquisition data
should be formatted by the RTCC and transmitted via the IMCC
communication system to the GSSC. The A/G voice link would
be simulated by instructor personnel. Flexibility would be
provided by limited closed loop feedback between the partici-
pating teams (IMCC and remote sites). Equipments unique to
SCATS for this mode are SPAF simulated remote site consoles
and simulation control consoles.

Integrated Closed Loop Exercise. This mode is required to
 

provide integrated training for all flight control personnel
scheduled to take part in the next mission and would be the

6,2, 1-5
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final phase of training at the IMCC. The exercise should be
mission oriented to serve as the prototype for the operational
readiness exercise conducted just prior to an actual mission.
In this integrated exercise, all personnel mustbe at their
assigned console positions.

Telemetry and trajectory data, generated by the flight crew
trainer, would be transmitted via SPAF to the GSSC for
processing. Data format and data flow would be the same as
for the open loop exercise. Commands generated by either
the MOCR or similated remote site Flight Controllers would
be transmitted to the flight crew trainer for action.

This mode (Figure 6. 2-1G) would utilize the MOCR and Support
Staff Area equipments and the real time computer in the same
manner as an operational mission. The GSSC would be used
together with the following SCATS unique equipment: Remote
site consoles, SPAF and simulation consoles.

6: 2:1-6
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6.2.2 Checkout Requirements
 

To determine the readiness of GOSS for flight mission support, the

following steps are required:

a. IMCC systems checked out
b. Each element in GOSS checked out on an individual basis
c. An integrated system check performed under control of the IMCC.

The overall checkout sequence is shown in Figure 6.2-2. The sequence

involves checkout of IMCC, checkout of IMCC and Cape Canaveral inter-

face, and world wide GOSS checkout. The later two checkout phases are

directed from the IMCC which provides test data outputs and monitors

the test responses.

The IMCC must contain two identical operational control facilities

(MOCR's, SSR's and auxiliary areas) to permit simulation and/or check-

out for an up-coming mission during an operational mission. This would

allow the IMCC to be checked out first to provide management and control

for GOSS network checkout and integration. GOSS element checkout on an

individual basis allows simultaneous checkout operations to take place,

but imposes important scheduling and management requirements on the

IMCC. Time sequence charts similar to PERT must be used to manage

and schedule all pre-mission checkout. Scheduled completion times,

current status and problem areas should all be recorded; this would

allow determining general status, scheduling of major element integration .

times, and permit comparison of actual and expected progress.

6.2.2.1 IMCC Checkout and Evaluation. Prior to IMCC integrated

systems checkout, individual systems must be checked and evaluated, and

 

the RTCC internal diagnostic routines conducted.

The computer programs must be checked for mission compatibility, and

the RTCC integrated with the major IMCC systems by the use of magnetic

tapes. These tapes should contain fixed test patterns which would feed

into the real time computer from the GSSC. Outputs from the real time

computer should be used to drive all control and display equipment in

the MOCR and SSR's. Voice responses from these areas should be

used to check display operations with RTCC personnel.

6.2.2-1
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Tapes of trajectory data can be used to check out RTCC trajectory

computations and to provide related display information to the MOCR

and SSR's. The taped data (in a format identical with that normally

received from a remote site) should be controlled by the GSSC and sent

through SCATSto the real time computer. Correct display of data in

the MOCR and SSR's should be verified via voice communication lines

to the RTCC. The ability of the RTCC to accept telemetry data and

compute vehicle operational trends should also be checked by the use

of magnetic tapes. These tapes must contain telemetry data in an

operational format, and should be GSSC controlled. The data should

be fed through SCATSto the real time computer. The exercise would

proceed until each computer routine is tested to ensure compatibility of

the computer interface with incoming data and to ensure proper processing

and accessibility.

The computer-controlled display system should then be exercised onan

integrated basis. Normal mission data should be fed into the real time

computer from the GSSC, via the IMCC communication system and

SPAF. Contingencies would be introduced so that the system would be

exercised across the entire base of anticipated conditions. Command

capabilities of the control and display system should be verified by a

GSSC printout and voice adknowledgment. Since the communication

system is common to both MOCR complexer, it must be validated

separately prior to the mission.

SCATS should provide the above checkout capability utilizing the open

loop IMCC exercise mode and a second configuration which allows the

GSSC to by-pass the IMCC communication system. Special tapes are

necessary, and SPAF must provide the interface between the GSSC and

the IMCC communication system.

6.2.2.2 Network Checkout. The network checkout requirements are

outside the scope of this document; however, it is directed from the

IMCC and a brief description of the requirements will be given here.

Network checkout begins with integration of the IMCC and the launch

6.2.2-3
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complex at Cape Canaveral (Figure 6. 2-2) and should start immediately

after IMCC checkout. Strictly speaking, no part of SCATS and no

simulation procedures are needed during this phase; normal countdown

check lists should be used. Capability should be provided, however, to

run IMCC launch complex simulations utilizing the Cape flight crew

trainers if the need arises.

Whenthe preceding operational mission is complete, the standby MOCR

must be ready to initiate and direct GOSS checkout (MOCR checkout

would have been accomplished concurrently with the preceding operational

mission.) The remote sites should be directed to verify operation and

calibration of the on-site equipment while the IMCC runs through a

checkout of the world-wide communication network. Normally, the

latter would be a$imple verification procedure, since these lines were

continuously monitored during the preceding operational mission and

their status known. If necessary, however, test patterns could be

transmitted to permit adjustments and calibrations.

Management and scheduling activities become more formidable during

GOSS checkout, since status and problems at each element affect the

scheduling of subsequent activities. Individual stations must be ready

when expected so that launch complex activities can be initiated on

time. When each element reports its final mission status, the checkout

phase should culminate with an IMCC controlled integration test of the

network as a system. Each major loop should be checked byinitiating

test data at the IMCC, transmitting these to the remote sites, and

comparing the returned signals with expected results.Pp g g Pp
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6.2.3 Simulation Requirements
 

6.2.3.1 Telemetry. The simulation system must be capable of gener -

ating vehicle telemetry to drive the simulated remote site equipment

and the operational systems inthe IMCC. The latter will require data

formats indistinguishable from actual mission data,

Telemetry Data from Flight Crew Trainers. The flight crew trainers
 

will provide telemetry data in a PCM bit stream identical to the real

mission format. It is assumed that the Apollo and Gemini trainers are

located in a common area so that common coaxial cables can be used

for the data to and from both trainers. It is further assumed that these

cables will be approximately one-half mile in length necessitating the

use of a modulated carrier. This requires switching logic and a line

transmitter in the trainer area, and a line receiver and a predetection

recorder in the IMCC.

The PCM bit stream, which passes through the switching circuits to the

line transmitter, frequency-modulates a 5-megacycle carrier (Figure

6-2-3). The data is transmitted by coaxial cable to a line receiver and

a predetection recorder in the IMCC. The receiver strips off the carrier

and outputs a PCM bit stream to the GSSC via data select unit A. The

GSSC performs two basic functions on the telemetry data; (1) it extracts

and formats data to be displayedon the simulated remote site consoles

and (2) it extracts and formats data to be used by the real time computer.

Remote site display data pass through data select unit B, and are de-

multiplexed and distributed to the simulated remote site displays. Data

for the RTCC are formatted in a manner indistinguishable from actual

mission data and routed through the IMCC communication system. The

line carrier frequency used should be compatible with the I-F frequency

of the remote site receivers. This will facilitate preparation of pre-

detection recording tapes.

Agena telemetry is handled in a similar fashion, with one major exception.

Since there is no Agenatrainer as such, its functions, including telemetry,

are generated within the GSGZC. The distribution of these data to the
s

bu Bw Bod
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remote site consoles and the IMCC operational subsystems, however,

is identical to the distribution of trainer data. The remote site data

enter data select unit B, and are demultiplexed and distributed to the

simulated remote site displays. The IMCC data are formatted oper-

ationally and transmitted to the IMCC communication system for

distribution.

Telemetry Data When Flight Crew Trainers are not Available. When
 

the flight crew trainers are not available, the exercises are essentially

open loop, with pre-recorded tape and/or computer programs used to

generate telemetry data. The distribution of these data to the IMCC

subsystems and to the simulated remote sites is identical to the exercises

utilizing the trainers.

In operation, the GSSC receives pre-recorded data from magnetic tapes

and with limited formatting, performs the following; (1) identifies

simulated remote site data and routes it through data select unit B to .

the demultiplexer for distribution to the displays, and (2) identifies data

for the IMCC operational subsystems and routes these data in actual

mission format to the real time computer. If an open loop IMCC exer-

cise must be run simultaneously with an open loop simulated remote

site exercise, a separate pre-recorded tape will be used for each.

Sy

6.2.3.2 Trajectory. The SCATS utilizes three data sources for gener-

ating trajectory information; (1) GSSC calculations, (2) flight crew

trainers, and (3) magnetic tape.

In closed loop operations with Houston trainers, the GSSC generates

all trajectory data during the launch and poweredflight phases. During

launch, these are essentially control signals to drive the trainer instru-

mentation while the powered flight phase also includes the generation of

the ascent trajectory data. The GSSC extracts the simulated launch

and powered flight data that is to be sent to the IMCC, converts it into

a format indistinguishable from actual mission data, and transmits it to

the IMCC communication system. Once data are accepted by the

communication processor, all subsequent routines are those used in

6, 2, 3-3
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actual missions. The RTCC receives. these data from.the communication

processor, performs all normal computations and outputs data to the

MOCR and support area display subsystems.

Once simulated insertion occurs, orbital data is generated by the flight

crew trainers. These data are then transmitted to the GSSC where they

are translated into local station coordinates. Selected data from the

GSSC are transmitted to the IMCC communication system-by techniques

used for the powered flight and launch data.

During open loop exercises, the GSSC receives all trajectory data from

magnetic tape. The interface with the IMCC operational systems, however,

is still in actual mission format, and all routines and programs used in

these systems are operational.

Launch Trajectory Data, In closed loop operations, the GSSC generates
 

all trajectory data during powered flight.

Flight crew trainer instrumentation, affected by the booster functions

(acceleration, BECO, SECO, etc. ), is provided with control signals

from the GSSC. These functions are reflected in the telemetry output

of the trainer as well as on the trainer displays. Unlike the telemetry

and command links, the trajectory control link has no counterpart in

the actual mission because it is used to simulate the effects of motion

on the spacecraft accelerometers, stabilized platform, etc.

During closed loop operations, data, normally transmitted from the

launch control complexes to the IMCC, are generated within the GSSC.

The radar tracking of the vehicle during poweredflight is computed,

formatted and transmitted to the IMCC communication system by the

GSSC. The trainer telemetry, during powered flight, reflects the

effects of the booster functions.

Generation of the target vehicle (Agena) launch data and the solution

of Agena orbital motion equations are performed within the GSSC.

Data transmitted to operational systems are handled exactly like simu-

lated data from the Houston trainers, with the exception that they are

generated entirely within the GSSC.

6. 2. 3-4
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Orbital Trajectory Data. Once simulated insertion occurs, generation
 

of trajectory data becomes a function of the flight crew trainers. Data

are generated in spatial coordinates and transmitted to the GSSC where

they are converted into local coordinates for each remote site.

Based on this data, the GSSC determines when the simulated remote

sites have contact with the spacecraft. Utilizing two sets of simulated

remote site consoles, the GSSC performs the following:

a. Determines acquisition time for the first site and, from
trainer spatial position data, generates the simulated radar
data for that site. The data are generated in the normal
mission format (azimuth, elevation and range), and are
transmitted to the real time computer via the communication
network.

b. As the simulation progresses, remote site 2 acquires the
simulated vehicle. The GSSC calculates acquisition time and
radar outputs for this site. There are periods whenboth
sites see the vehicle and times when remote site 2 acquires
after remote site 1 has lost contact.

c. After remote site 1 has lost contact, its remote site simula-

tion consoles are provided with data inputs simulating the
third site. Similarly, remote site 2 becomes remotesite 4
after loss of contact.

d. The process repeats until each tracking site is covered. Con-
tact time determines how long telemetry can be received by
each site. During these periods, the simulated tracking and
telemetry data (in normal mission format) are transmitted to
the IMCC operational systems. The contact periods also
determine when commands can be transmitted.

6. 2.3.3 Command. <All commands to the vehicles are normally gene-

rated within the MOCR, Remote site controllers are restricted to

execution or release of vehicle commands by MOCRdirection, if the

operation is normal. During extreme emergency operations, the remote

site personnel could initiate and execute commands, however.

Command System Input to the Flight Simulators. In simulating normal
 

operations, the operational systems will follow established procedure

for setting up commands and transferring them to the IMCC communica-

tion system (Figure 6. 2-3). When the commands leave the IMCG com -

munication system, they are transmitted in normal mission format to

6,2, 3-5
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the GSSC where they are identified with a specific station. Upon direc-

tion of the MOCR, the appropriate simulated station executes the com-

mand. Whenthis occurs, the GSSC releases the commands to the PCM

encoder where they are converted and transmitted to the trainers.

Verifications are returned as part of the simulated telemetry.

Methods of Generating Commands by the Simulated Remote Sites. During

simulated emergency operation, the only change is in the point of com-

mand insertion. Depending upon which vehicle (Gemini or Apollo) is to

be commanded and which remote site has simulated vehicle contact,

commands can be set up and executed from the appropriate remotesite

console, using the controls provided. Except for SPAF, no additional

equipment is required. The command enters the computer via data

select unit B (SPAF) and is released whenever the execute signal is

received by the computer (Figure 6. 2-3).

6.2.3.4 Communication,

Circuits Necessary to Connect the Flight Crew Trainers with SCATS.

To interface SCATS with the flight crew trainers, the following simula-

tion data links are necessary (Figure 6. 2-3):

a. Telemetry link: A line transmitter at the remote building,

a coaxial cable and a line receiver at the IMCC

b. Command link: A line receiver at the remote building, a
coaxial cable, and a line transmitter at the IMCC

c. Trajectory (non-mission) link: A line transmitter and receiver
at the remote building, coaxial cable, a line transmitter and

receiver at the IMCC. A common cable can be used, since

data always flow one way during each phase.

d. Voice link: A voice line from the astronaut positions and two
control voice lines with the flight crew trainer control console.
Only one cable is necessary for each link since only one trainer
will be used at a time. However, switchover equipmentis re-
quired at the trainer location.

Circuits to Simulate Communication Paths within IMCC. During closed

loop exercises, the flight crew trainers simulate the voice link with the

astronaut (Figure 6.2-4). This link enters a switch which, at the control

of the computer, determines which simulated remote site is in contact

with the astronaut.

6. 2, 3-6
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The station networks interface with the voice control position at which

point they are interconnected to the MOCR and SSR #1 or #2 intercom-

munication networks.

When the mission simulators are not available, the voice loops are

closed through the voice monitor consoles. The table below lists the

voice simulations required for the three basic modes of operation which

do not use the flight crew trainers:

 

Integrated
Simulated Function Independent IMCC Independent SRS Exercise

IMCC Voice x

Remote site voice x

Astronaut voice x xX Xx

During independent IMCC and integrated exercise modes, the MOCR

voice monitor console is used. During the independent simulated remote

site exercise mode, the SRS voice monitor console is used.

Simulation of the high and low speed data links within the remote sites

is performed within the GSSC. The GSSC develops data which is normally

received from the remote sites and transmits it to the communication

system. It is in a format normally accepted by the communication

processor in the IMCC communication system which eliminates the need

for separate data modems. Simulation of error detection and resulting

data block re-transmission is simulated by an appropriate delay of data

transmission.

TTY data will be provided by an automatic send-receiver teleprinter

located in the simulated message center. It will feed to the communica-

tion processor through the tech control facility in the IMCC communica -

tion system. The processor routs the text messages to a'’segregated

area in the IMCC message center, which has been allocated for simula-

tion traffic.

6. 2. 3-8
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6.2.4 Scats Equipment Requirements
 

6.2.4.1 Simulation Processor and Formatter The simulation proces -

sor and formatter (SPAF) is functionally the wre of the SCATS. As such,

 

it provides a common interface for data and control information trans -

ferred among the following facilities and subsystems used for simula-

tions; simulated remote sites (SRS), SRS simulation consoles, the GSSC,

IMCC simulation consoles, the Apollo and Gemini flight crew trainers,

and the MOCR via the IMCC communcation system. Figure 6. 2-3 shows

how the SPAF provides these interfaces.

The SPAF consists of four basic units: three data select units (DSU

A, B, and C) and one demultiplexer. Each of these units serves a

specific role in handling simulation data, as explained below.

Telemetry. There are three basic paths for telemetry flow. First,

DSU A receives wideband telemetry from the flight crew trainers and

transmits these data to the GSSC for processing. The second path is

from the GSSC through DSU C to the IMCC communcation system for

distribution to the MOCR and SSR's. The third path is from the GSSC

to the SRS consoles via DSU B and the demultiplexer.

Commands. The SPAF provides two basic paths for transmitting com-

mands; one for simulated normal operations and one for simulated con-

tingency operations. Normally, commands are generated by the MOCR.

DSU C receives these commands and transmits them to the GSSC. The

commands are addressed and sent to the appropriate simulated remote

site via DSU B. Commands are released or executed by the transmission

of a signal from the SRS to the GSSC through DSU B, which then distri-

butes the commands from the GSSC to the flight crew trainers. Commands

are verified to the IMCC as part of the normal telemetry. Simulated

contingency commands originate at the SRS and are sent to the GSSC via

the DSU B. They are released by DSU B as in simulated missions with

normal data.

6.2. 3-9
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Trajectory Data. Trajectory data are divided into two classes, powered

flight data and post insertion data. This distinction is made because

each type has a separate flow.

Powered flight data are generated by the GSSC and transmitted to the

flight crew trainers through DSU B. There is currently no provision

for generating these data within the flight crew trainers. Post insertion

data are generated as differential changes in time/space position by the

computers associated with the flight crew trainers. These data are then

transmitted to the GSSC via DSU A. The GSSC converts these data to

local coordinates and transmits the resultant ''tracking'' data to the IMCC

communication system through DSU GC. The GSSC also sends the trajec-

tory data in local coordinates to the SRS as display data through the

DSU B and the SPAF demultiplexer. .

Display Data. Display data handled by the SPAF include the telemetry

and trajectory data to be displayed in the SRS's. The demultiplexer, as

part of the SPAF, provides this distribution. The demultiplexer includes

a storage register, an address decoder, control gates, and digital-to-

analog converters. Display data are routed from a DSU to the demulti-

plexer and are stored in the storage register. These data are sent as

either analog or digital signals to one or more SRS consoles and/or the

SRS simulation control consoles. Data bits in the address portion of

the storage register are sent to the address decoder where several

logic decisions are made. The decoder decides from the address in-

formation whether the message portion should be digital or analog. If

digital, the address decoder operates control gates to allow the message

to proceed in digital form to the proper display(s) in the proper console(s).

If analog, the message portion of the data word will pass through the

control gates into one of the digital-to-analog converters. The message,

now in the form of an analog voltage, will drive an analog display on one

of the SRS consoles, according to the information contained in the ad-

dress decoder.

6,2, 3-10
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6.2.4.2 Communication Links. Communication within the SCATS in-

clude both simulated mission links and exercise control loops. The

requirements for exercise control loops are presented below.

The exercise control loops are voice loops which provide for control

and coordination of simulation instructions during training and exercises.

There are five loops required to interconnect simulation control con-

soles (IMCC and SRS's), a flight crew trainer control consoles, and

voice monitor and status consoles. These five loops and their inter-

connections are shown below.

CONSOLES LOOPS

Simulation Control Console

SRS Control Console

MOCRStatus Console

MOCR Voice Monitor Console

SRS Status Console

SRS Voice Monitor Console

Flight Crew Trainer Control
Consoles xX xX

ba
ba

bd
be

Ti

m~
ps

[N
Y

b<

X
s

6.2.4.3 SCATS Control and Display Consoles
 

Simulation Control Console. The simulation control console provides
 

overall control for IMCC training and exercises involving the SCATS.

For this console to provide sufficient information to the IMCC exercise

controller, five types of displays, in addition to voice communication,

are required.

a. Indicators are required on this console to display the event

sequences, time and status information normally appearing
on the MOCR flight controllers’ consoles in actual missions.

b. One TV monitor with distribution matrix control (TVSM)is
required in this console to provide exercise controller moni-

toring of TV displays viewed by the MOCR flight controllers.

c. Two columns of fault indicators are required; the first indi-

cates which faults were inserted in the flight crew trainer,

and the second shows which GSSC generated faults are active.

6, 2, 3-11
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d. A status display is required to indicate which operating areas
and subsystems are important as the exercise progresses, and
to direct the instructors' attention to these critical areas.
This is especially important when faults and contingencies are
introduced since several areas may be affected. This informa-
tion is formatted and transmitted by the GSSC for display ona
simulation control console TV monitor. This second TV moni-
tor will not involve the MOCR TV distribution matrix.

e. In addition to these displays, the simulation control console
will provide monitoring of all MOCR voice channels for train-
ing and exercise evaluation purposes.

SRS Control Console. The SRS control console is a control and monitor-
 

ing facility for the SRS training and exercise controller in the SRS area.

This console requires three basic displays and voice monitoring.

a. Indicator lights are required to display time, event sequence
and status information normally appearing on the SRSflight
controllers' consoles.

b. Two colums of fault indicators are required. The first, used
only for independent SRS closed loop exercises (during which
the simulation control console is inactive), shows faults intro-
duced in the flight crew trainer while the second shows which
GSSC generated faults are active.

c. Contingency status lights will be required for the independent
SRS closed loop exercises. These lights will indicate which
subsystems are affected when contingencies are inserted during
SRS closed loop exercises.

d, The SRS cont rol console provides monitoring of all SRS voice
channels for evaluation purposes.

Status Consoles and Fault Introducing Equipment. The status consoles

for the IMCC and the SRS's have identical functions. They both control

the insertion of voice and data faults during training and exercises.

a. Voice Faults The instructor at the status console will decide
when to insert a particular fault in a voice channel. Controls
on the status consoles will activate a tape deck inthe fault intro-
duction equipment rack associated with the console. A closed
loop of tape will be used to select one or moreof the different
types of voice perturbing signals recorded on separate tracks -
steady noise, burst noise, recorded voice (for cross-talk dis-

tortion), etc. Other controls on the status consoles must re-

flect which faults are active, and where they have been inserted

in the system. These same consoles will also send a discrete
update signal for computer updating of mission summarystatus
information displayed on thé simulation control console.

6. 2. 3-12
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b. Data Faults All data faults are generated in the GSSC upon
command from the instructor at either the IMCC or SRSstatus
console, as appropriate. The status consoles will have con-
trols for addressing a series of computer subroutines via data
select unit B. Each subroutine inserts a fault ina particular
group of data words. For example, it may be desired to simu-
late a fault in the telemetry link between vehicle and remote
site. Upon command, a computer subroutine alters incoming
telemetry data from the line receiver, .deleting bits, inserting
extraneous bits, or destroying the data altogether. The effects
are reflected by appropriate displays and indicators in various
locations, as desired. Other subroutines may selectively alter
data destined for MOCR consoles, SRS consoles, or the flight
crew trainers. Incoming data from these points may also be
altered to simulate a fault in any area.

‘IMCC and SRS Voice Monitor Consoles. The instructors at these con-
 

soles will supply any voice responses needed to simulate an operational

mission completely. They will simulate the astronauts! voices in exer-

cises where a vocal response is required (for example, during open loop

independent remote site exercises). On other occasions, the instructors

will simulate IMCC personnel or any other voice responses required in

a simulated mission. Consequently, these consoles require status dis-

plays for the SRS's, the MOCR being exercised, the Apollo and Gemini

trainers, and for the part task trainers.

6, 2,312
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SECTION 7

MSC "REMOTE SITE"

7.1 GENERAL FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The establishment of a "remote site!’ at the Manned Spacecraft Center

is highly desirable and will result in long-term economical advantages.

It will serve the primary and secondary functions indicated below.

7.1.1 Primary Functions
 

Primary functions are described as follows:

a. Serve as important data source to the IMCC for simulation and
checkout exercises without participation of the GOSS

b. Provide a response to simulated data from the IMCC for personnel
training and procedure development in conjunction with the IMCC
and the MSC Flight Trainer. This training could include the
IMCC operational personnel, the flight control personnel assigned
to remote sites and the astronauts.

c. Provide a means of conducting special tests for development

testing of modified or new equipment for IMCC or spacecraft
use.

d. Provide a means of investigating and resolving anticipated or
actual interface problems between the IMCC and the operational
remote sites. The above functions can be performed without
the use of RF equipment.

7.1.2 Secondary Functions
 

A possible secondary function of the MSC site could be to support the

IMCC during operational missions. This capability could be obtained

by the addition of appiicable RF equipment equivalent to a typical GOSS

remote station. In this secondary operational support area, the functional

requirements are applicable to both Gemini and Project Apollo, and

include:
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a. Two-way voice communication with the spacecraft

b. Reception of telemetry data from the spacecraft

Transmission of digital command and support data to the space-
craft

d. Tracking the spacecraft and generation of tracking data

e. Processing and time indexing of telemetry, tracking and event
data

f. Two-way data and voice communication with the IMCC.

7.1-2
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7.2 NON-MISSION REQUIREMENTS (PRIMARY FUNCTIONS)

7.2.1 Simulation and Training
 

The MSC "remote site" provides a valuable teel fer the perfermance ef

Simulatien and training. Procedures and techniques can be developed

and analyzed without the necessity of tying up ether elements ef the GOSS.

Exercises can be run on actual equipments under realistic operating

conditions in minimum time and at minimum expense. This dees not

necessarily require the use of an antenna and RF pertions of a remote

site,

The use ofanMSC: "remote site"! enhances the Capability for closed-loop

Simulation.

a. Integrated training of mission controllers (at IMCC and remete
sites) is possible in accomplishing mission control operations
in the IMCC, vehicle oz mission and part task flight simulators,
and typical remote sites.

b. Use of actual operating consoles rather than off-line facilities
are recommendedin closed-loop simulation,

ec, Closed-loop simulation supports the development of training
exercises, procedures and rules, utilizing actual equipment
elements of a command type station including data processing
and transmission.

7.2.1.1 Network Simulation Exercises
 

The requirement for conducting network simulation exercises by use of

the MSC "remote site" is believed to be an additional reason for its

inclusion within GOSS. Operational methods, procedures, and techniques

can be evolved, analyzed, and evaluated by either limited or full-scale

network simulation exercises. Much of the work can be more readily

accomplished at the IMCC in conjunction with the ''remote site'', in lieu

of use of the entire GOSS network. Parallel information flow paths can

be set up, and multiple cross-checking of the data dene on the computers

at the IMCC computation center. ©
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Several areas of network simulation include communication switching,

routing and processing, contingency procedures, the hand-over problem,

multiple vehicle acquisition and tracking, and rendezvous and docking |

techniques. By use of closed-circuit television, the operation of the

"remote site" can be monitored in the MOCR. In this manner, the

effects of various random and bias errors introduced into the network

can be readily observed and methods developedfor reducing these errors,

7,2,1,2 Personnel Training
 

To allow maximum benefits to be derived from training of remote site

personnel at the MSC "remote site, '' its configuration should be a com-

posite of all the remote sites. (Space and other operational considera-

tions may limit the degree of duplication of other remote site equipment.)

In this way, the personnel could be completely familiarized with all the

on-site equipments, and more thoroughly understand the interface prob-

lem between the sites. A substantial saving in money and time also .

results from having the capability to train site personnel at a central

location in the United States prior to sending them to an overseassite.

Even greater advantages may well result from being able to transfer

personnel from various areas in the IMCC (MOCR, etc.) to the "remote

site", This switching could be done on a daily basis, or by mission

phases, to enable operations personnel to become intimately acquainted.

with all phases of the overall operation, and.to obtain a better under-

standing of the problems encountered at various positions within the :

network, Periodic critiques can be held, and the results of and prob-

lerns encountered in network simulation exercises discussed in detail.

Manning requirements can beevaluated and reviewed as new operational

procedures are developed.

7.2.2 System Improvement Testing
 

By careful and logical design, the "remote site" can provide a valuable

facility for system improvement testing. New equipments for use in the

IMCC or the spacecraft can be evaluated under realistic operating

conditions,

7.2-2
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Modifications to existing procedures can be developed and analyzed

without disrupting the operation of a tracking or command station. The

detailed interface between telemetry, high- and low-speed data, and

the communication network can be examined by detailed tests and com-

puter analysis, and the various parameters changed to optimize the .

performance. Noise and interfering signals can be introduced into

various subsystems and their effects on network performance, and on

displays and recording equipment evaluated.
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7.3 MISSION REQUIREMENTS (SECONDARY FUNCTIONS)

7.3.1 General,

It is recognized that the primary functions of the "remote site" instru-

mentation at the IMCC/MSClocation are concerned with IMCC check-

out, mission simulation, and flight control personnel training. These

functions could be implemented without providing actual operating capa-

bility; i.e., a typical remote site facility could be instrumented without

provision of the actual RF space-ground communication and tracking

equipment.

A strong argument can, however, be made for the addition of such RF

capability to provide a fully operational site at the IMCC. Such addition

would have several advantages:

a. Direct support capability for the IMCC would be highly desirable.
During the phasing-in of new data processing and communication
equipment into the existing Mercury network stations, the net-~
work may not be fully modified to provide the required infor-
mation. Therefore, this station is the best place from which
to provide the real-time data for IMCC use, at this time.

b. Even after the network had been modified and updated, the ''remote
site’ would be capable of providing real-time data to the IMCC
which would alleviate the demands placed on other sites for
transmission of data ona real-time basis during somephases
of a mission.

c. Mission profiles for Gemini indicate that the MSC location would
provide contact with the vehicle during the critical early and
late orbits (1-4 and 14-18, respectively), where real-time
contact and high-data-rate reception and transmission without
the constraints of delayed or low-speed communication circuits,
may be desirable. During the Apollo Missions, the site could
provide back-up to the Goldstone DSIF site, which may be
involved in support of other deep space instrumentation probes.

d. The location of an operational site at the MSC would be equivalent
to the present configuration of the Mercury. network,. where

both an operational site and the MercuryControl Center are
co-located.

e. Even if a decision is made to defer the implementation of the
operational capability until some later time, it is still appro-
priate to include RF capability in the present planning. This
willpermit appropriate integration of the instrumentation re-
quired for the simulation site with operational RF equipment.
It further will establish siting criteria which could be used to
constrain the future development of facilities which would

interfer with this capability.

7.3-1
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The MSC remote station can support both near-earth and lunar missions,

Due to the major differences in support requirements for the two types

of missions, it would be desirable to establish a compromisein the

functional capabilities of the station. Thus, it wouldnot appear

justifiable to impose a requirement for precision tracking for near-

earth missions since sufficient tracking data is generated by the

precision tracking systems at the other remote stations of GOSS to

accurately compute the orbital parameters of the spacecraft. However,

it is desirable to provide an angle tracking capability to allow reliable

reception and transmission of information between the spacecraft and

the station. The accuracy of the orbital parameters computed at the

IMCC will provide sufficiently accurate antenna pointing information to

allow acquisition of the spacecraft transmission, and, therefore, a

special acquisition aid is not required.

For lunar missions, it does not appear feasible to require the MSC remote

station to receive video bandwidth information, due to the aperture

requirements of the required antenna. Reception of the video bandwidth

information from the spacecraft during lunar missions could be per-

formed by DSIF. However, the actual use of the DSIF at Goldstone,

California, may not permit its use for tracking. Therefore, this require-

ment may be unposed upon the station at MSC unless future developments

dictate otherwise. In any event, the MSC "remote site" could serve as an

alternate site (to Goldstone DSIF) with somewhat limited lunar capabilities

with respect to TV reception. A more detailed description of the mission

requirements per station function is contained in the following paragraphs.

7.3.2 Tracking

The requirements for tracking spacecraft at both lunar and near-earth

distances differ considerably from the standpoint of tracking rates

and system sensitivity.

7.322
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7.3.3 Reception and Transmission of Voice
 

Near-earth missions will require two-way voice communication between

the MSC remote station and the spacecraft at both VHF and HF. It is

anticipated that, from a performance requirement standpoint, the voice

communication system will be similar to that utilized in the Mercury pro-

gram, with the exception of the antenna systems. However, VHF and HF

elements could be added to the tracking antenna for voice transmission.

For lunar missions, the voice communication: system must utilize the

S-band frequency and bandwidth assigned to the Apollo voice communi-

cation . mode.

The mission requirements for near earth voice communication. can be

listed as follows:

a. Frequency

1. 275 - 300 Mc (VHF

2. 10- 20 Mc (HF)

b. Modulation

1. AM at VHF

2. AM at HF

c. Receive

1. VHF antenna - use tracking antenna for VHF

2. HF antenna - to be defined

3. Surface receiver sensitivity

(a) 145 dbw at HF (16 kc BW)

(b) 140 dbw at VHF (6kc BW)

d. Transmit

1. VHF antenna:.quad-helix for VHF

2. HF antenna to be defined

3. VHF ground transmitter: 100 w (20 dbw)

4. HF ground transmitter: 100 w (20 dbw)

The mission requirements for voice communication: during lunar missions

will be defined as spacecraft communication system information becomes

available.
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7.3.4 Reception and Transmission of Data
 

Mission requirements for the reception of data at the MSC remote

station include reception of PCM/FM telemetry data at both VHF and

S-band frequencies.

Pending additional information relative to the Apollo telemetry system,

it is assumed that, with the exception of frequency, receiving system

sensitivity, and instrumentation nctires intl, the requirements will be

similar. Thus, it would appear that the only difference in requirements

will be from an RF standpoint, and the same PCM processing equip-

ment can be used for both missions.

The transmission of digital data to the spacecraft for near-earth and

lunar missions will be assumed to be similar with the exception of

power and frequency, until additional information is obtained relative

to the Apollo up-data link. In both cases, the same tracking antenna

can be equipped with transmitting elements for transmission of data

to the spacecraft. Mission requirements for the telemetry and up-data

subsystems are listed as follows:

a. Telemetry

1. System sensitivity - to be defined (tracking antenna will be

used for both lunar and near earth missions)

2. Frequencies

(a) 225 - 260 Mc near earth

(b) 2100 - 2300 Mc lunar

3. Modulation - PCM/FM

4, Bandwidth - to be defined

b. Up-Data

1. Transmitter power”

(a) 10 kw - Gemini

(b) 2 kw - near-earth Apollo

2. Antenna

(a) quad-helix or equivalent mounted on tracking antenna

for near-earth missions

(b) S-band radiator mounted on tracking antenna for lunar

missions

7.3.4-1
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3. Frequencies

(a) 400 ~ 450 Mc near earth

(b) 2100 - 2300 Mc lunar

4, Modulation - PCM/FM

7.3.5 Data Processing

A data processor at the MSC remote station must process all data which

flows between the IMCC and the station and must perform the following

functions:

a, Separating the PCM telemetry data stream into data points and
distributing the digital data points to displays and/or buffer
storage for transmission to the IMCC; selected data points
will be processed in real time while other data points will be
stored on magnetic tape.

b. Test of selected telemetry data points against prescribed limits
of frequency and amplitude and routing of the data point to the
IMCC if the point exceeds the prescribed limits.

c. Composition of summary messages such as spacecraft status,
crew status, etc. as determined from telemetered data

d, Formating of telemetry, tracking and station status data
for transmission to the IMCC at rates which are compatible
with the bandwidth of the communications data circuits.

e. Process acquisition data received from the IMCC and furnish
antenna pointing information to the antenna systems.

f. Process command and support data received from the IMCC
and furnish this information to the up-data transmitter system.

g. Storage of selected information for recall by the IMCC if so
required.

Assuming the above functional requirements are valid, there are two

areas which must be resolved. These areas are: (1) the degree of

computation at the remote station, and (2) the interface between the

telemetry decoders and the communication terminal equipment.

Current concepts for remote station data processing indicate that very

little, if any; computation will be required at the remote station. The

integration of the communication terminal equipment and the telemetry

decoders requires a division of functional requirements. Thus, for

the communication interface, it is most feasible to provide off-the-shelf..
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error control equipment as a part of the communication. system rather

than impose error control requirements on the data processing subsystem.

Insofar as the telemetry interface is concerned, it would not be feasible

to duplicate such functions as bias test and adjust in the data processor

since these functions are available in existing telemetry systems and

would impose severe programming requirements on the data processor.

However, the data processing system should duplicate the decoding

function of the telemetry decoder. This, function would not present

severe programming requirements and would add flexibility to the system.

The bit rates and format of the information which will be handled by the

data processing subsystem have not been finalized. Preliminary analysis

of information flow requirements indicates an input of up to 67, 000 bits-

per-second and an output of up to 2400 bits-per-second, with the bulk of

the input being 8-bit telemetry words. A storage capability of up to 180, 000

bits-per-second will be required, which implies the use of two or more

tape transports. Word length, memory, cycle time and other specific

requirements for the data processing function will be defined in subsequent

revisions as additional information relative to types and rate of informa-

tion flow becomes available

7.3.6 Timing

Timing requirements for time indexing tracking, event, and other data,

as well as for display and sequencing and synchronizing of equipment

at the MSC remote station, can besatisfied by the timing signals generated

at the IMCC and transmitted to the remote station. See Section 4.4.4

for details on the IMCC basic timing system.

7.3.7 Surface Communication
 

The MSC remote station must duplicate the communication terminal

equipment of other remote stations of GOSS if it is to perform its simula-

tion functions adequately. This requirement involves the use of high-

speed and/or low-speed data riwert terminal equipment and the associated

error control and decision feedback equipment, as well as teletype and

voice circuit terminal equipment. Requirements for surface communica-

tion include:
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a. Full-aainplesvoice communication

b, 60-WPM and/or 100-WPM teletype for use during simulation
and training periods

c. Low-speed data reception and trandeotésion at 30 to 100 bits-
per-second .

d. High-speed data reception and transmission at rates up to 2400
bits-per-second

e. Error control and decision feedback for data circuits.

Current information indicates surface communications between the IMCC

(Rooms 107-109 of the first floor) and the remote stations (in Room 331

of the Third floor) can be provided by equivalent land lines as indicated

above.

7.3.8 Displays and Centrols
 

Displays and controls at the remote station will be limited to those

required for operation of the station. However, if the current develop=

ment of the GOSS for the Gemini and Apollo programs indicated the

desirability of backup mission control functions at remote stations, the

MSCstation will be required to conform to the configuration of the GOSS

remote stations.

Minimum display and control requirements will include those necessary

for acquiring and tracking the spacecraft, GMT and time event displays,

monitoring displays for data received from the spacecraft and from

appropriate receiving equipments, monitoring displays for command

verification and controls for retransmitting command data to the space-

craft if necessary or requested, and equipment status displays.
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7.4 REMOTE SITE CONFIGURATION

 

7.4.1 Simulation and Checkout (Non-Mission) -

A configuration of the MSC "remote site" for non-mission operation is

described in Subsections 7.2 and 7.3. This phase of the operation does

not require the RF portions of the ''remote site"! equipment.

7.4.2 Mission Operations

A typical MSC ''remote site’ configuration which could provide the

desired operational capability is shown in the simplified block diagram

of Figure 7.4.2~1. This equipment will be located in Room 331 of the

Mission Operations Wing.

7.4.2.1 Proposed Integrated VHF-UHF Antenna Arrangement
 

To meet the requirements of both Gemini and Apollo, the use of a

40-foot, two-axis parabolic reflector antenna is recommended. This

antenna would be equipped with multiple collimated feeds, including

associated diplexers and filters, to allow transmission, reception,

and monopulse con-scan tracking at 225—300 Mc (for Gemini missions)

and at 2,1—2.3 Ge (for Apollo Missions), and transmission at 400—450 Mc.

Crossed dipole feeds are used in the VHF and UHF bands, whereas a

waveguide con-scan feed is employed at the microwave frequency. A

simplified functional block diagram of an integrated antenna feed system

is shown in Figure 7.4.2.1-1. The antenna control circuitry would allow

both manual and automatic "tracking, '"' using either the con-scan or the

monopulse system, and wouid include provisions for slaving the antenna

to one of the computers in the IMCC. Large antennas with similar multi-

band transmitting-receiving-tracking capabilities have been developed

and fabricated and are currently in operationon other space programs.

A tracking radar is not considered absolutely necessary since adequate

antenna "pointing" data will be computer-generated, based on trajectory

data received from other network tracking stations. For the terminal

7.4-1
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docking phases of rendezvous, when both vehicles are in radio sight of

the station, duplicate telemetry reception equipments will, quite likely,

be required.

7.4.2.2 Receiving Subsystems
 

A sufficient number of VHF and HF receivers are furnished to permit

simultaneous reception (with backup) of all voice and telemetry channels.

Switchable or plug-in IF and demodulator/video amplifier modules are

recommended to facilitate selection of the optimum IF or video bandwidth

for the type of data being received, and to enable the best demodulation

method (phase-lock-loopor:synchronous detector) to be used.

The HF receivers recommended for use at a remote site are high-

performance military-type communication receivers tunable over the

10- to 20-Mc range and having a sensitivity of 1 microvolt or better for

a 10-db signal-to-noise ratio. These receivers should be highly stable
and selective, and capable of CW, AM, and SSB reception.

The VHF receivers should incorporate provisions for selection of IF

bandwidths ranging from 10 to 50 kcs for acquisition to 1 to 3 Mcs for
digital telemetry. Video bandwidths are comparable, and choice of

filter characteristics, suchas Gaussian, should be available. The

noise figure should be 4 db or less to provide an adequate IF signal-to-

noise ratio at maximum spacecraft range.

The 2.1-to 2.3-Gc receivers should employ low-noise TWT or parametric

amplifiers to enable reception of data at lunar distances. Ultra-stable

crystal-controlled local oscillators are recommended to allow Doppler

ranging techniques to be used, and to permit the bandwidth to be reduced

to the practical minimum, consistent with the transmitted RF bandwidth

and frequency stability. The receiver noise figure should be 2 db orless,

and the local oscillator stability for Doppler or psuedo-random noise

ranging should be at least one part in 10°,
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7.4.2.3 Transmitting Subsystems

For Project Gemini, a 400- to 450-Mc command transmitter and command

encoder will be required. When Gemini is phased out and Apollo be-

comes operational, this transmitter will be replaced by a 2.1 to 2.3-Gc

transmitter for use with DSIF transponders, Since a 40-foot reflector

having a gain of approximately 30 db at 400 Mc is recommended, it is

not necessary to use 10 kilowatts of RF. A lower-power (2 kw), more

_ Stable transmitter, with features not presently furnished by the FRW-2,

could be provided for Gemini missions. Use of the 10 kilowatt RF power

output at 2.1 - 2.3 Gc is recommended, however, for Apollo, since it

would permit the use of presently available, high performance, wide-band

FM transmitters similar to those used on other current programs.

HF transmitting equipment, similar to those to be provided for the other

sites, should be furnished for this MSC "remote site.

The use of a log periodic antenna array, controllable both in azimuth

and elevation, should be evaluated as to its capability to improve HF

communication at ranges greater than those presently obtained in Project

Mercury. The use of a directional antenna would also aid in reducing

interference from thunderstorms and similar atmospherics, and would

reduce interference from unauthorized or adjacent channel transmissions.

7.4.2.4 Radar Subsystem

The requirements for radar ranging and tracking at the MSC "remote

site' is not sufficiently clear-cut at this time to substantiate recom-

mendations for a radar installation. Sufficient ephemeris data and

computer-derived antenna pointing information will be available to allow

acquisition and tracking by means of the AGAVE, quad-helix, or forty-

foot antennas
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7.4.2.5 Control/Display Consoles
 

The control/display consoles should reflect the latest advances in the

state-of-the-art, including those of human engineering. Console design

and implementation should allow test and evaluation of special display or

control components without materially affecting the normal site opera-

tions. Consoles for a remote site flight control team will also be

required for the conduct of simulation training and exercises.

7.4.2.6 "Remote Site!’ Data Processor
 

A study is continuing to determine the specific requirements and con-

figuration of a remote site data processor. At this time, it will be

assumed that some preliminary form of semi-automatic data processing

equipment will be required for Gemini. By a judicious system concept

employing modular building blocks, a more advanced form of data

processing equipment may be evolved, if required, to serve the future

needs of Apollo.

The remote site must receive and process both the real-time and stored

telemetry transmitted from the Gemini and/or Apollo spacecraft. No

requirement is envisioned for processing the delayed telemetry data

at the rate at which it is received (112.64 Kbps for Gemini). It is assumed

that this data will be recorded and played back at a rate compatible with

the real-time telemetry equipment. Preliminary analysis of information

flow requirements for the rendezvous missions of Project Gemini indicates

a maximum information rate of approximately 67,000 bps will be generated

by remote station equipments, including telemetry data (50.2 Kbps for

Gemini real-time telemetry and 16.384 Kbps for Agena real-time telem-

etry) digital tracking data, status data, etc. This rate, if not compressed,

would represent an excessive load factor to the Communication Processor

at the IMCC, as well as exceeding the capabilities of the HSD communica-

tion circuits. Therefore, it is necessary that a data separation and com-

pression function take place before the telemetry information is presented

to the IMCC Communication Processor and the Input-Output Data Scanning

and Formatting Subsystem. This implies that a data processor is required
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at the remote station to perform this function. In this manner, the IMCC

"remote site" can be treated the same as any other site, both in the oper-

ational mode and in simulation exercises, and all local telemetry dis-

play functions can be generated onsite.

During simulation exercises, it is envisioned that the IMCC "remote site!

may be required to act in the stead of any or all types of GOSS network

stations. In this capacity, the local site would produce the usual mission

tracking and telemetry data for transmission to the IMCC. Adata pro»

cessor, like those used at other remote sites, would generate (or control

the release of) telemetry data in the mission format, receive antenna

pointing information and data for ''transmission!'' to the spacecraft and/or

rendezvous vehicle, and return "tracking" data to the IMCC. It would

also operate in the normal fashion in processing the simulation data for

local display.

7.4.2.7 "Remote Site' Communication Equipment
 

a. Introduction. In the following discussion the "remote site" is
assumed to have the following communication facilities:

1. High-speed data

2. Voice

3. Teletype

It is also assumed that the means of communication between
the IMCC and the local "remote site'' (Room 331 of Mission
Operations Wing) shall be via on-site cable(s). All (land
line) communications should be a 4-wire full-duplex circuits
allowing simultaneous transmission and reception.

b. Equipment Descriptions
 

1. High-speed Data Equipment. The high-speed equipment
required for the transmission of serial bit stream data
‘consists of a.data encoder, a data transmitter, and:line
amplifiers.

The data encoder accepts binary bit stream information
from the data processor buffering equipment and arranges
it into ''data blocks.'' The encoder also encodes the data
block using an effective class of error detecting code
structure such as "cyclic group coding. '' It then initiates
transmission of the data (serially) to the data transmitter.
The high-speed data transmitter receives the binary data
from the data encoder, and by appropriate modulation

7,4-7
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techniques, transmits this information via land lines to
the IMCC, Line amplifiers are provided at the output of
the data transceiver to provide impedance matching and
drive capacility as dictated by line and distance require-

ments,

The high-speed data equipment, required for the recep-
tion of serial bit-stream data, consists of a buffer am-

plifter, a data receiver, and Error Detection and Decision
Feedback Equipment (EDDF). The buffer amplifier
provides buffer capability as dictated by line level and
impedance requirements.

The data receiver receives the modulated analog signal
from the buffer amplifiers, and threugh appropriate
demodulation techniques, converts the information toa
dc level change code (serial binary) which is supplied as
an input to the data decoder. The data receiver and data
transmitter operate at a binary bit rate of 2400 bps over
a 3000-cps, veice-quality line.

The EDDFaccepts the serial binary output from the data
receiver and arranges the information i1io data block
format. The data block is then checked tor errors by means
of the coding structure used. If ro errors are detected,
the data is transierred (in parallel) into the data processor
buffering equipment. If errors are det: cted, three modes
of operation are «vailable:

(a) The EDDFcails for re-transmission of the data.

(b) The EDDF "drups" the incorrect block and accepts
the next data biock.

(c) The EDDF error codes the data block and shunts
it to the data processor in the norma! manner.

Data Processor Buifering Equipment. The buffer equip-
ment for the data processor will convert the asynchronous
inputs of the communication system to the synchronous
rate of the data processor. The storage capability will
be determined by system word length and access time of
the data processor.

Miscellaneous Equipment

(a) Code Converters. Appropriate code converters will
be required to allow the transmission and reception
of data and text messages from Baudot code teletype
terminal equipment in serial bit-stream form over
the high speed data lines. This equipment will be used
in conjunction with the data processor.

(b) Recording Equipment. Appropriate recording equip-~
ment will be provided to record all high-speed
data, voice and TTY communication traffic. These
recorders will take the form of magnetic tape re-
corders osciltographic recorders, pén recorders, :..,
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and video tape recorders. The recording facilities

should not only duplicate those at other remote sites,

but provide additional capability to impelement

extensive simulation and evaluation exercises. Video

tape recorders or thermoplastic recorders, for the

experimental recording of real-time television sig-

nals from the capsule, would be a valuable test feature

and shouldalso be provided.

(c) Voice Communication, The voice communication

system within the ''remotesite" will be required

to provide not only a reliable ground facility for.

intra/interstation calls (both conference and private)

but also the means for direct voice communication

- between the ground station and the spacecraft. There-

fore, the 225- 300-Mc monopulse feed system on the

40-foot antenna will be employed together with its

associated diplexers and filters, and the VHF voice

transceiver. The ground communication portion of

the voice net will require standard terminal anddis-_

tribution equipment which should be under direct con~

trol of a voice communication controller (console)

who will monitor quality and routing of all voice

transmission. In the event voice communication be-

tween the IMCC and the "remote site" are by land

lines, terminal amplifiers will be required to provide

impedance matching and level control.

.(d) Teletype Equipment. Standard teletype equipment

(such as Teletype Corp. 28 ASR) will be required

for administrative communication between the IMCC

and the ''remote site. '' Auxiliary tape reperforating

and reading equipment may also be required to ex-

pand the capabilities of the TTY facility. Availability

of code (D/TTY and TTY/D) converters will un-

doubtedly be required to provide additional flexibility,

in that this will allow the transmission and reception

of serial bit binary data over the TTY circuits. The

use of TTY circuits for data transmission will undoubt-_

edly be required during non-mission periods and

perhaps also in some simulation exercises.
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